Transmedia Production Strategies in Television Fiction
The present Obitel Yearbook is the eighth of a series started
in 2007 and it reflects the maturity of a methodology that
combines quantitative study with the contextual analysis of
television fiction, its transmediation into other screens and
the sociocultural dynamics that are circumscribed to each of
the different member countries.

Fiction, as industry, genre, and format, is one of the most
representative cultural and media products of television in
Ibero-America. Its cultural and symbolic tradition is a place
of agreement and disagreement that is now the setting not
only of the main characters’ loves and intimate secrets in the
telenovelas and series but also that of public life, politics, and
citizenship, since even more fiction has been anchoring its
narrative on the multiple problems that affect us as a region
and, at the same time, identify us as countries.
The Obitel member countries chose as topic of the year for
this 2014 Yearbook the study of the “transmedia production
strategies in television fiction”, aiming to analyze how
television networks have been incorporating transmedia
strategies into their fiction productions, either through scripts
that build stories, characters, products, and practices, which
are characterized by the constant interaction with social
networks, or through actions of transit and expansion of the
original fictional universe to other screens and platforms. In
other words, the analyses carried out in the Obitel Yearbook
2014 aim not only to map the transmedia productions
strategies present in the 12 countries that make up the
research team but also to address this current topic based on
different theoretical and methodological approaches.
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EDITORÊS NOTE

This Obitel Yearbook 2014 is published simultaneously in three
languages, by Globo/Sulina Editorial, Brazil: in printed form in
Portuguese, and in digital form in Spanish and English.
Its predecessors are:
• Obitel Yearbook 2007, published in Spanish by Editorial
Gedisa, Spain;
• Obitel Yearbook 2008, published in Portuguese and English by
Globo Universidade/Globo Editorial, Brazil;
• Obitel Yearbook 2009, published in Spanish by the European
Observatory on ChildrenÊs Television (Oeti), Spain, and in Portuguese and English by Globo Universidade/Globo Editorial,
Brazil;
• Obitel Yearbook 2010, published in Portuguese and Spanish by
the same editorial group;
• Obitel Yearbook 2011, published by Globo Universidade/Globo
Editorial in Portuguese and Spanish, and in English in digital
form;
• Obitel Yearbook 2012 and Obitel Yearbook 2013, published
by Globo Universidade/Sulina Editorial in Portuguese and
Spanish, and in English in digital form.
Obitel became stronger as an international institution focused
on the comparative research on television fiction in 12 IberoAmerican countries, which now make up the national chapters
of this Yearbook. The increase of the Obitel membership and its
consolidation as an intercontinental project demonstrate its growing
leadership in the analysis of television fiction in this region.
The general and national coordinators of this Yearbook
would like to express once again their gratitude to Globo for its
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continuous support and determined participation in this publication.
Likewise, we thank again the following Ibope institutes for their
collaboration: Ibope (Brazil, Argentina, Colombia and Uruguay),
Time-Ibope (Chile), Nielsen-Ibope-México (Mexico), Ibope Media
Perú (Ecuador and Peru), CAEM, GfK and Marktest (Portugal),
Barlovento Comunicación/Kantar Media (Spain), Nielsen
Media Research (United States), AGB Nielsen Media Research
(Venezuela), and all the universities and research centers of the
countries participating in this Yearbook.

METHODOLOGICAL NOTE

THE IBERO-AMERICAN TELEVISION FICTION OBSERVATORY, constituted as Obitel since its foundation in 2005, has
been conducted as an intercontinental project for the Ibero-American region, including Latin American and Iberian countries as well
as the U.S.Ês Hispanic population. Speaking of a Latin American
scope was – and still is – considered important due to growing interest by different national States in converging a number of policies
for distinct media production, exchange and creation that are cultural, artistic and, of course, commercial, which could contribute to
establish a major reference area for geopolitics and culture.
The observation that has been conducted by Obitel covers at
least five dimensions of such a vast subject of analysis: production,
exhibition, consumption, marketing and thematic proposals. From
the 2010 Yearbook on, „transmediation‰ was added to those dimensions. While it is an emerging phenomenon, it carries a high potential for understanding production itself and expectations about
fiction, its distribution and consumption by TV companies and
channels. This analysis aims to show the new ways in which audiences interact with and connect to television fiction, which they now
watch and consume on the internet or mobile devices, such as cell
phones, laptops, tablets, etc. Transmedia reception was incorporated
by Obitel because we saw it as a key dimension of analysis, crucial
to understanding the dynamics of fiction and its interactions with
the audience.
In this 2014 Yearbook we focus on the analysis of transmedia
production strategies for television fiction in Obitel countries. We
conceive transmedia production as a strategic communication action
coming from a producer-sender that is generally – but not exclusively – identified with the media industry. That is, we assume that a
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given set of expressions articulating among the media and which we
are calling transmediation configures a project to produce contents
associated with a particular strategic planning.
Methodological activities for this 2014 Yearbook included primarily the following:
1) Systematic monitoring of fiction programs broadcast by open
channels in the 12 countries included in the network.
2) Generation of comparable quantitative data about those countries: times, premiere programs, number of chapters, rates, audience profile, prevailing fiction topics.
3) Identification of plural and bilateral flows of fiction genres and
formats, which translates as the ten most watched fiction titles,
their prevailing themes, rating and share.
4) Analysis of trends in narrative and thematic contents from each
country (data on consumption of other media such as the internet and other program genres, investments in advertising,
important legal and political events of the year) as well as
everything that each national research team sees as „highlights
of the year‰, especially with regard to changes occurred in production, narratives and preferred thematic content.
5) Analysis of transmedia reception and audience interaction with
fiction in each country. The selection of the case to be analyzed
was made taking as a reference one of the ten most relevant
titles or selecting any other title which, for its specifics, had a
peculiar behavior on the internet or on any other social media.
6) Analysis of transmedia production, which can be observed as a
set of producer strategies, contents and practices. These operations translated as several participation programs proposed by
producers to their recipients, exploring skills they might have in
order to search for and articulate content on multiple platforms.
7) Publication of results of systematic monitoring as a Yearbook,
with special attention to a particular topic. The topic for this
2014 Yearbook is “Transmedia production strategies in television fiction”.
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Our observation was carried out by a network of research teams
from 12 countries in different Ibero-American universities: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Spain, United States, Mexico,
Peru, Portugal, Uruguay and Venezuela.
The main sources for data on audience measuring were the
organizations in charge of conducting these studies in different
countries: Ibope (Brazil, Argentina, Colombia and Uruguay), Time-Ibope (Chile), Nielsen-Ibope-Mexico (Mexico), Ibope Media Peru
(Ecuador and Peru), CMEA, GfK and Marktest (Portugal), Barlovento Comunicación/Kantar Media (Spain), Nielsen Media Research (United States), AGB Nielsen Media Research (Venezuela).
We also worked with data generated within research teams
based on other sources, such as press releases, internet information,
audio and video material as well as those derived from direct contacts
with agencies and actors in each countryÊs audiovisual environment.
Statistical treatment of data was conducted on the basis of
productive typologies (programming grids, time slots, length
of each fiction product, chapters or episodes) and measurement
typologies (audience measurement, rating and share), which allows
making comparisons of supply conditions and producing profiles
of television fiction in each country, including categories such as
programming volume, formats, producers, scriptwriters, creators
and exhibition strategies.
The structure of this Yearbook is divided in three parts.
The first part is an introduction chapter that makes a comparative synthesis of fiction in Obitel countries. This comparison
is made from a quantitative and qualitative perspective that allows
us to observe fiction development in each country, pointing out its
main products as well as the topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction.
The second part includes 12 chapters (one for each country)
with an internal structure in which sections of the Yearbook are
usually constant, although some are more specific than others. Each
chapter includes the following sections:
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1) The country’s visual context, which provides general information on the audiovisual industry regarding production of television fiction: history, trends and the most relevant facts.
2) Analysis of premiere fiction, made through several tables presenting specific data from national and Ibero-American programs that have premiered in each country. The section highlights
the ten most watched titles of the year.
3) Transmedia reception: this section presents and exemplifies
the supply provided by television channels to their audiences so
that they can consume their productions on the internet, as well
as the description of the type of behavior that audiences adopt
on their own initiative in order to see, consume and participate
in their fiction programsÊ pages and websites.
4) Highlights of the year: the most important productions not
only regarding average audience (rating) but also in terms of
socio-cultural impact or innovation they have generated in the
television industry or in the market.
5) Finally, the topic of the year, which this year is “Transmedia production strategies in television fiction”. It provides a
historical analysis of the way several forms of interaction and
interactivity between fiction programs and their audiences began to be offered by several fiction industries. It highlights the
particular emphases of each country to distribute contents and
narratives on multiple platforms as well as the way audiences
are encouraged to generate content with and through fiction.
The third part is an appendix including technical files of the
ten most watched fiction titles for each country, with basic and
necessary information on those productions.

FIRST PART

FICTION IN THE IBERO-AMERICAN SPACE IN 2013

COMPARATIVE SYNTHESIS
OF OBITEL COUNTRIES IN 2013

Maria Immacolata Vassallo Lopes,
Guillermo Gómez Orozco

This first part of the Obitel Yearbook presents a comparative,
synthetic panorama of the main data of the monitoring carried out in
2012 about the production and circulation of new released TV fiction shows in the Ibero-American countries this year.
Programs of 76 open, 54 private and 22 public television channels were examined – all of them of nationwide reach, from the 12
countries that make up ObitelÊs geo-cultural scope. A new public
channel was added in 2013: Colombeia, from Venezuela.
Table 1. Obitel countries and examined channels
Obitel
countries

Private channels

Public
channels

Total
broadcasters

Argentina

América 2, Canal 9,
Telefé, El Trece

Televisión
Pública

5

Brazil

Globo, Record, SBT,
Band, Rede TV!

TV Brasil

6

Chile

UCV TV, Canal 13, Telecanal,
Red, Chilevisión, Mega

TVN

7

Colombia

RCN, Caracol, Canal Uno

Señal
Colombia,
Canal
Institucional

5

Ecuador

Teleamazonas, RTS, Ecuavisa,
Canal Uno

ECTV, Gama
TV,
TC Televisión

7

Antena3, Tele5, Cuatro,
LaSexta

La1, La2

61

Spain
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7

United
States

Azteca America, Estrella TV,
MundoFox, Telemundo,
UniMás, Univision, V-me

-

Mexico

Televisa, TV Azteca, Cadena
Tres

Once TV,
Conaculta

5

Peru

Frecuencia Latina, América
Televisión, Panamericana
Televisión, ATV, Global TV

TV Perú

61

Portugal

SIC, TVI

RTP1, RTP2

4

Uruguay

Montecarlo TV, Saeta,
Teledoce/La Tele

Televisión
Nacional
(TNU)

4

ANTV, Tves,
C.A. Tele
Sur, VTV,
Vive TV,
Colombeia

14

23

76

Venezuela Canal I, Globovisión, La Tele,
Meridiano, Televen,
TV Familia, Vale TV,
Venevisión
Total

54

Private channels prevail over public ones in most Obitel countries, except for Portugal, the only country with parity in its television ecosystem.

1. Audiovisual context in Obitel countries
Audience overview
At the beginning of this synthesis comparing Obitel countries,
we consider important to draw attention to the question that is generalized in all of them, but whose clear answer we are still not able
to provide. That is the urgent and complex question about open TV
audience, which unfolds as many others: whether or not that type
of television is undergoing an audience crisis; whether or not the

Spain has 30 autonomic networks. They are not examined in this comparative chapter,
which includes only those stations with nationwide coverage in each country. The most
significant among these regional or local channels can be found in the chapter on Spain
in this Yearbook.
1
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audience is replacing it with other media; whether or not that replacement is final; whether or not it is using it in other ways, etc.
We understand that all these questions point to a set of factors that
characterize todayÊs transmedia scenario with migratory audience
movements, new ways of seeing and using that television, as well
as processes of media convergence and multiplicity of technology
platforms. Therefore, it is important to underscore from the start of
this comparative analysis that, in this emerging scenario, the movement of the audience does not seem to be only towards pay channels, but also back to open TV. Indeed, what we concretely have is
an increase in the supply of those other channels and therefore in
their use.
Given this scenario, the most general feature found in 2013 in
Obitel countries was audience fragmentation, followed by growth of
VoD (Video on Demand) platforms, cable TV and social media, confirming the scenario of media convergence that has been analyzed
by the Obitel network since the 2010 Yearbook. Nevertheless, open
TV is still the medium with the highest audience and importance in
terms of impact on the Latin American communication landscape.
In this context, we highlight the strong increase in internet use both
to promote and to comment on TV programming, specially in Brazil, Colombia and Chile. These countries report television as the
major source for content sharing and production on social media.
In Argentina there was a slight fall in cumulative rating of TV
channels, even though the number of hours of fiction content broadcast doubled. In that country, Telefe remains the audience leader for
the third consecutive year, but its competitor El Trece reduced the
gap. In Ecuador and Uruguay, fiction stood out by filling expressive spaces in programming grids – 31.9% and 28%, respectively.
EcuadorÊs Ecuavisa broadcast the two productions with the highest audience, BrazilÊs La vida sigue (A vida da gente) and Avenida
Brasil. In Peru, although América Televisión is still the audience
leader, the only channel increasing its share and rating was Frecuencia Latina. In Portugal, the audience highlight was RTPÊs and TVIÊs
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challenge to audiometric results provided by GfK – a company that
entered the countryÊs market in 2012, ending a 15-year contract
with the Portuguese Marktest. Since the establishment of the German company, TV audience measurements have been released daily
both by GfK and Marktest, and data from the latter are still used,
although not officially. Portuguese prime time for open TV was
marked by investment in national fiction, whose highlight in 2013
was DancinÊ days – a remake of GloboÊs iconic 1978 telenovela.
In Brazil, the same GfK entered the audience measurement market
in 2013, but still without publicizing its results. As for audience,
we found GloboÊs continued leadership among open channels, with
42% share in the country. However, open TV audience in general
fell by 5%, which may have been caused by its move to other platforms, such as second and even third screens, plus increase in the
audience of pay channels – the so-called OCP.
Venezuela underscored that preference for television fiction
prevails among the female audience, especially 4-11-year-olds and
over-50s. In Spain, in turn, the TV target varies according to the
channel. Antena3, for instance, focuses on 13-54-year-old men;
Tele5 aims at women over 55; and Clan TV focuses on 4-12-yearold children. In the United States, 2013 was marked by historic results for Hispanic television networks. For the first time, UnivisiónÊs
figures outperformed the audience of all national English-language
networks in prime time.
Advertising investment
Although increasing investments in internet advertising can be
seen virtually in all countries, open TV remains as the main destination for advertising investment in Obitel countries.
In Brazil, open television concentrates over half of investments, with an 18% increase over 2012. Note that this scenario is
the same since Obitel started monitoring in 2007. Although major
brands are already positioned on the internet and social media, open
TV has most advertising investment also in Ecuador, Mexico and
Peru, with 60%, 53% and 42.9%, respectively. The same happens
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in Uruguay, where, even with a 3% decrease over 2012, television
concentrates 53% of total advertising spending.
Chile, in turn, saw a decrease of 2.8% in television investments.
Colombia also showed a decrease as a result of the establishment
of a transmedia scenario, with new advertising models and formats.
In Spain, television lost 6.2% of investments compared to 2012,
while the internet grew by 1.8%. In Peru, both television and the
internet have seen a slight percentage increase in their participation
in advertising investment.
In Ecuador, the industries that most invest in advertising are
cosmetics and hygiene products. In Brazil, investments are more diversified and are directed to industries such as trade, retail, personal
hygiene and beauty, financial market services, and beverages. The
physical volume of ads in all media grew by 1.3% in Argentina, and
total investments rose 2.6% in Uruguay. In Ecuador, the amount
of ads increased 11.7% due to that countryÊs presidential elections
in February 2013.
Television advertising investment in Portugal fell by 42% between 2007 and 2013. Yet, television accounts for 72% of resources
for advertising in the country. In the United States, television is also
the medium that receives the highest advertising investment among
media intended for the Hispanic audience, with 72.7%. It is important to note that, in 2013, while investments in English-language
open TV fell by 3.3%, those for Spanish-language TV grew by 2.9%.
Merchandising and social merchandising
Product placement is still the most common form of inclusion
of commercial merchandising in Obitel countries. The strategy is
widely used in countries such as Argentina (mainly in programs for
a child-youth audience), Brazil, Peru and Uruguay. In Portugal,
the main merchandising action was in telenovela Destinos cruzados,
with a character in the plot becoming a celebrity after releasing a
CD. In Colombia, experiences of interaction between several platforms were conducted, such as ads for TV programming on digital
media and for telenovelas in TV newscasts, and vice versa. Note
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that explicit merchandising has been banned by law in Venezuela
since 2011.
There is also social merchandising, which appeared in several
fictional narratives. For instance, in Argentina – although productions with the highest ratings do not address social issues – there was
debate on issues such as pollution from fishing, assisted fertilization
and hereditary diseases, placed mainly in fiction productions funded by the National Institute of Audiovisual Arts. In Brazil, topics
such as prejudice, social inclusion, adoption of children, womenÊs
rights, drug trafficking and homoaffective relationships were discussed, culminating with the first same-sex kiss aired by Globo on a
prime time telenovela – Amor à vida. In Spain, the main topics were
promotion of healthy habits, environmental issues and the use of
new technologies in everyday life. In Uruguay, fiction production
Histórias de diván took advantage of the plot set in a psychoanalysis
practice to deal with issues such as addictions, discovery and acceptance of sexuality, and parent-child relations. In the United States,
the main theme was immigration reform, with placement in programs broadcast by Univision, Telemundo and TV Azteca. Both in
the US and in Colombia, television channels organized events such
as Telethons, with support by and promotion in fiction narratives.
In Venezuela, educational campaign Somos lo que queremos was
launched to discuss issues such as solidarity, generosity, honesty
and respect. Also, in Mexico, an educational campaign was created
under the name of „Una Gota de Agua, una Gota de Vida‰ to raise
awareness about the importance of and care for water.
Besides all this, some results of the actions of social merchandising are interesting. In Brazil, for example, telenovela Salve Jorge,
by addressing human trafficking, contributed to a 1,500% increase
in the number of complaints against this type of crime according to
the Ministry of Justice. In Mexico, the fiction production La mujer
del vendaval advertised BolaLuz, an eco-friendly portable energy
generator shaped as a football, and at the end there were donations
to rural communities deprived of electricity.
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Communication policies
As in 2012, Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) as well as its
legislation and regulations dominated communication policies in
most Obitel countries, together with the debate on new communication laws and regulatory agencies.
Regarding DTT in Chile, proceedings continue regarding the
bill proposed in 2008 and reviewed by Congress in 2013. After a
presidential veto, decisions were postponed to 2014. In Ecuador,
regulation requirements depend on increased national production,
improvement in quality content and potential use of new technologies, devices and platforms. On the other hand, in Spain, with the
digital system already in place, discussions took place on the allocation of funds to explain the second DTT „blackout‰, three years after
the analog shutdown. Earlier this year, the countryÊs Supreme Court
cancelled nine DTT licenses – a decision that invalidated agreements
and generated challenges. The government of the United States – a
country that also has its digital system in place, decided to free up
space on the frequency spectrum to be used by the telecommunications industry through auctions to incentive sale or relocation of stations. That generated a significant movement in purchase and sale of
local television stations by large business groups.
In Uruguay, the process of granting licenses to channels dominated discussions about digital TV. Eventually, the decree favored
the three channels that have operated open TV for 50 years, which
received licenses for digital channels. The remaining two concessions under dispute went to the other six channels.
Five of the 12 Obitel countries addressed the issue of creating
new communication laws. In Argentina, after four years of
litigation between the Clarín Group and the National Government,
the countryÊs Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of laws
regarding the amount of licenses authorized to each licensee and
the deadlines for compliance. In Ecuador, the Organic Law of
Communication is awaiting approval of its regulation in order to be
applied still in 2014. The law guarantees the exercise of the rights
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to communication and information, establishes the system of social
communication, and creates the Superintendency of Information
and Communication – an agency for control and enforcement. In
Mexico, the proposed telecommunication reform was enacted
aiming at freedom of expression and information, in addition to
establishing the right of access to information and communication
technologies and the broadcasting and telecommunication services,
including broadband. The most important measures of that reform
were the creation of a regulatory agency and the establishment of a
commission with powers to interfere economically in the industryÊs
monopoly structures. Both are specialized, autonomous bodies
independent from the Executive. The reform also provides that no
sector can hold more than 50% of the market and forces companies
to fragment in order to allow free competition. The reform opens up
the media market to foreign investment by allowing up to 100% in
telecommunications and 49% in broadcasting, with reciprocity.
In Peru, the Draft Bill on Public Broadcasting, which recognizes the need to change the practice of treating the countryÊs public television as if it belonged to the government, was an important
progress. In Uruguay, in turn, the debates on the Law of Audiovisual
Communication Services involved broad themes, such as regulation
of television programming; minimum percentages for production of
national and international premieres; rights of children and adolescents; right to privacy; violent or inappropriate content; advertising
content linked to childrenÊs programs; rights of persons with disabilities; means to prevent or reduce monopolies; among others.
The most important event in terms of communication policies in
Colombia was regulation of the 4G technology in the country. The
issue also received attention in Peru, with a series of band concessions for 4G telephony. Note the initiatives by these two countries
to expand the technology to several of their regions, with next-generation tools and devices, increasing connectivity and accessibility.
The biggest debate in Brazil in 2013 was the Civil Rights
Framework for the internet. Debated in Congress since 2011,
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the project has generated much controversy and only came to be
approved in April 2014. It sets the role of the government regarding
the internet, as well as rights and duties of service providers,
access providers and users. Points deserving a closer look include:
neutrality of the web (all users are entitled to equality in the
distribution of data traffic); freedom of expression; civil liability
for damages arising after a court order; internet service providersÊ
obligation to keep logs on IPs and connection times for a minimum
of one year.
In Argentina, the federal government continued to encourage
audiovisual production, and 70 fictions have been produced in open
channels since 2011. In Venezuela, television content was governed
by two laws that regulate, restrict and omit both language and issues related to health, sex, violence, smoking, alcohol and illegal
substances. Foreign fictions are edited or broadcast silently when
certain words or phrases are considered inappropriate. Also in 2013,
an organization was created to censor information or content with
the aim of safeguarding the security of the country. The establishment of constraints coincides with the public discourse by government officials who blame television and, in particular, telenovelas
for insecurity affecting the country. Some cases of censorship related to television violence and electoral processes were seen during
the year.
Finally, in Portugal there was a proposal to increase the contribution for the audiovisual – a tax that virtually finances RTP, to be in
force in 2014. Revenue generated by that tax increase would be used
to restructure the company and develop its international channels.
The year was also marked by the end of the Fund for Investment in
Cinema and Audiovisual, and the enactment of a Decree regulating
the settlement, collection, payment and enforcement of taxes provided for by the law of cinematographic and audiovisual activities.
Those taxes are charged over commercial advertising broadcast and
also from pay-TV operators, which pay an annual amount on each
subscription.
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Public TV
The main issue discussed by Obitel countries regards the legislation and its regulations. In Argentina, the Law of Audiovisual
Communication Services defined public policies for public TV that
will soon start and shall cover 33% of the visual spectrum. It is worth
noting that there is a federal public television council in the country.
In Chile, a bill is underway that includes the possibility of a second
multiplex channel for public TV. In Spain, in late 2013, after a difficult year for the industry, a draft bill was proposed to amend audiovisual rules, with specific changes in terms of disclosure of spending. Given the difficulties created by the financial and social crisis
in Portugal, a law proposed the creation of an autonomous body
to provide a new governance model for RTP. The European crisis
has meant that Portugal and Spain operate in deficit, and the latter
has even shut down channels. In Uruguay, the Law on Audiovisual
Communication Services proposes modifications in public television in order to change the institutional character of the countryÊs
public media. Venezuela created the Bolivarian System of Information and Communication in charge of coordinating, developing and
encouraging communication policies in the industry. Ecuador, in
turn, awaits the regulations for production of digital content and its
interactive application.
As for production of television fiction on public television, Obitel countries have different scenarios. Argentina fosters production
with funded programs. Ecuador has established stimuli to quality
projects. BrazilÊs only public channel tended to disseminate content
on other distribution platforms via the internet and social media, but
still with low production and audience rates for its fiction. Chile
stressed distribution of public TV contents through satellite, internet and Smart TV. Also regarding fiction programs of public TV,
Colombia and Peru made fiction with social topics, while Ecuador emphasized the development of childrenÊs and youth programs.
Mexico’s public television saw a decline in its national production
of fiction.
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Pay TV
The pay or subscription TV industry has specific characteristics
and undergoes different stages of development in each Obitel country. In general, that market has grown in Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Portugal and Venezuela. However, growth in
number of subscribers, channel packages, promotions and combos
must be distinguished from what occurs specifically in the production of national TV fiction. In this aspect, Brazil and Mexico have
experienced increase and acceleration processes in recent years with
regard to specific laws and funding as well as the number of national
productions in pay TV. Some countries produced no fiction for pay
TV, such as Uruguay and Argentina – the latter possibly due to
controversies and disputes concerning market concentration.
In Spain, the year was marked by political and financial issues, in addition to the large differences in results among pay TV
operators. In the United States, a boom in Hispanic TV productions signaled a significant change in the balance of forces. And,
in Venezuela, the tone was set by discussions about the increase in
violence in pay TV content.
Information and communication technology (ICT) trends
In 2013, growth was the word summarizing information and
communication technology (ICT) trends in Obitel countries. By
comparing that growth according to type of technology, we found
the following trends: 1) Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Uruguay and
Venezuela continued increasing internet use in personal computers; 2) in Argentina, Brazil, Portugal, Uruguay and Venezuela,
increase of internet use focused on mobile devices; 3) in Argentina,
Chile, Ecuador and Uruguay, it was focused on the use of internet
on cell phones; 4) in Argentina, Brazil and Chile, the focus was
on watching videos online; 5) in Chile, Colombia and Mexico, on
OTT platforms; 6) in Argentina and Ecuador, on enhancing connections and fiber networks for broadband; 7) Mexico and Portugal
highlighted the growing use of smartphones accompanied by a fall
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in the use of cell phones; 8) in Portugal, there was also increase in
the number of young people who watched TV online; 9) internet
increased its penetration among adults over 65 in Uruguay; 10) in
Mexico, the focus was on the phenomenon of multitasking – browsing the internet via cell phone while watching TV; 11) Argentina,
Brazil, Chile and Portugal highlighted the increase in hours of social media use.
We also noted a greater presence on fiction produced for the
web through webnovelas, webisodes and other contents, primarily
in Argentina, Brazil, Peru and the United States. The latter highlighted the creation of specific content for social media.
Broadcasting technologies for Digital Terrestrial Television
(DTT) and High Definition Television (HDTV) were important topics for Chile, Colombia, Spain, Peru and Venezuela. Cases of restriction to internet access, blocking and censorship of content have
been reported in the latter.

2. Comparison of television fiction in Ibero-American countries
in 2013
In this Yearbook, the analysis of audiovisual context focuses
only on the year of reference, thus being a synchronic analysis.
However, to highlight some results, diachronic comparisons are
made with previous years, showing an evolution in the most
distinctive points.
Table 2. Offer of hours of national and Ibero-American fiction
in 2013
2013

Global offer
of hours

National

Ibero-American

Total

Total

11,584

22,335

33,919

National and Ibero-American global offer of hours increased
considerably in 2013 – by just over 4,000 hours compared to 2012,
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when it totaled 29,790 hours. In a review of the past four years, 2013
has the highest number of hours of fiction broadcast in the 12 Obitel
countries.

National
Ibero-American

However, within this higher offer of fiction hours, the ratio of
Ibero-American hours broadcast increased by 3% – from 62% in
2012 to 65% in 2013 – while national hours decreased by the same
3% – from 38% in 2012 to 35% in 2013.
Table 3. Offer of hours of national and Ibero-American fiction
by country in 2013

Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Ecuador

Spain

USA

Mexico

Peru

Portugal

Uruguay

Venezuela

National
Ibero-American
Total

Source: Obitel

According to Table 3, Obitel countries can be grouped in four
blocks according to production of national fiction hours. Mexico
is in the first block, with more national hours produced, followed
by Brazil and Colombia; the second block includes Portugal, Ar-
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gentina and Peru; the third one includes Chile, United States and
Spain; and the fourth block includes Ecuador, Venezuela and Uruguay.
The table also illustrates a clear predominance of national or
Ibero-American fiction in each Obitel country. For example, monitoring overall hours of national fiction, we see that only Brazil,
Mexico, Argentina and Spain have a higher number of national
hours compared to the Ibero-American figure – the opposite of what
happens in Peru, Venezuela, Ecuador, Chile, United States and
Uruguay. In the case of Colombia and Portugal, there is a balance
between hours broadcast of national and Ibero-American fiction.
The countries that broadcast the most Ibero-American hours
were Peru, Venezuela and Ecuador. Surprisingly, the country with
the most hours of fiction including national and Ibero-American
hours was Peru, followed by Venezuela and Chile.
At opposite poles are Brazil, with the highest number of hours
of national fiction produced and proportionally the lowest number
of hours of Ibero-American fiction broadcast, and Uruguay, with
the lowest number of national hours compared to national IberoAmerican hours.
Table 4. Offer of titles of national and Ibero-American fiction by
country in 2013

Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Ecuador

Spain

USA

Mexico

Peru

Portugal

Uruguay Venezuela

National
Ibero-American
Total

Offer of titles
Total

2013
National

Ibero-American

Total

248

311

559
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As shown in Table 4, the highest number of hours broadcast
does not always correspond to the number of titles premiered in a
year; for example, countries with the most titles in 2013 were Chile
(73) and Ecuador (72), and none of them appears in the block of
Obitel countries with the most hours of fiction broadcast.
Brazil (35), Mexico (34), Argentina (32) and Spain (30) top
the list of the highest number of titles for national fiction. Spain’s
number of titles is very high in relation to the largest producers of
fiction in Latin America; it responds to factors inherent to the type
of television industry in that Iberian country, since it appears with
the fourth number of titles, but with the eighth number of hours produced among Obitel countries. In the opposite direction, Venezuela, Portugal and Uruguay decreased their national titles compared
to 2012, with Venezuela being the most dramatic case, going from
four to 13 titles.
The rest of the countries maintain an average of 14-25 national
titles, which already indicates a recovery over 2012, when the average was 12-18 titles. The highest-growing countries compared to
the previous year were Ecuador, from eight to 17 national titles,
the United States, from ten to 14, and Mexico, from 28 to 34 titles.
As for total titles, there were 19 premiered titles more than in
2012 (540). Variation from one year to the other was observed in
most Ibero-American titles, since in 2012 they were 297 and in 2013
they were 311 (+14). National titles went from 243 in 2012 to 248
in 2013 (+5).
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Table 5. Formats of national fiction and number of titles in 2013

Arg

Bra

Chi

Col

Ecu

Spa

USA

Mex

Per

Por

Uru

Ven

Total

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telemovie
Unitario
Docudrama
Others
Total

This year, a clear increase can be seen in the production of series in Obitel countries – a format that is already just ten national
titles behind telenovela –, the main format for production of IberoAmerican fiction, which had 85 titles this year. The countries that
most invested in production of series were Spain (22), Ecuador
(13), Brazil (9) and Mexico (7), in addition to Chile and Argentina, with six titles each.
Other formats come after telenovela and series, in 2013, including, for example, soap operas and drama,series whose total
was 31 titles. Colombia was the country with the most titles in that
category, with 15. Under the same category of „others‰, Spain and
Ecuador had four fiction productions each in the comedy genre,
while Mexico had three. Brazil also broadcast a soap opera with
two seasons.
In fourth come miniseries, which had good penetration in
countries such as Argentina and Peru; a total of 30 titles were
broadcast in this format. The fifth format in number of productions
was unitario with 18 titles. Finally, there were six docudramas and
three telemovies.
In a general observation, Brazil was the country with the most
national titles broadcast, 35, followed by Mexico, with 34, and Argentina, with 32. At the other extreme, Venezuela had only four
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national titles, and Uruguay had only one. Both countries had the
lowest number of fictions premieres in 2013.
Table 6. Offer of chapters/episodes of national fiction in 2013

Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Ecuador

Spain

USA

Mexico

Peru

Portugal

Uruguay

Venezuela

Total

National
Ibero-American
Total

The number of chapters has increased considerably in 2013
compared with the previous year. It included 3,313 more chapters,
and Ibero-American chapters were largely responsible for that increase, with 3,145 chapters. Of a total of 39,281 chapters broadcast
in 2013, 64.5% were from Ibero-American origin, and 35.5% were
national.
Mexico had the most national chapters, with 2,488, followed
by Brazil, with 1,972, and Portugal, with 1,470. This phenomenon
was seen in the Mexican case because many of its most successful
titles had extensions. The countries that also surpassed the thousandchapter mark in national fiction productions were respectively
Colombia, Chile, Argentina and Peru. Despite sustained growth
after 2010, neither the United States nor Ecuador managed to
surpass the one thousand national episode mark.
Venezuela, Ecuador and Chile top the list for Ibero-American chapters. The lowest number of Ibero-American chapters was
broadcast by Brazil, with 42, and Spain, with 158. Brazil remains
the Obitel country with the strongest national industry.

1

0

1

IBEROAMERICAN
(co-productions
from other
Obitel
countries)

TOTAL

1

0

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Ecuador

NATIONAL

CO-PRODUCTIONS

1

0

1

Spain

1

0

1

USA

4

0

4

2

2

0

1

0

1

Mexico Peru Portugal

Table 7. Co-productions in 2013

5

4

1

6

2

4

24

10

14

Uruguay Venezuela TOTAL
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Because of the importance taken on by co-productions in the
current scenario of internationalization of fiction, in this Yearbook
we decided to change the format of Table 7 to make it more explanatory. Co-productions are divided in two categories: „national‰,
which are produced in the country; and „Ibero-American‰, which
are produced in other Obitel countries and only broadcast in the
country in question. Remember that titles are always original and
may have been co-produced in a previous year. The table shows that,
in 2013, the total number of co-productions of Obitel countries was
24 and it remained stable compared to 2012 (25 productions). If we
observe the ratio of titles produced and imported, production (14
titles) is 40% larger than exhibition (ten titles). In 2013, the countries that made the most fiction co-productions – four each – were
Mexico (with the United States, Colombia and Venezuela) and
Venezuela (with the United States, Mexico and Colombia). The
following countries co-produced one title: Portugal and Brazil
co-produced a telenovela; Argentina and Uruguay co-produced a
miniseries; United States and Mexico co-produced a telenovela;
Spain co-produced a series with Germany and Britain. Five countries broadcast fictions co-produced by other Obitel countries, not
having participated in them; they are Chile, Peru, Portugal, Uruguay and Venezuela. Uruguay imported the most titles (4).
Table 8. Time in which fiction is set, by title, in 2013

Argentina

Present
Period
Historical
Others

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Ecuador

Spain

USA

Mexico

Peru

Portugal

Uruguay

Venezuela

Total
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Both historical narratives and period fiction had a significant
recovery in programs broadcast in 2013. It was the year when the
most titles were broadcast in some of those categories, totaling 46.
Telenovelas or historical series were 15 altogether, produced
mainly in Argentina (4) and Chile (3), and also in Brazil, Colombia and the United States (2 each). Period fiction productions had
a total of 31 titles in 2013. Spain (12) resorted to productions set
between the 1930s and 1940s. Other countries that produced this
kind of fiction were Brazil (4), Chile (2) and Colombia (2).
Countries such as Mexico and Venezuela, which have produced this kind of fiction in the past, like the rest of the countries,
preferred to set their productions in the present, even though it does
not always mean that themes or narratives are set in a time that aims
to think the immediate surroundings, as has already been reported
in the 2013 Yearbook.

3. The ten most watched fiction productions of the year
Table 9 recompiles the ten most watched fiction programs of
2013 in the 12 Obitel countries, totaling 120 productions.
Brazilian telenovelas Salve Jorge and Amor à vida came first
and second, although only the former was able to surpass 40 audience points – something that happened in previous years with the
first two places on the list. Brazil, however, has its ten titles in the
top 15 list of the most watched titles in 2013.
A result drawing much attention in the most watched fiction
productions in 12 Obitel countries is the change in BrazilÊs trend
for the first ten places, where it had always occupied the top five. In
2013, Peru ranked third, with the title Al fondo hay sitio 5, and Peru
has seven titles within the first 20 places.
However, if one considers participation in share rates, the first
ten places are occupied by fictions from Brazil, all of them are
GloboÊs productions, with Al fondo hay sitio 5 appearing only in
11th place – a production of Peru’s América Televisión. The case
of Peru is surprising because it placed three titles in the top ten,
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thus shifting productions from Mexico and Chile, which, at least in
2012, had been in the first place. But if we also follow share rates,
Mexico and Chile recover their positions among the top 15.
As in previous years, the telenovela format lost its total
supremacy in the top ten, but continues to fill the top five. In 2013,
formats such as miniseries (2), as in the case of Peru, and series
(2), in the case of Brazil, managed to be among the top ten most
watched fiction products in Ibero-America.
Another point to be emphasized within this list of 120 premiere
titles in 2013 is that there was a 1-1.5-point increase at least in titles
from the 80th to 120th place – which include mostly fictions from
Venezuela, Spain, Portugal and Argentina.
It is worth highlighting the fact that countries like Mexico, Colombia and Argentina, which used to be at the first places, have
seen their audiences fall, since their fiction productions are mostly
between the 20th and the 40th places.
Finally, in Table 9, we highlight the fact that the first 20 places
are occupied by national productions, reaffirming national hegemony
against foreign products. On the other hand, the exchange of fiction
productions that manage to yield good revenues and audiences
among Obitel countries was low – around 20%.
These were the cases of GloboÊs Brazilian production Avenida
Brasil, which takes the 22nd overall place when watched in Uruguay, and Amores verdaderos, a production by Mexico’s Televisa
that is broadcast in the United States.
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Table 9. The ten most watched titles in 2013: origin, format,
audience and share
Title

Aud. Share Format Chan- Producer Private
%
%
nel
company
or
public
channel

Coun- Broadtry of casting
origin counof
try
script

40.00 63.81 Telenovela

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

2 Amor à 36.79 60.03 Televida
novela

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

31.16 44.55 Telenovela

América
Televisión

América
Televisión

Private

Peru

Peru

4 Sangue 27.74 48.17 Telebom
novela

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

5 Guerra 27.61 50.13 Teledos
novela
sexos

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

27.11 38.31 Minise- Améri- Del
ries
ca Tele- Barrio
visión Producciones

Private

Peru

Peru

7 Mi
26.21 36.35 Minise- Améri- Del
amor el
ries
ca Tele- Barrio
wachivisión Producmán 2
ciones

Private

Peru

Peru

1 Salve
Jorge

3 Al fondo hay
sitio 5

6 La
reina
de las
carretillas

8 Tapas
&
beijos

25.67 45.92 Series

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

9 A
grande
família

25.64 46.75 Series

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

10 Flor do 25.05 47.37 TeleCaribe
novela

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

11 Lado a
lado

23.90 48.79 Telenovela

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

12 Los 80

23.50 34.8

Canal
13

Canal 13/ Private
Wood
Producciones

Spain/
Chile

Chile

Series
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13 O canto 23.46 46.91 Minise- Globo
da
ries
sereia

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

14 Além do 22.03 43.34 Telehorinovela
zonte

Globo

Globo

Private

Brazil

Brazil

15 Co21.29 39.38 Telenovela
razón
indomable

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Mexico Mexico

16 Lo que 21.29 32.31 Telela vida
novela
me robó

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Mexico Mexico

21.25 31.82 Minise- Améri- América
ries
ca Tele- Televisión visión

Private

Peru

Peru

18 Los
20.83 29.91 Minise- Améri- América
amores
ries
ca Tele- Telede Polo
visión visión

Private

Peru

Peru

19 Vacaciones
en
Grecia

Private

Peru

Peru

Private

Colom- Mexico
bia

17 Solamente
milagros 2

20.61 31.51 Minise- Améri- Del
ries
ca Tele- Barrio
visión Producciones

20 Que po- 19.86 30.37 Telebres tan
novela
ricos

Canal 2 Televisa

21 Las
Vegas

19.70 27.40 Telenovela

Canal
13

Canal 13 Private

Chile

Chile

22 Avenida 19.50 34.00 TeleBrasil
novela

Teledoce

Globo

Private

Brazil

Uruguay

23 Amores 19.41 30.20 Televerdanovela
deros

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

24 Somos 19.10 32.20 Telelos Carnovela
mona

TVN

TVN

Private

Chile

Chile

Private

Peru

Peru

Argentina/
Chile

Chile

25 Cholo
powers

18.95 29.63 Minise- Améri- Del
ries
ca Tele- Barrio
visión Producciones

26 Soltera
otra
vez 2

18.70 26.60 Telenovela

Canal
13

Canal 13 Private
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27 La tem- 18.66 27.74 Telepestad
novela

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Mexico

28 Por ella 18.60 28.60 Telesoy Eva
novela

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

29 Qué
bonito
amor

18.36 25.98 Telenovela

Améri- Televisa
ca Televisión

Private

Mexico Peru

30 Ciro el
ángel
del
Colca

17.59 26.70 Minise- Améri- América
ries
ca Tele- Televisión visión/
Teatro
Libre

Private

Peru

31 Amor
bravío

17.50 28.60 Telenovela

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

32 Ecos
del desierto

17.30 25.30 Minise- CHV
ries

CHV /
TNT

Private

Chile

Chile

33 Solamente
vos

17.20 28.00 Telenovela

Teledoce

Pol-Ka

Private

Argentina

Uruguay

34 Dulce
amor

17.14 27.80 Telenovela

Telefe

L.C.
Acción
Producciones /
Telefe

Private

Argentina

Argentina

35 Separa- 17.10 24.00 Telenovela
dos

TVN

TVN

Private

Chile

Chile

36 Porque 16.40 27.00 Teleel amor
novela
manda

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

37 DancinÊ 16.30 33.20 Teledays
novela

SIC

SP Televisão

Private

Brazil

38 Quiero
amarte

16.23 26.13 Telenovela

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Mexico Mexico

39 Solamente
vos
(cont.)

16.21 24.32 Telenovela

El
Trece

Pol-ka
Producciones

Private

Argentina

Argentina

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Venezuela

Mexico

40 De que 16.14 29.02 Telete quienovela
ro, te
quiero

Mexico

Univisión

Peru

Portugal
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41 Mentir
para
vivir

16.10 27.44 Telenovela

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Mexico Mexico

42 Libre
para
amarte

15.99 24.85 Telenovela

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Mexico Mexico

43 La selección

15.36 39.80 Series

Caracol Caracol
TV
TV

Private

Colom- Cobia
lombia

15.00 26.60 Tele44 Corazón
novela
indomable

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

45 Dos por 14.70 23.10 Teleuno
novela

TVN

TVN

Private

Chile

Chile

46 Socias

14.70 20.90 Telenovela

TVN

TVN

Private

Argentina

Chile

47 Farsantes
(cont.)

14.64 24.90 Telenovela

El
Trece

Pol-ka
Producciones

Private

Argentina

Argentina

48 Secre- 14.60 22.90 Teletos en el
novela
jardín

Canal
13

Canal 13 Private

Chile

Chile

49 Por
siempre mi
amor

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Mexico Mexico

50 Dama y 14.40 30.30 Telenovela
obrero

TVN

TVN /
Alce

Private

Chile

51 La tem- 14.30 22.80 Telepestad
novela

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

52 La vida 14.20 25.00 Telesigue
novela

Teledoce

Globo

Private

Brazil

53 Qué
bonito
amor

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

54 Sol de 13.81 28.20 Teleinverno
novela

SIC

SP Televisão

Private

Portugal

Portugal

55 La vida 13.80 19.51 Telesigue
novela

Ecuavisa

Globo

Private

Brazil

Ecuador

56 Belmonte

TVI

Plural
Private
Entertainment

Argentina

Portugal

14.41 28.72 Telenovela

14.00 19.30 Telenovela

13.71 28.51 Telenovela

Chile

Uruguay
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57 Esco13.62 19.67 Telebar, el
novela
patrón
del mal

ATV

Caracol
Televisión

Private

Colom- Peru
bia

58 Lo que 13.60 22.20 Telela vida
novela
me robó

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

59 Avenida 13.50 19.91 TeleBrasil
novela

Ecuavisa

Globo

Private

Brazil

60 El capo 13.20 20.00 Tele2
novela

TC
Televisión

Fox Tele- Private
colombia

61 Los ve- 13.12 20.83 Comecinos en
dy
guerra

Telefe

Underground
/ Endemol /
Telefe

62 Así
pasa

13.10 22.31 Series

Ecuavisa

63 Mis
13.07 22.71 Comeamigos
dy
de
siempre

El
Trece

Colom- Ecuabia
dor
Argentina

Argentina

Ecuavisa Private

Ecuador

Ecuador

Pol-ka
Producciones

Private

Argentina

Argentina

64 María 13.05 21.63 Series
de todos los
ángeles

Canal 2 Televisa

Private

Mexico Mexico

65 Corona 12.90 21.80 Telenovela
de lágrimas

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

66 Tres
Caínes

12.79 38.60 Series

RCN

RTI
Producciones

Private

Colom- Cobia
lombia

67 Sos mi 12.70 21.00 Telehombre
novela

Teledoce

Pol-Ka

Private

Argentina

Uruguay

68 Louco
amor

12.61 30.11 Telenovela

TVI

Plural
Private
Entertainment

Portugal

Portugal

69 Desti-nos
cruzados

12.61 28.52 Telenovela

TVI

Private
Plural
Entertainment

Portugal

Portugal

70 Rafael 12.57 35.30 TeleOrozco,
novela
el ídolo

Caracol Caracol
TV
TV

Private

Ecuador

Private

Colom- Cobia
lombia
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71 Sos mi 12.35 20.45 Telehombre
novela

El
Trece

Pol-ka
Producciones

Private

Argentina

72 Por
siempre mi
amor

Univisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico United
States

73 Fina
12.10 24.00 Teleestampa
novela

Teledoce

Globo

Private

Brazil

Uruguay

74 Fina
11.70 16.81 Teleestampa
novela

Ecuavisa

Globo

Private

Brazil

Ecuador

75 Santa
diabla

11.60 20.10 Telenovela

Ecuavisa

Telemundo

Private

USA

Ecuador

76 Pasión
prohibida

11.50 19.00 Telenovela

Ecuavisa

Telemundo

Private

USA

Ecuador

77 Río del
destino

11.30 23.00 Telenovela

Teledoce

Globo

Private

Brazil

Uruguay

78 Encan- 11.30 22.00 Teletadoras
novela

Teledoce

Globo

Private

Brazil

Uruguay

79 Allá te
espero

11.26 31.85 Telenovela

RCN

RCN
Televisión

Private

Colom- Cobia
lombia

80 Enchufe.tv

11.20 20.71 Humor Ecuavisa

Touché
Films

Private

Ecuador

81 La pro- 11.05 29.11 Series
mesa

Caracol CMO
TV
Producciones

Private

Colom- Cobia
lombia

82 Secretos 11.00 17.31 Series

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa Private

Ecuador

Ecuador

83 Mi
amor,
mi
amor

Telefe

El ˘rbol/ Private
Endemol

Argentina

Argentina

84 El tiem- 10.97 25.27 Series
po entre
costuras

A3

Boomerang TV

Spain

Spain

85 El capo 10.96 33.32 Series
II

RCN

Fox Tele- Private
colombia

Colom- Cobia
lombia

86 Casa de 10.91 28.47 Minise- RCN
reinas
ries

Fox Tele- Private
colombia

Colom- Cobia
lombia

12.20 20.20 Telenovela

10.99 22.45 Comedy

Private

Argentina

Ecuador
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87 El
10.70 18.91 Series
combo
amarillo III

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa Private

Ecuador

Ecuador

88 Farsan- 10.60 28.00 Teletes
novela

Teledoce

Pol-Ka

Private

Argentina

Uruguay

89 Gradu- 10.50 20.00 Teleados
novela

Private
Monte- Telefé /
carlo, UnderCanal 4 ground /
Endemol

Argentina

Uruguay

90 Gabrie- 10.40 21.00 Telela
novela

Teledoce

Globo

Private

Brazil

Uruguay

91 Coman- 10.34 33.42 Series
do élite

RCN

Dramax

Private

Colom- Cobia
lombia

92 ˘guila
roja

La1

Globomedia

Public

Spain

93 Alias el 10.14 29.11 Series
mexicano

RCN

Fox Tele- Private
colombia

94 Mentiras
perfectas

Caracol Caracol
TV
TV

10.16 23.38 Series

10.08 29.08 Series

Spain

Colom- Cobia
lombia

Private

USA

Colombia

95 Aliados 9.80

14.37 Minise- Telefe
ries

Cris
Morena
Group

Private

Argentina

Argentina

96 Cuéntame
cómo
pasó

9.32

20.49 Series

La1

Grupo
Ganga
Prod.

Public

Spain

Spain

97 La que
se avecina

9.31

21.79 Series

Tele5

Contubernio

Private

Spain

Spain

T5 /
MOD
Producciones

Private

Spain

Spain

98 Niños
8.90
robados

22.2

99 Mundo 8.40
ao contrário

26.90 Telenovela

TVI

Plural
Private
Entertainment

Portugal

Portugal

24.40 Telemovie

TVI

Plural
Private
Entertainment

Portugal

Portugal

100 Filmes
TVI

8.31

Minise- Tele5
ries
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101 Doida
por ti

21.10 Telenovela

TVI

Plural
Private
Entertainment

Portugal

Portugal

102 Histo- 7.76
rias de
corazón
real

15.28 Unitarios

Telefe

Telefe

Argentina

Argentina

103 Isabel

7.61

17.55 Series

La1

Diagonal Public
TV

Spain

Spain

104 Taxxi,
7.37
amores
cruzados

16.96 Telenovela

Telefe

Endemol Private
/ Azteka
Films /
Ctv Contenidos /
Telefe

Argentina

Argentina

105 I love it 7.00

19.20 Long
series

TVI

Plural
Private
Entertainment

Portugal

Portugal

106 Con el
culo al
aire

6.91

17.02 Series

A3

Notro TV Private

Spain

Spain

107 Gran
6.31
reserva

13.46 Series

La1

Bambú
Producciones

Spain

Spain

108 Amor
6.28
sincero

28.62 Telenovela

Venevisión

Vista pro- Private
ducciones
for RCN
Televisión

Colom- Venebia
zuela

109 Carta a 6.06
Eva

14.00 Minise- La1
ries

TVE /
TV3 /
Copia
Cero

Private

Spain

Spain

6.01

14.33 Series

Tele5

Globomedia

Private

Spain

Spain

111 Rafael 5.85
Orozco,
el ídolo

27.06 Telenovela

Venevisión

Caracol
Televisión

Private

Colom- Venebia
zuela

5.50
112 Bem-vindos
a Beirais

11.60 Long
series

RTP

SP Televisão

Public

Portugal

110 Aída

7.80

Private

Public

Portugal
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113 La patrona

5.47

25.51 Telenovela

Venevisión

Telemundo
Studios
/ Argos
Comunicación

Private

Venezuela

Venezuela

5.36
114 Corazón
indomable

36.14 Telenovela

Venevisión

Televisa

Private

Mexico Venezuela

115 Retrato 5.14
de una
mujer

34.44 Telenovela

Venevisión

Cenpro
Televisión

Private

Colom- Venebia
zuela

116 De
todas
maneras
Rosa

4.92

23.25 Telenovela

Venevisión

RCN
Televisión

Private

Venezuela

Venezuela

117 Emperatriz

4.78

33.51 Telenovela

Venevisión

Venevisión

Private

Venezuela

Venezuela

118 Amores 4.76
verdaderos

30.72 Telenovela

Venevisión

TV Azteca

Private

Argentina

Venezuela

119 Mentir
para
vivir

4.51

33.57 Telenovela

Venevisión

Televisa

Private

Mexi- Veneco-Italy zuela

120 Por
siempre mi
amor

3.85

30.06 Telenovela

Venevisión

Televisa

Private

Argentina

Venezuela

Formats

Time slots

in 2013

5

7

8

2

6

0

10

9

3

7

10

10

77

Bra

Chi

Col

Ecu

Spa

USA

Mex

Per

Por

Uru

Ven

TOTAL

23

0

0

2

0

1

0

7

3

7

1

2

0

12

0

0

0

7

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17

6

6

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

86

4

4

0

10

7

10

8

10

7

9

7

10

17

0

0

10

0

0

0

1

0

3

0

3

0

Telenovela Series Miniseries Telemovie Unitario Docudrama Others Morning Afternoon Prime time Nighttime

Arg

Country

Table 10. Formats and time slots of the ten most watched titles
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Considering the top ten of all Obitel countries, in 2013 we
observed once again the prevalence of telenovelas. Of the 120 most
watched productions, 77 were in that format, or 65% of all formats
broadcast. The second most watched format was series, with 23
productions, corresponding to slightly under 20%, and miniseries
was third, with 12 titles or 10% of all productions. The countries that
most broadcast telenovelas were USA, Uruguay and Venezuela,
each with ten; Mexico, with nine; Chile, with eight; and Brazil,
with seven. Series, in turn, are mostly broadcast in Spain and
Colombia, with seven each, followed by Ecuador, with three, and
Brazil and Portugal, with two series each. The miniseries format
had a strong predominance in Peru, with seven, far ahead of other
countries, which one miniseries each.
Regarding the time slot for the top ten in the 12 Obitel countries,
we found predominance of fictions broadcast in prime time, with 86
productions. That is just over 70% and is below the percentage seen
in 2012, when fictions in that time slot were about 82% of the total.
Moreover, in 2013, fiction was more distributed in the afternoon and
nighttime, each with 15%. Therefore, prime time programs were
somehow spread to other time slots.

61.2

62.3

66.4

60

Peru

Portugal

Uruguay

Venezuela

40

33.6

37.7

38.7

49.4

36.1

-

56.6

42.6

36

36.1

43

Men

60.0

5.3

7.1

17.4

-

14.5

-

26.6

-

7.2

8.7

17.8

4-12

46.8

5.7

7.7

16.3

8.8

6.7

-

26

24

5.7

9.1

22.7

13-18

48.3

5.9

9.2

13.3

17.6

7.3

-

35

19.4

10.2

10.4

22.4

19-24

39.2

12.1

12.6

20.3

25.8

16.2

-

58.4

23.6

15.0

16.9

23.4

25-34

Age group %

48.8

20.8

24.3

12.8

23.9

26.7

-

-

33

23.5

23.8

6.8

35-44

77.4

50.2

39.1

19.7

23.9

55.8

-

-

-

38.3

31.0

6.8

45+

11.6

12.1

14.8

14.6

12.6

-

-

43.4

26.6

7.8

33.7

31.8

AB

27.1

57.5

31.5

31.4

54

-

-

26.6

40

52.4

52.5

38.9

C

11.5

30.9

53.7

53.8

33.4

-

-

30

33.4

39.8

13.7

29.3

D

Socioeconomic status %

2

In preparing this table, some countries could not be compared because information was not provided to the team or because information obtained does not
correspond to the desired indicators – it is the case of Spain. Spaces with hyphens correspond to data not reported by Obitel teams.

Source: Obitel, with information from several rating measurement companies in each of the countries.

60.6

Mexico

43.4

Ecuador

63.9

57.4

Colombia

United
States

64

Chile

-

63.8

Brazil

Spain

57

Women

Gender %

Argentina

Country

Table 11. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status in 20132
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Referring to Table 11, audience profile for fiction in the 11 Obitel countries that provided such information shows that the highest
incidence is found among women (60%), even though in countries
like Ecuador it is found among men rather than women. The country with highest female incidence is Uruguay, while the best gender
balance is found in Mexico. As for age groups, following the trend,
ages 4-12 and 13-18 show the lowest rating levels. Fiction, at least
with these data and in the 11 countries analyzed, is watched by an
over-35 population. The average age for this audience is 46 years
old and it tends to be middle class.

4. Transmedia reception in Obitel countries
The reception of transmedia fiction in Obitel countries throughout 2013 established their strategies for interaction and interactivity through social media like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. In a
strategy that has been apparent since 2012, those are the platforms
that have allowed fiction producers and audiences to establish a
closer relationship, although it was marked by two phenomena: 1)
willingness of authors/producers to allow fiction fans to appropriate
contents of telenovelas, series or miniseries; and 2) audiencesÊ possibilities to connect to the internet and their technological and digital skills to exercise creative capacity for the production of content.
In this respect, 2013 was a year in which, although producersÊ
transmedia offer was not flexibilized, audiences manifested themselves in several ways. For example, they used hashtags proposed
by their fiction programs to think about other social issues or used
the very contents offered by productions (mostly photos and videos)
to create memes or remixes that helped extend the telenovelaÊs narrative to other scenarios.
Chart 1 contains 12 titles that each Obitel country selected for
its transmedia analysis as well as the prevailing type of offer that
the producers of fiction provided to their audiences as strategies for
interaction.
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Chart 1. The 12 selected titles and their transmedia offer
Country

Title

Format

Top ten

Argentina

Farsantes

Telenovela

3 place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile

Brazil

Amor à vida

Telenovela

2nd place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile
Fan page
YouTube page
Webseries
Cell phone application
Pinterest

Chile

Soltera otra
vez 2

Telenovela

4th place

Official website
Facebook profile (fans)

Colombia

La selección

Series

1st place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile

Ecuador

Avenida
Brasil

Telenovela

2nd place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile
YouTube page
Instagram profile

Spain

El tiempo en- Series
tre costuras

1st place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile

United
States

Amores verdaderos

Telenovela

1st place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile
YouTube page

Mexico

Lo que la
vida me robó

Telenovela

2nd place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile

Peru

Mi amor el
wachimán 2

Miniseries

3rd place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile
YouTube page

Portugal Belmonte

Telenovela

3rd place

Official website
Facebook profile

Uruguay Avenida
Brasil

Telenovela

1st place

Official website

rd

Transmedia offer
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Venezuela

De todas
Telenovela
maneras Rosa

6th place

Official website
Facebook profile
Twitter profile
YouTube page

Source: Obitel

In 2013, internetÊs penetration and sustained growth in Latin
America and the accelerated use of virtual social media in the region, especially Facebook and Twitter, were reasons why these platforms have become the main scenario for transmediation and transmediality for fiction contents.
In Latin America, where most Obitel countries are located, penetration of the web reached 46.6% in 2013 and is expected to exceed
53.4% in 2016, according to statistical data from eMarketer (2013);
likewise, Brazil, Argentina, Peru, Mexico and Chile are within
the ten countries with the highest use of Facebook in the world, and
Latin America is the geographical area where Twitter has gained
greater penetration in the last two years (ibidem).
Such growth, of course, has been used by fiction industries to
position, based on Facebook and Twitter, their strategies for interaction and interactivity in a more incisive and even interactive way
with their audiences. That is due to the fact that real-time interaction
became generalized in 2013, when that fiction was on air, and the
constant challenging by audiences about fiction contents – something that used to be an isolated phenomenon in 2012, which only a
few productions did sporadically in most Obitel countries.
Along with this, the use of hashtags was also popularized –
as a market strategy – to challenge audiences and create a sense
of identification with them. For instance, by launching a hashtag
with the name of the program, a prominent part of the story or some
typical trait of the charactersÊ personalities. These hashtags allowed
to extend fiction narratives to other scenarios and actions, as has
happened in countries like Argentina, Brazil and Spain, where
hashtags proposed by fiction programs were taken by Twitter users
to think about homophobic practices and behaviors in Argentinean
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and Brazilian societies, as well as to criticize the Spanish governmentÊs political actions.
Although proposals for interaction and interactivity by producers of the 12 titles selected for transmedia reception in this 2013
Yearbook did not vary much with respect to what had already been
offered since 2009, there has been a radical change in the feeding of
content that each of these fictions offered on the several platforms
they used to approach the audience. That was because they moved
from contents or comments posted weekly to a scenario of constant
interaction in which videos, photos, surveys and interactive conversations with programsÊ producers and cast were offered more consistently on all platforms, although always as anchor spaces for programsÊ official websites within the portal of the producer channel.
In Chart 1, Brazilian telenovela Avenida Brasil (Globo) is a
case in point. It was broadcast in Ecuador and Uruguay in 2013,
although with a different transmedia proposal in each country, responding to commercial strategies followed by companies Ecuavisa (Ecuador) and Teledoce (Uruguay). The former was more
open, offering audiences several online contents and keeping constant communication with Ecuadorian viewers; Teledoce, in turn,
was more restrictive and did not post chapters, for instance, to be
watched on the internet.
Other countries whose offers were also more restrictive were
Mexico and the United States. Both exhibited titles generated by
Televisa, which has been gradually restricting viewing of its fictions
and the ways in which audiences can have real interaction with their
favorite telenovelas on their websites. This aims to favor a market
strategy that would take fiction programs to be seen on applications
for mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. Within the Obitel universe, only Brazil and Mexico reported creation and promotion of mobile applications to watch fiction programs. The applications are still very simple and offer little interaction.
Unlike 2013, fiction productions made specifically to be viewed
on the internet (webnovelas) were not presented for analysis this
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year. Nevertheless, Brazil is worth mentioning, where telenovela
Amor à vida (Globo) created a series of web contents that allow its
users to have unique content on fiction.
Figure 1. Summary of transmedia offer for the 12 selected titles
Fan pages in blogs
(Free content generated by fans)

Characters’ profile
Cast members’ profile
Fiction synopsis
News
Making-of
Video library
Photo library

Links to characters’ or
cast members’ profiles
Constant interactivity
Free access, but
restricted posting

Social media

Official websites

At the network website
With restricted access
to viewing
With restricted
interactivity

Comments
Downloads
Researches/Tests
Contests
Video chat
Video library
Photo album

Source: Obitel
Official Channel and Fans Channels
(Copyright content, but extended
by audience)

Industry interaction with its audiences
As we sustained in the beginning of this section, audiencesÊ
levels of interaction and interactivity with their fiction programs depend on both the proposal made by producers and the audiencesÊ
own technological and digital skills to interact and manage other
types of content around the fiction program of their preference.
We will now show an overview of the predominant type of offer
coming from fiction producers. In the methodology used by Obitel,
to precisely measure that interaction, a classification was proposed
consisting of the following categories:
• Interactive: It is possible to interact with other users around the
content of the fiction program, but chapters cannot be watched.
• Real-time interactive: It challenges the audience while the
program is being broadcast.
• Viewing: It is possible to watch chapters, but it is not possible
to post comments.
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• Interactive viewing: Comments may be left and it is possible
to interact with other people visiting the website.
• Network interactive viewing: It is possible to watch the fiction, to leave comments and to post all contents of the website
on usersÊ social media profiles.
• Transmedia viewing: Exclusive products to be viewed on
the internet and dynamics for interaction with the program are
offered on the website.
In the 12 titles selected by Obitel countries, 40 items were
obtained referring to the types of media interaction offered by
producers in the titles selected in each of the platforms where the
fiction program offered some form of interaction with its audiences.
Graph 1. Types of interaction proposed by producers
of the 12 selected titles
Interactive
10%

Transmedia
viewing
39%

Real-time
interactive
23%

Viewing
5%
Network interactive viewing
8%

Interactive viewing
15%

Source: Obitel

Higher use of virtual social media in 2013 resulted in increase
in the type of transmedia interaction. It is now what producers offer
their audiences in Obitel countries. That change is very significant
because the increase over 2012 was almost 40%.
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The fact that the offer of interaction is mostly transmedia means
(at least on the offer side) that producers are open to interact with
their audiences in places that these, mostly, visit on the internet:
social media.
These platforms are generating forms of interaction that invite
comment and criticism towards narratives, but are not urging creation of new stories, since that is not yet part of producersÊ offer,
though, as we shall see later, it starts to occur as part of normal
practice for a proportion of fiction audiences.
Transmedia viewing was followed by Real-time interactive,
with 23%, Interactive viewing, with 15%, Interactive, with 10%,
and finally Network interactive viewing, with 8%, and the simple
Viewing, with 5%.
Interactivity and audience creation
While transmedia offer of the 12 titles selected in 2013 does
not fully favor audience interactivity, using their technological appropriations they have been changing the way they relate to their
favorite series and telenovelas, primarily through two production
phenomena: memes and remixes.
Remix is the type of production that takes certain cultural works
and manipulates them, forming a new type of creative mix; memes
(as actions arising from remixes) are media products that describe
and graphically mimic an idea or a symbol that represents a form
of cultural propagation and serves as a means for people to convey
social memories and cultural ideas among themselves.
Before proceeding to describe this type of transmedia reception
in Obitel countries, we will present the methodology of analytical
categories used to measure audienceÊs interactivity levels with the
12 selected titles throughout 2013.
• Passive interactivity: when users consume contents without
providing any feedback. Interaction is only reactive to contents.
• Active interactivity: users respond to a given stimulus only
within the terms offered by the sender, for example, participa-
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tion in some survey. Interaction is propositional or critical of
the content.
• Creative interactivity: users become content producers, creating something new out of what they were given. Encouraged
by the original producer of content to send any response, users
produce, going beyond their receptor condition and reaching
producer level (Lopes et al., 2009).
Considering the 40 offers of interaction by selected titles, a
graphical representation of audience levels of interactivity in each
platform analyzed is shown below.
Graph 2. Levels of interactivity proposed by producers
in selected titles

5% 113%
Passive interactivity
Interactividad
Pasiva

Interactividad
Activa
Active interactivity
Interactividad
Creativa
Creative interactivity

82%

Source: Obitel

Among fiction users, 82% showed to be active in their visits to
selected platforms, and their main actions were commenting, criticizing and discussing contents of the fiction product with producers
and other users – taking participation within official websites as a
reference.
Participation in social media changes, since „Like‰ and „Share‰
on Facebook or retweet and „Mark as Favorite‰ on Twitter are actions
that the 12 countries adopted as participation traits for users of these
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social media. This is undoubtedly a basic level of interactivity, as it
underscores certain trends in preference and use by those who have
access to the profiles of fiction programs or their characters in these
social media to socialize and make their opinions visible.
Higher interactivity found on Facebook and Twitter has given
passive interactivity – which amounted to only 5% – its lowest level
since 2009, when Obitel began conducting its analysis of transmedia
reception.
Regarding creative interactivity (13%), which involves
creation of new content, a process was started in 2013 that had
not been as explicit in other years and which consisted – as we
have already said – in creating remixes and memes that have
taken visual and discursive fragments of telenovelas to create new
content and meanings which were then shared, viewed and became
viral on social media.
Countries such as Brazil and Mexico were the ones to report
this phenomenon in their analysis, since their fictions Amor à vida
(Globo) and Lo que la vida me robó (Televisa) were marked by the
fact that their fans decided to spread some traces of their narratives
or characters (physical aspects or typical phrases) through memes,
which were then used to post an infinite number of messages
that, preserving an element of the original narrative, offered new
meanings.
These remixes extended beyond fictionsÊ followers, though, like
any other meme, they are more meaningful for fanatics of referential
telenovelas or series. In Brazil, several „Felix Bicha Má‰ memes
were created around FelixÊs character, for whom fans even created
a Facebook profile. In Mexico, though there were no charactersÊ
profiles, a space was created on the website generadordememes.
com3 to generate these remixes around some characters – the most
mentioned one being villain Graciela Mendoza.

3

http://www.generadormemes.com/personaje/lo-que-la-vida-me-robo.
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Graph 3. Examples of memes and remixes

Remix of Amor à vida (Globo)

Meme of Lo que la vida me robó (Televisa)

The same phenomenon is certainly repeated in other fictions in
Obitel countries, since the characters in telenovelas and series themselves carry visual and discursive features that allow remix practices
to users and their viralization as memes.
In the case of Chile, profiles created by fans of telenovela
Soltera otra vez 2 (Canal 13) also proliferated. They interacted with
each other on Facebook, generating good acceptance by the programÊs viewers. These profiles, however, have never been „linked‰
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to official websites, but an official profile was launched from them
for the telenovelaÊs leading character Cristina Moreno. After the
first season ended, she remained active on her Facebook page, as if
she were still leading a normal life out of the story and the screen.
That was highly appreciated by audiences, who remained in touch
with Cristina as if she were just one more friend on Facebook.
Other features of creative interaction that appeared in 2013 are
related to the use of hashtags, which are strings of characters formed
by one or several concatenated words and preceded by the # sign.
Presented that way, these characters form a metadata tag that allows
its location, identification and allows it to be traced more quickly.
We could even say that hashtags are icons in terms of language that
is generated in social media and a discursive element that became
popular because of them.
Use and popularity of hashtags have their genesis in sociopolitical causes common to a large number of users; however, the
extent of this form of tag and semantic network that governs the
search for information on the internet has facilitated the creation of
those tags on any subject.
This has made it easier for fiction producers to tag the names
of their telenovelas or series and to invite users to use hashtags to
position their products on the web in such a way that they become a
reference or trending topic, i.e., that they are among the most commented or shared themes on social media.
However, these strategies have been used by fiction followers
to extract new expressions about the narratives addressed by
telenovelas, as occurred with Farsantes (Argentina, Pol-ka) and
Amor à vida (Brazil, Globo) – where content related to sexual
diversity addressed by both fictions was disseminated through other
hashtags. While some were launched by the production and resumed
important moments of both narratives, others were audiencesÊ
appropriations of the same themes.
Although this type of appropriation has not been general for
all Obitel countries, it indeed marks a trend with regard to the way
that social media language will impact audiencesÊ relationship and
interaction with their fictions in coming years.
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To end this comparative analysis of transmedia fiction, the final
summary of the type of interaction and levels of interactivity of each
of the titles selected in the 12 Obitel countries will be presented next.
Chart 2. The 12 selected titles, transmedia offer, types of
interaction, interactivity levels and users prevailing practices
Country

Argentina

Brazil

Title

Farsantes

Amor à
vida

Transmedia Types of
offer
interaction

InterPrevailing
activity
practices
levels

Official
website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Facebook
profile

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Twitter
profile

Real-time
interactive

Active

Official
website

Network
interactive
viewing

Active

Facebook
profile

Transmedia
viewing

Creative

Twitter
profile

Transmedia
viewing

Creative

Blogs
Hospital San
Magno
Berçário
Virtual
Real-time
BBB em
interactive
Amor à vida
Mais
Aphaville
Troll

Active

Videos
soundtrack,
behind
the scenes
Telenovela
chapters

Active

Real-time
interactive

Criticism
Comment
Interpretation
Questioning
Quote
Recommendation
Celebration
Sharing
Debate

Interpretation
Sharing
Playfulness
Recommendation
Comment
Discussion
Celebration
Criticism
Comment
Parody
Remix
Interpretation
Interpretation at
buses and metro
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Chile

Webseries
Real-time
Histórias de
interactive
Amor à vida

Active

Application
Real-time
Tudo sobre
interactive
Amor à vida

Active

Pinterest

Active

Interactive

Out of
Viewing
Home media

Passive

Application
Real-time
Tudo sobre
interactive
Amor à vida

Active

Soltera
otra vez 2 Pinterest

Interactive

Out of
Viewing
Home media

Comment
Interpretation
Sharing
Active Recommendation
Celebration
Criticism
Passive Debate

Interactive
viewing
Colombia

La selección

Facebook
profile

Network
interactive
viewing
Transmedia
viewing

Official
website

Viewing

Facebook
profile
Ecuador

Avenida
Brasil

Twitter
profile
YouTube
page
Instagram
account

Transmedia
viewing

Real-time
interactive
(Twitter)

Active

Comment
Interpretation
Sharing
Recommendation
Celebration
Criticism
Debate
Challenging
Storage
Sharing
Discussion

Passive Comment
Remix
Recommendation
Celebration
Passive Criticism
Collection (closed
YouTube)
Storage (Forum)
Sharing
Discussion
Active
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Spain

El tiempo
entre
costuras

Official
website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Facebook
profile

Interactive

Active

Real-time
interactive

Active

Twitter
profile
Official
website

United
States

Amores
verdaderos

Facebook
profile
Twitter
profile
YouTube
page

Mexico

Lo que la
vida me
robó

Real-time
interactive
Transmedia
viewing
Transmedia
viewing

Facebook
profile

Interactive

Official
website
Facebook
Mi
profile
amor el
wachimán
Twitter
2
profile
YouTube
page

Portugal Belmonte

Transmedia
viewing

Official
website

Twitter
profile

Peru

Viewing

Official
Facebook
profile

Passive Comment
Interpretation
Remix
Active Parody
Recommendation
Active Imitation
Celebration
Criticism
Collection
Active
Sharing
Discussion
Active
Active

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Transmedia
viewing

Passive

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Interactive

Active

Interactive
viewing

Active

Transmedia
viewing

Story
Participation
Celebration
Complaint
Comment
Request

Active

Comment
Interpretation
Remix
Recommendation
Celebration
Criticism
Sharing
Discussion

Comment
Parody
Recommendation
Imitation
Criticism
Discussion

Comment
Celebration
Recommendation
Sharing
Interpretation
Criticism
Discussion
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Uruguay

Venezuela

Avenida
Brasil

De todas
maneras
Rosa

Official
website

Interactive
viewing

Active

Official
website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Facebook
profile

Interactive
viewing

Active

YouTube
page

Interactive
viewing

Active

Twitter
profile

Interactive
viewing

Active

Comment
Criticism
Recommendation
Celebration
Discussion

Comment
Criticism
Recommendation
Search
Sharing

5. Highlights of the year in Obitel countries
The highlights of 2013 were productions of varied themes
related to both the melodramatic matrix and countriesÊ social and
economic situation, such as socioeconomic improvement, class relations, social inequality and economic crisis. Themes that include
social issues were featured in major productions in 2013. In most
countries, issues related to homosexuality, drug trafficking or drug
addiction, family relations, love relationships, sports and gender relations were recurrently approached in television fiction programs.
Reflection of those social issues and the approach by fiction
productions has allowed identifying, over the years, approximation
between reality and audiovisual fiction. With television productions
fueling the debate on societyÊs important issues, the social role of
television drama gains strength, resulting in productions with primarily social and cultural content, but also economic and political
contents from the countries where they are produced.
Thus, Colombia’s television fiction grid showed a range of
topics such as violence, drugs, historical events and personalities of
national sports as well as adaptations of foreign productions. Highlights were fictions that reconstructed the trajectory of characters
of national culture, such as idols of traditional music and football,
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in telenovelas Rafael Orózco, el ídolo (Caracol) and La selección
(Caracol), the latter fiction the largest audience of the year.
Argentina also presented productions related to sports and
family, psychological treatments and disorders, and homosexuality.
There were ten fewer titles and, therefore, lower audience than in
2012. Fictions with higher audience showed conservative proposals
in both themes and narrative. On the other hand, there was an increase in the number of national fiction productions by public television and the important transmedia project of fantastic series Aliados
(Telefe), promoting increased adult audience.
In Chile, the highlight of the year was the 40th anniversary of
the 1973 military coup. Documentaries, fiction, interviews and journalistic specials were made. Productions about the topic included
miniseries Ecos del desierto (Chilevisión) and series Los 80 (Canal
13), which were among the yearÊs top ten.
In 2013, due to the enactment of the Organic Law of Communication (LOC), the number of channels increased in Ecuador as well
as national production, since the law sets a quota of at least 60% of
national daily programming. The law favors strengthening of fiction
production by independent producers. This expectation has already
been outlined in the number of premiere productions (17) compared
to the previous year (8). However, due to the high production costs,
the country still does not make telenovelas, turning instead to sitcoms and humor series.
Fiction in Brazil had one of its highlights in the exhibition of
the first kiss between men in Amor à vida, a Globo prime time telenovela with enormous repercussions in newspapers, magazines, social media and news. Moreover, homosexuality, present since 1970
in Brazilian telenovelas, was also approached in other fictions. The
year 2013 recorded the international success of telenovela Avenida
Brasil, sold to 124 countries and dubbed into 17 languages so far.
It was aired in prime time in many countries and became the most
exported Globo telenovela ever.
Mexico’s communication scenario in 2013 was marked by two
major events: the telecommunications law reform and the change
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in public opinion companies, from Ibope AGB to Nielsen Ibope.
Fiction production saw strengthening of independent producers and
strong political content in telenovelas, such as Corazón indomable
(Televisa) and Fortuna (Cadena Tres). Baktun (independent production) was another highlight as the first telenovela in the indigenous
Mayan language, which sought to revive, strengthen and disseminate the identity of that ethnic group. The so-called Colombian
narconovelas El señor de los cielos (Telemundo/Caracol TV), Ruta
blanca (Caracol TV/Cadena Tres) and Pablo Escobar, el patrón del
mal (Caracol TV) reached large audiences in cable TV, even though
they were not national productions.
In Mexico, Ecuador and Brazil, independent producers were
strengthened and a progressive increase in national fiction can already be seen due to incentive laws and quotas for national programming, which in Brazil is limited to pay channels.
In turn, Peru’s fiction production saw fairly moderate growth.
Although 15 productions have premiered (six of them as sequels or
new seasons), there was a scenario of stagnation in 2013, marked
by repetition of topics and lack of narrative innovations. With low
audience rates, many productions at the end of the year did not have
satisfactory results, causing some to be canceled before the end of
the narrative. Note the marketing resource used by the channel ATV,
which integrated the first chapters of telenovela Avenina Perú with
Combate – a successful reality show, both from the same station.
Miniseries Historias de diván, a Uruguayan-Argentinean
co-production adapted from a book on real stories written by a
psychoanalyst, was the only national fiction to premiere in Uruguay
in 2013. Despite the momentum and success of previous fictions,
there was a halt in new production in the country.
Venezuela also saw decrease in national production and the option for foreign fictions. There was a dispute between state network
Televisora Venezolana Social (Tves) and Venevisión Plus, belonging
to the Cisneros Group, for the rights to broadcast Avenida Brasil.
País admirable (Tves) stood out among national productions. It was
a documentary series on Simón BolívarÊs life, together with a large
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amount of content on the death of Hugo Chávez. But the most outstanding fact was the creation of a station for the Armed Forces,
allegedly to seek quality content on the television landscape.
In Portugal, in turn, the audiovisual scene was marked by
the resumption of a successful programming line by public channel RTP. Besides high audience rates for the series Bem-vindos a
Beirais, Os nossos dias also had unexpected success at lunchtime,
with the prospect of becoming a long-lived traditional style soap
opera, with a slow and linear narrative and a faithful elderly public.
In private networks, Sol de inverno (SIC) held the lead for the channel, even though it did not reach the high levels of DancinÊ days – a
remake made in collaboration with Globo and first in the countryÊs
top ten.
In the United States, significant audience rates for the endings
of telenovelas Por ella soy Eva, Amores verdadeiros and Amor bravío
explain the sure bet of UnivisionÊs model based on the exhibition of
TelevisaÊs telenovelas in prime time. El señor de los cielos also stood
out – it was the second most-watched telenovela in the history of
network Telemundo, justifying the decision of making a sequel. The
major highlight was due primarily to the realignment of production
and programming companies after the launch of MundoFox in 2012
– rearrangements that continued in 2013.
SpainÊs most prominent production was El tiempo entre
costuras, an adaptation of the homonymous bestselling series whose
success gave Antena3 the best revenues in the year. It is a period
series about a young dressmaker and the Civil War. The year also
saw the first Disney production in Spain, the series El don de Alba
(Tele5), adapted from American series Ghost whisperer (CBS),
but with low audience rates. Another highlight was the first joint
production between six autonomic public channels – TVG, ATV,
TVCanarias, Telemadrid, CMT and TPA. It was the series El faro,
which also had low audience rates in all of them.
Brazil, Spain and Uruguay won prizes and received nominations for international awards. At the International Emmy Awards,
Brazil won with Lado a lado (Globo) as best telenovela of the year.
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Best actress award was given to a Brazilian artist for the first time:
Fernanda Montenegro, leading role in telemovie Doce de mãe (Globo). Globo also earned nominations in the category of best comedy
series, for Como aproveitar o fim do mundo, and best drama series, with O brado retumbante. Brazil also received nominations in
two other awards: the International Digital Emmy, with soap opera
Malhação (Globo) and multiplatform series Latitudes (Losbragas/
HouseEntertainment), as well as the International Emmy Kids, with
series Pedro & Bianca (TV Cultura).
Spain won seven awards with series Isabel (La1): Ondas,
Fotogramas de Plata, Zapping, Antena de Oro, IRI, World
Media Festival in Hamburg and the award of the Association of
Entertainment Critics of New York. And four international awards
with miniseries Carta a Eva (La1): Montecarlo Television Festival,
International New York Festival, World Media Festival in Hamburg
and the International Festival of Audiovisual Programs. Uruguay
had one nomination for the International Emmy Awards for the
episode Cadáver se necesita, of unitario Somos, from 2012.

6. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television
fiction
In addition to its timeliness and relevance, this yearÊs topic –
transmedia production strategies – is also a result of ongoing research being conducted in Obitel countries since the 2010 Obitel
Yearbook. On the other hand, the topic is also justified by the understanding that transmedia strategies – or, put another way, transmedia
operations – comprise media ecosystems, i.e., they make up sets of
social, communicational, technological, cultural and economic forces and interrelations working within the communication universe.
The planning of transmedia operations can be observed in the
research field of Communication as the set of strategies, contents
and institutionalized practices by the so-called entertainment
industries or creative industries, or yet content industries. In this
context, Fechine et al. (2013, p. 26.) point out that „transmedia
commercial systems‰ was the term used by Kinder (1991) to describe
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phenomena that, from fictional narratives, magnified characters or
groups of characters, thus extending them to other formats or related
products, such as movies, TV series, comics, toys. The basis of those
phenomena is producersÊ interest in diversifying and encouraging
consumption of their products.
In this perspective, reiteration and pervasiveness of content flows, by transiting through several media, extend meanings
through experiences initially suggested by producers, according to
Lopes (2009) and Lopes et al. (2013). These experiences should
„make sense for spectators who come into contact with that fictional
universe for the first time through a certain medium as well as for
others who seek that fictional universe in multiple media‰ (Fechine,
2009, p. 5). Thus, transmediation is the process of meaning making
anchored „in synergistic coordination of different media/platforms
and the engagement offered to consumers as part of a communication project developed by a particular producer (or production instance)‰ (Fechine et al., 2013, p. 28).
In the context of this analysis, we considered as transmedia
strategies the several proposals made by producers in order to
obtain fiction viewersÊ engagement through the use of the several
interaction possibilities provided by distinct media and platforms.
Transmedia practices are understood as both uses and experiences
that the sender-producer and recipients-users perform, thus always
involving some sort of intervention in or from contents broadcast.
It is worth noting, therefore, that transmedia planning and
production refer not only to changes in technological character.
Planning these strategies alters relations between technologies,
industries, markets, genres and audiences, since it is a cultural,
social and technological process (Jenkins, 2008). Identifying
the audienceÊs cultural habits also contributes to develop new
production strategies, since movements of content convergence pose
a high „risk for creative industries because it [convergence] requires
media companies to rethink old assumptions about what it means
to consume media – assumptions that shape both programming and
marketing decisions‰ (Jenkins, 2004, p. 37).
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Murray (2003) places the internet at the center of these processes of content development and circulation. The action of „creative audience‰ that Castells (2009) speaks about contributes to the
extension of narrative content to other media, involving fansÊ participation in content production, which may enhance practices of
participatory, critical and creative culture. As highlighted by Schäfer
(2011), some types of production by fans, when successful, can be
incorporated into the content industryÊs business model and strategies, creating what Lessig (2008) called „hybrid business models‰
– which simultaneously encompass the commercial and the business
spheres and the practice of sharing based on consumer engagement
in transmedia projects of entertainment industries.
Bechmann and Lomborg (2013) call attention to the fact that
while this type of relationship between industry and fans through
content emphasizes user empowerment, it also reveals new targets
to explore fansÊ creative action by using their direct cooperation. For
Fechine et al. (2013, p. 30), „transmedia practices [...] correspond
to the performance of recipients-consumers, always involving some
sort of intervention on or from contents that were proposed by the
sender-producer‰. The authors also state that
action, in turn, requires spectatorsÊ direct cooperation in contents so that these are completed,
so that they are realized or materialized (surveys, games, campaigns, etc.). In this case, we
are faced with statements that are made by incorporating the very act of enunciation as part
of what defines them as such. That is, mediation by the enunciatee is a constitutive part of
that particular type of enunciation deliberately
proposed by the enunciator as unfinished and
„open‰ to the interventions (of the enunciatee)
from which it is updated. It generally corresponds to „enabled‰ production (Fechine et al.,
2013, p. 30).
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Therefore, enabled contents are „authorized‰ contents, since
they are realized under the „terms, rules and guidelines set by producers (on fictionsÊ websites, fan pages, blogs, institutional profiles,
etc.).‰ (Fechine et al., 2013, p. 30).
Seeking to analyze producersÊ strategies in methodological
terms, Fechine et al. (2013) classify them into two categories:
propagation and expansion. Propagation is understood as
resonance and feedback of contents. A content
echoes or reverberates the other, contributing
to maintain interest, engagement and creative
intervention by media consumers on the universe
proposed, by including them among other
recipients or in other instances, thus forming a
community of interest (Fechine et al., 2013, p. 33).
Expansion, in turn, is narrative universesÊ growth beyond the
main platform. It creates stories that are interdependent, but full
of meaning if considered in isolation. In summary, they are an
„overflowing of the narrative universe from the offer of elements
endowed, on the one hand, with a playful function and, on the other
hand, with an actually narrative function‰ (Fechine et al., 2013, p. 34).
Note that there are contents produced by users circulating out
of those spaces and therefore escaping more easily from attempts
of enunciative control. Producers also conceive strategies that can
guide, within that discursive universe, themes/approaches that interest them, even in those unofficial spaces and instances where they
cannot impose their rules or orderings.
Transmedia production strategies in television fiction in 2013
Based on the theoretical and methodological foundation presented above, we now analyze transmedia production strategies in
Obitel countries. Firstly, when observing the range of fictions for
which producers have invested in transmedia strategies, productions
presented as case studies by Obitel countries did not always occupy
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first places or were among the top ten titles of 2013. Such observation suggests that producers may seek alternative ways to experiment with transmedia strategies in order not to „risk‰ during the
times of exhibition of the channelÊs most watched fiction programs.
Another justification for this is the fact that the initial target for consumption of such strategies is a young audience used to consume
and interact with fiction products concurrently broadcast on several
media.
Here is a list of fiction productions that countries chose for
analysis of transmedia production strategies.
Chart 3. Countries and their respective fictions analyzed
Country

Program

Format/
Year

Official website

Argentina

Aliados

Series
2013

www.aliados.telefe.com

Brazil

Malhação
(21st season)

Soap opera
2013

gshow.globo.com/novelas/
malhacao/2013

Chile

Soltera otra
vez 2

Telenovela
2013

www.13.d/programa/solteraotra-vez-t2

Colombia

Escobar, el
patrón del mal

Series
2012

www.cacaroltv.com/escobar

Ecuador

Así pasa

Sitcom
2013

www.ecuavisa.com/tags/
asi-pasa

Spain

El tiempo entre
costuras

Series
2013

http://www.antena3.com/
series/el-tiempo-entrecosturas/

United
States

Analysis
approached TV
channels*

-

-

Mexico

Lo que la vida
me robó

Telenovela
2013

www.televisa.com/
telenovelas/lo-que-la-vidame-robo

Peru

Mi amor el
wachimán 2

Miniseries
2013

http://tvgo.americatv.com.pe/

Portugal

Belmonte

Telenovela
2013

www.tvi.iol.pt/belmonte
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Uruguay

Historias de
diván

Miniseries
2013

www.canal10.com.uy/
historias-de-divan

Venezuela

Analysis
approached TV
channels*

-

-

Source: Obitel
* In the cases of Venezuela and the United States, the analysis included the strategies of
TV channels, rather than the specific case study of a fiction.

For purposes of our analysis, we grouped the strategies used
by producers according to platform or format (the latter including
changes in consumption of fictional content resulting from VoD
services). Thus, each of the strategies identified in countries was
grouped into the following clusters: (1) Official websites of channels
and fiction productions; (2) Action on social media; (3) Other fiction
formats; (4) Strategies for cell phones; and (5) Offline strategies.

(1) Official sites of broadcasters and websites of fictions:
In 2013, most Obitel countries pointed out the improvement
of channelsÊ official websites with content expanded from TV programming and especially with extensions or „fragments‰ that add
official information spaces to fiction plots. The websites of the fictions have been improved and designed as places of convergence for
transmedia producersÊ strategies.
The proposal of open TV channels is that fictionsÊ websites
be always under their control and be gateways through which fans
have access to the strategic planning of contents broadcast. That is,
it is from fictionsÊ websites that producers provide possibilities for
interaction between fans and content. These include: videos and
photos of fictionsÊ chapters and of exclusive content for subscribers; links to charactersÊ blogs; making of; interviews with cast; messaging software and apps for tablets and cell phones; games; links
to fan pages (on Facebook); official Twitter profiles and hashtags
of characters, cast and authors; stationsÊ YouTube channels offering
fictionsÊ contents and soundtracks; webseries; possibilities for shar-
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ing and propagating fiction content to social media. The proposal of
producers with such combination of gateways for audience participation was made to provide an informative, fun and, above all, controlled environment. Specialized spaces were developed in websites
with exclusive content of fictions for the press and fans. The mesh of
links established as a path through the content and its extensions on
social media are controlled and are primarily aimed at fansÊ return
from social media directly to the websites of fictions. This mesh of
links, planned from the websites of channels and fictions, is one of
the major strategies to keep fans in a space marked by the quality of
„official‰ and „authorized‰ content, which always redirect the path
of audience participation.

(2) Action on social media
Transmedia strategies observed on social media used primarily
the following devices and resources:
#Fan pages
Strategy used as a means to disseminate, propagate and share
channelÊs programming content on Facebook. Two strategies were
identified regarding the use of fan pages: Facebook pages of TV
channels, offering content of fiction productions and channelsÊ entire programming grid, and fan pages devoted exclusively to specific
fiction programs, in which content posted often features links directing users back to channelsÊ and programsÊ official websites.
Fan pages also use to ask the audience to participate and engage
in fictional contents through collaborative, promotional proposals
involving the development of videos and images that resume the
fiction plot. Winners of those promotions could have their contents
incorporated by producers into plots or some other product related
to the fiction. This type of strategy was mentioned in all 12 Obitel
member countries. Specifically in Spain, fan pages of the series
analyzed were created and fed by fans, and did not represent an official strategy by producers.
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#Google+
A strategy to disseminate, propagate and share content offered,
especially at the producer’s website, which included the share button for that social medium. It was found in Brazil and Portugal.
#Twitter
A strategy to anticipate and propagate content of a channelÊs
fiction programsÊ official hashtags, including those of characters,
authors and cast members. Questions were also published, especially in order to generate expectations and suspense regarding the
content of the plot. This social medium was also used to disseminate
videos and images of fictions. Contents replicated and commented
on by fans were released by producers on TV while programs were
broadcast. In several countries, there was both exposure of opinions
and facts about the private lives of cast members and authors and
fans who participated in „tweets‰ and „retweets‰ about programs
being broadcast. Such strategies were seen in most countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Spain, Mexico, Peru,
Portugal and Venezuela.
#YouTube
The strategy is to establish specific and „official‰ YouTube
channels for networks on that social medium. YouTube channels
include different content – for international audiences, journalistic,
and entertainment content. The latter include chapters of fictions
being broadcast and soundtrack videos. Another strategy for using
this social medium is its inclusion as part of the plots to indicate the
success of charactersÊ songs. Countries using YouTube were Argentina, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, Portugal and Venezuela. In Brazil, Globo posts videos with chapters and soundtracks of
its fictions only on their official websites.
#Blogs
Blogs of characters, authors, cast members, businessesÊ institutional blogs, blogs devoted to accounts of personal experiences of
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the audience on topics that intertwine reality and fiction exhibited
in the plot, and even the inclusion of bloggers as characters. Just as
profiles created on Twitter, blogs also acted as devices to expose
opinions and discussions, often about the private lives of cast members, writers and fans of the programs being broadcast. These strategies were identified in Argentina, Brazil and Colombia.
#Chats
Propagation strategy for fictions through chats between fans
and cast, accessed through fictionsÊ websites with links to chat
software. Chat dates and times are advertised on official websites,
fan pages and through official Twitter accounts. This strategy was
seen in Mexico.
#Instagram and #Pinterest
Strategy to publicize photos of chapters and characters. These
social media also work to promote the merchandising aired on fictions. Products marketed through plots and on the websites of these
fictions were posted on those social media in Brazil and Ecuador.

(3) Other fiction formats
#Webisodes
These work as extensions and propagation of fictional narratives; they feature extra content and „parallel‰ narratives which are
posted weekly or monthly and are usually short – seven to 15 minutes. They may also present chapters previews. Webisodes are posted
on fictionsÊ official websites or as specific content for cell phones
and tablets, with the possibility of sharing by audience members who
post them on social media. Countries featuring this extended and
propagation fiction format were Argentina, Mexico and Portugal.
#Webnovela
Format found in Obitel countries since 2012. The webnovela is
a unique format produced separately from the set of fictions on the
TV grid. It was mostly found in Mexico.
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#Spin off
Some telenovelas, series and miniseries sometimes give rise
to other fiction products that become extensions of the narrative.
In Spain, the television special Más sobre el tiempo entre costuras
aired the night after the weekly episode of the series. In Peru, besides the miniseries Mi amor el wachimán 2, the musical Mi amor el
wachimán, el musical was also produced, which featured characters
and plot changes in relation to the TV narrative.
#Video on Demand
Not only fiction formats have undergone changes, but also their
modes of consumption. Some countries developed strategies to offer
content on demand, allowing certain autonomy to viewers, which
changes their relationship with the programs they watch. Countries
that offered premiere fictions on VoD platforms were Spain and the
United States.

(4) Strategies for cell phones and tablets
#SMS
The strategy was seen in Portugal and Mexico. Developed to
launch telenovela Belmonte (TVI), it worked as a propagation strategy in Portugal, by sending private messages to the audience, signed
by the plotÊs leading characters. In Mexico, the strategy worked to
expand fictional content and built audience loyalty towards favorite
characters in the telenovela Lo que la vida nos robó (Televisa). Fans
elected their favorite characters who, after the chapter was broadcast, sent messages expressing feelings and opinions about events
in the plot.
#Mobile apps
These are the set of expansion strategies of fictional plots developed for platforms such as Blackberry, Android, iPhone, iPodTouch
and iPad, offering contents of fictions and channelsÊ programming
grid (mobile TV), as well as ringtones based on soundtracks and
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fictionsÊ title sequences. Official websites of fictions and broadcasters usually have links to channels providing the applications. They
function primarily as proposals for real-time interaction with fictions. In 2013, exclusive applications of fictions were developed to
exchange SMS over the internet among fans and among fans and
characters. Applications also functioned as strategies to collect data
from users through Facebook and Twitter accounts. Besides offering
an alternative place for fans to contact expanded content of a fiction and each other, the applications have achieved producersÊ main
goal: to improve information about fans, which allowed the latter to
access first-level contacts, i.e., with people very close to their daily
lives, with which there were often exchange of cell phone messages.
That did not occur in the network of contacts between fans through
fan pages, where we are often friends of friends, including people
who are geographically distant. This strategy was found in Argentina, Brazil, Spain, the United States, Mexico and Portugal.

(5) Offline strategies
#Co-authoring
This is a collaborative strategy to expand fictional narratives
that encouraged fans to write, criticize, promote and share all elements of the narrative, thus becoming part of the content creation
team. Fans were challenged to write their own scenes for the episodes and vote for their favorite stories, which were eventually included in the final script of the plots – entitled to credits. The strategy was seen mainly in Portugal.
#Awards
Publicizing nominations and awards to identify, legitimize and
mark transmedia strategies produced by entertainment industries.
In Brazil, youth soap opera Malhação received, for two consecutive years, the International Digital Emmy award, given to the best
programs in the world designed specifically for digital platforms.
Nominations referred to the following strategies used in the soap opera: in 2013, „TV Orelha‰ – a channel in MalhaçãoÊs website with
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exclusive videos for the internet; in 2014, the second screen project,
with an application for tablets and smartphones. Both nominations
were in the category of child/youth programs. That same year, multiplatform sci-fi series Collider, produced by BeActive in Portugal,
was nominated for another Emmy award in the category of „Best
Fiction‰ at the International Digital area.
#Outsourcing services
Outsourced producer companies and „content packers‰ participated in the production and rework of fiction contents aimed at multimedia exhibition. Companies in these segments also funded and
produced fictions. Examples of outsourcing and partnerships: Claro,
in Colombia, BeActive, in Portugal, and Ozmedia, in Uruguay.
#Characters
Face meetings between fans, influencers, characters-cast and
authors worked as a promotional and interactive strategy for fictions. Characters were invited to participate in other programs of the
stations, answering questions posed by the audience, as well as to
perform live concerts in the case of characters who were part of music bands in the plots. The contact with opinion influencers aimed
at activating people with a reputation on the internet and creating
ties that favored dissemination of producersÊ transmedia strategies.
These offline meetings were reported in Argentina, Brazil and Colombia.
#Other products
Propagation of narratives for products that are part of the creative industry conglomerateÊs business network, such as CDs, magazines, comic books, sticker albums, games, etc. In general, the development of products related to fictions was reported in all Obitel
countries. Some countries held cultural competitions aimed at fansÊ
participation, with prizes such as trips to countries where scenes of a
fiction (Spain) were recorded, or reported the presence of a favorite
actor at 15th birthday parties (Peru).
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In general, producersÊ transmedia strategies described by Obitel
countries in 2013 showed fundamental rearrangements in the production structure of entertainment industries for television fiction
programs. The first one was the creation of dedicated departments
to develop or adapt fiction content for several media, which required
hiring skilled professionals in these sectors. Although they have resorted to outsourced companies to implement transmedia strategies,
producers are required to monitor the planning of these actions with
their own teams of professionals who, thus, became part of the large
media conglomerates. Another reconfiguration in production was
the active participation of fictionsÊ authors in transmedia action projects. Such rearrangement, being planned from the moment when
the plot and characters are created, ends up requiring coexistence of
transmedia teams and processes of authorial in fictions, establishing
integrated production work for different teams.
Finally, we shall observe that the phenomenon of transnationalization of television fictions, seen as the main topic in the 2011
Obitel Yearbook, and simultaneous exhibition of titles in different
countries by different TV stations in 2013, are emerging challenges
for producers regarding transmedia strategic planning of TV fiction,
since they involve different cultural uses of communication technologies by participatory audiences in different sociocultural contexts.
These phenomena challenge producers to think of new ways of appropriation beyond the paths taken in fiction productionsÊ countries
of origin, thus requiring readjustment of those paths to each countryÊs fan cultures.
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1. Argentina’s audiovisual context in 2013
1.1. Open TV in Argentina
Since 1990, the open television system in Argentina has
consisted of five nationwide networks. Four of them are privately
run and one is public. Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) has
been implemented since 2010. In late 2013, it covered 82% of the
population through 82 antennas with 20 nationwide channels (nine
public and 11 private ones).
Chart 1: Open TV national stations
Private networks (4 )

Public networks (1)

América 2
Canal 9
Telefe
El Trece
Televisión Pública
Total networks = 5
Source: Obitel Argentina

Three networks reach the whole country through their respective
systems of repeater stations: Televisión Pública, Telefe and El
Trece. Televisión PúblicaÊs signal covers the largest proportion
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of the country (99.5%), but its ratings in large urban centers are
much lower than those of the two main commercial networks. El
Trece and Telefe cover all provinces through direct ownership or by
association with leading local stations. The five networks broadcast
their programs throughout the country on Open Digital Television
– the Digital Terrestrial Television system created and maintained
by the state.
Televisión Pública reports to the Radio y Televisión Argentina
Sociedad del Estado (RTASE) board, which includes the Executive
Power (1), the Council for Audiovisual Communication (2) and
the three largest parliamentary minorities (3). The agency manages
state-owned media. Tristán Bauer is the president of RTASE, and
Martin Bonavetti has been its Executive Director since 2008.
América 2 is part of group América Medios, which belongs to
Grupo UnoÊs businessman Daniel Vila, which owns six newspapers
out of the federal capital, 16 radio stations throughout the country,
and two cable news channels. Canal 9 is part of the international
group Albavisión, owned by Mexican businessman ˘ngel González,
which operates ten television channels in Central and South America.
In Argentina, Albavisión also explores radio station La Red; it lost
its DTT channel Suri TV in November 2013. Telefe is owned by
Telefónica de Argentina, a subsidiary of the Spanish company with
the same name. In Argentina, the group operates fixed and mobile
telephony as well as internet services, and it is associated with
several owners of television channels out of Buenos Aires. El Trece
is explored by holding company Clarín, which owns newspapers,
open channels and cable networks all over the country, as well as a
digital TV company, websites and internet service providers. It is also
the co-owner of a news agency and the only newsprint manufacturer,
besides a large number of companies outside the mass media.
In the context of a general decline in audience rates, some
changes were made in nationwide chains. El Trece and Telefe
retained the highest ratings, in that order. They offered a generaltype programming and located fiction mostly in prime time.
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Telefe built its fiction programming based on co-productions with
local companies while considering selling them abroad. El Trece
concentrated its programming around its captive producer Pol-ka,
focused on the local market.1 América 2 rose to third place in the
ratings with an offer ranging from entertainment to information,
where new fiction was ignored. Canal 9 specialized in entertainment
and fiction. For the latter, it worked with Ibero-American productions
and reduced the number of replacements to cover afternoon hours.
Sporadically, it featured premiere state-funded local programs in
prime time. Meanwhile, Televisión Pública still gave a central place
to Argentinean publicly funded fiction productions that share the
programming with political information and sports. At the same
time, it sustained its fiction co-productions with private companies.

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
While audience sustained 31.2 rating points in 2012, a halt in its
steady decrease, it resumed its downward trend by falling nearly two
points in 2013. The cumulative annual rating for the five networks
was 29.4 points, showing a further decline in audience interest in
open television.
Graph 1. TV audience by channel
Rating por
by channel
Rating
emisora
18%
28%
8%

15%
31%

America 2

TV Pública

Telefe

El Trece

Canal 9

Total television
sets (TLE)*

Individual
audience

%

América 2

5.1

18.0

TV Pública

2.4

8.0

Canal 9

4.3

15.0

Telefe

9.5

31.0

El Trece

8.1

28.0

Total

29.4

100.0

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina
Telefé Contenidos sold six of the ten fiction programs produced in 2013 on the international market; El Trece did not sell any of its premieres abroad.
1
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Graph 2. Share by channel
Total

SHARE
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Individual
share
10.1

18.0

TV Pública
Canal 9
Telefe

4.6
8.3
17.0

8.0
15.0
31.0

El Trece
Total

15.6
55.6

28.0
100.0

18%
28%
8%

15%
31%
America 2

TV Pública

Telefe

El Trece

Canal 9

%

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

For the third consecutive year, Telefe kept the annual average
as the most watched channel even though El Trece reduced audience
differences. In two months, it was the most watched channel and
there was a tie in two others months. It also aired the highest average
rating program, a weekly newscast including entertainment called
Periodismo para todos.
Graph 3: Offer by genre in TV programming
Horas de exhibición
Broadcast
hours

32%

33%

0%
1%

21%

5%
2%
6%
Information
Información

Ficción
Fiction

Entertainment
Entretenimiento

Religion
Religioso

Deporte
Sports

Educativo
Education

Politics
Político

Others
Otros
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Broadcast
genres

Total broadcast hours

%

Information

13.472:40:00

32

Fiction

8.735:30:00

21

Entertainment

2.453:20:00

6

Religion

1.008:20:00

2

Sports

1.953:25:00

5

Education

217:20:00

1

Politics

00:00:00

0

Others

14.337:20:00

33

Total

41.217:55:00

100

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

In 2013, the number of hours of fiction broadcast (8.735:30:00)
is virtually twice the amount for 2012 (4.451:30). Other genres
remain almost unchanged regarding the usual amount of time,
since channelsÊ programming bars remain rigid throughout the day.
Prime time incorporates most fiction series with new formats, while
weekend programming incorporates large spaces for fiction series
and films.

1.3. Advertising investment of the year in TV
The total investment in open television advertising in 2013 was
$52,974,817,331 compared to $39,212,744,551 in 2012. According
to the Argentinean Chamber of Media Agencies2, there was a slight
increase of 1.3% in the total media market as measured in physical
volumes (seconds on radio and TV, printed pages). In this context,
television grew in general terms, especially open TV in Buenos
Aires and pay TV, with 3.5% each. Open TV in other parts of the
country grew at a slower rate of 0.9%; television as a whole received
46.9% of the total advertising in 2013.
2

http://www.agenciasdemedios.com.ar/inversiones-publicitarias/
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1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
In 2013, the merchandising phenomenon with the highest impact on fiction was observed in those programs directed to children
and youth. While their audience on open television was not among
the highest, Violetta (aimed at female young audiences) and Aliados
(with a teenage target) generated a wide range of accompanying
products that outlived broadcasting. The two programs gave rise to
magazines, DVDs, books, and posters. Violetta also sold the image
of the leading character to clothes and several products and personal
performances that encouraged massive audiences. In this system of
products linked to programs, their respective websites and organized
presence in social media were a crucial support.
Besides the cases pointed out, no social merchandising proposals
were seen in highest-rating fiction programs in 2013. Deliberate
inclusion of social issues in fiction plots was once again driven
by productions benefited from funding by the National Institute
of Audiovisual Arts (Instituto Nacional de Artes Audiovisuales
or INCAA, in Spanish). ˘rea 23 is a fiction program originally
produced for open digital television channel Tecnópolis TV. A story
taking place in a biotechnology laboratory presents cases related to
issues such as fishing pollution, assisted fertilization or hereditary
diseases, in order to publicize advances in Argentinean science
and awake scientific vocations. The miniseries Jorge narrates the
relationship between the leading character and Ludo, a paralyzed
young man; it shows what they both learn through forced contact.
Santos y pecadores. Televisión por la justicia is a thriller portraying
the unjust side of justice, affecting the daily lives of Argentines in
several aspects, and is based on all kinds of prejudice.

1.5. Communication policies
After four years of litigation between the Clarín Group and the
Argentinean Government, on October 29, 2013 the Supreme Court
upheld constitutionality the Articles 45 and 48 – establishing the
amount of licenses to be granted to each licensee – and Articles 41
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and 161, which set the terms for those licensees to adjust to the
provisions of the Law on Audiovisual Communication Services. In
August, the court had summoned the parties for two hearings where
they exposed their arguments, which were broadcast live on several
media. Finally, on November 14, Clarín presented to the Federal
Authority of Audiovisual Communication Services its plan for
voluntary adjustment to the media law. The scheme proposes the
creation of six independent audiovisual companies.
The national state, through the National Institute of Cinema
and Audiovisual Arts, continues to foster production through
Argentinean Audiovisual Bank of Universal Contents (Banco
Audiovisual de Contenidos Universales Argentino or Bacua, in
Spanish). Since 2011, it produced 70 fiction programs that were
broadcast through 41 open or DTT channels, most of which are
available on the internet.

1.6. Public TV
Under public policies set by the Law on Audiovisual
Communication Services, the state television system takes on an
active role to cover 33% of the visual spectrum available through
national, provincial, municipal or university channels. Since 2008,
state-dependent and provincial channels are grouped in the Federal
Council for Public Television, which includes 12 local stations and
one national station – Televisión Pública. The National Audiovisual
University Network was established to take part in this segment
of the visual spectrum. It gathers production centers of national
universities participating in several ways in the development of
audiovisual projects. In 2013, it opened the National University
of La PlataÊs DTT channel. It is the main element of the public
television system RTASE, dependent on the national state and
covering the whole country. Along with Televisión PúblicaÊs signal
there are Open Digital Television channels, in some cases available
on pay TV: Encuentro (educational), Paka Paka (children), INCAA
TV (film), Tecnópolis TV (science) and Deportv (sports).
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In the field of fiction production, the public system supports
Bacua, which features programs funded by INCAA through various
funding systems. In 2013, nine of them were premiered on Televisión
Pública, and two, on Canal 9.

1.7. Pay TV
According to data provided by the Latin American Multichannel
Advertising Council3, pay TV covered 87.4% of Argentinean
households in 2013 – 12% more than the previous year. The market
is highly concentrated. The six leading operators gather 92%, and
one of them – Clarín GroupÊs Cablevisión – controls 43% of the total
market4 and has 237 licenses across the country. This contradicts
the existing legislation, which allows for only 24 licenses per
licensee and a 35%-share of the total supply. That is one of the
main issues driving the dispute between the national government
and that business group, eventually resolved against Clarín and now
undergoing the process of normalization as mentioned above. In
2013, no TV program was produced exclusively for pay television.
However, it should be noted that Violetta had an isolated presence on
open TV and very low ratings, while its success on Disney Channel
is sustained.

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
In 2013, the use of the internet on personal computers continued
growing. There are 12,427,325 home internet connections, of
which 12,416,964 were paid accounts and the others are free users.
Compared to 2012, paid accounts and home connections grew
by 17.5% and 17.4%, respectively. Broadband connections also
increased by 17.9%. As for controlling forms of circulation on
the web, major internet providers (those with over 50,000 users)

On its report available at http://www.lamac.org/argentina/publicaciones/investigaciones/informe-de-tv-paga-argentina-2013.
4
According to the Federal Administration of Audiovisual Communication Services,
taking into account population density, ClarínÊs cables cover 58.1% of the pay-TV market.
3
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accounted for 84.5% of customers, while providers with 5,001 to
50,000 users had 13.5% of the market.5 In turn, access from mobile
devices has increased, reaching 17.7 million users in Argentina,
according to the study „Digital Future 2013 Argentina‰6 conducted
by consultancy firm ComScore. The same source says there are
about 37 million effective cell phone users.7
Regarding the general use of the internet, Argentines are
estimated to spend an average of 21.9 hours using devices to access
the web. According to the above mentioned study, internet users are
mostly young: 29.2% are 15-24 years old, 27.4% are aged 25-34,
with the over-35-year-old group being a minority. Argentina is the
third market for social media around the world, since internet users
spend 9 hours a day on media such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
and Ask. Added to this figure, 95% of web users watch videos online,
mostly on Youtube, Vimeo, and Facebook. These results enable
and favor the increasing supplementation of TV fiction content on
the web, as is the case of Aliados, which launched webisodes or
chapter reruns on TelefeÊs and El TreceÊs websites. Outside fiction
circulating on the web and seen on television, some programs are
produced for the internet and achieve significant impact. In 2013,
it was the case of Solo, a fiction series in which actors with and
without disabilities address issues of daily life, and La vida según
Roxi, which chronicles the misadventures of a modern mother and
culminated in the appearance of a book with the same name.

Data from Argentinean Internet Chamber at http://www.cabase.org.ar/wordpress/.
http://www.comscore.com/lat/Insights/Presentations_and_Whitepapers/2013/2013_Argentina_Digital_Future_in_Focus
7
According to data from the National Institute of Statistics and Census, active lines exceed
58 million. But this figure includes all requests, rather than actual working connections.
The figure of 37 million is an estimate by consultancy firm Carrier y Asociados, available
at http://ww.carrieryasoc.com/2013/03/13/mercado-celular-argentino/.
5
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2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign;
premieres, reruns and co-productions)
Premiere national titles – 32

Premiere foreign titles – 12

Telefe – 10 national titles
1. Los vecinos en guerra (Telenovela)
2. Dulce amor (Telenovela)
3. Historias de corazón real (Unitario)
4. Mi amor, mi amor (Telenovela)
5. Aliados (Series)
6. Qitapenas (Telenovela)
7. Taxxi, amores cruzados (Telenovela)
8. Historias de diván (Miniseries)
9. La pelu* (Telenovela)
10. Historia clínica (Unitario)

Canal 9
34. Abismo de pasión (Telenovela
– Mexico)
35. Amor bravío (Telenovela – Mexico
– Chile)
36. Corona de lágrimas (Telenovela
– Mexico)
37. De que te quiero te quiero
(Telenovela – Mexico)
38. La patrona (Telenovela – Mexico)
39. Qué bonito amor (Telenovela
– Mexico)
40. Un refugio para el amor
(Telenovela – Mexico)
41. Donde está Elisa (Telenovela – Chile)
42. Dos hogares (Telenovela – Mexico)
43. Corazón valiente (Telenovela – USA)
44. La reina del sur (Telenovela – USA
– Mexico – Spain – Colombia)

El Trece – 6 national titles
11. Solamente vos (Telenovela)
12. Farsantes (Telenovela)
13. Mis amigos de siempre (Telenovela)
14. Sos mi hombre (Telenovela)
15. Tiempos compulsivos (Series)
16. Violetta (Telenovela)
Canal 9 – 3 national titles
17. Los Grimaldi (Telenovela)
18. Amores de historia (Unitario)
19. Santos y pecadores (Unitario)
Televisión Pública – 13 national titles
20. Area 23 (Miniseries)
21. Combatientes (Miniseries)
22. En terapia (Series)
23. Esa mujer (Telenovela)
24. Germán ultimas viñetas (Miniseries)
25. Inconsciente colectivo (Miniseries)
26. Jorge (Miniseries)
27. La rima (Miniseries)
28. Las huellas del secretario (Miniseries)
29. Los anillos De Newton (Miniseries)
30. Rescatistas (Miniseries)
31. Ruta misteriosa (Miniseries)
32. Señales (Telenovela)

Rerun titles – 8
Telefe
1. Casados con hijos (Telenovela)
2. Rebelde way (Telenovela)
3. Los Simuladores (Unitario)
4. Amor en custodia (Telenovela)
5. Mi cuñado (Telenovela)
América 2
6. Maltratadas (Unitario)
Canal 9
7. Rosalinda (Telenovela – Mexico)
8. Café con aroma de mujer
(Telenovela – Colombia)

Total titles: 52

Co-productions – 1
Telefe
33. Historias de diván (Miniseries
- Argentina-Uruguay)
Source: Obitel Argentina

* La pelu is a live fiction including comments on daily news.
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Comparing those figures (from 2013) to the number of
programs broadcast in 2012, there is a total decrease of six titles.
While the number of Ibero-American premieres remains constant,
Argentinean programs decreased in both premieres (2) and reruns
(1). The most significant decrease was observed in the IberoAmerican reruns (5-2).
Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Country

Titles

%

Chapter/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

National (total)

32

72.7

1,266

59.1 1053:50:00

59.9

Ibero-American (total)

12

27.3

876

40.9

706:40:00

40.1

Argentina

32

72.7

1,266

59.1

1053:50:00

59.9

Brazil

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Chile

2

4.5

198

9.2

140:45:00

8.0

Colombia

1

2.3

24

1.1

38:20:00

2.2

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Spain

1

2.3

24

1.1

38:20:00

2.2

USA
(Hispanic production)

2

4.5

199

9.3

181:10:00

10.3

Mexico

9

20.5

664

31.0

535:55:00

30.4

Peru

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Venezuela

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Latin American (Obitel)

43

97.7

2,132

99.5

1718:00:00

97.6

Latin American
(off Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

National co-productions

1

2.3

4

0.2

1:40:00

0.1

Other (productions and
co-productions from
other Latin American/
Ibero-American
countries)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Total

44

100.0

2,142

100.0 1760:30:00 100.0

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

126

846

82

1266

Prime time (19:00-22:59)

Nighttime (23:00-5:59)

Total

52:15:00

709:30:00

117:35:00

174:30:00

H

5.0

67.3

11.2

16.6

%

876

4

24

848

0

C/E

100.0

0.5

2.7

96.8

0.0

%

0.2

5.4

94.3

0.0

%

706:40:00 100.0

1:40:00

38:20:00

666:40:00

0:00:00

H

Ibero-American

31.3

0.0

12.5

10

6

11

0

4

0

1

32

Telenovela

Series

Miniseries

Telemovie

Unitario

Docudrama

Others (soap opera, etc.)

Total

100.0

3.1

0.0

34.4

18.8

%

100.0

13.6

0.0

5.1

0.0

7.8

10.2

63.3

%

1053:50:00

144:30:00

0:00:00

70:50:00

0:00:00

46:10:00

94:10:00

698:10:00

H

100.0

13.7

0.0

6.7

0.0

4.4

8.9

66.3

%

12

0

0

0

0

1

0

11

Titles

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

1266

172

0

64

0

99

129

802

C/E

National

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

8.3

0.0

91.7

%

86

870

974

212

C/E

53:55:00

747:50:00

784:15:00

174:30:00

876

0

0

0

0

4

0

872

C/E

H

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

99.5

%

706:40:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

1:40:00

0:00:00

705:00:00

H

100.0 1760:30:00

4.0

40.6

45.5

9.9

%

Total

Ibero-American

2142

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

100.0 1053:50:00 100.0

6.5

66.8

10.0

16.7

%

National

Titles

Format

212

Afternoon (13:00-18:59)

C/E

Morning (6:00-12:59)

Time slot

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

99.8

%

100.0

3.1

42.5

44.5

9.9

%
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Compared to the previous year, 2013 shows an increase in the
number of nationally produced hours and chapters, resulting both
from sustained state policies to foster the activity and from the
recovery of telenovelas in the afternoon and prime time, increasing
the number of fiction hours broadcast.
Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Telenovela

0

0.0

3

60.0

7

33.3

1

33.3

11

34.4

Series

2

66.7

1

20.0

2

9.5

0

0.0

5

15.6

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

10

47.6

1

33.3

11

34.4

Telemovie

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitario

0

0.0

1

20.0

2

9.5

1

33.3

4

12.5

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Others
(soap
opera, etc.)

1

33.3

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

3.1

Total

3

100.0

5

100.0

21

100.0

3

100.0

32

100.0

Format

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

27

84.4

Period

1

3.1

Historical

4

12.5

Others

0

0.0

Total

32

100.0

Source: Obitel Argentina

While the number of Argentinean fiction premieres in 2013 was
reduced by two titles, the traditional afternoon schedule recovered. In
2012, its nonfiction offer was based on general interest programs, so
that the total of broadcast hours is higher. The traditional telenovela
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also gained ground, leaving more innovative formats in national
TV for the production of unitarios, series and miniseries, which are
supplemented by the most watched telenovelas in prime time.
Table 7: The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share

Title

1

2

3

Dulce
Amor

Country of
origin
of idea
or
script

Argentina

Producer

L.C.
Acción
Producciones/
Telefe

Solamente Argenvos (cont.)
tina

Pol-ka
Producciones

Argentina

Pol-ka
Producciones

Farsantes
(cont.)

UnderLos
Argen- ground/
4 vecinos en
tina
Endemol/
guerra
Telefe

Channel

Name of
scriptwriter or
author of
original
idea

Telefe

OI:
Enrique
Estevanez
S: Enrique
Estevanez,
Marcelo
Nacci,
Laura
Barneix

17.14

27.8

El Trece

OI: Adrián
Suar
S: Mario
Segade,
Marta
Betoldi,
Lily Ann
Martin,
Daniel
Cuparo

16.21

24.32

El Trece

OI: Adrián
Suar
S: Mario
Segade,
Carolina
Aguirre

14.64

24.9

Telefe

OI:
Sebastian
Ortega
S: Ernesto
Korovsky,
Silvina
Fredjkes,
Alejandro
Quesada

13.12

20.83

Rating Share
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5

Mis
amigos de
siempre

Argentina

Pol-ka
Producciones

El Trece

OI: Adrián
Suar
S: Jorge
Maestro,
Claudio
Lacelli

6

Sos mi
hombre

Argentina

Pol-ka
Producciones

El Trece

OI: Adrián
Suar
S: Leandro
Calderone

12.35

20.45

Telefe

OI: Pablo
Echarri,
Martín
Schefeld
S: Max
Holdo

10.99

22.45

9.80

14.37

7

8

22.71

Mi amor,
mi amor

Argentina

El ˘rbol/
Endemol

Aliados

Argentina

Cris
Morena
Group

Telefe

OI: Cris
Morena
S: Leandro
Calderone

Telefe

Telefe

C: Esther
Feldman

7.76

15.28

Telefe

OI: Daniel
Stigliano,
Diego
Palacio,
Gabriel
Corrado
S: Osvaldo
Canis,
Marisa
Quiroga

7.37

16.96

Historias
Argen9 de corazón
tina
real

10

13.07

Taxxi,
amores
cruzados

Endemol/
Azteka
Films/
ArgenCtv
tina
Contenidos/
Telefe

Total productions: 10

Foreign scripts:

100%

0%

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina
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Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slots

Title

Format

Genre

Dates
Number
of first
of chap./
Time
and last
ep. (in
slot
broadcast
2013)
(in 2013)
66

Jan. 1 –
April 29

Prime
time

Romantic
comedy

212

Jan. 21 –
continues

Prime
time

Telenovela

Drama/
Comedy

104

June 26 –
continues

Prime
time

Los vecinos
en Guerra

Comedy

Comedy/
Police

144

April 15 – Prime
continues time

5

Mis amigos
de siempre

Comedy

Romantic
comedy

15

Dec. 3 –
continues

Prime
time

6

Sos mi
hombre

Telenovela Melodrama

113

Jan. 2 –
June 24

Prime
time

7

Mi amor, mi
amor

Comedy

72

Jan 1 –
May 12

Prime
time

8

Aliados

Miniseries Fantasy

23

June 26 –
Nov. 27

Prime
time

9

Historias de
corazón real

Unitario

30

Jan. 1 –
Oct. 8

Afternoon

10

Taxxi, amores
Telenovela Comedy
cruzados

47

Oct. 28 –
Dec. 31

Afternoon

1

Dulce amor

Telenovela Melodrama

2

Solamente
vos

Telenovela

3

Farsantes

4

Romantic
comedy

Melodrama

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

As in previous years, all top ten fictions were scheduled
for prime time, which is 9-12 p.m. in Argentina, after the main
newscasts. The highest audience is concentrated there and fictions
compete within that time slot.
As in previous years, Telefe and El Trece lead the audience,
respectively. Unlike the latter, which only produces fiction with its
captive producer Pol-ka, Telefe is strongly associated with several
producer companies and content generation spaces.
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Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles (*)
Title

Prevailing themes (up
to five most important
themes)

Social themes (up to
five most important
themes)

1

Dulce amor

Passionate love, family
life, ambition, power
struggles.

Disputes over
commercial interests,
women entrepreneurs,
family business.

2

Solamente vos

Midlife crisis, infidelity,
family conflict, ambition,
loyalty between friends.

Raising children,
divorce, blended
families.

3

Farsantes

Passionate love, jealousy,
double life, infidelity,
fraudulent businesses.

Gender diversity,
acceptance of oneÊs
identity, alcoholism.

4

Los vecinos
en guerra

Scams, theft, double life,
murder, intrigue.

Teen pregnancy,
transgender.

5

Mis amigos
de siempre

Crisis and selfFriendship, teamwork,
management of a
soccer, intrigue, infidelity.
community club.

6

Sos mi hombre

Passionate love,
The boxing world,
sacrificing for others, fight helping the needy,
for survival.
dispute over children.

7

Mi amor, mi amor

Bigamy, deceit, indecision New gender roles,
in love.
social differences.

8

Aliados

Guardian angels,
alienation, end and
salvation of mankind.

Promiscuity, unwanted
pregnancies, bullying,
child labor, domestic
violence, eating
disorders.

9

Historias de
corazón real

Family conflict, betrayal,
couple life, illness, old
age.

Divorce, depression,
sexual labor, organ
donation, disability

10

Taxxi. amores
cruzados

Passionate love, reunions,
The power of love.
revenge, deceit.
Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

Solamente vos

Farsantes

Los vecinos en Guerra

Mis amigos de siempre

Sos mi hombre

Mi amor, mi amor

Aliados

Historias de corazón real

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Taxx,. amores cruzados

Dulce amor

1

Title

Telefe

Telefe

Telefe

Telefe

El Trece

El Trece

Telefe

El Trece

El Trece

Telefe

Channel

47.7

44.2

42.2

41.7

45.2

39.4

43.5

42.3

40.7

43.0

Men

19.0

15.1

21.0

20.6

16.2

16.0

21.0

14.1

16.4

18.8

4-12

30.7

28.3

32.8

24.6

21.3

21.0

27.3

18.7

20.3

23.4

13-18

24.9

25.4

24.6

22.0

18.3

25.0

22.6

20.5

18.9

22.7

19-24

15.7

17.8

14.3

19.8

22.4

19.5

17.3

23.5

22.1

20.0

35-44

Age group %

Source: Ibope Argentina; Obitel Argentina

52.3

55.8

57.8

58.3

54.8

60.6

56.5

57.7

59.3

57.0

Women

Gender %

9.7

13.4

7.3

13.0

21.8

18.5

11.8

23.2

22.3

15.1

11.3

16.0

23.1

17.4

14.1

16.1

13.5

18.3

20.8

23.1

45+ ABC1

21.5

16.8

13.3

21.8

26.8

28.6

17.7

24.6

23.4

22.1

C2

33.0

31.2

32.1

28.4

27.7

27.4

33.0

27.3

28.3

25.5

C3

34.2

36.0

31.5

32.4

31.4

27.9

35.8

29.8

27.5

29.3

D

Socioeconomic status %

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status
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Aliados stands out in the reception analysis of the top ten.
Within the 13-18-year-old segment, it concentrated the highest
ratings with 32.8, added of 24.6 of the young adult segment (19-24).
This case is interesting because juvenile fiction had lost prominence
in the previous year. The other most watched programs maintain
their usual makeup: female presence is higher, and people with
lower income watch more television. Such absence of more affluent
segments may result from fiction consumption on other media – and
it may be possible to build a tailored „flow‰.

3. Transmedia reception
Farsantes, one of the most controversial fictions of the year,
was selected for transmedia reception analysis. It is aired from
Tuesday through Thursday by El Trece at prime time.
Farsantes had a strong presence in the two most popular social
media – Twitter and Facebook – where its viewers commented,
interacted and gave opinions. Fiction had its own space within
the channelÊs institutional website, where the type of transmedia
interaction offered was network interactive viewing, i.e., full chapters
were available, comments could be made, and the whole content
could be transferred to usersÊ social media pages. Furthermore,
the website also offered cast membersÊ profiles, the story of each
character and other exclusive content, such as behind-the-scenes
images, leading actorsÊ messages to their fans, videos showing
unknown facets of cast, among others. Therefore, the institutional
space for Farsantes significantly extended the programÊs web life.
FarsantesÊs Facebook activity came before its television
premiere; it began a month and a half before the first chapter was
broadcast, with the posting of images of early recordings, story
previews and promotion of characters, which allowed building
expectation for the telenovela. During this time, fan activity was
limited to speculating on the storyÊs content and greeting cast.
Therefore, the first guarantee of success for the telenovela was
associated with the local star system. It influenced the early weeks
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on Facebook and later anchored the expectation already generated
by a love story with male protagonists – a rare topic for a telenovela
in Argentina: „What intrigue! With this cast I want to see it right
now! Talent and more talent... they are great! See you all very soon!‰
During the first weeks, the plot linked to homosexual love
provoked reactions for and against. Messages were posted on the
page repudiating homophobic comments, both open ones and those
received in private but made visible to everyone: „The amount
of homophobic messages we receive every day through private
messages is amazing⁄ We want to make it clear that we repudiate all
such comments. In 2013, gentlemen, please, live and let live.‰ After
this comment by the website administration, a direct message sent
by a woman who felt „strong rejection towards gays‰ and therefore
did not watch the telenovela was copied. This controversy generated
a strong response by viewers and the highest amount of comments
on the website as a whole: „The programÊs quality perhaps is not up
to people like the author of this comment...‰, „What this lady wrote
sounds horrible to me.‰
As chapters went on, participation level was decreasing and
page followers took to comment on postings that transcribed textual phrases, which referred to comedy or parody scenes, especially
for the character „Sonia‰, characterized by her foul, almost vulgar
language. This expressive use of language is celebrated by fans who
made comments regarding the scenes evoked and said they identified with the traits of one character or another.
Comments also began to be posted by directly addressing
viewers about which character had said this or that sentence. One
of the most commented posts was: „Okay, we see that you are very
good fans recalling sentences and who said them. Can you recall any
that you liked?‰. And one of the answers was: „Love ends when love
ends, and you have to work to prevent that; loving is also letting go‰,
among others.
Towards the end of the telenovela and after the death of one
of the leading characters played by actor Benjamín Vicuña, posts
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changed from comic to emotional: „IÊm alone across the road‰,
„Promise you will be happy‰. At that point, PedroÊs death and
alleged infighting among cast members, recognized even on this
social media, were not well received by fans who used the Facebook
wall also to criticize the course of the story by claiming it was no
longer as interesting as in the beginning and it deserved a happy
ending, which ultimately it did not get.
Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Selected
fiction

Channel/
Types of
Interac- Users’
Production Websites transmedia tivity
prevailing
company
interaction levels
practices
Official
website

Farsantes Telefe

Transmedia
Active
viewing

Facebook Transmedia
Active
page
viewing
Twitter
page

Real-time
interactive

Active

Criticism
Comment
Interpretation
Questioning
Quote
Recommendation
Celebration
Sharing
Debate

Activity on the Twitter account was limited, since there was
no particular strategy for the use of that social media apart from
replicating Facebook contents and guiding followers to the channelÊs institutional website. However, Farsantes was one of the TV
programs with over 79,000 mentions on Twitter. In December,
hashtags referring to several key moments in the telenovela made
trending topics in Argentina, such as: #Farsantes, #pedronoseva and
#PedroViveEnGuille.
As for trending topics, the program is responsive to demands
from fans, as it eventually reestablishes the idea of GuilleÊs reconciliation with the memory of Pedro and his love for him, bringing
them together again on screen.
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Number of followers, tweets and retweets on Farsantes’s
Twitter account:
Followers

Tweets

Retweets

Total tweets
and retweets

Feb. 2, 2014

24,434

2

0

2

Feb. 8, 2014

24,430

0

0

0

Feb. 9, 2014

24,432

0

0

0

Feb. 10, 2014

24,383

2

0

2

Feb. 11, 2014

24,386

3

0

3

Feb. 12, 2014

24,399

6

0

6

Feb. 13, 2014

24,449

12

4

16

Date

4. Highlights of the year
The sharp decline in open television audience was related
to the fall in the number of programs broadcast by nationwide
networks. From 307 different programs aired in 2012, there were
286 in 2013, including a decrease in the amount of premieres: ten
fewer than in the previous year. Given this scenario, networks and
fiction production companies sustained strategies under which the
decline in fiction programs was proportionately smaller in relation
to the general programming debacle. This did not necessarily
imply keeping previous yearsÊ ratings. Within this scenario, more
conservative proposals, both in narrative and thematic aspects, had
higher audience.
Telefe provided the most comprehensive and diverse fiction
in the year. It was based on local production presenting premieres,
mostly co-produced with local or Argentina-based companies. It
also kept reruns of successful programs. In 2013, it continued its
tendency towards a family viewership. In order to do that, it sustained its programming by working with companies that specialize
in certain genres and are recognized by a specific style. Programs
attached to the classical melodramatic model were within the top
ten: the telenovelas Dulce amor (L. C. Acción Producciones and
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Telefe) and Taxxi, amores cruzados (Endemol, Azteka Films and
Ctv Contenidos), together with the unitarios Historias de corazón
real (Telefe). Two comedies extended the 2012 supply: Mi amor,
mi amor (El ˘rbol and Endemol) and La pelu (Telefe) – the only
daily live fiction. The latter gradually incorporated components
of variety shows such as guests, interviewees, promotion of spectacles, etc. to the detriment of fiction components. At the marginal
time of Saturday midnight, a miniseries was presented (Yari Dori
and Oriental films) and the unitario Historia clínica (Underground
Contenidos and Grupo Crónica). The former focused on accounts
of psychoanalytic patients, and the latter focused on psychosomatic
diseases of famous characters.
The main prime time feature, Los vecinos en guerra
(Underground Contenidos and Endemol), attempted to repeat some
topics of Graduados, the previous yearÊs success, with a comedy
plot based on dysfunctional families, combining police and thriller
elements. It was much less successful than expected. Qitapenas
(Utopia), an attempt at musical comedy, was a much more obvious
failure. Within this group, the series Aliados (Cris Morena Group)
attempted to show several novelties that did not have the expected
results. Cris Morena Group is a production company specializing
in the child and teenage public, which set to extend its target to a
more adult audience by placing the program in prime time while
sustaining the interest of their regular viewers by launching part of
the chapters on the web before they went to open screen. The transmediation project worked well in several media, but its results on
open television were poorer than expected.
El Trece, in turn, continued broadcasting mostly programs
generated by its captive producer Pol-ka. The only exception is
the childrenÊs telenovela Violetta (Disney Channel) that appeared
briefly on summer mornings. Pol-ka continued its style in which
classical genres articulate with the costumbrismo that characterizes
it. This scheme included comedies like Solamente vos and Mis
amigos de siempre or the telenovela Sos mi hombre. The usual
weekly cycle working with more realistic topics was also broadcast.
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In 2013, Tiempos compulsivos came to an end. It was dedicated to
psychiatric patients with several pathologies. Farsantes, the most
important project of Pol-ka, had been conceived to be aired once
a week. However, given the defection of the channelÊs flagship
program, Show match was eventually aired daily, which caused
problems related to the length of actorsÊ contracts and continuity of
characters.
Discussions and resignation of several cast members were
added to lack of foresight. In spite of improvisations, the telenovela
captured audience attention partly because the main love story was
between the leading character and one of his partners in a law firm,
supplemented by the comedy-like secondary story of another partner
and his family life. The program had its rating peaks during the period
of the homosexual relationship. Since one member of the couple had
to leave the program due to previous contracts, scriptwriters chose
the characterÊs death. This led to angry criticism by much of the
audience, who complained either because the rules of the telenovela
genre were not respected or because the leading couple could not
have a happy ending or yet that there was discriminatory treatment
because of same-sex love. As a result of this situation, in the last
chapter he reappeared as a ghost of the deceased lover.
The channel offering the largest number of national fiction
programs was again Televisión Pública. It sustained two types of
projects: coordination with private production companies and
broadcasting of INCAA-funded fictions. The former included three
programs produced by established commercial enterprises; two of
them with greater impact – En terapia (Dori Media and Televisión
Pública) and Esa mujer (ATA Group) – and a telenovela starring
Andrea del Boca. The ones with stronger presence had unusual
promotion for state channel fiction. While the former, broadcast in
prime time, was the fiction program with the highest audience, the
latter did not reach Canal 9Ês Latin American telenovelasÊs usual
rating levels in the afternoon. In the last part of the year, the teen
telenovela Señales del fin del mundo (Yair Dori) was added.
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As for INCAA funded-fictions, most premieres were miniseries broadcast at prime time and resulting from the Fiction Series
Contest for Producer Companies with a Background, organized by
Ministry of Federal Planning, Public Investment and Services together with INCAA and San Martín National University. Two of
them were not produced in the national capital: La riña (Zarleck
Producciones), in the province of Corrientes, and Los anillos de
newton (Fernando Musa), in Salta. Rescatistas. Brigada de montaña (Anoek) was recorded in Patagonia. Through various resources,
other miniseries evoked aspects of national history: Combatientes
(Adrián Kaminker) on the Malvinas (Falklands) War, La huellas
del secretario (Lagarto Cine) on the historical figure of Mariano
Moreno and the disputes of historical revisionism, and Germán, últimas viñetas (Syrah Producciones). In general terms, the criteria for
organizing such productions had to do with the approach of social
issues from a realistic perspective, expanding themes, characters
and places where the action develops.
Finally, Canal 9, whose fiction programming covers afternoons with Latin American programs, opened a marginal space for
independent Argentinean producers with the family comedy Los
Grimaldi (Jaz Producciones), aired on Sundays at 12 noon, and with
the miniseries Amores de historia (Toostaki) and Santos y pecadores. Televisión por la justicia (ONTV), both funded by the Prime
Time program to foster open digital TV.

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies
in television fiction
In Argentina, some experiences involved migration from
television to other media, especially digital ones (particularly
advertising spaces), or allowed watching fragments of material
broadcast on television again in other media. Other programs had an
extra TV life through sticker albums. However, these connections
did not necessarily represented fiction development articulating
different media. Therefore, according to Jenkins (2008), transmedia
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production is meant as a kind of narrative that involves multiple
developments in different spaces and media – each space making
its contribution to the account. Thus, the story needs migration
to account for all its elements. Paradigmatic cases of this kind of
narrative were established mainly in the movies, and then in highreaching television series, especially US-made ones. This type of
production assumes active participation by viewers, who reconstruct
the narrative from multiple fragmented spaces.
In 2013, Argentina launches its first fiction program presented
as a transmedia production from the start. That is Aliados, which included, in addition to its television broadcast, a series of webisodes
(www.aliados.telefe.com), mobile applications (for both Android
and Ipad), Twitter account, Facebook official page, magazine, CD,
sticker album, a club, among others.
Many of the spaces presented are expansions of the program,
but not necessarily transmedia fiction, so we will focus particularly
on the relationship between the television broadcasting and webisodes.
The TV narrative is organized weekly, while new webisodes
appear daily. The television broadcast was made as a trigger that
referred to the website where fragments of next weekÊs chapter were
previewed. Thus, the next „new‰ episode could be seen online in
a fragmented fashion. Chapter ends were reserved for the TV premiere, so that the core broadcast retained some element of surprise
and novelty. This way of presenting and referral was intended to
promote loyalty of a daily viewership to a weekly program. This
strategy, rather than assuming an active and participatory viewer
who is able to create links between multiple narratives, assumes a
daily connection with a TV fiction of major weekly presence.
This proposal, although presented as transmedia production,
presupposes new forms of audiovisual consumption by youth segments (surprisingly, high average ratings remain in the programÊs
target segment as seen in the audience tables). But it really draws
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on transmedia production modalities for its offers of asymmetric,
individual and itinerant reception (Scolari, 2013).
According to Zelcer (2014), the connection between the television broadcast and webisodes represented a „unique ecosystem‰.
This ecosystem „includes different behaviors for consumers towards
this content: in addition to the spaces already mentioned of the website and television broadcasts, the same contents were offered to users/viewers via Youtube channel and mobile applications‰.
Apart from the fiction broadcast, there are exclusive nonfiction
contents in which leading characters are seen answering questionnaires, some back stage, etc. According to Zelcer (2014), these contents display „situations of cast membersÊ private lives (their family
vacations, for example) or – very often – experiences they had with
other members but which go beyond the story of Aliados and its
production‰.
As for cell phones, Aliados offered an application (for
Blackberry, Android, Iphone, Ipad and Ipod Touch) called „Aliados
Interactivo‰, which invited viewers to interact via trivia and contests, receiving lyrics and extra content while the TV episode was
broadcast.
In addition to this application, Aliados launched a game called
„Misiones‰ (in Jewel Quest style), a puzzle whose aesthetics is reminiscent of the series and is presented by the sentence „play with the
light beings, help them complete their missions to save the earth‰.
Finally, the public also had the chance to subscribe to a benefit club called „Club Aliados‰, which provides access to exclusive
content, meet & greets with cast, gifts, contests and the possibility
that characters sent birthday greetings to members. In addition, Club
Aliados offers discounts at restaurants, movie theaters and shopping
malls.
As we see, possible interactions proposed are not coordinated
in a complementary manner, and contents are repeated or exist independently. The different spaces offered from the production of
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Aliados allow one to think of an offshooting of meta-discursivities,
rather than of a media ecosystem. Therefore, we agree with Zelcer
in that narrative is not what expands in this case – „almost as if the
AliadosÊs transmedia product was a reality show about the lives of
those artists, rather than serial fiction‰.
Transmedia strategies, contents and practices of the producer
Strategies

Contents

Practices

Propagation

Reformed
contents

Preview: daily webisodes previewing
weekly chapters.
Retrieval
Remix

Information
contents

Contextual: short videos are included,
showing actors an actressesÊ activities
and backstage.
Promotional: cell phone applications,
CD, sticker album, among others.

EXPANSION

Textual
extension
contents

Narrative extensions

Diegetic extensions
Playful
extension
contents

Experiential extensions: presence of
cast members in interviews and their
daily activities, apart from the program.
Game for mobile devices
Magazine
Brand extensions
CD with the program’s songs
Club Aliados

In many respects, the transmedia proposal is similar to other
productions by Cris Morena Group (comparable to the case of
Violetta) – at least regarding the programÊs umbrella in other areas:
dedicated website, strong presence on social media, music recording,
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sticker album, merchandising, theater performances, among others
(this range of meta-discursive spaces is the same available a few
years ago for Casi ˘ngeles).
Cris Morena Group never ceased to guide its viewers into
interactive spaces. Perhaps because it understands that decreasing
ratings only means the loss of one type of screen. In this regard, it
is interesting to revisit Emanuel RespighiÊs reflection (2014). He
says that „it is no coincidence, then, that while the number of people
watching open TV traditionally decreases year after year, more and
more users enter the websites of the same channels. That is: people
often turn off the TV in order to see the same content on channelsÊ
websites. At least that is the conclusion when we analyze traffic and
user behavior on the websites of Argentinean open TV channels in
recent years. And there is no difference here: Telefe (telefe.com.ar),
El Trece (eltrecetv.com) and Canal 7 (tvpublica.com.ar) increased
their number of unique visitors and average user time for their
websites‰.
In Aliados, the novelty seems to be the incorporation of the
webisodes and mobile applications that allow accessing materials
on a new screen, where contents exceeding the fiction realm are
also incorporated: games, private lives of cast members. Now,
regarding the proposed transmediation, they can be said to retain
the possibility of connecting with the contents in a „traditional‰
way, i.e., through television, on a fixed time and day. Because both
webisodes and mobile applications are proposals that, in any case,
enrich TV broadcast, which is in charge of sustaining the main plot
of the story and allow the seriesÊ extension to other platforms. Here,
there is no real viewer participation in narrative construction or
intermedia connection.
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1. Brazil’s audiovisual context in 2013
Over the past few years, similar to what happens in other countries, we have constantly observed significant changes in Brazilian
scenario of production, distribution and reception of fiction television products. The production center has made systematic application of strategies aimed at the use of multiple platforms seen as
part of a media ecosystem, that is, as part of a system whose social,
technological, communicational, cultural, economic interrelations
characterize todayÊs complex communication processes. In this
context, contents pervade the several media, reinvent themselves on
each of them and transit through all of them. That transit and flow
pervade and influence old and new media, becoming a privileged
locus not only for media convergence but mainly for convergence
culture. That is not restricted to technological changes, since it alters relations between technologies, industries, markets, genres and
audiences, but it is especially characterized by being based on active participation of the audience/consumers who „are encouraged
to seek out new information and make connections among dispersed
media contents‰ (Jenkins, 2008, p. 28).
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This chapter will examine both production and reception strategies that marked the landscape of Brazilian television fiction in
2013. In order to do that, we conducted two case studies. One of
them focuses on transmedia strategies used by Globo in teen soap
opera Malhação; the other analyzes a fan page created by a fan of
the telenovela Amor à vida on social media Facebook.

1.1. Open TV in Brazil
In Brazil, we have six national open television networks; five of
which are private – Globo, SBT, Record, Band and Rede TV! – and
one is a public network – TV Brasil. In 2013, only Globo, Record
and SBT produced and broadcasted new national fiction.
Chart 1. Open TV national stations in Brazil
PRIVATE NETWORKS (5)

PUBLIC NETWORKS (1)

Globo

TV Brasil

Record
SBT
Band
Rede TV!
TOTAL NETWORKS = 6
Source: Obitel Brazil

Open TV audience in 2013
TV audience measurement in Brazil based on PNT1 in 2013,
as it did in 2012, presented a segmented scenario that highlights the

National Television Panel (Painel Nacional de Televisão, PNT) is made up of 15 places
in all regions of the country. They are: São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Porto Alegre, Curitiba,
Belo Horizonte, Federal District, Recife, Salvador, Fortaleza, Florianópolis, Campinas,
Vitória, Goiânia, Greater Belém and, from 2013 on, Manaus. In the 2013 individual PNT,
each point corresponds to 608,165 people.
1
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audience of Other Channels (OCN)2 and Other Devices (OAP)3, as
shown in Graph 1.
Graph 1. TV audience and share by individual channel in 2013 (TL4)
Others

Channel
Globo
OCN (Other channels)
Record
SBT
OAP (Other devices)
Band
Others5
Rede TV!
TV Brasil
TOTAL

Individual
audience
7.12
3.38
2.41
2.32
1.36
0,98
0.41
0.27
0.14
18.41

Share
38.7
18.4
13.1
12.6
7.4
5.3
2.2
1.5
0.8
100.00

Source: Ibope Media Workstation5
Monday to Sunday – 7 a.m. to midnight – PNT
2
Other Channels (OCN) is the sum of the audience measured by IbopeÊs PNT in two
segments: Other Channels Open TV (Outros Canais TV Aberta, OCA), which corresponds to the audience of open TV channels that are not Ibope MediaÊs customers, and Other
Channels Pay TV (OCP), which corresponds to the audience of all pay channels within
PNT. Obitel Brazil adopted as a criterion the sum of the two segments because, since July
1, 2013, Ibope Media divided, as shown in Chart 1, the OCN category as it was adopted
in Obitel yearbooks from previous years.
3
The acronym OAP corresponds to Other Devices (Outros Aparelhos), such as: VCRs,
videogames, DVDs, internet, CCTV and audio channels (which transmit AM and FM
radio programming).
4
Total Television Sets On (Total Ligados, TL): total audience of all TV stations. Data
PNT-Ibope from 7 a.m. to midnight.
5
Others includes data on MTV, Record News and Other Tunings and Internet (IbopeÊs
OSI – Outras Sintonias e Internet – category), which refers to the use of TV to surf the
internet, games or applications.
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The most outstanding fact is the general decrease in audience
for open channels compared to 2012.
Despite a 5% decline compared to 2012, Globo remains on
top among open television channels, with 38.7% of the audience.
In 2013, Record comes third, with 13.1% – almost one third of
GloboÊs audience –, followed by SBT in fourth. However, a new
phenomenon to be pointed out in 2013 is the increasing audience
of OCN (Other channels, including pay TV), which jumped from
third to second place and accounts for 18.4% of Total Television
Sets On (Total Ligados, TL). While OCN involves the audience of
several channels and grew 37% from one year to another, we can say
that the category became the main competitor of Globo (which is a
channel). We have already adopted these Ibope Media data in past
yearbooks, because audience specifications for OCN (Other Channels) and OAP (Other Devices) allow retrieving „pure‰ audience of
open TV channels.
Graph 2. Individual share by channel in 2013 (TLE6)
Others

6
Total Television Sets On Special (Total Ligados Especial, TLE): total audience of all TV
stations; it excludes percentages for VCR, videogame, DVD, internet, CCTV and audio
channels. TLE calculates the share of channels based on „pure‰ television audience. PNT.
2013 Individual Universe: 61753.35.
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Channel
Globo
OCN
Record
SBT
Band
Others7
Rede TV!
TV Brasil
TOTAL

Individual share (%)
42.0
19.9
14.2
13.7
5.8
2.0
1.6
0.8
100.00

Source: Ibope Media Workstation 7
Monday to Sunday – 7 a.m. to midnight – PNT

Similarly, regarding TV sets connected exclusively to television
channels (TLE), Graph 2 shows the audience of all channels, below
the previous year, and the emergence in second place of the OCN
audience, which grew more than 35% compared to 2012. Also in
this scenario, Globo leads with 42% share, and the other channels
remain in the same positions of 2012. In 2013, Globo also reaffirmed
its hegemony in programming, with 26 productions at the top of the
most-watched list. The top program of another channel, RecordÊs
José do Egito, was 27th.
Regarding audience penetration of each media8, open TV
continues to lead, with 95.8%. Radio comes second, with 71.3%,
followed by the internet, with 60.4%. The fourth, fifth and sixth
positions are respectively of pay TV (44.4%), newspapers (40.4%)
and magazines (31.6%).9

See note 5.
Given the aims of our analysis, we excluded IbopeÊs „extensive media‰ from TGI (Target Group Index), which involves advertising actions external to the main media, such
as: billboards; panels in buses, subways, airports, elevators; flyers; cards; free samples;
and others.
9
Data from Ibope Media – Target Group Index – year 14, July 12-August 13.
7
8
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Graph 3. Genres and hours broadcast by open TV in Brazil10
Genres broadcast

Hours broadcast

%

Others

13.694:41

26.1

Information

13.579:20

25.9

Fiction

9.341:28

17.8

Entertainment

9.340:55

17.8

Religion

4.056:18

7.7

Sports

2.074:04

4.0

Education

312:20:00

0.6

Politics

52:54:00

0,1

TOTAL

52.450:40

100.0

Religion
7.7%
Entertainment
17.8%

Fiction
17.8%

Sports
4.0%

Education
0.6%

Politics
0.1%
Others
26.1%

Information
25.9%

Source: Ibope Media Workstation PNT 2013/Obitel Brazil

In 2013, information and fiction occupied together 44% of
open TV programming, the same percentage of 2012. Computed
separately, fiction and entertainment are tied with 18%.

Genres: Entertainment: studio program, game show, comedy, musical, reality show,
concerts, awards, female, fashion; Sports: sport and football; Fiction: telenovela, series,
miniseries, movies, adult animation, children; Information: documentary, interview, journalism, reportage; Others: „others‰, telesales, rural, tourism, health, lottery and „not applicable‰.
10
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1.2. Audience trends in 2013
Data in Graphs 1 and 2 show an increase for OCN (Other
Channels, especially pay channels) of 37% in individual audience
compared to 2012. As a result, this audience was second, only below
Globo and above all other open channels. This is the most important
fact in 2013 and points at some trends in the countryÊs television
audience scene: first, pay TV audience has grown steadily and in
increasing proportions in recent years11; second, audience fragmentation and diversification, with the resulting steady decline in the
audience of open television; and third, the hypothesis implied by the
phenomenon that falling audience of certain open channels (mainly
Globo) is rather a result of its shift to other platforms (second and
third screens) than a loss caused by the increased competition between those channels.
Two other important facts related to television audience in 2013
were: (1) the arrival of a new audience measurement company, GermanyÊs GfK (Growth from Knowledge), which will start working in
2015 with Record, SBT, Band and Rede TV!; and (2) the development of tools to measure audience of television programs on the
Internet and other screens, such as social media and cell phones.
An example was the partnership between Ibope Media and Qual
Canal. Moreover, Ibope Media and the Japanese company Video
Research developed an application for monitoring TV audience on
cell phones, spontaneously downloaded by two thousand users of
cell phones with digital TV in the metropolitan region of São Paulo.

1.3. Advertising investment: in TV and in fiction
Advertising investment in 2013 totaled over 112 million reais
(about 50 million dollars) – 18% more than in 2012. Open TV still
received more than half of all investment, remaining as the medium
that received the highest contribution since the beginning of Obitel
monitoring in 2007. Newspapers ranked second, but fell two points

11

Note that, in 2012, this segment grew 16% over 2011 and 60% over 2009.
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since 2012. Pay TV remained in third place, while investment in the
internet outperformed the magazine segment and climbed to fourth.
Commercial merchandising (product placement), a strategy that
places ads within TV programs, came to be regarded as a media by
Ibope. This breakdown allows us to observe the importance of this
type of advertising, whose investment (6 million reais, 2.6 million
dollars) already appears in sixth place, surpassing radio.
Graph 4. Advertising investment according to media in 2013
Investment
Medium

%
(million reais)

Open TV

59.5

52.9

Newspaper

18.5

16.5

Pay TV

8.7

7.7

Internet

7.3

6.5

Magazine

6.9

6.1

Merchandising

5.9

5.2

Radio

4.8

4.3

Urban equipment

0.5

0.4

Movies

0.4

0.3

Billboard

0.1

0.1

112.6

100

TOTAL

Source: Ibope Media (Monitor Evolution)

The industries with the highest investment in open television
in 2013 were trade and retail, personal care and beauty, financial
markets, consumer services and beverages. The toiletries and beauty
and the medicine industries saw the highest increase in investment
volume.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
Usual in Brazilian telenovelas, social and educational activities, also known as social merchandising, brought up discussions on
topics of everyday life in 2013 as well. The largest impact concerned
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prejudice and social inclusion, and the highlight was the treatment
of the so-called homo-affective relationships – a constant in the plots
of all channels and time slots. GloboÊs telenovela Amor à vida, aired
at 9 p.m., introduced the homo-affective couple Félix and Niko (see
analysis in „Highlights of the year‰ in this chapter) and prejudice
against obese people.
Some telenovelas also featured explanations about diseases
and their prevention, such as breast cancer, in Amor à vida, and
cataracts treatment, in Flor do Caribe (Globo). Salve Jorge
(Globo) addressed human trafficking, which may have contributed,
according to the Ministry of Justice, for the 1,500% increase in
complaints against this type of crime during the first half of 2013,
when the telenovela12 was broadcast. Other issues included:
adoption of children, alcoholism and fostering reading in Amor à
vida; religious tolerance, womenÊs rights and racial prejudice in
Lado a lado; drug traffic in Pecado mortal, and class bias in Dona
Xepa (both by Record); bullying in Carrossel, and adoption of
children in Chiquititas (both by SBT).

1.5. Communication policies
The most important and most debated issue in 2013 was the
so-called Civil Rights Framework for the Internet. The Bill emerged
in 2009 aimed at establishing principles, guarantees, rights and
obligations for the use of the internet in Brazil. Because of the
controversy and protests it generated, it failed to be voted in 2013,
and its approval by Congress came only in April 2014. The Civil
Rights Framework for the Internet sets the role of government
regarding the web and the rights and duties of service providers
and access providers, as well as those of users. Among other things,
the law voted in the Chamber of Deputies provides for neutrality
on the web, meaning that all users have the right to equality in the

Source: Ministry of Justice Portal. Denúncias contra tráfico de pessoas aumentam mais
de 1.500%. Nov. 8, 2013.

12
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distribution of data traffic; it seeks to ensure freedom of expression
and avoid censorship; it establishes that providers of internet
applications can only be held civilly liable for damages resulting
from content generated by third parties if, after a specific court
order, they do nothing to prevent access to the content identified as
infringing; it creates an obligation for internet service providers to
keep internet usersÊ IPs and connection times for a year.

1.6. Public TV
Five years after its creation, TV Brasil has very low audience.13
Nevertheless, BrazilÊs only public TV station strives to disseminate
its content on the internet. TV Brasil has two YouTube14 channels
offering its national grid and foreign programming. That seems to be
the space where the public has been gaining audience, with approximately 29 thousand inscriptions and over 21 million video views.
On Facebook, the channelsÊ fan page15 has 97 thousand fans, in addition to about 109 thousand followers on Twitter and photos on
Flickr. In 2013, only one local fiction production premiered on the
channel: Contos gauchescos, produced by Cinematográfica Pampeana and Apema. In 2013, the station launched a bid notice for the
26-episode series, Diversidade religiosa: retratos.

1.7. Pay TV
Since 2011, Obitel Yearbooks have been pointing out the steady
growth of pay TV in Brazil. In 2013, it reached 18 million household
subscribers, even though its annual growth rate has fallen from 30%
to less than 20%. Growth in the number of subscribers is still driven
by the C Class. In late 2013, pay TV reached 40.2% of households
in the Southeast – BrazilÊs most populated and industrialized region
13
Source: Folha de São Paulo, May 22, 2013. Available at: http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/
colunas/monicabergamo/2013/05/1282533-cinco-anos-depois-de-criada-tv-brasil-continua-com-audiencia-proxima-a-zero.shtml. Accessed in: January 2014.
14
Available at: http://www.youtube.com/user/tvbrasil and http://www.youtube.com/user/
TVBRASILful. Accessed in: January 2014.
15
Available at: https://www.facebook.com/pages/TV-Brasil/. Accessed in: January 2014.
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– and reaches over 57 million people around the country.16 As noted
in Graphs 1 and 2, there has been a steady increase in audience.
Meanwhile, with the so-called Law of Pay TV17, very promising
growth has been seen in Brazilian productions for that platform
since 2011. The law also strengthened diversification and increase
in the number of producer companies active in the industry18, and
even international channels, which previously featured only foreign
content, had to air Brazilian productions in prime time after the
effective date of the law.

Fiction productions in pay TV
National TV fiction productions in 2013 were present in eight
national and international pay channels – two more than in 2012.
National channels are GNT, Multishow and TBS19, and international
ones are HBO, Fox, Sony, FX and TNT. Channels with the highest
investment in domestic production were GNT and Multishow, with
seven productions each, and HBO and Fox, with two productions
each. Pay TV, in 2013, featured 23 national titles compared to 18
for 2012 – an increase of about 30% on that platform. As for content, comedy is the predominant genre in the pay TV top ten, with
four productions, De volta pra pista (Multishow), Surtadas na yoga
(GNT), Adorável psicose (Multishow) and As canalhas (GNT); its
romantic comedy variations, with three productions, Se eu fosse você
16
Considering that there are 28.42% of households with pay TV and the average number
of people per household is 3.2, according to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and
Statistics (IBGE). Source: http://www.dci.com.br/politica-economica/tv-por-assinaturaregistra-crescimento-de-11-em-2013-id383266.html.
17
Law 12.485/2011, known as the Law of Pay TV, focuses mainly on increasing production and broadcasting of local content on pay TV channels. According to the Law, pay
channels must air at least three and a half hours per week of Brazilian content during
prime time. Half that quota should come from independent national producers with no
ties to broadcasting groups.
18
According to the Brazilian Association of Independent Television Producers, the number of independent production companies increased from 175 in 2012 to 329 in 2013,
with a strong trend towards decentralization of production, which is leaving the Rio-São
Paulo axis.
19
TBS muitodivertido is a Brazilian humor pay TV channel belonging to TV Bandeirantes.
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(Fox Brasil), Meu passado me condena (Multishow), Uma rua sem
vergonha (Multishow); and a dramedy, 3 Teresas (GNT). There was
also a drama, Sessão de terapia (GNT), and, as a novelty, a mystery
and suspense production called Contos do Edgar (Fox Brasil).

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
In 2013, according to Ibope Media, Brazil surpassed 102
million internet users20 (12% more than in 2012) and 43 million
users via mobile devices. About 60 million people access TV
content on the internet. On-demand services account for about 4.4
million users.21 Brazil has the largest number of Facebook users
among Latin American countries, with a total of 76 million and an
increase of over 100% compared to 2012.22 Twitter reaches about
46 million active users23 – an increase of almost 30% compared to
2012. These data show a strong and systematic growth of internet
and social media use among Brazilians. There are multiple causes,
especially dissemination of internet access technologies, broadband
services and 3G technology and the several service packages offered
by operators.

20
Source: UOL Tecnologia: http://tecnologia.uol.com.br/noticias/redacao/2013/07/10/
numero-de-internautas-no-brasil-ultrapassa-100-milhoes-segundo-ibope.htm.
21
Source: F/Nazca; Data Folha: http://pt.slideshare.net/2acesconteudo/pesquisa-fradar13-fnazca-e-datafolha-20132014.
22
Source: Reuters: http://br.reuters.com/article/businessNews/idBRSPE97D03020130814
23
Source: G1: http://g1.globo.com/tecnologia/noticia/2013/09/brasil-e-o-2-pais-commais-usuarios-que-entram-diariamente-no-facebook.html.
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2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
PREMIERE NATIONAL TITLES – 35 PREMIERE FOREIGN TITLES – 2

Globo – 23 national titles
1. A grande família – 13rd season (series)
2. Além do horizonte (telenovela)
3. Alexandre e outros heróis (unitario)
4. Amor à vida (telenovela)
5. A mulher do prefeito (series)
6. Didi peregrino (telemovie)
7. Flor do Caribe (telenovela)
8. Guerra dos sexos (telenovela)
9. Gonzaga – de pai pra filho
(miniseries)
10. Joia rara (telenovela)
11. Lado a lado (telenovela)
12. Louco por elas – 3rd season (series)
13. Malhação – 20th season (telenovela)
14. Malhação – 21st season (soap opera)
15. O canto da sereia (miniseries)
16. O dentista mascarado (series)
17. Pé na cova (series)
18. Pé na cova – 2nd season (series)
19. Sai de baixo – 8th season (series)
20. Salve Jorge (telenovela)
21. Sangue bom (telenovela)
22. Saramandaia (telenovela)
23. Tapas & beijos – 3rd season (series)
Record – 9 national titles
24. Balacobaco (telenovela)
25. Casamento blindado (unitario)
26. Dona Xepa (telenovela)
27. José do Egito (miniseries)
28. Noite de arrepiar (unitario)
29. Nova família Trapo (unitario)
30. O amor e a morte (unitario)
31. Pecado mortal (telenovela)
32. Tá tudo em casa (unitario)
SBT – 2 national titles
33. Carrossel (telenovela)
34. Chiquititas (telenovela)

SBT – 1 title
1. Por ela sou Eva (telenovela – Mexico)
Band – 1 title
2. Violetta (telenovela – Argentina)
RERUN TITLES : 18
SBT – 12
1. A madrasta (telenovela – Mexico)
2. A usurpadora (telenovela – Mexico)
3. Canavial de paixões (telenovela
– Mexico)
4. Cuidado com o anjo (telenovela
– Mexico)
5. Gotinha de amor (telenovela
– Mexico)
6. Jamais te esquecerei (telenovela)
7. Maria do bairro (telenovela
– Mexico)
8. Marimar (telenovela – Mexico)
9. O privilégio de amar (telenovela
– Mexico)
10. Rebelde (telenovela – Mexico)
11. Rosalinda (telenovela – Mexico)
12. Rubi (telenovela – Mexico)
Globo – 3
13. Da cor do pecado (telenovela)
14. O cravo e a rosa (telenovela)
15. O profeta (telenovela)
Record – 1
16. Sansão e Dalila (miniseries)
RedeTV! – 1
17. Betty, a feia (telenovela
– Colombia)
TV Brasil – 1
18. Karkú (series – Chile)
TOTAL PREMIERE TITLES: 37

TV Brasil – 1 national title
35. Contos gauchescos (series)

TOTAL BROADCAST TITLES: 55

Source: Obitel Brazil
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In 2013, the amount of premiere national titles (35 fiction productions) repeats the pattern of massive prevalence of national production in TV. It was far above foreign production (2 fiction titles),
reaching 94.6% of the total premieres. Telenovela remained as the
primary format, with 40% of premiere titles. The second place went
to series, which accounted for 25% of premiere national fiction.
Fifty-five fiction productions were broadcast, including premieres
and reruns – the same amount from the previous year. Globo retains
the lead in premiere fiction, with 62% of titles, followed by Record,
with 24%; SBT is third, with 8%, and TV Brasil and Band are tied in
fourth, with 3% each. The only channel that did not feature premiere
fiction was RedeTV!.24 The amount of reruns dropped from 20 in
2012 to 18 in 2013, including six national and 12 foreign productions. SBT broadcast most foreign reruns (66%).
Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Titles

%

Chapter/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

35

94.6

1,972

97.9

1,338:00

97.8

IBERO-AMERICAN (total)

2

5.4

42

2.1

30:25

2.2

Country

Argentina

1

2.7

21

1.0

14:00

1.0

Brazil

35

94.6

1,972

97.9

1,338:00

97.8

Chile

-

-

-

-

-

-

Colombia

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ecuador

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spain

-

-

-

-

-

-

USA (Hispanic
production)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mexico

1

2.7

21

1.0

16:25

1.2

Peru

-

-

-

-

-

-

Portugal

-

-

-

-

-

-

It is worth remembering that, in 2012, RedeTV! did not feature any fiction and that has
been the standard of the channel. In 2013, it aired the third rerun of Colombian telenovela
Betty, a feia in the afternoon with low audience rates, even though the telenovela was an
international success among critics and audience.
24
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Uruguay

-

-

-

-

-

-

Venezuela

-

-

-

-

-

-

Latin American
(Obitel)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Latin American (off
Obitel)

-

-

-

-

-

-

National co-productions

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other (productions
and co-productions
from other Latin
American/IberoAmerican countries)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

37

100.0

2,014

100.0

1,368:25

100.0

Source: Obitel Brazil

In 2013, total national and foreign production reached 37 premieres, compared to 35 in 2012 – a 6% increase. Two foreign telenovelas were broadcast in 2013 – MexicoÊs Por ela sou Eva (SBT)
and ArgentinaÊs Violetta (Band). Despite the increase in the total
number of titles, there was a 9% decrease in the number of hours of
television fiction broadcast, a fact that can be attributed to RecordÊs
increased number of unitarios (four in 2013 and none in the previous year) and Confederations Cup soccer matches, which occupied
the time slot of teen soap opera Malhação for a few days.

930

481

1,972

Prime time (7 p.m. – 10 p.m.)

Nighttime (10 p.m. – 6 a.m.)

TOTAL

100

24.4

47.2

28.4

1,338:00

322:00:00

706:10:00

309:50:00

0

H

National

40.0

2.9

17.1

14

9

3

1

6

0

2

35

Telenovela

Series

Miniseries

Telemovie

Unitario

Docudrama

Others (soap opera, etc.)

TOTAL

100.0

5.7

0

8.6

25.7

%

Titles

Formats

561

Afternoon (12 a.m. – 7 p.m.)

0

%

42

0

0

42

0

C/E

100,0

0

0

100.0

0

%

30:25

0

0

30:25

0

H

Ibero-American

Source: Obitel Brazil

100,0

24.1

52.8

23.2

0

%

100,0

0

0

100.0

0

%

2,014

481

930

603

1,972

251

0

6

1

46

151

1,517

1,338:00

102:50

0

5:00

1:20

30:30

90:10

1,108:10

Hours

7.7

0

0.4

0.1

2.3

6.7

82.8

%

100.0

Source: Obitel Brazil

100.0

12.7

0

0.3

0.1

2.3

7.7

76.9

%

NATIONAL
Chap./
Ep.

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Titles

100.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100.0

%

0

C/E

100,0

23.9

46.2

29.9

0

%

42

0

0

0

0

0

0

42

Chap./
Ep.

100.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100.0

%

0

H

1,368:25

322:00

706:10

340:15

Total

30:25

0

0

0

0

0

0

30:25

Hours

IBERO-AMERICAN

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

0

C/E

Morning (6 a.m. – 12 a.m.)

Time slots

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

100.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100.0

%

100,0

23.5

51.6

24.9

0

%
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In 2013, prime time was fully national and kept the lead, with
47.2% of chapters/episodes and 52.8% of total hours. Interestingly,
prime time and nighttime were totally taken by Brazilian productions and, therefore, did not present any foreign premiere production. Ibero-American productions were concentrated in the afternoon. In the national percentage of hours and chapters/episodes,
the afternoon showed a slight percentage increase compared to
2012, despite reduction in the number of hours. Percentage of hours
broadcast at prime time and nighttime was reduced: the former decreases by approximately 14.5%, and the latter fell by about 11.5%.
The total number of titles broadcast in these two years remained
the same. However, 2013 had four telenovelas, three miniseries and
two telemovie titles fewer. A greater fall in the number of chapters/
episodes and hours broadcast regarding 2012 did not happen due
to the increase in the number of series (three additional titles) and
unitarios (six).
Telenovela is still the main format in BrazilÊs television grid
in 2013, with 14 national titles and two Latin American ones. Over
80% of the hours of fiction produced and broadcast in 2013 were
telenovelas, compared to 6.7% hours of series – the second mostproduced format with nine national titles. Despite four telenovela
titles fewer, the number of hours fell by only 2% compared to 2012,
indicating that telenovelas in 2013 had longer chapters throughout
the year. Record featured two telenovelas fewer than in 2012, and
Globo and SBT, one fewer. There was also production of three miniseries and one telemovie, and the yearÊs six unitarios strike as a
high number. Note that unitarios are a year-end tradition in open TV.
Brazilian predilection for long serial fiction is corroborated by two
imports, both telenovelas.
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Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Formats

MornAftering % noon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

7

87.5

4

19.0

14

40.0
25.7

Telenovela

-

-

3

50.0

Series

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

42.9

9

Miniseries

-

-

-

-

1

12.5

2

9.5

3

8.6

Telemovie

-

-

1

6.7

-

-

-

-

1

2.9

Unitario

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

28.6

6

17.1

Docudrama

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others (soap
opera, etc.)

-

-

2

33.3

-

-

-

-

2

5.7

TOTAL

-

-

6

100

8

100

21

100

35

100

Source: Obitel Brazil

Open TV prime time featured high prevalence of telenovelas,
with almost 90% of the titles. Seven telenovelas were broadcast,
five by Globo and two by SBT, and a miniseries by Record. The afternoon slot, before prime time, is marked by GloboÊs telenovelas,
with lighter plots such as romance, and the teen soap opera Malhação. Globo also featured a telemovie (Didi peregrino) in the afternoon. As in previous years, the highest number of titles and diversified formats was broadcast at nighttime. That time slot included
nine series, eight by Globo and one by TV Brasil; three telenovelas
by Record; one telenovela and two miniseries by Globo; as well
as six unitarios, five by Record and one by Globo. The morning
schedule remained with no fiction.
Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

28

80.0

Period

5

14.3

Historical

2

5.7

Others

0

0.0

Total

35

100.0

Source: Obitel Brazil
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Repeating the pattern since the start of Obitel monitoring, fiction
set in the present prevailed, corresponding to 80% of production. As
in 2012, there were five period fiction productions: Alexandre e outros heróis (Globo, unitario), Contos gauchescos (TV Brasil, series),
telenovelas Joia rara and Lado a lado (Globo) and Pecado mortal
(Record). There were only two historical fictions: Gonzaga – de pai
pra filho (Globo, miniseries) and José do Egito (Record, miniseries).
Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share (TLE)

Title

Country
of origin Proof idea ducer
or script

Name of scriptChanShare
writer or author Rating
nel
(TLE)
of original idea

1

Salve
Jorge

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Gloria Perez

40.00

66.77

2

Amor
à vida

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Walcyr Carrasco

36.79

63.20

3

Sangue
bom

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Maria Adelaide
Amaral and
Vincent Villari

27.74

51.25

4

Guerra
dos
sexos

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Sílvio de Abreu

27.61

53.39

5

Tapas
&beijos

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Cláudio Paiva

25.67

48.09

6

A grande
família

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Oduvaldo
Vianna Filho and
Armando Costa

25.64

48.78

25.05

50.44

23.90

52.30

7

Flor do
Caribe

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Walther
Negrão, Suzana
Pires, Alessandro
Marson, Júlio
Fischer, Fausto
Galvão and
Vinícius Vianna

8

Lado a
lado

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Cláudia Lage and
João Ximenes
Braga
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9

O canto
da sereia

Além
10 do horizonte

Brazil

Brazil

Globo

Globo

Globo

George Moura,
Patrícia Andrade
and Sérgio
Goldenberg

23.47

49.81

Globo

Carlos Gregório,
Marcos Bernstein
and Ricardo
Hofstetter

22.04

46.99

Total productions: 10

Foreign scripts: 0

100%

0%
Source: Obitel Brazil

For the seventh consecutive year, GloboÊs titles fully occupy
the top ten of most watched fiction, including national productions
with original scripts. The first two places are 9 p.m. telenovelas,
Salve Jorge and Amor à vida. A highlight is series A grande família,
broadcast since 2001 and present in the top ten in all years monitored
by Obitel. An important fact is the presence of collective authorship,
mainly by groups of new authors, alongside renowned authors who
sometimes also supervise the script of a collective work, such as in
Flor do Caribe.
Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slots

Title

Format

Genre

Number
of chap./
ep. (in
2013)

Dates of
first and last
broadcast
(in 2013)

Time
slot

1

Salve Jorge

Telenovela

Drama

118

Jan. 1 –
May 17

Prime
Time

2

Amor à vida

Telenovela

Drama

194

May 20 –
Dec. 31

Prime
Time

3

Sangue bom

Telenovela

Romantic
comedy

159

Apr. 29 –
Nov. 1

Prime
Time

4

Guerra dos
sexos

Telenovela

Romantic
comedy

100

Jan. 1 –
Apr. 26

Prime
Time

5

Tapas &
beijos

Series

Romantic
comedy

36

Apr. 2 –
Dec. 17

Nighttime
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Series

Comedy

25

Apr. 4 –
Sept. 26

Nighttime

Flor do
Caribe

Telenovela

Romance

159

Mar. 11 –
Sept. 13

Prime
Time

8

Lado a lado

Telenovela

Drama

56

Jan. 1 –
Mar. 08

Prime
Time

9

O canto da
sereia

Miniseries

Police

4

Jan. 8 –
Nov. 1

Nighttime

10

Além do
horizonte

Telenovela

Adventure

49

Nov. 4 –
Dec. 31

Prime
Time

6

A grande
família

7

Source: Obitel Brazil

Table 8 shows seven telenovelas among the ten most watched
titles of 2013, reaffirming Brazilian preference for long serials; the
two series, Tapas & beijos and A grande família, repeated their
presence among the top ten, which also includes a miniseries, O
canto da sereia. Regarding genre, we see prevalence of romantic
comedy and drama followed by comedy, romance, police and adventure. Romantic comedies include two telenovelas and one series;
dramas, in turn, are all telenovelas. All seven telenovelas are within
the prime time top ten. The nighttime slot featured two series and
a miniseries. As for genre, the tradition is repeated: 6 p.m. telenovela: romance; 7 p.m. telenovela: romantic comedy; 9 p.m. telenovela: drama. Among the top ten, we se an increase in the number
of chapters/episodes: the average for 2012 was 84.6 and it rose to
90.0 in 2013.
Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles
Title

PREVAILING THEMES (up
SOCIAL THEMES (up to
to five most important themes) five most important themes)

1

Trafficking in persons; sexInterculturality; organized
ual exploitation, peacemakcrime; search for family origin;
ing at Morro do Alemão;
family relationships; social
parental alienation; shopclass prejudice.
ping addiction.

Salve Jorge
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Family relations; ambition;
revenge; marriage of interest.

Homo-affective
relationships; autism;
health treatment (lupus,
HIV, alcoholism, cancer);
romance in old age; moral
harassment.

2

Amor à vida

3

Cult of celebrities; search for
biological parents; abandonSangue bom ment of minors; consumer
society; world of fashion;
family values.

4

Guerra dos
sexos

5

Friendship; extramarital
Tapas &beirelationship, love relationships Urban outskirts culture.
jos
of women over 30.

6

A grande
família

Family relations; relations
between neighbors; everyday
life of popular class families.

Urban outskirts culture.

7

Flor do
Caribe

Nazi persecution of Jews;
exploitation of minerals;
tourism; defamation; military
life.

Cataract surgery; slave
labor; trafficking in
precious stones; adoption;
bullying.

8

Emergence of slums in Rio
de Janeiro; Vaccine Revolt;
consequences of the abolition
Lado a lado
of slavery; introduction of
football in Brazil; AfricanBrazilian culture.

9

O canto da
sereia

Police investigation; BahiaÊs
Axé culture; fan-celebrity
relations.

10

Além do
horizonte

Alternative sects; Amazonian Sustainable exploitation of
culture; deviations in scientific natural resources; fostering
research; misrepresentation.
reading.

Disputes between genders;
division of inheritance;
inequality between social
classes; ambition.

Foster homes and NGOs in
support of underprivileged
children; adoption of
children; ecology;
homo-affectivity.
Gender relations;
anti-smoking.

Female emancipation;
religious prejudice.

Homo-affective
relationship; religiosity.

Source: Obitel Brazil

As in previous years, themes related to the melodramatic matrix
prevail among social issues, such as family relationships, search for
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family origin, ambition, revenge, social class prejudice and several
prejudices (race, gender). This prevalence may be explained by the
presence of seven fiction productions in telenovela format in the top
ten. However, we emphasize once again that, in the case of Brazilian
telenovelas, even these basic melodramatic themes gain approaches
that challenge our societyÊs crystallized values and customs. This
approach relies on a narrative structure composed of multiple plots
and subplots. Such structure allows combining discussions of topics
often considered taboo by society, such as: homo-affectivity (present in several telenovelas in 2013, but mostly in Amor à vida); racial
prejudice, religious diversity and cultural practices (Lado a lado);
trafficking in persons (Salve Jorge); psychological consequences
of Nazi persecution (Flor do Caribe); social mobilization to care
for underprivileged children and for the environment (Sangue bom).
Note the presence of the topic of cult to celebrities in two productions: telenovela Sangue bom and miniseries O canto da sereia.

Globo

Globo

Sangue bom

Guerra dos sexos

Tapas &beijos

A grande família

Flor do Caribe

Lado a lado

O canto da sereia

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Além do horizonte

Globo

Globo

Globo

Globo

Globo

Globo

Globo

Amor à vida

2

Globo

Salve Jorge

Channel
Women

1

Titles

64.7

62.3

66.7

65.2

61.7

63.0

64.1

65.5

63.2

61.9

Men

35.3

37.7

33.3

34.8

38.3

37.0

35.9

34.5

36.8

38.1

4-11

Gender %

8.4

9.3

9.0

9.4

10.3

9.9

8.6

9.2

8.5

8.9

18- 24

Source: Obitel Brazil

8.7

8.4

8.3

9.0

9.2

8.7

8.8

9.4

8.2

8.4

12- 17

9.6

12.5

10.9

10.1

10.9

11.2

9.7

9.6

9.6

10.0

16.2

20.1

15.2

15.5

18.6

18.3

15.5

15.7

16.9

17.1

25- 34 35- 49

Age group %

22.6

25.4

23.4

22.5

23.9

24.2

24.3

23.0

24.0

25.0

50+

34.3

24.2

33.2

33.6

27.2

27.7

33.1

33.2

32.9

30.6

AB

31.7

35.7

33.1

31.5

36.1

36.6

31.8

32.6

35.0

33.1

C

52.4

52.8

52.0

53.2

52.7

52.4

52.6

52.8

52.6

52.3

DE

16.0

11.5

14.8

15.3

11.2

11.0

15.6

14.7

12.4

14.6

Socioeconomic status %

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status
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The audience profile of the ten most watched titles shows that
telenovela Lado a lado (6 p.m.) had the highest female audience.
Series A grande família (10 p.m.) concentrated a little more men in
its audience than other productions, together with telenovela Salve
Jorge (9 p.m.).
As for age groups, miniseries O canto da sereia achieved significant leadership among the 18-49-year-old public, with almost
60% of total audience comprised of viewers of that age group. The
series A grande família and Tapas & beijos, although displayed at
nighttime, also attracted a younger audience, specially in the 12-24
age group. People over 50 make up mainly the public of telenovelas broadcast at 7 p.m. and 6 p.m., respectively Além do horizonte
and Flor do Caribe. Regarding socioeconomic status, Class C once
again predominates in audience of all fiction productions within the
top ten, with emphasis on telenovela Flor do Caribe. Além do horizonte and Tapas & beijos, in turn, gained prominence among people
of AB socioeconomic status.

3. Transmedia reception
Social media Twitter and Facebook accumulated most expressions of fans about the top ten fiction productions in Brazilian television in 2013. During the last broadcasting week of telenovela Amor
à vida, the hashtag #amoravida had nearly 151 thousand mentions
on Twitter, and the internet campaign #BeijaFelixeNiko, in favor of a
gay kiss between characters Félix and Niko25, amassed 57 thousand
hits on Twitter by January 31, 2014 – the telenovelaÊs last broadcasting day. Due to such strong fan engagement, telenovela Amor à vida
was chosen as our case study for transmedia reception. The habit of
following TV programming on second and third screens (computer
and cell phone, respectively) seems to have been consolidated by the
audience. Table 11 describes some of the proposals offered by Amor
à vidaÊs producers.
25
Available at: http://hashtag.blogfolha.uol.com.br/2014/01/31/internautas-fazem-campanha-por-beijo-gay-em-amor-a-vida/. Accessed on: January 31, 2014.
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Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Channel/
SelecProducted
tion
fiction
company
Amor
à vida

Globo

Websites

Official
website

Facebook
page

Types of
Intertransmedia activity
interaction levels
Interactive
network
viewing

Active

Users’
prevailing
practices
Interpretation,
sharing, playfulness,
recommendation

Interpretation,
comment, sharing,
recommendation
discussion,
Transmedia
Creative
viewing
celebration,
playfulness,
collection, criticism,
parody, remix

Interpretation,
Official Twitter
comment, sharing,
@Gshow
recommendation,
Transmedia
Creative
@rede_globo
viewing
discussion,
@Walcyrcelebration, criticism,
Carrasco
parody, remix
Blogs
Hospital San
Magno BerReal-time
çário Virtual
interactive
Big Brother in
viewing
Amor à vida
Mais Aphaville
Troll

Active

Interpretation,
recommendation,
sharing, celebration

Videos
soundtrack,
Real-time
behind-the
interactive
scenes of televiewing
novela chapters

Active

Interpretation,
recommendation,
sharing, celebration

Webseries
Histórias de
Amor à vida

Real-time
interactive
viewing

Active

Interpretation,
recommendation,
sharing, celebration

Application
Tudo sobre
Amor à vida

Real-time
interactive
viewing

Active

Interpretation,
recommendation,
sharing, celebration
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Store and
Pinterest

Interactive
viewing

Active

Consumption,
recommendation,
sharing

Out-of-home
media

Viewing

Active

Interpretation at
buses and metro

Source: Obitel Brazil

The main novelties were: the webseries Histórias de Amor à vida,
which stressed the telenovelaÊs socio-educational themes through testimonies of people who have had experiences similar to the charactersÊ;
the cell phone application Tudo sobre Amor à vida, through which fans
received daily information on the telenovela, characters and videos; and
the use of social media Pinterest to promote products offered by the
store and linked to the telenovela.
In January 2014, there were changes in GloboÊs publicity strategy
for its fictions on Facebook. The station ended the several fan pages
devoted to telenovelas, focusing content on a single fan page: Gshow.
The same strategy worked for Twitter by centralizing information about
the fiction production on the networkÊs official profiles @rede_globo
and @Gshow. However, note the importance of a practice seen for some
time now: the personal profile of the telenovelaÊs author. The Twitter
account of Amor à vidaÊs author, @WalcyrCarrasco, worked as an open
space for discussion and controversy about the plot with both fans and
the press during the period when the telenovela was broadcast. The
highlight in transmedia reception was fan page Félix Bicha Má26, created by a fan on Facebook on the day after the telenovelaÊs premiere
(May 21, 2013). In the description of the page, the fan already teased27:
„This is just a humor fan page for the character named ÂFélixÊ in the
telenovela ÂAmor à vidaÊ (Globo), so it is not the ActorÊs official website. (...) All content posted here is intended only to amuse people who
follow this fan page, with no intention to offend anything or anyone; itÊs

Available at: https://www.facebook.com/FelixBichaMa. Accessed in: July 2013.
The fan behind the character: http://extra.globo.com/tv-e-lazer/conheca-maicon-andradepessoa-por-tras-do-perfil-felix-bicha-ma-8811143.html. Accessed in: December 2013.
26
27
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just humor and nothing else‰. The fact is that, by the end of 2013, over
two and a half million fans of the telenovela received daily Félix posts
on their Facebook news feeds.
Around two million people spoke about the subject on the fan

page. This level of audience engagement and the authority conquered on the social media by the fan who developed the page drew
producersÊ attention to a type of work that industries are incorporating as a business model (Schäfer, 2011). The post with higher
Engagement Index (¸ndice de Engajamento, I.E.)28 of the fan page,
according to measurements of application Netvizz29, was published
on January 18, 2014 (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Post with higher I.E.

Above all, observing the fanÊs work, we see the joint use of
social media Instagram and Facebook to create content in the format
28
We use the Engagement Index (¸ndice de Engajamento, I.E.) according to the method
developed by the tool Social Baker (available at: http://www.socialbakers.com), which
classifies usersÊ actions in a gradient that goes from lower to higher complexity, e.g.,
comment, register, download, share, among others.
29
Available at: https://apps.facebook.com/netvizz/. Accessed in: June 2013. Rieder
(2013) discusses methodological and epistemological issues related to research using the
application to perform data collection on social media pages.
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of „seals‰ by remixing the characterÊs images shown by the telenovela with sentences on Brazilian daily events, addressing diversified issues: politics, economics, Class C, production of telenovelas,
remarkable characters, cell phone use, celebrities, sex, funk. The
post30 with the highest engagement index surprised for its theme,
since the homo-affective kiss of romantic couple Félix and Nico was
expected to have higher impact. However, the practice of „rolezinho‰ 31 carried out at that time in shopping malls by youth from the
outskirts of some Brazilian state capitals attracted more attention
from the audience. FélixÊs humorous tone in the plot, full of sarcasm, reveals latent prejudices in Brazilian society. He is presented
as a gay villain, an heir to Avenida BrasilÊs villain Carminha. Just
like Carminha, the character created by the fan held nothing back
to express his prejudice regarding social class, dress style and the
popular classÊ forms of consumption. Note the competence and the
cultural and social capital presented by the fan who created the fan
page – which is why he achieved a high level of influence on the
social media. He was able to promote the character by gathering and
disseminating clippings and news about his own fan page, which, on
mass media, echoed his talent to remix and reconstruct FélixÊs script
on the social media.

4. Highlights of the year
The homo-affective relationship and the first male gay kiss on a
prime time Globo telenovela

Obitel Yearbook editions have highlighted the increasing prominence of homosexual characters in the plots of Brazilian television
30
Seal available at: https://www.facebook.com/FelixBichaMa/photos/a.662762267083
685.1073741826.662756783750900/833909999968910/?type=1&theater. Accessed on:
January 25, 2014.
31
The „rolezinho‰ in shopping malls is similar to flash mobs, which gather hundreds or
thousands of youth. Such encounters occurred in Brazilian cities and were highly discussed on mass media and social media. More information about the practice of „rolezinho‰
at: http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2014/01/1397831-rolezinhos-surgiram-comjovens-da-periferia-e-seus-fas.shtml. Accessed on: January 31, 2014.
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fiction, especially telenovelas, which have become a space for discussion of both sexuality and homophobia. This scenario led us to
stress the importance of the space for discussion allowed by telenovela plots and characters and identify it as a characteristic trait
of Brazilian telenovelas. Lopes (2009, p. 29) notes that throughout
its 50-plus years of daily contact with viewers, Brazilian telenovela
„has built interactivity mechanisms and a dialectics between time
lived [by the audience] and time narrated, and it has turned into a
communicative, cultural, aesthetic and social experience‰. It was
this feature that allowed us to observe significant changes in the
approach to homosexual themes in Amor à vida, which culminated
with the first gay kiss on GloboÊs 9 p.m. telenovelas – the time slot
with highest audience in Brazilian television. Such changes can be
seen from a perspective which involves intra- and extra-textual levels related to that telenovela, but which are not limited to it. It is
worth noting, however, that gay characters have been in telenovela
plots since the 1970s.
Other fiction productions also explored issues related to homosexuality in 2013. Telenovela Balacobaco (Record) featured a
gay character who sought his integration into society. At the same
channel, Dona Xepa included a character with doubts about his sexuality. At Globo, series A grande família exhibited a scene with a
suggested gay kiss, and series Pé na cova featured a homo-affective
female couple. Miniseries O canto da sereia also addressed a homo-affective relationship between two women, and in the remake
of telenovela Saramandaia, the townÊs sheriff has a love affair with
another man. Other Globo fiction programs that touched the subject
were soap opera Malhação, where a son rejects his father after finding out he was gay, and telenovela Sangue bom, in which a female
character suffers prejudice because of her homosexuality.
In Amor à vida, in turn, the issue of homosexuality gains
strength by the presence of a gay protagonist, Félix Khoury (Mateus Solano), whose trajectory throughout the story was marked by
changes that made him a „villain‰, who won public sympathy. Ca-
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pable of the worst atrocities to win his fatherÊs approval and the
presidency of his familyÊs hospital, as the story develops, Félix acquires features that humanize his cruelty. Besides his huge ambition for power, the character had been characterized by the ability
to build a highly persuasive and intimidating discourse interspersed
with sarcastic humor with which he addressed friends and enemies
in situations of either victory or defeat. Let us not forget that articulate language is one of the main characteristics of villainy since
early melodramas, as pointed out by Thomasseau (2005). FélixÊs
acid comments worked as comic relief to the plot full of twists and
incidents typical of the melodramatic matrix. Such comments, in
general, reproduced clichés and prejudices and, in some cases, could
generate estrangement effects, leading the viewer – as in seriouscomic genres (Bakhtin, 1993) – to either laugher or reflection. Certainly, the meanings produced by FélixÊs comments varied greatly
due to the ambiguous character of television language. And that trait
was most likely responsible for the great success of the character on
social media.32
The setbacks imposed to Félix by his family because of the discovery of his wickedness gradually carved a new man whose transformation is followed by the public, eager to know the new face of
the villain. This new Félix emerges as his relationship with Niko
(Thiago Fragoso) begins to grow stronger. Affection between them
becomes clear, pointing out that trait as the key to their relationship.
Especially in the last weeks of Amor à vida, the construction of the
homo-affective relationship between them gains public sympathy,
which begins to be expressed on social media and interviews published by newspapers in favor of their union. That happens at the
end of the telenovela and gives the romantic couple more emphasis
within the plot. Within this context, the kiss between Félix and Niko
in the last chapter is the result of a naturally integrated component
of the plot and one of its highest-intensity dramatic elements. More-

32

As discussed in Section 3.
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over, it was a historic moment in Brazilian television for being the
first kiss between a male homo-affective couple at GloboÊs prime
time. In a year marked by debates about sexual intolerance, the
kiss between Félix and Niko reflected not only among the audience
watching telenovelas but also on general media (social media, newspapers, TV news, magazines) through discussions and surveys about
support for the kiss, discussions about the gay movement and homosexual relationships. For the construction of multiple discourses, for
the dispute over the numerous meanings, for the strong mobilization
of opinions and movements, the telenovela attains its dimension of
communicational resource (Lopes, 2009).
Brazilian fiction at international awards
In 2013, Brazilian television drama also loomed large in international awards and nominations. At the 41st edition of the International Emmy Awards, the country had five nominations – four
GloboÊs fiction productions and best actor for Marcos Palmeira for
his performance in the pay TV series Mandrake (HBO and Goritzia Filmes). Lado a Lado received the award for best telenovela,
competing with Avenida Brasil (both by Globo) and productions
from other countries. The winning work depicts urban and social
changes in Rio de Janeiro in the early twentieth century. Topics such
as womenÊs emancipation, religious freedom, racial prejudice and
machoism were approached to represent the conflicts of that society. Best actress award was given for the first time to a Brazilian
artist, Fernanda Montenegro, leading character at telemovie Doce
de mãe. Globo also earned nominations for best comedy series to
Como aproveitar o fim do mundo and best drama series to O brado
retumbante. Brazil was also represented in another segment of the
Emmy awards, which was the 9th International Digital Emmy. Nominees included Malhação (Globo, 21st season) – analyzed as topic of
the year in this chapter – and multiplatform project Latitudes, both
in the category of digital fiction program. In another category, TV
CulturaÊs Pedro & Bianca, a childrenÊs series, was awarded the 2nd
International Emmy Kids.
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The international repercussion of telenovela Avenida Brasil
In the 2013 Obitel Yearbook, we discussed the importance and
success of telenovela Avenida Brasil in Brazilian television scenario and defined it as a media event – a landmark of our telenovelas
that became a real „narrative of the nation‰. Furthermore, it eventually became a sales success in the international market. Sold to
124 countries and dubbed into 17 languages, Avenida Brasil has
been considered the best selling Brazilian telenovela of all times.33
Its audience rates have been significant in countries where it was
broadcast, such as Portugal, Argentina, the United States and Colombia. In February 2014, French channel France ł and MexicoÊs
TV Azteca began broadcasting it. In Mexico, it is the first time a
Brazilian telenovela airs in prime time, and the same is happening
in Colombia. Its impact in many countries has also been the subject
of coverage by several international media like BBC, Los Angeles
Times and Forbes.34

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
Transmediation is approached in this topic as a strategic
communication action originating from destiners-producers
identified as the entertainment industry, though not exclusively.
The whole set of interconnected transactions among media that we
are calling transmediation makes up a project to produce content
associated with a particular strategic planning. Not by chance,
transmedia storytelling first described by Jenkins (2008) followed

See: ÂAvenida BrasilÊ bate recorde de vendas internacionais. Folha de São Paulo, Dec.
25, 2013. Available at: http://outrocanal.blogfolha.uol.com.br/2013/12/25/avenida-brasilbate-recorde-de-vendas-internacionais/. Accessed on: March 20, 2014.
34
See: Fenômeno, ÂAvenida BrasilÊ chega à BBC. O Estado de São Paulo, Feb. 21, 2014.
Available at: http://www.estadao.com.br/noticias/impresso,fenomeno-avenida-brasilchega-a-bbc,1132790,0.htm.
http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/tv/showtracker/la-et-st-brazil-tv-avenida-brasil-20130203,0,2127884.story. Accessed on: February 3, 2013.
http://www.forbes.com/sites/andersonantunes/2012brazilian-telenovela-makes-billionsby-mirroring-its-viewers-lives/. Accessed on: February 16, 2013.
33
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a business-like logic where the same narrative universe worked
on different media, stimulating a synergistic and crossmedia
consumption flow. Kinder (1991, p. 38 and 125) had already
used the same term to describe what he called the „commercial
transmedia supersystems‰ to explain phenomena that explored a
character or group of characters in related products. At the basis of
these phenomena in the 1990s are the interests of the entertainment
industry to diversify and encourage consumption of its products by
increasing market presence of large media conglomerates.
In this scenario, transmedia phenomena proliferate, allowing us
to think about them a priori, from a business logic that reflects not
only convergence of content and formats but also commercial interests. It should be emphasized, however, that transmediation is only
achieved with usersÊ collaborative practice in the processes of spreading such content. Briefly, Scolari (2013, p. 45) explains that „transmedia narrative is the expansion of the account through several media and collaboration of users in this expansive process‰. For Mayer
(2009), scholars in the field of production are faced with challenges
that come from studies of media consumption and public as well as
from audience habits. While convergence of audiovisual products
and transmediation open space for usersÊ productive potential, they
generate anxiety and uncertainty for producers about the possibilities of media interaction and audience empowerment, because they
create force fields between the thresholds of creativity and authorship, constantly guided by industriesÊ demands. Spreading and expanding the narrative content of television fiction and preserving the
autonomy of each media involved in the process allow transmediation
phenomena to occur successfully. According to Fechine and Figuerôa
(2009), such spread content should make sense for television fiction
fans from the first contact with the fictional universe and follow certain pathways directed by the producer in order for them to produce
supplementary narrative meaning when pervading multiple media.
In Brazil, telenovela – and serial television fiction – constantly
migrates and spreads across multiple spaces. The phenomenon is
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not new, but it is highly stimulated by digital media. This spreading
used to have characteristics of repercussion, but it now acquires new
features „because the very telenovelas production centers develop
content that go beyond television and find space and audience in
other media characterized by mobility, portability and interactivity‰
(Lopes, 2011, p. 405).
The production centerÊs perspective on available media gave
rise to different transmedia experiences and trials of fictional content in recent years, systematically documented by Obitel.35 Thus,
an analysis of producersÊ trends and strategies in the historical sequence of Brazil chapters in Obitel Yearbooks shows continuous
and systematic work of channels seeking to strengthen ties with the
online audience of television fiction. Among examples of transmedia proposed by producers, we briefly highlight some works that
have become significant: (1) the website of telenovela Caminho das
¸ndias36 (Globo, 2009), which definitely took on the constant use
of media devices as an integral part of the plot, triggering a pattern that worked as a model for websites of telenovelas of all time
slots for at least two years; (2) the blog Sonhos de Luciana, of telenovela Sonhos de Luciana (Globo, 2010), where the character of the
plot used to interact with the internet users, resulting in hundreds of
comments by post; (3) teen series Ger@l.com (2009-2010), which
had exclusive internet content, with charactersÊ blogs and transmission to cell phones; (4) the site of telenovela Passione (2010), which
became a phenomenon of internet audience, with quizzes, games,
blog, extended and exclusive scenes, plus official Twitter profiles of
characters that interacted with the audience; (5) Cheias de charme
(2012), a telenovela with strong internet presence, including the
launch of music video Vida de empreguete on YouTube, with over

Besides Obitel Yearbooks, we also mention the production of Obitel Brazil Network of
Television Fiction Researchers, whose research on transmediation and transmedia strategies was published specially on books edited by Lopes (2011 and 2013).
36
For a detailed study of the site Caminho das ¸ndias, see Lopes (2009).
35
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ten million views37, and the launch of book Cida, a empreguete: um
diário íntimo, inspired by the character of the same name.
Malhação – a teen soap opera38
Due to the production of transmedia content, teen soap opera
Malhação received for two consecutive years the Emmy International Digital award39, given to the worldÊs best programs specifically designed for digital platforms. Nominations referred to the following strategies: (1) in 2013, TV Orelha, a channel on MalhaçãoÊs
website with videos exclusive for the internet, revealing different
angles of those videos seen on TV; and (2) in 2014, MalhaçãoÊs
second screen project, an application for tablets and smartphones.
Both nominations were in the category of programs with juvenile
content. This repercussion, in addition to being a success phenomenon among audience and critics, contributed to the selection of this
soap operaÊs transmedia strategies to analyze the topic of the yearÊs
in this chapter of Obitel Brazil.
Although it is not usually among the ten highest audiences,
Malhação is the only soap opera in Brazilian television. Focused
on the teen audience, it is in constant dialogue with that generation, which is familiar with the transmedia ecosystem. Malhação
has been broadcast continuously by Globo since 1995 and is now in
its 21st season (chapter 4,500 aired in January 2013). Besides Brazil,

37
http://odia.ig.com.br/portal/diversaoetv/compositor-de-vida-de-empreguete-diz-quen%C3%A3o-esperava-tamanha-repercuss%C3%A3o-1.448825.
38
The term soap opera (or open serial) has its origin in old radio serials of the 1930s in
the United States, focused on an audience of housewives and sponsored and produced
by soap and detergent brands. Its structural components are: polycentric protagonism;
plurality of parallel and intersecting plots. They can last for years and even decades (Coronation Street, of English channel ITV, turned 50 in 2010) without any narrative closure,
with chapters lasting on average less than half an hour, usually at daytime. Malhação
proposes a lighter dramatic load than traditional soap operas, with a humorous and soft
approach to situations experienced by teenagers. Similarities would be the open end date
and the flexibility to change parallel narratives and character profiles.
39
http://gshow.globo.com/novelas/malhacao/2013/Extras/noticia/2014/02/sucesso-absoluto-malhacao-e-finalista-do-emmy-internacional-digital-2014.html
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Malhação was broadcast by Globo International in several countries,
by SIC in Portugal (1995-2007), and by ABC Family in Canada. In
thematic terms, throughout its existence, it sought to discuss issues
relevant to the youth universe: the discovery of sexuality, family relations, parents, friends, and future career choices. Addressing these
issues from the perspective of social merchandising, Malhação discussed sex, sexuality, self-esteem, consumerism, social differences,
family values, depression, a well as issues related to HIV, drugs and
teenage pregnancy. Observing such a long-lived television fiction
production, we should point out narrative changes and modifications in its development. The early seasons of the „little telenovela‰,
as it is commonly called, used to portray the environment of and
people in a gym, hence the term „Malhação‰ („working out‰), and
presented narrative arcs that lasted a week. Then, Malhação started
to be mainly set in a school – Colégio Múltipla Escolha – and its
narrative arc gradually started to last the whole season.
With regard to transmedia production strategies, we can highlight the 2009 season in its history. It was named Malhação ID and
presented material produced especially for the online space, with
great interactivity through the website, including numerous innovations such as a webseries, blogs, podcasts, games and fun in
which characters shared their experiences with fans on the web. On
2011 seasonÊs website, in turn, no less than 13 of its characters had
profiles on social media that, when updated, could be followed by
viewers in real time during its broadcast. In the 2012 season, the
transmedia content of MalhaçãoÊs website included full versions of
charactersÊ blogs: Dicas da Ju, with makeup and fashion videos;
TV Orelha – information channel of fictional Colégio Quadrante;
and group blog Misturama, with text, photos and videos signed by
several characters.
The adoption of transmediation strategies and practices by the
producer encourages creation of other content by fans, who become
part of a broad universe of participatory culture expressions. Within
our delimitation here, aiming at establishing coherent categoriza-
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tion in terms of strategies and practices of the producer of transmedia content for Malhação, we rely on FechineÊs (2013) proposal,
which seeks to map transmediation strategies that are most recurrent
and therefore more improved in television fiction production. So,
we first reflect on the two major general categories of analysis in
terms of strategies proposed by the production center, i.e., propagation and expansion of transmedia content. With Fechine (2013), we
understand propagation as the actions of the producer to distribute supplementary content of television fiction on the internet in a
way that is inextricably articulated to the content displayed on the
TV screen. It is a kind of feedback where „one content resonates or
echoes another, contributing to maintain media consumersÊ interest, involvement and creative intervention in the proposed universe‰
(Fechine, 2013, p. 37). Propagation is a strategy that triggers viewersÊ taste, interest and attention, making one content echo the other.
Expansion strategies, in turn, would be those complementing or further developing television fiction content beyond television per se;
that is, those actions that seek to engage viewers with the fiction plot
in a playful manner, causing them „to fable, to experience, to join
a ÂpretendÊ game from their involvement with characters and situations presented‰ (Fechine, 2013, p. 44).
The delimitation of our analysis refers to the 21st season of Malhação, which premiered on July 8, 2013. Typical of digital culture,
we observed that the concept of transmedia involves cultural forms
designed since their origin to circulate, transit, and encourage new
fictional creations and developments. The spread of the soapÊs content found channels in several communicative byproducts that presented reformatted and informative content, such as the programÊs
Twitter profiles @DizAiMalhacao_ and @malhacaogshow, content
retrieval, such as Blog Som na Caixa and videos that provide the
soapÊs soundtrack and chapters already aired. The narrativeÊs expansion strategies were identified on the fan page40, on Blog Zueira

40

Available at: https://www.facebook.com/malhacao. Accessed on: October 22, 2013.
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and on charactersÊ blogs such as Blog Tapinha da Sofia, Tudo sobre
Anita de Coração and Entre Amigas. Diegetic and experiential extensions were found on blogs and Bate-Papo 2Ponto0, allowing the
audience to exchange instant messages by cell phone.
Highlights in terms of transmedia and narrative expansion
that contemplated initiatives for second screen habits experienced
by the little telenovelaÊs audience include an application available
for Android and iOS, for cell phones, desktop computers or tablets,
which started running half an hour before Malhação went on air
and remained until shortly after its broadcast, reflecting the chapter. The influence of audience communication through comments
by personalities, cast members, journalists about television fiction
productions on the web through the second screen habit can „change
the rules of the audience game, valorize participation and expand the
interaction [...]‰ (Canatta, 2014, p. 84). It is the game that is built
simultaneously between fan and producer, through several levels of
expansion proposed by the narrative. In the case of the application,
the spread of the #hashtag of the day displayed internet usersÊ comments on TV. Furthermore, the habit of watching soap opera chapters previously aired on TV on cell phones or tablets allowed accessing exclusive expanded playful content such as quizzes, humor
cards, platforms for comments – that is, second screen resources
aimed increasingly at interactivity and engagement.
Above all, the websites of the soap opera41, the fan page and
applications concentrated the most producer strategies to expand
and propagate the content of Malhação. TV Orelha represented the
adoption and development of the narrativeÊs expanded strategies for
the audience. The figure below presents a summary of the producerÊs
strategies for the soap opera in 2013 and the correlation between the
several levels of interactivity for each product linked to the program.

Malhação website, available at: http://gshow.globo.com/novelas/malhacao; and Malhação Verão website, available at: http://gshow.globo.com/novelas/malhacao/2013/Extras/
Malhacao-Verao. Accessed in: December 2013.

41
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Figure 2. Propagation and expansion strategies for soap opera
Malhação – 2013
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Available for better viewing at: https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1FSm7q7Wi14JJRa0sOVu4hveZKWPHq2misfVSwuwdTI/edit?usp=sharing

Figure 2 illustrates the development of transmedia strategies for
Malhação characterized by being self-referential, that is, connected
to each other. Once fans enter the plot of the transmedia narrative
proposed by the producer, there is redirection – indication and dissemination – so they can also take advantage of other similar strategies, with different contents and levels of interactivity, but always
within the domain planned by the production. Taking into account
that MalhaçãoÊs transmedia proposals are adopted in other fiction
productions by Globo, as stated by Gontijo in an interview to Scolari (2013), it seems that the strategic outlook for the development
of transmedia products in Malhação included testing strategies that
lead both to a broad spectrum of interactive possibilities with content and to definition of habits and interaction activities of the online
audience according to the universe of the program. This consideration is based on analyses of propagation and extension operations
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observed in Figure 2, revealing a higher density of entanglement of
transmedia options offered to the audience.
Finally, in the offline domain, note the initiatives by the soapÊs
production aimed at activating the network of people with a reputation on the internet and creating ties that allow dissemination of
transmedia products. MalhaçãoÊs cast members and authors held
several meetings in Brazilian capitals with bloggers, journalists and
fans to present transmedia novelties and, at the same time, to learn
how youth culture in the country is expressed and adopts new media
habits and consumption.
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1. Chile’s audiovisual context in 2013
While 2013 was marked by presidential election in which
Michelle Bachelet became ChileÊs President for the second time,
the media industry was no stranger to the dynamism of ChileÊs
national events. In particular, television ended the year still lacking
specific regulations for digital transmission due to an unexpected
presidential veto to the law. It was also the scene of media group
CopesaÊs thwarted attempted entry in the industry with an open
TV channel – 3TV, on a promise of diverse and self-produced
programming.
However, in terms of audience and content production, August
and September 2013 became the epicenter of what happened in the
year. The commemoration of the 40th anniversary of the military
coup that put an end to Salvador AllendeÊs government drove series
of news reports, miniseries, documentaries, interviews and review
of stock footage that often surprised for their quality and innovative
approaches to the 1973 events. Images and testimonies of those who
lived history either in leading roles or as citizens in their private
lives were retrieved and watched in last yearÊs productions. They
had their television space in eyewitness accounts on the countryÊs
history, stressing televisionÊs public interest nature not only on stateowned public television but also on private channels.
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1.1. Open TV in Chile
Chart 1. Open TV national stations
Channel

Nature

TVN

Public, but with no state funding. It competes on
equal terms with private actors.

Canal 13

Private. 67% belong to Chilean business group
Luksic, and the other 33%, to the Pontifical Catholic
University of Chile.

Chilevisión

Private. It belongs to U.S.-based group Time Warner
through Turner Broadcasting System.

La Red

Private. It belongs to the Albavisión group (Angel
González).

Mega

Private. It is owned by Chilean business group
Bethia, one of the controllers of holding Falabella.

Telecanal

Private. It belongs to Inversiones Alfa Tres S.A.,
but it is related to Mexican businessman Angel
González.

UCV

Private. Pontifical Catholic University of Valparaiso.
Source: Obitel Chile

Graph 1. TV audience by channel 1

1

Household ratings for the 24 hours of the day.
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Household rating
(%)

% of
total TV

% of
open TV

Canal 13

6.9

9.9

24.6

CHV

6.4

9.2

22.8

Channel

Mega

5.3

7.6

18.9

TVN

6.3

9.1

22.4

UCV

0.8

1.1

2.8

La Red

2.0

2.9

7.1

Telecanal

0.4

0.6

1.4

Total open TV

28.1

67.7

-

Pay TV

13.4

32.3

-

69.6

100.0

100.0

Total open
and pay TV

Source: Ibope Media Chile

Graph 2. Offer by genre in TV programming
Fiction
Information
Shows
Services
Sports
Others
Programming genres

Broadcast hours

% of time

% of audience

Fiction

20072:04

36.9%

29.3%

Information

11554:44

21.2%

42.3%

Shows

11630:07

21.4%

15.1%

Services

6207:22

11.4%

8.8%

Sports

641:48

1.2%

1.0%

Others

4308:34

7.9%

3.5%

Total

54414:39

100%

100%

Source: Ibope Media Chile; Obitel Chile
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The scenario presented by the above charts and graphs would
have been different if 3TV had begun broadcasting on the dates it
announced, that is, during the first half of 2013.2 It would broadcast
this new television project on channel 22 UHF, which had been
purchased at US$ 2 million by Copesa controller ˘lvaro Saieh in
July 2010.3 While channel 22 had been on air since 1995, its audience
was very low and it had had four other owners before Copesa.4
For this reason and because there had been no new TV channel in
Santiago in nearly 20 years, 3TV created significant expectation in
ChileÊs television industry since it announced in 2012 that it would
be operational the following year. That was how, between April
and August 2013, the channel operated a few days a week and also
began advertising that it could be seen in six Chilean cities.5 Its
programming was said to be innovative, 70% self-produced, such as
the Chilean adaptation of American series In treatment, as well as
journalistic investigation programs like Gran Angular and actuality
shows as Cámara en mano or Vacaciones en Chernobyl; but it also
incorporated foreign productions from Spain, Britain and the United
States.6
However, on September 23 last year, without having begun
broadcasting regularly, the end of the channel was announced and
its one hundred employees were fired on the same day. Although
2
3TV: cómo será el nuevo canal que se suma a la televisión abierta. La Tercera, April
14, 2013. Available at: http://www.latercera.com/noticia/entretencion/2013/04/661518650-9-3tv-como-sera-el-nuevo-canal-que-se-suma-a-la-television-abierta.shtml. Accessed on: April 15, 2014.
3
Grupo Saieh adquiere señal de televisión abierta en US$ 2 millones. El Mercurio. July
7, 2010. Available at: http://www.economiaynegocios.cl/noticias/noticias.asp?id=75563.
Accessed on: April 15, 2014.
4
La historia de la estación televisiva que adquirió ˘lvaro Saieh. El Mostrador. July 8,
2010. Available at: http://www.elmostrador.cl/negocios/2010/07/08/la-historia-de-laestacion-televisiva-que-adquirio-alvaro-saieh/. Accessed on: April 15, 2014.
5
El cierre de 3TV que golpea el imperio mediatico de Alvaro Saieh. The Clinic. September 24, 2013. Available at: http://www.theclinic.cl/2013/09/24/el-cierre-de-3tv-quegolpea-el-imperio-mediatico-de-alvaro-saieh/. Accessed on: April 15, 2014.
6
There is currently no audiovisual material available, except for a promotional video on 3TV programming that can be watched on https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vKq6pb1bGGs.
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the companyÊs official reasons pointed to „a thorough study of the
market, the conditions facing the industry today, and the new challenges of digitalization‰, the abrupt end of the project was probably accelerated by the economic difficulties experienced by part
of SaiehÊs companies.7 Currently, channel 22 UHF does not air any
content produced by 3TV; on the contrary, its screen only shows the
logo of MásVisión – the channel bought by ˘lvaro Saieh in 2010.

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
Chile has not been immune to the trend of increasing cell phone
access to multiplatform content, where being connected means
being present in social media and sharing it with other users (Elkin,
2014). This simultaneous use of multiple types of screens has led to
several user behaviors: „meshing‰ is the simultaneous use of devices
for related contents; „stacking‰ refers to the contrary, that is, using
handheld devices for content unrelated to what is seen on TV; and
„shifting‰ is the sequential use of devices for related contents (Brown,
2014). In order to maximize audiences and manage to create a multichannel content strategy, digital agencies are beginning to talk about
screen agnosticism, meaning that reception of the content and its
message depend more on consumption context and environment
than on the device and its screen sizes (RapidTVNews, 2013).8
These new audience trends are confirmed by the results of
a study on television consumption and social media, applied to a
sample in which 48.2% are between 18 and 24 years old, 24.3% are
25 to 34, 12% are 35 to 44, and 15.5% are 45 or older (UC-VTR,
2014). The figures shown by the study indicated that 81.8% of us-

Grupo Copesa decide suspender temporalmente salida al aire de canal 3TV. La
Tercera. September 23, 2013.
Available at: http://www.latercera.com/noticia/
negocios/2013/09/655-543741-9-grupocopesa-decide-suspender-temporalmente-salidaal-aire-de-canal-3tv.shtml. Accessed on: April 15, 2014.
8
Consumers increasingly screen-agnostic for mobile advertising. RapidTVNews.
March 27, 2013. Available at: http://www.rapidtvnews.com/index.php/2013032726980/
consumers-increasingly-screen-agnostic-for-mobile-advertising.html. Accessed on: April
18, 2014.
7
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ers surveyed said they use social media to watch a television show.
Facebook is their favorite, with 75.3% of respondents claiming to
have used it to watch TV.
The most important content commented on are films, with
40.3%, news, with 38.7%, and series, with 38.4%. This behavior
corresponds to mashing, for the three main reasons why users comment on programs include: something appears that they would like
to share; they detect an error or false information; and they see
something spicy or funny, or a mistake. Furthermore, open television is the leading source of material to be shared on social media. Of 65.1% of respondents who said they had commented on any
social medium about programs they watch, 72.5% had commented
on open TV contents, 67.2% were about cable TV, and 7.6% were
about on-demand content. Concerning content itself, survey results
indicated that the most commented topics were films (40.3%), news
(38.7%), series (38.4%), current affairs and politics (32.5%), and
sports (27.2%).

1.3. Advertising investments of the year: in TV and in fiction
Data on advertising investment in the media show a 2.8% drop
for investment in television, which affected total investment during
20129 due to its high share. On the other hand, pay TV saw the second-highest growth in 2012, making up 50% of the total advertising
spending, together with open television.
In 2012 figures, open TV participated with US$ 609 million
in the investment, equal to a 43.9% share, while television received
US$ 76 million, equivalent to 5.5% of total investment (Achap,
2013).

2012 is the last year available at this writing. Figures for 2013 will be available in mid2014.
9
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1.4. Communication policies
The digital television law marked the agenda of the TV industry
in terms of regulation. In 2013, the bill ran its course in the Legislature, beginning in October 2008 when President Michelle Bachelet
(in her first term) sent it to the House of Representatives. In November last year, the law had already been voted by Congress. However,
President Sebastián Piñera issued a veto in order to change 28 points,
including the definition of pluralism, the makeup of the National
Television Council, the need to correct wording to differentiate local and regional licensees, removing the ban on community media
property by religious and political organizations, and better defining
the role of the second channel that could be achieved by Televisión
Nacional de Chile.10 This only delayed the processing of the law,
since it was necessary to prepare a report for Congress to decide on
the veto. As this report was not prepared, on December 26, 2013,
the highest urgency ascribed by the government to the bill on digital television expired. Only on March 5, 2014, the Senate decided
on the presidential veto to the digital TV bill, leaving the initiative
ready to be signed after review by the Constitutional Court. Another
change to the original text is that religious and political organizations would be able to obtain local community television licenses
and native peoples were included in the concept of pluralism, which
must be respected on Chilean television, rather than promoted, as
originally indicated.11
The main points of the law that allows digital terrestrial television in Chile include the establishment of the principle according to
which free-reception air signals will not be charged; the obligation
of open channels and pay TV operators to broadcast at least four
hours of cultural programming for each signal and public service
10
Ley de TV digital se entrampa en el Congreso. La Tercera. December 27, 2013. Available at: http://www.latercera.com/noticia/politica/2013/12/674-558096-9-ley-de-tv-digital-se-entrampa-en-el-congreso.shtml. Accessed on: April 22, 2014.
11
Ley de Televisión Digital quedó lista para ser promulgada. CNN Chile. March 5, 2014.
Available at: http://www.cnnchile.com/noticia/2014/03/05/ley-de-television-digital-quedo-lista-para-ser-promulgada. Accessed on: April 22, 2014.
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campaigns free of charge; the establishment of a fixed renewable
term of 20 years for digital television concessions using their own
distribution networks; concessions for outsourced distribution media for a renewable fixed term of five years; media concentration is
avoided by not allowing Chilean or foreign channels or economic
business groups to hold more than one license per locality; signals
used by licensees are required to be publicly tendered to interested
third-party channels that have no media of their own; a maximum
five-year deadline is established for current analog television to
migrate its entire national coverage to digital television; pay TV
operators must be authorized by open channels to include them in
their grids; local and regional development is promoted with an increase of public resources for production of educational, cultural
and local content, and with subsidies for equipment, infrastructure
and leasing of transmission media; obligation to broadcast official
matches of the ChileÊs national soccer team on open television; 40%
of the available radio spectrum is reserved for regional, local and
community channels and two television channels are reserved for
educational and cultural content defined by the National Television
Council (Subtel, 2013).

1.5. Public TV
Regarding public television, the bill mentioned in the previous
section includes a decision that public channel TVN shall finally
have a second multiplex12, which could serve to broadcast content
from local channels.
Moreover, within the legal constraints regarding TVN, but
according to its public nature and its mission to bring television to all
Chileans, the company has been promoting and exploring different
audiovisual content distribution platforms: a 24-hour news channel
on pay TV, an international encoded satellite signal, as well as web
and SmartTV channels (Fuenzalida & Whittle, 2013).
12
Allocated bandwidth that can be used to broadcast one or more programs at the same
time, or for other uses.
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1.6. Pay TV
The past nine years saw sustained growth in pay television ratings. In 2013, household ratings for pay TV reached 13.4% – slightly below half of the level achieved by open television, which scored
28.1%. The fall in overall open television audience has been steady
over the past four years, although the difference over the previous
year, 2012, was 0.7%. In this sense, the increase in pay TV ratings,
from 11.5% in 2012 to 13.4% in 2013, is likely to correspond more
to an increase in the mass of subscribers to cable platforms and satellite DTH.
In any case, the fact is that pay TVÊs household rating has been
rising steadily from 6.2% in 2005 to the 13.4% already mentioned
for 2013. Furthermore, open TV household ratings have fallen from
36.6% in 2005 to 28.1% in 2013.
As for the dynamics of the players, the end of sports channel
Vive DeportesÊs own productions is a relevant fact in late 2013. It
is a signal of self-produced sports coverage belonging to cable operator VTR and transmitted through its network. In a change that
drew the attention of its workers, the channel decided to build its
programming only with programs conducted by external producing
companies dedicated to coverage of amateur sports, therefore firing 25 employees, including technicians and journalists.13 Personnel
adjustments were also seen at CNN Chile, which also depends on
VTR, where about 15 people were fired, including its political editor.14 Restructuring of Vive Deportes and CNN Chile and the shutdown of 3TV are not completely isolated facts since their operations
were linked.

Canal Vive Deportes cancela todos sus programas propios y reestructura su parrilla. Emol. January 17, 2014. Available at: http://www.emol.com/noticias/magazine/2014/01/17/640200/vive-deportes.html. Accessed on: April 7, 2014.
14
Viernes negro para periodistas: despidos masivos en CNN, Vive deportes y Mega. La Nación. January 17, 2014. Available at: from http://www.lanacion.cl/viernes-negro-para-periodistas-despidos-masivos-en-cnn-vive-deportes-y-mega/noticias/2014-01-17/135510.
html. Accessed on: April 7, 2014.
13
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1.7. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
Internet access grows year after year in Chile. The highest
growth is seen in access through cell phone networks, with a 59%
increase in 2012, reaching nearly 5 million connections. Of those,
about 35% are access through 3G networks. The rapid growth in
smartphone penetration has made Chile number one in Latin America
with just over 26% in 2013. In the mobile telephony market, Chile
also held a leading position in Latin America in number of active
SIMs, with a penetration of 142%, over only 11.7 million single cell
phone subscribers in 2013 (IAB Chile, 2014).
Still in technology access rankings, Chileans are tenth in
average time per social media visitor per month, with 7.2 hours.
Facebook is the most popular social media, occupying 94% of the
time spent by users (ComScore, 2013).
Another aspect to note is access to online audiovisual content.
High availability delivered by international internet portals are
added to streaming broadcasts on open television channels in Chile,
as well as access to OTT (Over the Top) services, such as Netflix
and Bazuka, and to other audiovisual content portals. According
to Netflix data, those portals have their second highest data
transmission speed in the region in Chile.15 As for consumption, the
country is also second, with an average of 144 videos per viewer per
month, and online videos reach 91.6%. In March 2013, Google led
with over 60% of the most watched videos (ComScore, 2013).
In terms of transmission technologies, pending the promulgation of a law regulating digital terrestrial television (DTT), the only
certainty comes from the Japanese-Brazilian standard ISDB-Tb,
used in experimental mode by Canal 13, Chilevisión, Mega, TVN,
La Red, the signal of electronic newscast El Mostrador, in Santiago,
and UCV Televisión, in Valparaiso.16 These signals correspond to
15
Brasil y Chile son los líderes latinoamericanos en banda ancha. Netflix. February 10,
2014. Available at: http://americalatinablog.netflix.com/2014/02/brasil-y-chile-son-loslideres.html. Accessed on: April 21, 2014.
16
Lo que buscará concretar la nueva Ley de TV Digital. CNN Chile. March 6, 2014.
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experimental and demonstration DTT licenses, which are applied
for at the Undersecretariat of Telecommunications (Subsecretaría
de Telecomunicaciones, Subtel). Applications for these signals were
reopened during the last months of 2013, both for those who are
currently analog television license holders and for new candidates.
Results are expected this year.
A Subtel initiative was to develop basic attributions of free reception digital television for the countryÊs regions. There are local
TV channels, like University of TalcaÊs Campus TV, which broadcasts in HD via UHF channel 25 to that city and five other locations.17 Alongside this signal, seven other local channels broadcast
in the cities of Iquique, La Serena, Los Andes, Concepción, Temuco,
Osorno and Punta Arenas, respectively.18
The year 2013 ends with the publication of an article on online
newspaper El Mostrador reporting on a possible agreement between
open channels Mega, 13, Chilevisión and TVN. They would develop
a joint OTT TV platform to access television content on the internet,
which would be paid.19 Of all channels, public station TVN is the
one with most potential obstacles to be part of a platform that charges for content it broadcasts openly. The day after the publication on
Available at: http://www.cnnchile.com/noticia/2014/03/06/lo-que-buscara-concretar-lanueva-ley-de-tv-digital. Accessed on: April 7, 2017. See also SubtelÊs website for Solicitudes de Permiso Demostrativo y Experimentales de Televisión Digital de Libre Recepción. Available at: http://tvd.subtel.gob.cl/index.php?option=com_content&view=articl
e&id=131:solicitudes-de-permiso-demostrativo-y-experimentales-de-television-digitalde-libre-recepcion&catid=3:noticias&Itemid=80. Accessed on: April 7, 2014.
17
Subtel inicia transmisiones locales de TV Digital de libre recepción en la región
del Maule. Subtel. November 12, 2013. Available at: http://tvd.subtel.gob.cl/index.
php?option=com_content&view=article&id=135:subtel-inicia-transmisiones-localesde-tv-digital-de-libre-recepcion-en-la-region-del-maule&catid=3:noticias&Itemid=80.
Accessed on: April 7, 2014.
18 Subtel y canales regionales inician transmisiones de TV Digital de Libre Recepción en
Concepción, Los Andes y Osorno. Subtel. December 30, 2013. Available at: http://tvd.
subtel.gob.cl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=136:subtel-y-canalesregionales-inician-transmisiones-de-tv-digital-de-libre-recepcion-en-concepcion-losandes-y-osorno&catid=3:noticias&Itemid=80. Accessed on: April 7, 2014.
19
El proyecto secreto que manejan Canal 13, Mega, CHV y TVN. El Mostrador. December 19, 2013. Available at: http://www.elmostrador.cl/pais/2013/12/19/el-proyectosecreto-que-manejan-canal-13-mega-chv-y-tvn/. Accessed on: April 7, 2014.
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El Mostrador, the National Economic Prosecutor (Fiscalía Nacional Económica, FNE) received an online complaint pointing out the
article. In January, it decided to start an investigation to assess potential effects on free competition. As a result, the FNE presented on
April 8, 2014 a request to the Court of Defense of Free Competition
asking for a decision on whether or not the project of creating this
OTT platform involving four Chilean television channels complied
with free competition.20 That FNE consultation seeks to ensure room
for competition and an open door to new actors in such a dynamic
context as media convergence and audiovisual distribution.

2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013
34. Alma de hierro (telenovela –
Mexico)
35. Dona bella (telenovela – coCanal 13
production)
36. Dos hogares (telenovela –
1. El hombre de tu vida (series)
Mexico)
37. Grachi (telenovela – USA –
2. Las Vegas (telenovela)
Hispanic)
38. Juro que te amo (telenovela –
3. Los 80 (series)
Mexico)
39. La vida es una canción (series
4. Secretos en el jardín (telenovela) – Mexico)
40. Lo que callamos las mujeres
5. Soltera otra vez 2 (telenovela)
(docudrama – Mexico)

Premiere national titles – 25

CHV
6. Ecos del desierto (miniseries)
7. Graduados (telenovela)
8. Infieles (unitario)

41. Los normales (series – Brazil)
42. Sin retorno (series – coproduction)
43. Sirvienta a domicilio (series –
Brazil)
44. Una familia con suerte
(telenovela – Mexico)

20
FNE presenta consulta ante el TDLC por posible acuerdo de cooperación entre canales
de TV. FNE. April 9, 2014. Available at: http://www.fne.gob.cl/2014/04/09/fne-presentaconsulta-ante-el-tdlc-por-acuerdo-de-cooperacion-entre-canales-de-tv/#more-70689.
Accessed on: April 22, 2014.
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9. La sexóloga (telenovela)
10. Lo que callamos las mujeres
(docudrama)

TVN
45. Contra viento y marea
(telenovela – Mexico)

11. Maldito corazón (unitario)

46. Isabel (series – Spain)
47. La esclava Isaura (telenovela
– Brazil)
48. La patrona (telenovela –
Mexico)

12. María Graham (miniseries)
TVN
13. Bim bam bum (series)
14. Dama y obrero (telenovela)

Rerun national titles – 8

15. Dos por uno (telenovela)
16. El nuevo (series)

CHV
1. 12 Días que estremecieron a
Chile (unitario)

17. El reemplazante (series)

2. Cesantes (unitario)

18. El regreso (telenovela)

Mega

19. Pobre rico (telenovela)

3. Casado con hijos (sitcom)

20. Separados (telenovela)

4. Casado con hijos 2 (sitcom)

21. Socias (telenovela)

TVN

22. Solamente Julia (telenovela)
23. Somos los Carmona
(telenovela)

5. El vuelo del poeta (telemovie)
6. Esperanza (telenovela)

UCV

7. La Gabriela (telemovie)

24. La mujer del cuadro (unitario)

8. Teresa (telemovie)

HBO
25. Prófugos 2 (series)

Rerun foreign titles – 33

Co-productions – 0

CHV
1. Chicas malas (telenovela – USA
– Hispanic)
2. Pasión de gavilanes (telenovela
– Colombia/USA)

Premiere foreign titles – 48
Canal 13
1. Avenida Brasil (telenovela –
Brazil)
2. Encantadoras (telenovela –
Brazil)
3. Fina estampa (telenovela –
Brazil)

La Red
3. Al diablo con los guapos
(telenovela – Mexico)
4. Chespirito (sitcom – Mexico)
5. Mari Mar (telenovela – Mexico)
6. María la del barrio (telenovela
– Mexico)
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4. Insensato corazón (telenovela –
Brazil)
5. La vida sigue (telenovela –
Brazil)
CHV
6. La reina del sur (telenovela –
USA – Hispanic)
7. Rosario (telenovela – USA –
Hispanic)
La Red
8. Abismo de pasión (telenovela –
Mexico)
9. Aguila roja (series – Spain)
10. Amorcito corazón (telenovela
– Mexico)
11. Cachito de cielo (telenovela –
Mexico)
12. Como dice el dicho (series –
Mexico)
13. Cuando me enamoro
(telenovela – Mexico)
14. Decisiones de mujeres
(unitario – Mexico)
15. Hasta que el dinero nos separe
(telenovela – Mexico)
16. Hay alguien ahí (series –
Spain)
17. La mujer del vendaval
(telenovela – Mexico)
18. La rosa de guadalupe (series –
Mexico)
19. Las tontas no van al cielo
(telenovela – Mexico)
20. Mar de amor (telenovela –
Mexico)
21. Para volver a amar (telenovela
– Mexico)
22. Teresa (telenovela – Mexico)
Mega
23. Amores verdaderos (telenovela
– Mexico)

7. María Mercedes (telenovela –
Mexico)
8. Mujer casos de la vida real
(docudrama – Mexico)
9. Operación Jaque (miniseries –
co-production)
10. Señora del destino (telenovela
– Brazil)
11. Sin tetas no hay paraíso (series
– Colombia)
12. Triunfo del amor (telenovela –
Mexico)
13. Yo amo a Juan Querendón
(telenov – Mexico)
Mega
14. Amor bravío (telenovela –
Mexico)
15. El chavo del ocho (sitcom –
Mexico)
16. En nombre del amor (series –
Mexico)
Telecanal
17. Amigos por siempre
(telenovela – Mexico)
18. Aventuras en el tiempo
(telenovela – Mexico)
19. Chespirito (sitcom – Mexico)
20. Cómplices al rescate
(telenovela – Mexico)
21. Decisiones (series – USA –
Hispanic)
22. El Chapulín colorado (sitcom
– Mexico)
23. El niño que vino del mar
(telenovela – Mexico)
24. El precio del silencio
(telenovela – Colombia)
25. María Belén (telenovela –
Mexico)
26. Mujer casos de la vida real
(docudrama – Mexico)
27. Velo de novia (telenovela –
Mexico)
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24. Corazón indomable (telenovela
– Mexico)
25. Corona de lagrimas (telenovela
– Mexico)
26. Destilando amor (telenovela –
Mexico)
27. El barco (series – Spain)
28. El cartel de los sapos (series –
Colombia)
29. El internado (series – Spain)
30. Pablo Escobar (series –
Colombia)
31. Por ella soy eva (telenovela –
Mexico)

TVN
28. Abrázame muy fuerte
(telenovela – Mexico)
29. Amar otra vez (telenovela –
Mexico)
30. La madrastra (telenovela –
Mexico)
31. Mujer de madera (telenovela –
Mexico)
32. Piel de otoño (telenovela –
Mexico)
33. Triunfo del amor (telenovela –
Mexico)

32. Violetta (series – Argentina)
Telecanal
33. Alegrijes y rebujos (telenovela
– Mexico)

Total premiere titles: 73
Total titles broadcast: 114

Source: Ibope Media Chile; Obitel Chile

ChileÊs television industry shrank in 2008 and 2009. The international economic crisis had a moderate effect on the countryÊs
economy, but it caused reduction in advertising spending in television. Meanwhile, some of the most important independent audiovisual production companies in the country had to close. Although
there is no clear causal relationship, the number of national premieres, which by then was about 30, dropped to 24 in 2010 and
remained around that level until now: 25 in 2011, 23 in 2013 and 25
in 2013.21 However, in the 2013 reconfigured industry, the decrease
in the number of titles is seen in fewer formats, but not in a lower
volume of production: compared to 2012, the passage from 23 to 25
titles is reflected in an increase of over 40% in number of episodes
and production hours.

21
This yearÊs Obitel report includes for the first time fiction products of Chilean television
on cable channels. This is the second season of Prófugos on HBO. The first season aired
in 2012.
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TVN remains the channel contributing more titles to the national supply at the classic time of the evening telenovela (8 p.m.),
firstly by gaining a new time slot for nighttime telenovela (10:30
p.m.) and now consolidating the after-lunch time slot.
Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Country

Titles

%

Chapter/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

National (total)
Ibero-American
(total)
Argentina

25

34.2

1.433

28.9

919:22

24.1

48

65.8

3.526

71.1

2900:18

75.9

1

1.4

24

0.5

20:20

0.5

Brazil

8

11.0

386

7.8

394:10

10.3

Chile

25

34.2

1.433

28.9

919:22

24.1

Colombia

2

2.7

197

4.0

117:17

3.1

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Spain

5

6.8

148

3.0

161:58

4.2

USA-Hispanic

3

4.1

63

1.3

41:27

1.1

Mexico

27

37.0

2.629

53.0

2091:48

54.8

Peru

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Venezuela
Latin American
(Obitel)
Latin American
(off Obitel)
National coproductions
Others

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

66

90.4

4.732

95.4

3584:24

93.8

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

2

2.7

79

1.6

73:18

1.9

73

100

4.959

100

3819:40

100

Total

Source: Ibope Media Chile; Obitel Chile

Table 2 shows the distribution of premiere fiction broadcast in
Chile according to its origin. It shows that about a quarter of the
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hours broadcast was made in Chile. Although this table refers only
to premiere content, considering the 42 rerun titles listed in Table 1,
eight of them Chilean, the proportion of the available supply that is
of national origin is still almost a quarter of the total.
Major exporters to Chile, as in previous years, are Mexico
(55%) and Brazil (10%). Changes in their percentages are minor,
with only small variations that do not reflect any trend in participation of other suppliers, which together make up only 10.8% of the
total hours broadcast.
As in other Obitel countries with their own production, Chilean
productions tend to be broadcast at prime time, and foreign productions are likely to air in the afternoons. Although prime time remains
dominated by national productions, the afternoon saw the highest
growth for Chilean fiction in 2013. The remaining Latin American
fiction grew more during prime time and nighttime. A successful
example of that was Colombian series Pablo Escobar: el patrón del
mal, which failed to be among the top ten this year, but was 11th
despite being partially broadcast during summer vacation months.
The combined effect of changes in national and foreign fiction
is a slight delay in broadcasting times, reducing the afternoon and
extending prime time and nighttime.
In national and also in Latin American fiction, telenovela prevails in both number of titles and broadcasting hours. However, series saw the highest proportional growth. This is particularly visible
in the case of Latin American series, which went from three titles in
2012 to 14 in 2013 and from 157 to 946 hours. Mexico and Spain
concentrated nine of the 14 titles.
Moreover, the beginning of production of a Chilean version of
Mexican docudrama Lo que callamos las mujeres gave the genre a
significant space within the Chilean supply of fiction.

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telemovie
Unitario
Docudrama
Others
Total

Time slot

Morning
(6 a.m. – 12 a.m.)
Afternoon
(12 a.m. – 8 p.m.)
Prime time
(8 p.m. – 12 p.m.)
Nighttime
(12 p.m. – 6 a.m.)
Total

Time slot

Titles
13
6
2
0
3
1
0
25

34.3

62.0

3.8

100.0

491

888

54

1.433

100.0

4.3

57.8

37.9

0.0

3.526

224

465

2805

32

C/E

100.0

6.4

13.2

79.6

0.9

2900:18

132:01

465:55

2291:10

11:12

Ibero-American
%
H

Source: Ibope Media Chile; Obitel Chile

919:22

39:21

531:10

348:51

0:00

%

100.0

4.6

16.1

79.0

0.4

%

H
659:58
56:12
7:05
0:00
15:40
180:27
0:00
919:22

%
71.8
6.1
0.8
0.0
1.7
19.6
0.0
100.0

Titles
32
14
0
0
1
1
0
48

Source: Ibope Media Chile; Obitel Chile

%
78.4
4.9
0.3
0.0
1.5
14.9
0.0
100.0

National

%
C/E
52.0
1.123
24.0
70
8.0
5
0.0
0
12.0
21
4.0
214
0.0
0
100.0 1.433

32

C/E

4.959

278

1353

3296

100.0

5.6

27.3

66.5

0.6

%

%
C/E
66.7
2.145
29.2
1.128
0.0
0
0.0
0
2.1
239
2.1
14
0.0
0
100.0 3.526

%
60.8
32.0
0.0
0.0
6.8
0.4
0.0
100.0

H
1797:32
945:47
0:00
0:00
147:29
9:30
0:00
2900:18

3819:40

171:22

997:05

2640:01

11:12

Total
H

Ibero-American

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

0.0

National
%
H

0

C/E

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

%
62.0
32.6
0.0
0.0
5.1
0.3
0.0
100.0

100.0

4.5

26.1

69.1

0.3

%
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Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Format

MorAfter%
ning
noon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Telenovela

0

0.0

3

50.0

9

60.0

1

25.0

13

52.0

Series

0

0.0

1

16.7

4

26.7

1

25.0

6

24.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

6.7

1

25.0

2

8.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitario

0

0.0

1

16.7

1

6.7

1

25.0

3

12.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

1

16.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

4.0

Others

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Total

0

0.0

6

100.0

15

100.0

4

Miniseries
Telemovie

100.0 25 100.0

Source: Ibope Media Chile; Obitel Chile

By observing the times when each title has been primarily
broadcast, we note that, as usual, prime time is the favorite for national fiction. Fifteen out of 25 titles were scheduled primarily for
that time slot. However, afternoon and nighttime were the ones to
see growth in number of titles – a sign that Chilean fiction begins to
colonize time slots that used to evade it until a few years ago.
Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

19

76.0

Period

3

12.0

Historical

3

12.0

Others

0

0.0

Total

25

100.0

Source: Obitel Chile

In 2010, on the occasion of the 200th anniversary of ChileÊs independence and, especially, since 2012 and 2013, with the commemoration of the 40th anniversary of the 1973 military coup, fiction
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set in historical contexts or period fiction has gained more space
than in previous years. Several of the most symbolic productions of
recent years were colored by the issue of dictatorship: Los 80, Los
archivos del cardenal and Ecos del desierto.
Ecos del desierto is the first major Chilean fiction production
rebuilding in detail a real case related to the so-called Caravan of
Death – one of the most dramatic episodes of the military dictatorship. It was produced as a miniseries and broadcast on September
9, 10 and 11 and concluded ChilevisiónÊs special programming to
remember the 40th anniversary of the coup. It exceeded by far what
was done for the same event by public channel TVN and Canal 13 –
the two most important and traditional stations in Chilean television.
The fact is significant because ChilevisiónÊs owners are not Chilean;
the channel belongs to the US-based group Time Warner.
Los 80, Ecos del desierto and Secretos en el jardín are the three
historical or period productions included in the ten most watched
fiction productions in 2013. The case of Los 80 is significant since
it was its sixth season and it remains in the top ten since the first
one. Moreover, all seasons have been supported by funds from the
National Television Council, generating controversy over the need
to subsidize a consolidated and successful production.
Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

Country
of origin
of idea
or script

Producer Channel

1 Los 80

Spain/
Chile

Canal 13/
Wood

Canal 13 Rodrigo
Cuevas

2 Las Vegas Chile

Canal 13

Canal 13 J. Cuchaco- 19.7 27.4
vich and N.
Wellman

3 Somos los Chile
Carmona

TVN

TVN

Name of
scriptwriter or
author of
original
idea

Carlos
Oporto

Ra- Shating re
(%) ( )

23.5 34.8

19.1 32.2
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4 Soltera
Argentina/ Canal 13
otra vez 2 Chile

Canal 13 Marcelo
Castañón

18.7 26.6

5 Ecos del
desierto

Chile

CHV/
TNT

CHV

Andrés
Wood

17.3 25.3

6 Separados

Chile

TVN

TVN

Daniela
Castagno

17.1 24.0

7 Socias

Argentina TVN

TVN

Rodrigo
Bastidas

14.7 20.9

8 Dos por
uno

Chile

TVN

TVN

Sebastián
Arrau

14.7 23.1

9 Secretos
en el
jardín

Chile

Canal 13

10 Dama y
obrero

Chile

TVN/
Alce

Canal 13 Nona
Fernández
TVN

J. Ignacio
Valenzuela

14.6 22.9

14.4 30.3

Total national productions: 10

Foreign or adapted scripts: 1

100%

10%

Source: Ibope Media Chile; Obitel Chile

Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Number of
chap./ep.
(in 2013)

Dates
of first
and last
broadcast
(in 2013)

Time
slot

Series

Drama

10

Oct. 13 –
Dec. 29

Prime
time

Drama

77

1

Los 80

2

Las Vegas

Televovela

3

Somos los
Carmona

Televovela Comedy

92

Aug. 19 –
Dec. 31

Prime
time

4

Soltera otra Televovela Comedy
vez 2

76

Jul. 21 –
Dec. 30

Prime
time

5

Ecos del
desierto

Miniseries

3

Sept. 9 –
Sept. 11

Prime
time

6

Separados

Televovela Comedy

Drama

84

March 17 – Prime
July 17
time

Jan. 1 – Jun. Prime
03
time
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7

Socias

Televovela Comedy

112

8

Dos por
uno

Televovela Comedy

117

9

Secretos en
el jardín

Televovela

Drama

16

Nov. 24 –
Dec. 30

Prime
time

Televovela

Drama

50

Jan. 1 –
March 11

Afternoon

10 Dama y
obrero

Jun. 3 –
Dec. 30

Prime
time

March 11 – Prime
Aug. 23
time

Source: Ibope Media Chile; Obitel Chile

As in previous years, Table 7 shows that the ten most watched
fiction titles for 2013 are Chilean productions. Even so, three of them
are associated with productions from other countries, while Los 80
is inspired by the format of Spanish series Cuéntame cómo pasó.
Meanwhile, Soltera otra vezÊs first season was based on Argentinean telenovela Cita a ciegas, though it departed from the original
at the beginning. This second season inherited the first characters
and, while the story is independent, it is still formally considered an
adaptation. Socias is directly adapted from the Argentinean series of
the same name, originally written by Marta Betoldi.
Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles in 2013
Title

Prevailing themes

Social themes

1

Los 80

Love, marital conflict,
family relationships,
economic insecurity.

Military dictatorship, human
rights, social movements,
labor conflict, citizen
insecurity.

2

Las Vegas

Love, sensuality,
economic conflicts,
family relationships.

Male identity and sensuality,
women’s participation in
the social and labor world,
widowhood, economic
conflicts.

3

Somos los
Carmona

Love, family
relationships, revenge.

Culture and habits, rural and
urban worlds, inequality and
social mobility.
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4

Soltera
otra vez 2

Love, family and
friendship relations,
female and male
identity.

Pregnancy, views on family
and marriage, male and
female social role.

5

Ecos del
desierto

Love, crimes, abuse
of power, family
relationships.

Dictatorship, human rights
violations, denial of justice.

6

Separados

Love, couple
relationships,
friendship, male
identity.

Divorce, gender roles, male
identity, gay marriage,
homoparentality.

7

Socias

Love, reunion, deceit,
family relationships.

Infidelity, women in the labor
world, divorce.

8

Dos por
uno

Love, male and female
identity, labor conflicts
and friendship.

Single-parent family, labor
conflicts, social inequality,
economic conflicts and bank
debt.

9

Secretos en
el jardín

Police thriller,
crime, love, family
relationships,
friendship.

Serial crimes, police
investigation, media coverage,
social inequality.

10

Dama y
obrero

Love,
Social inequality, construction
misunderstanding,
as occupation, social
work, development of
conventions on marriage,
professional practices.
disease, incest.

Source: Obitel Chile

Table 9 shows the main themes present in the top ten titles.
In retrospect, besides the usual telenovelas themes, it is striking
that a significant part in most of those productions is developed
at workspaces. Although private spaces have a prominent place as
settings, this sample shows a trend towards using a combination of
intimate and social spaces. Also, although it might be circumstantial
or perhaps an incipient trend, more controversial themes for Chilean
society are observed than in past years, such as the dictatorship,
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social inequalities or more direct references to the countryÊs reality,
such as the cases of Los 80, Ecos del desierto or Secretos en el
jardín.22
Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender,
socioeconomic status and age
Title

Channel

Gender %
Women

Socioeconomic status %

Men ABC1

C2

C3

D

1 Los 80

Canal 13

61.3

38.7

10.4

23.5

28.0

38.2

2 Las Vegas

Canal 13

67.7

32.3

8.5

25.0

29.6

36.9

3 Somos los
Carmona

TVN

64.5

35.5

3.5

14.7

27.6

54.2

4 Soltera
otra vez 2

Canal 13

67.3

32.7

12.1

23.8

28.5

35.6

5 Ecos del
desierto

CHV

50.8

49.2

9.5

26.4

25.2

38.9

6 Separados

TVN

64.7

35.3

8.4

19.9

27.6

44.1

7 Socias

TVN

67.9

32.1

6.7

18.3

28.6

46.3

8 Dos por
uno

TVN

64.7

35.3

4.0

19.6

28.4

48.0

9 Secretos en Canal 13
el jardín

64.6

35.4

11.4

23.9

28.7

35.9

10 Dama y
obrero

67.4

32.6

5.1

17.2

37.4

40.4

18-24 25-34

3549

50-64 65-+

TVN

Title

Age ranking %
4-12

13-17

1 Los 80

5.8

4.8

11.2

16.4

28.3

21.1

12.4

2 Las Vegas

6.6

7.3

14.8

20.7

24.0

15.9

10.6

22
Secretos en el jardín is inspired by a real case of serial crimes and violations in Viña del
Mar (The Garden City) in the early 80s.
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3 Somos los
Carmona

10.8

5.9

8.5

12.5

22.2

22.1

17.9

4 Soltera
otra vez 2

7.5

6.9

14.1

21.1

27.2

15.8

7.4

5 Ecos del
desierto

5.3

2.8

8.0

14.1

22.0

30.8

17.0

6 Separados

6.3

4.9

9.4

12.9

22.2

21.1

23.2

7 Socias

4.9

4.4

7.1

12.1

21.4

24.4

25.8

8 Dos por
uno

12.7

8.0

8.0

13.8

22.7

19.7

15.1

9 Secretos en
el jardín

6.4

6.4

12.3

17.0

27.3

20.6

9.9

10 Dama y
obrero

6.5

5.9

9.5

10.3

18.7

21.0

28.1

Source: Ibope Media Chile

Remarkable in audience profiles shown in Table 10 is the fact
that the only title not markedly feminine is also the only one that
does not respond to regular serialization, since Ecos del desierto
aired on three consecutive days prior to September 11. Moreover,
the socioeconomic group ABC1 has more affinity with Canal 13.
That is not only attributable to the groups represented in productions, since it also applies to Los 80, whose characters depart from
this segment. Regarding age profiles, there is remarkable low participation of older people in the audience of Soltera otra vez 2. That
can be explained by the fact that all leading characters and their surroundings are between 30 and 40 years old, with virtually no older
relevant character.

3. Transmedia reception
Soltera otra vez 2 is an interesting case to analyze todayÊs transmedia strategies in Chilean TV fiction. The first season of the series remains as a comparatively innovative experience using social
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media, and several of those strategies were replicated in the second
version.
The series narrates the misadventures of Cristina Moreno and is
based on Argentinean series Ciega a citas, although several structural elements of the original plot were changed in the Chilean version.
The first season aired between May 27 and September 15, 2012,
with a second season broadcast between July 21, 2013 and January
8, 2014. The leading character is an eternal maiden who has to recover from a breakup and her return to the dating market, where she
has to navigate between „bombones‰ (candy, or handsome men) and
„pasteles‰ (cakes, or problematic men).
The series uses two distinct logics in social media. First, the
brand had a marketing and viewer relationship strategy based on
the productÊs official websites: the seriesÊ website was hosted on the
channel, with several additional contents; ability to interact through
comments and to see chapters and previews; and an official Facebook page with „stories‰ that redirected the viewer to the official
website and announced its new contents. Furthermore, the illusion
of a „parallel universe‰ was fed through charactersÊ Facebook profiles, which worked independently from official websites (with no
links to them), but interacted with each other, with distinct characters commenting on the „state‰ of others as in a real group of friends.
The strategy drew much attention and would apparently have been
related to the seriesÊ success, with a large number of spectators following the leading characterÊs websites and, to a lesser extent, those
of other characters.

Real-time
interactive

Facebook
of the
series

User receives announcements about the series and comments from
characters while it is going on. They can retweet messages.

Users have a closer relationship with characters in the series
through their personal Facebook profiles. These do not redirect
to the official website of the channel, creating the illusion that
characters are not aware of being part of a TV series. Characters
generate content simultaneously to the broadcast, expanding and
completing the narrative. In addition, the leading character has a
„video blog‰ relayed through Facebook. Users interact by leaving
comments, which are sometimes answered by the characters.

Users receive announcements about the program and about extra
content from the official website of the series, to which they are
redirected. Users can „like‰, comment and share content.

Source: Obitel Chile

Passive

Twitter
account

Real-time
interactive

Active

CharactersÊ Transmedia
Facebook
pages

Active

Users can access content: previous chapters, previews and special
videos on the website, such as backstage, interviews with actors
and video clips. Users can leave comments on almost all sections
of the website. They can replicate content across social media.

Interactive
online
viewing

Official
website

Canal 13

Soltera
otra
vez 2

Active

Interactivity Users’ prevailing practices
Types of
transmedia levels
interaction

Websites
Channel/
Production
company

Selected
fiction

Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing practices
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Quantitative analysis was performed based on one of the
Facebook pages related to the series, „Cristina Moreno‰, who was
the leading character. As noted, this is one of four pages created by
producers as part of the transmedia strategy; one was the official
website, and three others were related to characters (the lead and
two of his friends).
During the last broadcasting week, „likes‰ on Cristina MorenoÊs page rose from 290,479 to 291,095, with just over 1,000 new
users clicking on „like‰ (of which over 800 were concentrated on the
days of the final chapter and its rerun) and 453 selecting „unlike‰
(of which 238 are concentrated on the same two latest broadcasts).
These numbers increase in parallel with the rating levels of chapters
– a trend that is repeated throughout the season, when, during the
first months, from July 21 until September, it was the leader in its
time slot. It would lose rating between September and December,
with a rebound in the last week and recovering the first place during
the broadcasting of the final chapter.
There were 14 posts during that week on the website of Cristina Moreno, of which nearly half were concentrated on the days
of the last two broadcasts, most of them posted shortly before or
during transmission. „Likes‰ to those posts ranged between 486 and
17,016. The latter figure corresponded to the last comment of the
final chapter. In total, 65,051 „likes‰ were recorded during the week
with an average of 4,647 per post.
The posts were commented on a total of 3,518 times during the
week, receiving between 15 and 856 comments. „Shares‰ reached
1,891 during the week, with the most shared comment covering
almost half that number, with 904 shares.
Fairly high public participation is observed in the use of the
storyÊs Facebook page. Most of those comments are positive, with a
small number of negative ones concentrated on the last post.
During the week analyzed (January 2-8), no chapters were
broadcast from January 2 to 5. However, on those dates „Cristina
Moreno‰ published stories (January 2 and 4). Part of the campaignÊs
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aim was to create the illusion that the leading character had a life
beyond the TV series. In fact, after the first season of Soltera otra
vez, the character remained active by sending Facebook messages
regularly.
Moreover, between three and five stories were published on
broadcasting days. Three stories were published on January 6,
which were shared 11 times, but six of those „shares‰ were related
to the same story; five stories were published on January 7, and the
most shared one represented 904 of a total of 946 „shares‰; the same
happens on January 8, with four messages posted and 702 „shares‰,
of which 680 were related to one story.
Posts are in agreement with user behavior: the most popular
posts are usually discussed and shared. However, the most „shared‰
story of the week is not that with the most „likes‰ (the last one), but
the video blog where Cristina makes a vindicating comment about
being single (January 7, 2014). This reveals one of the strengths of
the seriesÊ media strategy: the ability to generate opinion from its
leading character.
On her Facebook profile, Cristina Moreno posted several types
of stories:
• Written comments regarding events in the chapter, posted
simultaneously to the broadcast, where the character reacts
to events in the story.
• Comments regarding stories on the profiles of the other
characters in the series.
• Written comments on events of the chapter but related to
contingency and consistent with the leading characterÊs
voice (e.g., love advice for the New Year). Sometimes this
kind of story took advantage of contingency for product
placement.
• CristinaÊs comments based on „themes‰ that emerged on
the series but were not directly related to the events of the
chapter (e.g., on January 2 she published „No. 11 survival
rule: the ex is ex for a reason: do not insist...‰).
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•

•

CristinaÊs video blog published on her profile (and on the
channelÊs website) where she comments on a theme that
departs from the chapter. For instance, on „how you cannot
change the past‰ or „being single is not a disease‰. Posts
were usually issued when after the chapter ended.
Shared stories generated by other users – sometimes used
to share viral advertising campaigns.

The stories serve not only to extend the seriesÊ narrative universe
but also, through „comments‰ – small opinion essays on men –,
CristinaÊs character became a representative of single women and
an opinion leader among her followers. Thus, posts with less direct
connection to the story gained greater universality in terms of the
empathy they generated among viewers. In fact, in these cases many
of them felt challenged to the point of sharing their own experiences
in comments.
Cristina MorenoÊs Facebook page served several purposes. It
not only redirected viewers to the series and allowed them to comment on the contents of the story but they also commented to the
character and allowed user interaction with her universe as they
would do with a friend.

4. Highlights of the year
The publicÊs interest in television was reflected in major Chilean
open TV channelsÊ programs commemorating the 40th anniversary
of the 1973 military coup. Three weeks before the date, television
began broadcasting documentaries, fiction programs, interviews
and special sections on newscasts, all trying to reflect new aspects
and distinct approaches to what happened during the government
of Salvador Allende and the first years of military dictatorship.
Examples were the news interview program El informante (TVN)
that brought to the studio a person whose parents died during the
dictatorship and the former Army commander in chief, who was
given to a convent for adoption. Or La RedÊs Mentiras verdaderas,
which invited leading figures of that time, such as documentarist
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Pedro Chaskel, author of the most recalled images of the bombing
of government headquarters, the La Moneda Palace, and Manuel
Contreras Valdebenito, son of retired general Manuel Contreras
(who was in charge of the Intelligence Department during the
dictatorship and is currently serving life imprisonment for crimes
against human rights).
In addition to interviews and current affairs programs, there
were others like 11 ¸ntimo (Canal 13), which focused on intimate
stories of anonymous people about how they experienced September
11, 1973. This program premiered with 19.7 rating points despite its
broadcast time (11:29 p.m. – 00:23 a.m.). An even better situation
was that of ChilevisiónÊs Chile: Imágenes prohibidas, which led its
time slot with an average rating of 18.7 and a peak of 23 household
points. The program resulted from the idea of showing audiovisual
recordings by freelance cameramen who worked as correspondents
for foreign media during the dictatorship, showing those who fought
for the return of democracy. Many of them are strangers who were
located and interviewed to reconstruct how they experienced those
moments recorded on video (Lamoliatte, 2013).23 It included 300
hours of footage in several formats, like Betacam, Hi8, VHS and
even film, which required confirmation and audiovisual treatment.
The importance of this four-chapter series, including many images
censored between 1973 and 1990, is acknowledged by its news editor, Pedro Azócar, who said that the commemoration of this 40th anniversary of the military coup indicates that this is a pending topic.24
Chilevisión also premiered renowned director Andrés WoodÊs
Ecos del desierto. It tells the story of lawyer Carmen Hertz, whose
husband was killed in the army operation known as the Caravan of
Death, in the first months of the dictatorship. As seen in the list of

23
Programa de Benja Vicuña se logró con 300 horas de grabaciones. Las Ðltimas Noticias. August 30, 2013. Available at: http://www.lun.com/default.aspx?dt=2013-08-30.
24
El impacto de los programas de televisión enmarcados en los 40 años del golpe militar. La Tercera. September 6, 2013. Available at: http://www.latercera.com/noticia/
entretencion/2013/09/661-540307-9-el-impacto-de-los-programas-de-television-enmarcados-en-los-40-anos-del-golpe.shtml. Accessed on: April 22, 2014.
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the most watched programs, the chapters in this series are within the
highest-rating fiction programs in 2013, after three TV series and
series Los 80, set in that decade and which also restores episodes
experienced during the years of military dictatorship.
Added to these programs was Los 100 días (Canal 13) – four
chapters showing stock footage on Salvador AllendeÊs last days and
aired before 11 ¸ntimo; the documentary 1973: El año que cambió nuestras vidas (TVN); two special editions of Informe especial
called La generación 1973 and Los 1000 días de la UP (TVN); and
the inclusion of the topic in the agenda of program Estado nacional
and in the public channelÊs major newscasts.25

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television
fiction
Despite what we see in the example of Soltera otra vez 2, the
use of transmedia devices related to television in Chile remains primarily as a marketing tool, rather than a narrative expansion strategy
or a platform to increase audience involvement through interactivity.
While some of the early uses of transmedia cited in previous Obitel
yearbooks (Témpano, La familia de al Lado) took higher risks by
trying different forms of viewer/content relationship, specifically
by extending stories and exposing parallel or complementary narratives, the scenario has become more conservative over the past
two years. In terms of experience, social media have not been fully
exploited to help increase viewer engagement, and they have acted
more as propagators than as extensions of content.
In this period the use of such platforms saw two changes. Firstly, it expanded on one level: all national fictions had their webpages
on the channelÊs main website and at least one Facebook account,
sometimes added of a Twitter account and charactersÊ Facebook
accounts. Secondly, nearly all series could be consumed and commented on channelsÊ websites (the exception was Mega). However,

25

Idem.
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the use of those websites was virtually limited to replicating content
derived from the source, without examples of creative interactivity.
One could argue that this shift towards a more conservative
use of digital media has less to do with channelsÊ policies and more
with elements of their teamsÊ organizational structure. This would
explain the contradiction between channel managementÊs actions –
which sought to reinforce the use of transmedia during this period
– and their poor results.
In the cases where fiction series had a transmedia counterpart
in Chile in recent years – Soltera otra vez 1 and 2 (2012 and 201314), Témpano (2011) and La familia de al lado (2010) –, we are
faced with extraordinary situations. Soltera otra vezÊs transmedia
strategy, similar in both seasons, was devised when the scriptwritersÊ team had time for it, since the product was recorded and several
months passed before its broadcasts started; the team had time and
drive to prove that the product could be successful. The other cases
also respond to initiatives by writers who were motivated to try new
things, but, in order to make it, they bore a heavy workload, simultaneously creating the TV series and much of the content broadcast by
other platforms. In organizational terms, these structures are poorly
reproducible.
On the other hand, channelsÊ managements now push to increase levels of interaction with their viewers. At TVN, a „Team
360°‰ operated in 2012 – a committee to devise and encourage the
creation of transmedia or crossmedia components from the channelÊs product (it was terminated in 2013); in Chilevisión, a new
management created in 2012 the Department for Management and
Development, focused on exploiting the possibilities of new media;
and in 2012 and 2013, Canal 13 and Chilevisión, respectively, also
made reforms to their websites, aware of the more central role they
play in content reception.
Despite this, changes in scenery were sparse, probably because
these new structures are just beginning to modify the logic of operation of fiction production teams. Devising transmedia strategies is a
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complex task that involves the work of: a group of content managers
(usually scriptwriters), in charge of expanding the universe of the
narrative; marketing personnel, concerned with the presentation of
the brand on those devices and monetization from propagation or
expansion; and web personnel, in charge of implementing platforms
for new content and executing their action (community managers).
Moreover, drama areas of Chilean channels typically enjoy
considerable autonomy and a high degree of pressure to lead ratings, which would explain why they have been relatively impervious to the wishes of channel managements to experiment more with
new platforms – at least those that were expressed. Achieving such
changes in the future will probably require deeper reorganization
and integration work as well as integrating the idea of multiplatform
to channelsÊ logics for creating fiction products starting in their conception.
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COLOMBIA: TOWARDS EXPLORING TRANSMEDIA
HORIZONS AND NEW NARRATIVES AMID CRISES1
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1. Colombia’s audiovisual context in 2013
The year 2013 saw important tensions in social and cultural
arenas for Colombia, parallel to the emergence and exploration of
new technological horizons and the construction of narratives in
new formats and platforms. Paradoxically, while several crises were
experienced in the social field, new plans appeared for growth in the
digital scene regarding not only supports and resources but also narrative forms that began to fill the small screen and the multiscreen
context. From computers, movie theaters and mobile technologies,
they began to populate the horizon of ColombiaÊs everyday life.
The social sphere saw a series of protests caused by deeply unequal conditions created by the several free trade agreements signed
by the nation, which generated deep reforms leading to peasant mobilization due to lack of guarantees in terms of marketing and sale
of their products, besides the growth of a notorious group of discontents in face of government proposals. Meanwhile, exploration
of new technologies and interaction models also became evident in
different television scenarios, in direct contact with viewers and in
integration of television fiction with other spaces, such as journaThis academic research received the valuable contribution of Ibope Colombia, which
kindly provided data and consolidated statistics on which this study is based.
1
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lism, web portals and mobile phone applications, making inroads
even in production of content exclusive for the internet or cell phone
screens.
Moreover, in terms of audiovisual scenario, partnerships consolidated among established national channels and international
networks, such as Sony and Fox, for which Colombian production
has become a highly profitable exploration space in terms of costs
and quality for different fiction products. That impact contrasts with
social conditions in which, in addition to the peace process occurred
in Havana by the government of Juan Manuel Santos and the Farc,
a high degree of complexity is seen in social conditions, especially
in rural areas, as well as growing discontent among the population.
The strongest reflection is seen not only in public demonstrations
but especially on social media, whose impact and growth in Colombia has been very high throughout 2013.
That is ColombiaÊs extremely remarkable and contrasting
landscape. On the one hand, a crisis is evident in the sociocultural
field, but there is also interesting exploration of digital spaces as
places for participating and exploring new audiovisual narratives.
In those spaces, strategies of transmedia interaction and attention
to other supports and possibilities become starting points and are
constantly used. It is a wide avenue for content options and supply
in which fiction, reality shows and a wide variety of formats find in
VoD and production of content for the web and mobile technologies
new horizons for exploring the meaning and configuration of spaces
and formation of new audiences.

1.1. Open TV in Colombia
ColombiaÊs open television includes five national channels, as
follows:
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Chart 1. Open TV national stations in Colombia
Private networks (3)

Public networks ( 2 )

RCN
Caracol
Canal Uno
Señal Colombia
Canal Institucional
Total networks = 5
Source: Obitel Colombia

Following the pattern of recent years, the makeup and distribution of national networks – three private and two public channels
– underscores the leadership of ColombiaÊs major private channels
(RCN and Caracol) and their prevalence in terms of preference and
content consumption. They remain the most watched channels at
homes and their audience widely surpasses that of public networks.
Graph 1. TV audience by channel

2%

1%

0%
Caracol
RCN

46%

50%

Canal Uno
Señal Colombia
Canal Institucional

Total TV sets on – Special (TLE)*

%

Caracol

50.2

RCN

46.8

Canal Uno

1.5

Señal Colombia

1.1

Canal Institucional

0.4
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This graph shows that private channelsÊ scores are higher and
considerably important regarding public televisionÊs offer, despite
Señal ColombiaÊs recent efforts at quality of production aimed to
offer a greater amount of content for diverse audiences. Thus, major
networks represent 97% of the audience divided between RCN and
Caracol, compared to 0.4%-1.5% for public networks.
Graph 2. Share by channel

1%

1%

0%
Caracol
RCN

48%

Canal Uno

50%

Señal Colombia
Canal Institucional

Total TV sets on – Special
Individual share
(TLE)*

%

Caracol

70.50

50.6

RCN

67.40

48

Canal UNO

2.10

1.4

Señal Colombia

0.70

0.7

Canal Institucional

0.20

0.2

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

Private networksÊ prevalence over public ones is again evident.
Note that, for the second consecutive year, Caracol leads preferences, surpassing RCN, due to its fiction programming. Additionally,
private channelsÊ prevalence is consistent with the expansion and
improvement of their alliances with international networks, resulting in higher quality of productions over public networksÊ offer.
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Graph 3. Offer by genre in TV programming
Información
Information
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11%
13%
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9%
34%

5%
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Politics
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3.7

Education

1.895:17

5.1

Politics

2.281:28

9.0

Others

9.121:09

24.3

Total

37.462:17

100

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

This graph clearly shows the trend of major genres of television
programming to be distributed primarily over the areas of entertainment, fiction and information so they can reach the highest levels
in TV offer, which is closely related to levels of audience demand.

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
A strong audience preference for entertainment and content
consumption focused mainly on fiction and information became
evident in 2013. The year was marked by channelsÊ clear leaning
towards narratives and audiovisual products in different formats
and platforms, and also by an initial exploration of transmedia pro-
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cesses by large national networks. Along with the establishment of
alliances with major foreign producer companies, they also focused
on consolidating spaces for higher viewer interaction where social
media and processes to gain visibility and to launch productions in
events of massive participation turned into nationwide high-impact
strategies.
In terms of consumption, as in the previous year, series consolidated as a favorite format in Colombian households. There was
also a change from classic melodrama scenarios to much more agile
narratives in which emphasis is placed on vibrant action or humor,
supplanting love or romantic stories. Once again products focused
on entertainment could be more easily found in audience preferences, with a very strong trend towards reality shows as well as contests and variety shows.
On the other hand, channelsÊ websites and portals started to
play a core role in several television spaces, promoting interaction
with these spaces even from news programs. The digital space dynamically integrates with the small screen, generating other scenarios for contact with the audience. This is how online surveys (the
„virtual ballot box‰) and pages created within networks for their
own productions became crucial for viewers. There, they can access
content, expand information and learn more about programs of their
interest. Thus, production and consumption are based on full awareness of the key function of digital and technology-mediated spaces,
as well as the influential role played by social media in contemporary contexts.
Subscription-based TV channels also had remarkable impact
and expansion. They became an alternative for mass use by the
countryÊs audiences. As such, watching foreign series and programs
on those channels becomes an essential alternative for a significant
percentage of the audience. While they keep consuming a considerable amount of content from Colombian channels, they also consume
products and narratives generated in this context.
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1.3. Advertising investments of the year: in TV and in fiction2
Regarding advertising investment in Colombia in 2013, a
very peculiar situation was seen, which shows the changes typical
of a transmedia scenario and in which not only the usual forms of
investment were explored but also the revitalization of media, such
as newspapers, and the exploration of digital content took place.
Importantly, the largest share of media investment was taken by the
press, with 34.2% of the industryÊs total (including classified ads,
magazines and digital advertising), while radio received 11.8%,
distributed over 348 commercial stations. That shows both supports
as prevailing in the media landscape. Television, in turn, ranks
third with 11% of the investment, showing a reduction from the
previous year, with 5.3% of national investment and 5% of regional
investment. That is a sign that, despite still being a high-interest
market, it shares its position with other media that are closer to
todayÊs multiplatform consumer.
Despite this decrease in TV investment in Colombia in 2013,
advertising investment in the media expanded 1.3% over the previous year, so that a trend remains to build a dynamic market and
different types of support to consolidate the marketing process. In
terms of television, programs of greatest interest are again those that
aim to achieve the highest audience ratings: TV series, reality shows
and newscasts receive more investment. As for fiction, investment
remains significant, mainly in prime time. Commercials sometimes
saturate breaks during highest-rating series and telenovelas.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
In marketing terms, 2013 emerges as a year to explore
possibilities for interaction between several platforms and extremely
interesting media convergence processes. Thus, direct relations
between information spaces and fiction productions, and among
different media within the same group, are further developed, as in
Data in this section are based on Asomedios and Andiarios, Consolidado de inversión
publicitaria en medios 2012.
2
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the case of Caracol as part of the Prisa Group. That can be seen when
spaces like those dedicated to fiction are promoted in informational
spaces and, likewise, when different media promote one another so
that a news program becomes the first advertiser of the TV channel
and vice versa.
A highly elaborated merchandising platform integrates traditional media as well as different digital environments and social media.
That aims to enhance possibilities for reach and dissemination of
media products so that recall processes become permanent and comprise a multiplicity of screens and languages in direct contact with
the audience, constantly promoting the network, its most important
spaces and events surrounding a multiple platform, with different
channels expressly established for the marketing process. Regarding
social merchandising, events such as Telethon and participation in
processes such as the Walk of Solidarity for Colombia stand out as
scenarios for advocating social causes and promoting opportunities
to support these initiatives by part of the audience. This is the way
fiction productions are placed in the circuit of their own merchandising, both commercial and social.

1.5. Communication policies
The most notable development of the year in communication
policies was the regulation of the 4G bidding process, enabling the
use of that technology by major operators in the country. Thus, the
operational spectrum for this technology was allocated to UNE, Movistar and Claro with differences in usage for each of them, which
does not diminish the importance of opening to the use of this new
resource.
Besides all that, it is vitally important to highlight the expansion of Plan Vive Digital. That is a government initiative to promote
expansion of technology in several regions of the country with cutting edge tools and devices as well as with expansion of connectivity and the possibility to access distinct government portals and
platforms. In the educational field, there was also support to conduct
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processes of digital innovation and wider use and appropriation of
technologies in everyday life.

1.6. Public TV
In public television, a case that deserves special attention is the
growth of local channels such as Capital and City TV, which, despite being restricted to the area of the Colombian capital, occupied
a prominent position as references for the audiovisual context. Both
networks could position themselves locally as consumption alternatives to viewers. Likewise, especially in the case of Canal Capital,
their offer was clearly related to social processes.
However, the impact of this way of making television and public channelsÊ deeply social and cultural intentions still failed, in
spite of their quality and effort, to balance the audience of private
channels, which hold a wide lead in consumer preferences. Nevertheless, they are still an alternative for viewers and an interesting
space for criticism and reflection in ColombiaÊs television scenario.

1.7. Pay TV
The nation notoriously became an important scenario for
supply and consumption of contents offered by pay TV. This is evident in the growing number of subscribers, which increased significantly over the previous year, and in their impact even on print media. Print media has given great prominence to phenomena typical
of this context and that were primarily related to the consumption of
series of major pay-TV networks, as in the cases of Game of thrones, Spartacus and The walking dead, which became the favorite
series for audiences, not only nationally but also internationally.
On the other hand, interest by groups providing content through
this system on audiences increased remarkably, resulting in promotion of low-cost devices to access content (as in the case of prepaid
Direct TV and several „combos‰ offered by Movistar and Claro
TV), as well as in production of exclusive series for digital and multiplatform contexts by companies offering these services. Moreover,
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an important compromise was reached between national production
and circulation of content made in Colombia, as with series like
Kdabra and Lynch, made in the country with an international cast
for pay channel Moviecity

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
As already noted, regulation and execution of Plan Vive Digital
as well as implementation of the 4G technology stand out in the ICT
scenario. Most 4G access was given to companies such as Movistar
and UNE, with certain restrictions to Claro, the operator with the
largest number of users in the country.
Expansion of platform technology needed for DTT continues,
especially in the broadcasting of completely digital content by major private channels, which took a qualitative leap towards to take
advantage of this technology. However, a large part of the country
is still not covered, since digital television only arrives at big cities.
Private networks, mainly Caracol TV and pay channels, such
as Moviecity, made a very interesting and compelling promotion of
VoD. The system allows users to access not only contents currently
on the small screen but also those from previous years and that are
part of viewersÊ memories. Thus, in portals such as CaracolÊs, the
system allows watching again telenovelas that marked viewersÊ
lives.
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2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign;
premieres, reruns and co-productions)
Premiere national titles – 27
CARACOL – 10 national titles
1. 5 viudas sueltas (telenovela)
2. La hipocondriaca (telenovela)
3. Dónde carajos está Umaña (telenovela)
4. Mujeres al límite (series)
5. Rafael Orozco, el ídolo (series)
6. Pablo Escobar, el patrón del mal (series)
7. La diosa coronada (series)
8. La promesa (series)
9. La selección (series)
10. Tu voz estéreo (series)
RCN – 17 national titles
11. Allá te espero (telenovela)
12. Retrato de una mujer (telenovela)
13. Alias el mexicano (series)
14. Amo de casa (series)
15. La prepago (series)
16. Los graduados (series)
17. Mamá también (series)
18. El día de la suerte (series)
19. Comando elite (series)
20. Chica vampiro (series)
21. A mano limpia II (series)
22. Corazones blindados (series)
23. El capo 2 (series)
24. Casa de reinas (series)
25. Entérese (series)
26. Tres Caínes (series)
27. Historias clasificadas (series)

4. Amor real (telenovela – Mexico)
5. Como dice el dicho (series – Mexico)
6. En nombre del amor (telenovela
– Mexico)
7. La mentira (telenovela – Mexico)
Rerun titles – 18
CARACOL – 2 titles
1. La venganza (telenovela)
2. La reina del sur (series)
RCN – 15 titles
3. El fiscal (telenovela)
4. La rosa de Guadalupe (series)
5. Las noches de Luciana (telenovela)
6. María la del barrio (telenovela)
7. La costeña y el cachaco (telenovela)
8. El último matrimonio feliz (telenovela)
9. Marimar (telenovela)
10. Abismo de pasión (telenovela)
11. Milagros de amor (telenovela)
12. Pobre Pablo (telenovela)
13. Pura sangre (telenovela)
14. Rebelde (telenovela)
15. Enigmas del más allá (series)
16. Pandilla Guerra y Paz (series)
17. Pandilla Guerra y Paz II (series)
CANAL UNO – 1 title
18. Hombres de honor (series)

Premiere foreign titles – 7
RCN – 7 foreign titles

TOTAL TITLES BROADCAST: 52

1. Pobres Rico (telenovela – Chile)
2. Qué bonito amor (telenovela – Mexico)
3. La Mujer del vendaval (telenovela –
Mexico)
Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia
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As shown in Table 1, television fiction production by Colombian networks focuses to series-like formats. One aspect worth
highlighting is the equivalent amount of national and foreign titles, showing a persistent interest by national networks to keep the
amount of productions leveled.
Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Titles

%

Chapter/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

27

67.9

1414

53.5

1.309:20:00

53.5

IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)

7

32.1

1230

46.5

1.179:10:00

46.5

Argentina

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Brazil

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Chile

1

3.6

167

6.3

86:30:00

5.2

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Spain

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

USA (Hispanic
production)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Mexico

6

17.9

693

26.2

779:50:00

25.8

Peru

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Venezuela

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Latin American
(Obitel)

7

32.1

1230

46.5

1.179:10:00

46.5

Latin American
(off Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Others (productions
and co-productions
from other Latin
American/IberoAmerican countries)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Total

34

100.0

2644

100.0

2.489:10:00

100.0

Country

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

0.0

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

27

Telemovie

Unitario

Docudrama

Others (soap
opera, etc.)

Total

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

81.5

Miniseries

18.5

5

22

Series

%

Titles

Telenovela

Time slot

0

167.0

86:30:00

59:00:00
7.3

5.0

1477

0

0

0

0

0

1008

469

C/E

1300:10:19

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

871:41:00

428:29:19

H

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

67.0

33.0

%

7

0

0

0

0

0

1

6

Titles

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

68.2

31.8

%

National

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.3

85.7

%

695

950

874

310

100.0

24.6

33.6

30.9

11.0

%

1230

0

0

0

0

0

60

1170

C/E

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.9

95.1

%

Ibero-American

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

38.2

5.6

66.1

21.6

1766 100.0 1525:30:00 100.0 1063 267.0 1179:10:00 100.0 2829

582:00:00

60

779:50:00

254:30:00

C/E

Total

39.4

51.2

65.2

29.2

%

695

781:40:00

693

310

H

Nighttime (11 p.m. – 2 a.m.)

50.4

10.6

0.0

%

890

161:50:00

0:00:00

C/E

Prime time (7 p.m. – 10:59
p.m.)

10.2

0.0

%

0

H

181

%

Ibero-American

Afternoon (1 a.m. – 18:59 p.m.)

C/E

National

Morning (6 a.m. – 12:59 p.m.)

Time slot

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot
H

24.7

31.1

34.8

9.4

%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

95.0

%

1179:10:00 100.0

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

59:00:00

1120:10:00

H

2489:10:00 100.0

668:30:00

840:40:00

941:40:00

254:30:00

Total
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As for premiere fiction in Colombia this year, according to
information provided in Table 2, the networks have considerably
increased national production, which is a consequence of channelsÊ
improved quality. They established several alliances with international networks, resulting in increased presence of productions made
in Colombia.
It must be said that national productions at prime time and
nighttime make up the largest percentage of broadcasts, following
strategies using national networks to entice the greatest number
of viewers; in turn, production by Ibero-American countries has
the largest amount of its chapters aired in the afternoon and in the
morning.
It is very important to emphasize that the series format prevails
and has the largest audience acceptance in national production, as
opposed to Ibero-American television fiction, in which telenovela
occupies an important broadcasting space.
Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Format

Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Telenovela

1

50.0

6

66.7

2

16.7

2

18.2

11

32.4

Series

1

50.0

3

33.3

10

83.3

9

81.8

23

67.6

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Telemovie

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitario

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Others
(drama,
etc. )

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Total

2

100.0

9

100.0

12

100.0

11

100.0

34

100.0

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia
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Table 5 shows the prevalence of the series format broadcast in
prime time, confirming its acceptance by viewers.
Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

29

85.3

Period

3

8.8

Historical

2

5.9

Others

0

0.0

Total

34

100.0

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

As summarized in Table 6, the annual fiction production recreates situations and environments set in the present, while productions set in the past are scarce.
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Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

Country
of origin
of idea
or script

Producer

Name of scriptRatChannel writer or author
Share
ing
of original idea
Perla Ramírez,
Caracol Juan Andrés Gra15.36
TV
nados and César
Betancur

39.8

Gustavo Bolívar
12.79
and Yesmer Uribe

38.6

1

La
selección

Colombia

Caracol TV

2

Tres
Caínes

Colombia

RTI Producciones

RCN

3

Rafael
Orozco,
el ídolo

Colombia

Caracol TV

Caracol
TV

Andrés Marroquín

4

Allá te
espero

Colombia

RCN Televisión

RCN

Adriana Suárez
Cifuentes and
Javier Giraldo
Franco

11.26 31.85

5

La
promesa

Colombia

CMO Producciones

Caracol
TV

Clara María
Ochoa

11.05 29.11

6

El capo II

Colombia

Fox Telecolombia

RCN

Gustavo Bolívar

10.96 33.32

7

Casa de
reinas

Colombia

Fox Telecolombia

RCN

Miguel ˘ngel
Baquero and
Eloísa Infante

10.91 28.47

8

Comando
élite

Colombia

Dramax

RCN

Verónica Triana,
Leopoldo Vanegas, Pedro M. 10.34 33.42
Rozo and Fabio
Rubiano

9

Alias el
mexicano

Colombia

Fox Telecolombia

RCN

Mauricio Navas

10

Mentiras
perfectas

USA

Caracol TV

35.3

10.14 29.11

Caracol Claudia Fernanda
10.08 29.08
TV
Sánchez

Total productions: 10
100%

12.57

Foreign scripts: 1
10%

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

As in the previous year, private network Caracol ranked first for
production of television fiction series with La selección. It is worth
noting that it remains ahead despite strong and continuous participation by RCN, which placed six titles in this top ten.
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Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slot
Dates of
Number of
first and last
chap./ep. (in
broadcast
2013)
(in 2013)

Time
slot

Title

Format

Genre

1

La selección

Series

Drama,
suspense,
comedy

76 chapters

Mar. 7/13 –
Oct. 25/13

Prime
time

2

Tres Caínes

Series

Drama

75 chapters

Mar. 4/13 –
June 18/13

Nighttime

3

Rafael Orozco,
el ídolo

Telenovela

Drama

81 chapters

Nov. 20/12 –
Apr. 1/13

Prime
time

4

Allá te espero

Telenovela

Drama

171 chapters

Jan. 21/13 –
Sept. 30/13

Prime
time

5

La promesa

Series

Drama,
action

54 chapters

Mar. 4/13 –
May 24/13

Nighttime

6

El capo II

Series

Drama,
action

76 chapters

Sept. 17/13 –
Jan. 21/13

Nighttime

7

Casa de reinas

Miniseries

Comedy

43 chapters

Nov. 19/12 –
Jan. 23/13

Prime
time

8

Comando élite

Series

Action,
historic
fiction

80 chapters

Oct. 1/13 –
Feb. 21/14

Prime
time

9

Alias el
mexicano

Series

Action,
drama

33 chapters

Nov. 5/13 –
cont.

Prime
time

10

Mentiras perfectas

Series

Drama,
action,
suspense

60 chapters

Oct. 28/13 –
Jan. 24/14

Prime
time

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

The list of the ten most watched titles in Colombia in 2013
shows conclusions that are very similar to the previous year. To begin with, national networks imposed the series format, so that the
top ten rarely includes another type of format, for example, telenovelas. On the other hand, action and drama apparently seem to
remain as a good hook to entice the audience. We also point out
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that these productions are broadcast in prime time, except for three
productions aired in nighttime. It is worth noting that seven of the
productions in the list completed their airtime in 2013 and that only
a few will end in 2014.
Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles
PREVAILING THEMES
SOCIAL THEMES (up to five
(up to five most impormost important themes)
tant themes)

Title

1

La
selección

Love, sports, overcoming
difficulties, family.

Sports, resilience, family, lack
of economic resources.

2

Tres
Caínes

Violence, revenge,
ambition, love and war.

Emergence of armed groups
(autodefensas), drug trafficking,
crime, justice, guerrilla.

3

Rafael
Orozco,
el ídolo

Love, intrigue, fame,
power.

Cultural tradition, personal
development, infidelity.

4

Allá te
espero

Love, ambition, deceit,
family.

Immigration, human trafficking,
labor exploitation, socioeconomic
ascent.

5

La
promesa

Love, deceit, violence,
friendship, perseverance.

Trafficking, prostitution,
mistreatment.

6

El capo II

Violence, love, death,
revenge, family
breakdown.

Drug trafficking, functioning
of justice, subculture of crime,
mafia life.

7

Casa de
reinas

Love, intrigue, jealousy,
deceit.

Socioeconomic ascent, justice,
single mothers, smuggling,
corruption.

8

Comando
élite

Justice, love, adventure,
strategy.

Outlaw groups, police life.

9

Alias el
mexicano

Violence, drugs, easy
money, power, death.

Drug trafficking, corruption,
poverty.

10

Mentiras
perfectas

Love, betrayal, lust,
intrigue.

Prototypes of beauty,
dysfunctional families,
professional ethics, teenage
problems.

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia
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It should be mentioned that dominant themes within the ten
most watched titles in Colombia include a marked and significant
diversity. Although violence and drug trafficking still prevail as core
scenarios in production, the field of audiovisual production starts to
focus on regional spaces and new contexts. That happens with sports
spaces and inclusion of cultural scenarios through figures of popular
idols whose value as cultural icons marked several generations in
Colombia. This would suggest that the scenario of fiction can be a
vehicle for interpreting Colombian societyÊs imaginary and narratives beyond our remarkable history of violence.

Tres Caínes

Rafael Orozco, el ídolo

Allá te espero

La promesa

El capo II

Casa de reinas

Comando élite

Alias el mexicano

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Mentiras perfectas

La selección

1

Title

Caracol TV

RCN

RCN

RCN

RCN

Caracol TV

RCN

Caracol TV

RCN

Caracol TV

Channel
Women

38.0

46.0

43.0

40.0

45.0

37.0

41.0

43.0

46.0

47.0

4-11

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12-17

24.0

21.0

23.0

31.0

28.0

24.0

22.0

22.0

22.0

23.0

18- 24

18.0

20.0

20.0

21.0

22.0

20.0

17.0

17.0

19.0

20.0

25- 34

26.0

21.0

25.0

23.0

23.0

24.0

23.0

22.0

23.0

26.0

35-49

Age group %

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

62.0

54.0

57.0

60.0

55.0

63.0

59.0

57.0

54.0

53.0

Men

Gender %

32.0

38.0

32.0

25.0

27.0

32.0

38.0

39.0

36.0

31.0

50+

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

AB

34.0

22.0

24.0

21.0

22.0

31.0

27.0

32.0

25.0

28.0

C

31.0

37.0

37.0

31.0

32.0

33.0

37.0

30.0

36.0

32.0

DE

35.0

41.0

39.0

48.0

46.0

46.0

36.0

38.0

39.0

40.0

Socioeconomic
status %

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status
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As shown in Table 10, women have very high viewing rates
for productions in general, while male audience is lower. Regarding
age, the 35-49-year-old group concentrates a high percentage of
viewers in relation to the total audience.

3. Transmedia reception
The digitalization process currently in progress in Colombia
received a remarkable and significant boost in 2013. Television was
not oblivious to this change; on the contrary, it became one of the
main drivers of cross-platform integration and exploration of several processes of communication interaction in different discursive
scenarios. Social media work, websites and exploration of a process
of on-line/off-line interaction played a decisive role in small screen
spaces. Newscasts as well as fictions and other productions began to
break through the boundaries of audiovisual languages to propose
digital content and remarkable interactions from major networksÊ
portals, where media influence and its growth towards a multiplatform and transmedia dimension are undeniable.
The most watched fiction program was chosen for transmedia
reception analysis in 2013. It was La selección, la serie. Its reception was monitored from different digital internet platforms. This
monitoring was performed in order to identify the dominant types
and levels of interactivity, active or passive, interactions with supports and media – both printed and audiovisual –, viewings typical
of the program on these platforms and the phenomenonÊs implications among publics, given its connection to feelings of patriotism,
family and the Colombian peopleÊs social problems.
For this analysis we chose the social media Facebook as it offers
fans the opportunity to participate actively. In this social media,
transmedia reception occurs primarily through an interaction level
of active interactivity in which users respond to stimuli received
from the source – such as photos, videos, links – by taking part in
forums, posting and sharing pictures and comments, suggesting or
asking for some products. Thus, the official Facebook page allows
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interaction with other people on the programÊs content, sharing and
downloading materials and information related both to the program
and to the actual events that inspire it, but full chapters cannot be
watched.
Other levels identified in the analysis were: interactive
viewing, since the page allows comments and interaction with people who visit it, including on themes and contents different from
those of the fiction; network interactive viewing, which is accomplished by handling hyperlinks (since the program cannot be watched on the website itself, links to several other websites and social
media extend the information and show more content); and a process of transmedia viewing, since the website allows downloading
photos, videos and documentaries related to the programÊs themes
and content. The synthesis of these types of interaction is presented
below in Table 11.
Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction
and prevailing practices
Channel/
Types
Selected
Interactivity
Production Websites of transmedia
fiction
levels
company
interaction

La
selección

Official
Facebook
Caracol TV
page

Interactive
viewing

Active

Users’
prevailing
practices
Comment
Interpretation
Sharing
Recommendation
Celebration
Criticism
Debate
Challenge
Storing
Discussion

Source: Ibope Colombia / Obitel Colombia

The official Facebook page of La selección, la serie was monitored during the last seven days of broadcasting, on October 19-25.
That allowed observing the following quantitative movement: as for
number of fans, the page had 29,714 „likes‰ and 3,620 people were
talking about it. As for data on posts published during that week of
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October, the days with the highest activity were October 25 – the
date of the last broadcast, with 44 posts –, October 24, with 18, and
October 23, with 16 posts. The others did not exceed 12 posts. A
total of 117 posts were published within the last seven days of the
series. Given the results of the number of times fans shared, liked
and commented on each post for each of the seven days, the following figures were obtained: October 19: 2,850 likes; 311 shares;
204 comments; October 20: 823 likes; 88 shares; 21 comments; October 21: 131 likes; 5 shares; 11 comments; October 22: 11 likes; 14
shares; 18 comments; October 23: 684 likes; 7 shares; 39 comments;
October 24: 1,035 likes; 91 shares; 75 comments; October 25: 2,239
likes; 134 shares; 195 comments. Total in each interaction option:
8,119 likes; 650 shares; 563 comments.
Turning to qualitative analysis, from the comments made on the
pageÊs timeline and interactions between fans of the series, several
extremely interesting processes were observed in terms of understanding the value of sports in national culture and the critical discussion not only about facts related to events narrated in the program
but also on current events of national everyday life – aspects that
were analyzed from a critical perspective of discourse.
A first level of those interactions showed an interest on the
programÊs central characters. They were seen essentially as heroes
who marked a golden generation for Colombian soccer and whose
impact was evident in the passion with which fans wrote about playersÊ characteristic gestures, traits and behaviors, who were often
compared to fictional actors playing them. In this framework, we
observed the way links to actual videos of playersÊ moves and the
events during the decades narrated in the program were shared, besides the way in which the re-creation of these events by the series
was commented. Therefore, comments established a sort of bridge
between actual events and the media narrative.
Another important factor was the inter-relation naturally established between the fictional program, the reality of this generation of players described by audiovisual narrative and current events
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in Colombian soccer. Thus, an extremely interesting phenomenon
appeared in transmedia reception that corresponds to the way the
interaction not only allowed for connections between fiction and
historical reality of the period narrated but also created links with
current sports events. Comments showed interesting informal connections between the way sports are managed in the country and
characteristics of players themselves, pointing at the great potential
of transmedia and interaction processes to build a dimension able to
criticize and read todayÊs multiple realities and polyphonic contexts.

4. Highlights of the year
In 2013, the overview of most watched fiction programs emerges from a diverse and peculiar set, including proposals that go beyond the already typical productions focused on events related to
national violence and its historical context. They range from adaptation of foreign productions to reconstruction of events of national
memory related to Colombian folklore or idols who left their mark
on the sports scene of a whole generation. Likewise, the lives, struggles and efforts of characters typical of national life are claimed in
order to overcome difficulties, in addition to exploring the cultural
matrices of some regions of the country. Thus, the highlights of the
year provide an extremely interesting range, recovering the potential of television fiction for being polyphonic and setting paths for
relationships between consumption and the screen as a mirror to
understand the cultural and social conditions of our peoples.
Therefore, in the case of the most watched fiction program –
La selección, la serie – there is an extremely large space to explore
Colombian cultural matrices. This happens as different protagonists
embody various regions of our country, integrated around sporting
events and showing a range of customs, ideas and forms of experience that are portrayed on screen as the context of the charactersÊ
lives, narrated throughout the chapters. This fiction told the lives of
great figures of Colombian soccer and their passage by the national
team in the late 1980s and early 1990s. It portrayed experiences and
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characteristics in the careers of Carlos „el Pibe‰ Valderrama, Faustino „El Tino‰ Asprilla, Freddy Rincón and René Higuita. Note also
the way the production mixed stock footage and the facts presented
in order to achieve higher verisimilitude of events narrated, renewing the memories of the 1990 World Cup in Italy and qualifying
cycle for the United StatesÊ Cup in 1994.
In second place comes Tres Caínes, which again focused on
recalling the violent events marking the nationÊs history. Nourished
by considerable spectacle and production effects, it motivated not
only high ratings at Colombian households but also a broad discussion even within the academy, due to the preponderance of themes
centered on raw reality depicted by the program. In this particular
case, they referred to the very history of paramilitaries in Colombia
and their main figure Carlos Castaño.
In third place – and recovering the value of folklore in national
idiosyncrasy through one of its greatest idols – comes the telenovela
Rafael Orozco, el ídolo. It narrates the life of that figure in our countryÊs scene and recovers his story in the framework of a fiction program feeding on cultural elements and claiming scenarios typical of
Colombian Caribbean. In the character and in his actions, it shows a
way of looking at the reality of our regions and, thus, reestablishes
the telenovelaÊs possibility to be not only a purely commercial and
consumption scenario but also a space to read our cultural matrices
and the scenarios characteristic of the cultural space. These were
the birthplaces of music idols and heroes that populated our history
and who are sometimes blurred by the spectacle of violence on the
media.
But if the great heroes of folklore and sports beset the screen,
anonymous characters and their daily adventures are also present
in this overview of the highlights of the year. It is the case of Allá
te espero, a fiction production portraying events and experiences in
the context of migration processes and the possibilities of maintaining an affective relationship in that context of travel and hope. The
production not only narrates a love story but it also turns into a ob-
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servation of the struggle for survival and the search for opportunities, showing other sides of immigrantsÊ lives, their misadventures,
dramas and difficulties.
And it is precisely in view of the difficulties and problems that
La promesa appears. The fiction production crudely depicts the reality of trafficking in women, with all its components and the dynamics implied in the process. The series, whose production was
very ambitious, stood out for its direct mastery of the phenomenon
and, as in the case of La selección, by exploring other transmedia
resources, including the production of a parallel documentary and
integration with other platforms around the themes approached in
the series and the lives of its protagonists.
El capo 2 comes in sixth place. It is a fiction production that recovers and expands the story of a mobster, showing his actions and
his development as a character after the events previously brought
to the scene. More importance is given in this second part to Pedro
Pablo León JaramilloÊs revenge and redemption project, as part of a
series of violent events resulting from his plans mixed with clandestine romances and a direct conflict with different drug cartels and
institutions hunting them.
Casa de reinas leaves behind the theme of violence and claims
humor as the lynchpin in audiovisual production. It focuses on the
story behind the glitter and the vicissitudes typical of beauty contests, looking at the idiosyncrasies of the ColombiaÊs Caribbean
coast. However, the exaggerated way to show the customs of the
coast has led certain sectors of the population to reject the production, even though it was one of the most watched programs, with an
innovative format from the standpoint of using humor as component
in the development of a fictional narrative.
The eighth place belongs to Comando élite, a proposal based on
re-creation of several operations carried out by the military in recent
years and which bets on a narrative inspired by actual events and
enhanced by a mise en scène not without some spectacle in its action. This proposal adds to the focus on our countryÊs violence – not
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from the view of its great leading figures (as in the case of capos)
but from the perspective of military institutions and their operations
against the nationÊs insurgents.
The list of the most prominent productions is completed by
Alias el mexicano and Mentiras perfectas, which resume a context
known in recent years on ColombiaÊs small screen and a new bet for
its fiction. The former tells the story of drug trafficker Gonzalo Rodríguez Gacha. Its format and visual treatment were close to those
of Escobar, el patrón del mal, but with less success and media impact. In turn, Mentiras perfectas presents an adaptation of the American series Nip tuck through a plot built on Colombian realities and
a greater emphasis on love triangles and the sentimental and erotic
fates explored in the original production, providing an alternative
proposal for processes of constructing fiction in Colombia.

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
As pointed out by Bruner (2004), narrative thinking organizes,
configures and confers meaning to human experience. Narrating
allows organizing events into units of significance and thus establishing the path to understand human action beyond the limits of logic, in the polysemic and dynamic universe of the account, in which
imagination becomes the best mirror for understanding the complex
realities that converge as existence takes place. Narration is thus
a reading, a symbolic construction and a modality of thought that
structures consciousness and becomes the best way to do hermeneutics upon everyday life phenomena – and, from accountsÊ power of
cohesion, to explain, ordain and assign meaning to facts making up
human becoming.
This is how the narrative has been following the fate of our
species since time immemorial, being the main cultural matrix in
times of orality and assimilated as the best vehicle to explain the
unexplainable by constructing myths of origin and accounts that try
to define the nature of being, its constitutive values and their reasons
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to be in the world. Narratives went from the lips of one generation to
another, from the core of the oral tradition to shared loneliness and
the complicity of books in written culture, being the best weapon
of modern novelists and the complicity of writers in written culture. It is modern novelists and short story writersÊ best weapon and
besets the language of plans and image in audiovisual and television production as the best accomplice of fictions and the vehicle to
materialize the impossible. Heroes, villains, anti-heroes, problems,
reflections, projections and illusions materialized in the power of
narrative and became leading players in the magic of screens, just
as they have been, in other times, the reason to summon crowds for
reading the adventures brought by novels in weekly magazines or
accounts of worlds dreamed or able to speak to us with the sincerity
of human condition naked and materialized through the power of
the word.
In times like these, when digitalization and cyberculture (Levy,
2007) became the way of structuring consciousness (Ong, 2008),
narrative changed, exploring new horizons. Just as social relations,
scenarios of significance and core concepts such as space, time and
reality mutated toward other boundaries and levels that at some
point seemed reserved for the most optimistic imagination or avantgarde science fiction. In the context of digital technologies, narrating is no longer restricted to the traditional structures of accounts;
it expanded its fields to the scenario of multi-platform, multiscreen
and the new sensoria of multimedia (Morduchowicz, 2010), digital
(Prensky, 2001) and transmedia (Amador, 2010) generations.
In this sense, a series of new (multiplatform, cross-media and
transmedia) narratives appears in the panorama of television fiction
productions with their own strategies and dynamics to obtain core
processes in digital contexts: interactivity (Levy, 2004), configuration of an architecture of participation (Cobo Romani, 2007) and
consolidation of a network society (Castells, 2010). In them, convergence of media and strategies coexists with expansion of the small
screen to the scenario of multiple technologies and discourses and to
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interaction of audiovisual with other languages and codes, with the
dynamic movement of social media and the possibility of extending
to infinite networks of significance. There, participation of the reader-user is much wider and the boundaries of the story expand into
several opportunities through various supports, both static and mobile, that todayÊs devices and linguistic and cultural systems turned
into the axis of relations and significances in everyday becoming.
New contents, forms of composing and narrating, of building
characters and creating spaces for participation emerged and turned
into scenarios that go beyond a temporal fashion and which reveal
themselves as the natural way to establish fictionsÊ present and future paths, and where transmedia narrative and its strategies become
both a central space and an essential perspective to think current and
tomorrowÊs productions. Multimodal worlds (Scolari, 2012), multiple communication environments and spaces for transposition and
convergence for the chronotopic space of the account expanded with
user participation are basic notions for this scenario and configure
spaces that materialize the development of these new narrative paths
that Colombian productions have begun to tread in recent years.
They seek not only to adapt to the demands of todayÊs communicative spaces but also to expand the range of their productions and the
interaction with new generations that not only carry the chip already
embedded (Rueda and Quintana, 2010) but also transit between online and offline worlds.
In searching for and exploring the assimilation of new strategies for communication and materialization of interactivity and the
convergence and expansion of narrative fictions to other scenarios
beyond the spectrum of the small screen, Colombian (mainly private) TV channels consolidate their platforms and web portals as
well as the use of relevance or association with major media groups.
That paves the way for their presence in other communication media. That is how Caracol, by being part of the Prisa Group, and
RCN, in its alliance with MSN, explore other places and scenarios
to expand their narrative universes and transform their portals in
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fields for discussion, promotion and expansion of their products.
They even offer, as in the case of Caracol, the possibility for accessing VoDs for programs or interacting directly within the environments designed for each of their productions. In the case of RCN, it
relies on the consolidation of groups and pages on social media that
– like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube – serve as spaces in which interaction between users allows expanding narrative boundaries and
developing processes of construction and reconstruction of what
happens on screen.
That is how transmedia production in Colombia finds its highest development and application of multiple strategies in the last five
years, in an interesting relationship between fiction and reality. The
historic memory that productions such as Escobar, el patrón del mal
and permanent analogies and references to actual events, as in the
case of La selección, la serie, tried to recover have become essential starting points for the transmedia process and the possibility of
relating the real with the fictitious in the multiplatform context and
creating interesting opportunities for discussion on social media. In
this sense, the strategy explored the possibility of linking knowledge
with exploration of fiction and even with the use of distant supports
not related to the fictional domain. That happened in both cases,
with the use of the platform of newspaper El Espectador. It extended
the boundaries of these two productions both on its web platform
and in its print edition, offering comparisons between the world on
the screen and the events of national reality.
But these convergence processes did not occur only in the case
of a close relationship between fiction and memory. In cases of other
productions without a historical basis or without a starting point in
„actual facts‰ the first steps were also taken to amplify television
and audiovisual narrative. With the use of platforms and social media, narratives could be watched again and re-created on portals,
and the fates of characters as well as their lives entered portals and
became part of the possibilities for usersÊ interaction with their favorite fiction program. Thus, channelsÊ portals, particularly those of
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RCN and Caracol, provide additional content and profiles of their
productions and their protagonists, with the possibility of opening
avenues for interaction in their social media pages, in which users
themselves interact and establish a different relationship with the
field of fictions. That relationship even transcends their daily lives
and nurtures their networked conversations and actions to participate in contests, events and other scenarios that not only materialize in the digital space but also in real life. A curious convergence
process thus takes place between small screen spaces of on-line and
off-line universes.
Therefore, in our country, the strategies of transmedia production in a process of construction and exploration starting from channelsÊ initiative and their efforts to expand in the web and in viewersÊ
daily lives are defined from the consolidation of new spaces and
internalization of a dynamic where productions do not end when
credits appear at the end of daily or weekly broadcasts. They rather
expand into other languages and the use of platforms in expansion
in which the narrative becomes the core thread to connect realities
seen on screen, usersÊ concrete realities and, when possible, those
of a historical memory recovered through the power of the account.
In the context of transmedia production, then, two terms are
necessary and relevant: interactivity and convergence. As with Escobar, el patrón del mal, new fictions that are produced in the country
begin to set different scenarios to overcome the limitations of the
small screen and give participation to users beyond handing the remote control. Multitudinous acts of offline interaction with storiesÊ
characters and excitement on social media with chapters or stories
behind and parallel to what is told on screen are part of the strategies
used by channels to give life to their productions in times when the
audiovisual has changed and narrating is equivalent to amplifying
the possibilities of presence.
Therefore, new narrative spaces are created in which there is a
different way to configure fictionsÊ universes, broadening interaction to levels at which the audience plays an increasingly active role.
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Through communication channels under construction (and among
which social media have been a fortunate experiment), it comes as a
direct participant in productions with which it interacts in this active
receptor role arising from the digital contexts and that is part of the
new forms of participation and consolidation of cultural, social and
political scenarios in emerging cybercultural spaces, but also in real
interaction with those who become spectators of fiction.
This type of convergence leads ColombiaÊs fiction scenarios to
reach a dimension in which transmedia creates a process of integration between on-line and off-line worlds in terms not only of
construction of audiovisual products but also of interaction with audiences. Therefore, high-impact strategies to market the release of
fictions and events are organized in which characters interact with
the community, creating a dynamic of fusion between the fictional
world and viewersÊ concrete reality so that they can talk and be close to – more than to actors and actresses – the very character that
appears on the screen. Additionally, in contact with the off-line universe, it is worth pointing out the integration of an extremely strong
marketing strategy in which billboards, outdoor advertising and ads
and spaces in other media allow identifying and recalling fictions on
different platforms and leading the audience to be immersed in an
ongoing process of relationship with the productions of the several
channels.
However, in on-line terms, convergence has a much wider impact, which is evident in different digital platforms and portals as
well as on social media where productionsÊ websites play an active
role in expanding and providing access to the universes of television accounts. Yet, they also timidly become spaces to expand the
narrative universe in a process of expanding the possibility not only
to materialize the idea of a multiplatform with a strong influence
of cross-media processes (in which several formats are used for the
same narrative axis) but also to explore the dynamics of transmedia narratives, getting the core story through different supports and
where productions such as Talión (series created for mobile pho-
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nes by phone company Claro) and initiatives such as Parlar TV
(application developed by Caracol to interact with its production)
are transformed into examples and strategies to consider for deeper
development of the fledgling initiatives built to date in the field of
television fiction.
Therefore, by looking from interactivity and convergence
towards transmedia strategies developed in Colombia in recent years,
we observe, along with growing interest in exploring other communicative mechanisms inside and outside the web, the rise of risky
and innovative proposals that jointly comprise an initial framework
aimed at getting the audience to participate actively. That participation happens by the audienceÊs contact to productions, whether
through social networks, direct interaction in massive events, the
critical reception compared to other productions in multiplatform,
inspired by fictions, or the use of applications for interaction with
the production. Those are scenarios that present the opportunity to
establish – from the culture of convergence and collective intelligence typical of todayÊs cyber scenario – ways to face the realities of the
market and claim audienceÊs critical and creative role.
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1. Ecuador’s audiovisual context in 2013
EcuadorÊs audiovisual context in 2013 was undoubtedly marked
by the enactment of the Organic Law of Communication (Ley
Orgánica de Comunicación or LOC, in Spanish) on June 25. The
new legislation will be fully in force in 2014, after its regulations
are voted in Parliament, even though the media have started some
innovations to meet what has been set by the Law. As for fiction,
Ecuavisa established itself as the ratings leader and main producer
by increasing its fiction. Therefore, LOC requirements regarding the
60% daily share for national production1 were also met – a provision that certainly influenced the increased supply of fiction, even
though telenovelas remained absent for the third consecutive year.
Moreover, the number of fixed and mobile internet users also rose
as well as Facebook accounts and access to fiber optic connections.
Simultaneously, and in accordance with the Law, the use of
the digital television (DTT) standard grew in a process that will
culminate with the analogue switch-off scheduled for December
31, 2018. The Content Group of the Inter-Institutional Technical
Committee for the Introduction of Digital Terrestrial Television in
Article 97 of the Organic Law of Communication regulates progressive proportionality
of programming to broadcast nationally produced content, including 10% for independent production.

1
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Ecuador (Comité Interinstitucional Técnico para la Introducción de
la Televisión Digital Terrestre en Ecuador or CITDT, in Spanish)
watches over the value chain to ensure quality audiovisual content.2
On May 3, TC Televisión adopted open (broadcast) HDTV (high definition television). Ecuavisa did the same on May 9. Teleamazonas,
RTS, and Canal Uno broadcast in HD while GamaTV, Telerema, and
RTU are carrying out tests to implement the system. The Ministry
for Telecommunications and Information Society (Ministerio de
Telecomunicaciones y Sociedad de la Información or Mintel, in
Spanish) states that 30.7% of the population have access to DTT,
and there are already 17 operational channels in Quito, Guayaquil,
Cuenca, Ambato, Latacunga, Manta, Portoviejo and Santo Domingo.
In July 2013, the Superintendency of Telecommunications
(Supertel) recorded a total of 849,861 pay TV subscribers. Active
internet users totaled 10.3 million, according to the Mintel.

1.1. Open TV in Ecuador
There are seven open VHF television channels as can be seen in
Chart 1. According to EcuadorÊs own classification, two of them are
marked as seized because the State seized them in 2008 due to their
previous ownersÊ debts to clients of the bank of which they were
stockholders, after the 1999 financial crisis. They are currently run
by the State and some stocks were acquired by its workers. Note that
there are still no community-owned VHF channels.

The CITDT works with the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Culture, and the
National Film Board to build a national collection of educational and cultural content to
be shared with the channels. By being part of the international forum of countries that
adopted the ISDB-T standard, they work with a regional collection.

2
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Chart 1. Open TV national stations
Private stations/
channels(4)

Public stations/channels (1)

Seized stations/
channels (2)

Teleamazonas3

Ecuador TV (ECTV)

TC Televisión

Red Telesistema (RTS)
Televisora Nacional
(Ecuavisa)

Televisión del Pacífico (Gama TV)

Canal Uno
Total: 7
Source: Supertel; Obitel Ecuador

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
Television fiction supply in 2013 accounted for 31.9%. Ecuavisa
had five telenovelas, three series and one comedy program in the top
ten. The telenovelas La vida sigue and Avenida Brasil led the ratings for the channelÊs prime time. With 51 chapters, La vida sigue
achieved the highest ratings – 13.8% – followed by Avenida Brasil,
with 13.5%. TC Televisión was third with Colombian telenovela El
Capo 2. Nationally produced sitcom Así pasa was the fourth most
watched program and displaced the third season of the series Combo
Amarillo, which was second in 2012, to eighth place. Fina Estampa,
another telenovela by Globo, was in fifth place, followed by two
US-made telenovelas: Santa Diabla and Pasión prohibida.
The sketch show Enchufe.tv4, launched in 2012 on its own
YouTube channel, has been broadcast since September by Ecuavisa
at the Saturday adult time slot and was ninth in the nationwide top

The Teleamazonas Group was established in 2013 as a result of the constitutional mandate prohibiting banks from holding media stocks. Banker Fidel Egas sold all of his
stocks to the channelÊs employees (48%), to Peruvian newspaper belonging to Grupo La
República (30.8%) and to Ecuadorian entrepreneurs (22%). The group includes Teleamazonas and Teleamazonas International channels.
4
In November 2013, Enchufe.tv received the „Golden Play‰ in New York, at the first edition of the YouTube Music Awards. It had exceeded one million subscriptions, although,
by the end of September 2013, it had over 4 million subscribers and one million daily
visitors. It is one of the 50 most watched YouTube channels.
3
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ten. The series Secretos, directed by Ecuadorian playwright Peky
Andino, whose topics mix suspense, psychological thriller, drama,
and love comedy, also produced by Ecuavisa, was the tenth most
viewed fiction production.5
Graph 1. TV audience by channel
TV channel

%

Gama TV

3.5

Teleamazonas

5.0

RTS

5.1

Ecuavisa

7.1

TC Televisión

5.6

Canal Uno

2.8

Ecuador TV

2.2

Others

12.7

3.5
5

12.7

5.1

2.2
2.8

5.6

7.1

GamaTV
TV
Gama
Teleamazonas
Teleamazonas
RTS
RTS
Ecuavisa
Ecuavisa
TC
TCTelevisión
Televisión
Canal
CanalUno
Uno
ECTV
Ecuador TV
Otros
Others

Graph 2. Share by channel
TV channel

Share %

Gama TV

8.0

Teleamazonas

11.0

RTS
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Ecuavisa

16.0

TC Televisión

13.0

Canal Uno

6.0

Ecuador TV

5.0

Others

29.0

Gama
GamaTV
TV
Teleamazonas
Teleamazonas

8

RTS
RTS

11

29

12
5

6
13

16

Ecuavisa
Ecuavisa
TC
TCTelevisión
Televisión
Canal
CanalUno
Uno
ECTV
Ecuador TV
Otros
Others

5
Secretos was recorded in digital movie format, language, and optics, which makes it a
pioneering series in the technique.
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Chart 2. Offer by genre in TV programming
Broadcast genres

Total broadcast hours

%

Information

10506:16

23.6

Fiction

15121:55

31.9

Entertainment

9326:33

21.5

Religion

1056:29

2.4

Sports

2717:57

6.1

Education

2465:25

5.5

Politics

879:12

2.0

Others

3116:53

7.0

Total

45190:07

100.0

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador

1.3. Advertising investments of the year: in TV and in fiction
Television remains the preferred medium for EcuadorÊs advertisers.6 According to Ibope, TV captures an average of 60% of that
investment. Advertising on the internet and social media is lower, but
major businesses are already entering that medium.7 The February
2013 presidential elections8 increased advertising investments by
11.7%.9 The segments with the highest investments, especially at
TV fiction time slots, are cosmetic and hygiene products10, which
spent 10% more than the previous year.
Television is estimated to have major influence on consumers and reaches almost 100%
of the population.
7
According to the website Social Bakers, companies with more followers on Facebook
in Ecuador include: phone companies Claro and Movistar, Marathon Sports, KFC, CocaCola, Samsung Mobile, Zhumir (Ecuadorian liquor), Nestea, and Chevrolet.
8
On February 17, 2013, the electoral process took place in Ecuador, and president Rafael
Correa was re-elected. The National Assembly and representatives to the Andean Parliament were also renewed.
9
The government is the main sponsor with 5.4% of the advertising market between
January and March 2013, followed by food company Unilever (4.6%) and the National
Lottery (3.6%).
10
Hygiene products such as soaps, shampoos, deodorants, sanitary towels, and detergents,
as well as cosmetics brands such as Esika, LÊBel, Cyzone are considered to have high
penetration.
6
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In contrast, government restrictions on imports, falling remittances and State investment slowdown reduced advertising investment in the automotive, services, and medicine industries by 5%22%. Advertising by banks, telecommunications, and electrical
appliances also shrank. However, advertising agencies and experts
believe that growth in spending in the country in 2013 was between
5% and 13%. They also claim that it will fall because of advertising
restrictions introduced by the LOC.11

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
As in previous years, 2013 recorded no actions and fewer merchandising strategies for some of the television fiction productions
premiered in the year.

1.5. Communication policies
The Organic Law of Communications will be fully in force
in 2014 as soon as the Council for Regulation and Development
of Information and Communication (Consejo de Regulación y
Desarrollo de la Información y Comunicación or Cordicom, in
Spanish)12, an agency created by that law, adopts its Regulation. The
LOC addresses the whole communication process, guarantees the
exercise of societyÊs, mediaÊs and communicatorsÊ rights to communication and information as set by the Constitution. It establishes the
system of Social Communication, which covers institutional regulation and content monitoring – including advertising – and creates the Department for Information and Communication, an agency
intended to watch, audit, intervene and control, with sanctioning
capacity. It classifies contents, determines time slots, media types,
11
See Articles 92 to 96 at https://www.google.com.ec/#q=ley+organica+de+comunicaci
on+ecuador+registro+oficial
12
Cordicom and the Department of Information and Communication (Superintendencia
de la Información y la Comunicación, Supercom) are public agencies created on June
25, 2013 – the day the Organic Law of Communication was published on the Official
Gazette.
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access, ombudsmen, obligations of media and audiovisual systems
as well as spaces for national and independent production.
The Law and the requirements for DTT implementation assess
TV supply and, then, demand increases in national production and
contribute to content quality by exploring the potential of new technologies.13 Fifty percent of viewers surveyed about the benefits of
DTT14 stress their demand for new and better content, which already
show a shift towards new devices and platforms. Even though most
TV channels meet the legal 60% of national audiovisual production,
Ecuadorian TV viewers are considered to belittle local content.

1.6. Public TV
The public channel ECTV HD is implementing DTT but awaits
rules for digital content production and for opening new interactive applications15 as well as the massive presence of TV sets with
HDTV decoders. Ecuador TV promotes the right to communication,
quality content, and independent and national production through
the „Mírame Ecuador‰ selection system, which focuses on programs
for children16 and young viewers, as well as traditional Ecuadorian
music. „Mírame Ecuador‰ selects five projects to receive US$
30,000 each. For two months, producers receive advice to set chapter length, formats and contents, which are constantly revised, since
the channel follows ISO 9001 standards. Projects are evaluated by

13
For open television that incorporates digital content, it will involve the emergence of
potential new players in audiovisual production, deeper foray into the internet because of
interactive applications and bidirectional communication facilitated by mobile devices.
14
The survey is part of research under project Status and opportunities of digital terrestrial television in Ecuador, conducted by researchers from the Department of Communication Sciences of the Technical University of Loja in 2013 See: http://www.revistalatinacs.org/13SLCS/2013_actas/151_Suing.pdf.
15
Cordicom shall issue regulations for production of digital content in coordination with
the Ministry of Culture. Similarly, the National Assembly shall pass the new Telecommunications Law in coming months, regulating technical aspects of DTT.
16
In June 2013, the Ministry of Social Inclusion (Mies), through Ecuador TV, broadcast
the audiovisual proposal VeoVeo, which seeks to contribute to full development of children aged 0-4 through entertaining and educational content that will stimulate creativity,
imagination, diversity, inclusion, and pleasure in knowledge (Informe del Mies, 2013).
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members of Ecuador TVÊs Advisory Council, composed of citizens,
universities, viewersÊ associations and professional associations of
communicators and journalists. For the first time in 2013, the company Ibope Media recorded the ratings of Ecuador TV – a channel
that accounts for 2.2% of the ratings, being in the last place and at a
considerable distance from audience leader Ecuavisa (7.1%). As for
share, ECTV has 5%. And regarding fiction, the channel has neither
series nor telenovelas from Obitel countries.

1.7. Pay TV
According to the National Institute for Statistics and Census
(Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas y Censos or Inec, in Spanish),
there are 271 pay TV channels in Ecuador, with about 2.7 million
users. According to Supertel, service penetration was 21.72% by
September 2013. In December, the private company Direct TV had
897,875 subscribers (35%) in the country, while the Corporación
Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (CNT) had 13%.17 Pay TV will
grow with satellite platforms. In July 2013, the Cuenca-based
public company Etapa entered the market with satellite-based
pay TV (DTH). Grupo TV Cable announced that it will launch
DTH services, and Claro phone company was licensed by the
National Telecommunications Council (Corporación Nacional de
Telecomunicaciones or CNT, in Spanish) for the same purpose. In
the midterm, the Ecuadorian market will have five DTH operators,
which will modify the industryÊs growth and competitive dynamics,
causing the disappearance of small operators.
Until May 2013, six companies accounted for 79.25% of pay
TV subscribers, while CATV platforms had the highest proportion
of households connected to pay TV in Ecuador, with 47.88%.18

El Telégrafo newspaper, December 16, 2013.
However, DTHÊs share has increased in recent years: it went from 10.75% in 2007 to
44.98% in May 2013. The arrival of new companies with DTH accelerates the growth of
this technology over the total of subscribers.
17
18
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1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
The 25 channels that asked for CNT permission to transmit
test signals in HDTV are preparing to interact with their „viewersusers‰. Encouraged by Supertel, several universities19 are working
on new interactive applications to develop games to stimulate childrenÊs intellectual capacity, interaction with social media via smart
TV, warnings and information on natural disasters and applications
with potential for electronic business and commerce. The new TV
viewership will be established according to the programming and
the type of interactions it offers.
According to Inec data, 65% of EcuadorÊs population have internet access.20 Of those, 32.6% are social media users: Facebook
(5,589,080 accounts)21, Twitter, and YouTube. Social Bakers22 and
Cobertura Digital say EcuavisaÊs website has 744,630 Facebook
fans, followed by RTS with 490,197, TC Television with 365,390,
and Teleamazonas with 301,997. Average audience interaction with
the media, however, varies between 0.022% and 0.060%, indicating
that the level of commitment and engagement is backlog for such
media.
Fixed internet connections rose to 4,463,390, and active mobile connections to 3,521,966. The broadband fiber optic network
went from 3,500 km in 2007 to 35,111 km in 2013. Since 2010, the
19
With Supertel support, Escuela Politécnica Nacional, Escuela Politécnica del Ejército,
Universidad de Cuenca and Escuela Politécnica del Litoral develop applications for users
to interact with digital TV. http://www.elcomercio.com.ec/negocios/television-digital-Ecuador-Ecuavisa-TC-decodificador-calidad-plicaciones_0_923307699.html
20
In Ecuador, 10.3 million people are active Internet users. Growth is 14.6% and is equivalent to 10 out of every 15 Ecuadorians using the web. According to the Mintel, such
growth corresponds to the implementation of the National Broadband Plan, the Community Infocenters, the Mobile Classrooms Program, and the National Plan against Digital
Isolation.
21
Ecuador ranks seventh for South America and is the fourth fastest-growing country
in number of Facebook users compared to 2012, with 8 points above the average. Fifty
percent of users are under 25, and 5 out of 10 live in the cities of Quito and Guayaquil,
according to the Second Facebook Report called „An X-ray on users and brands in Ecuador‰, 2013.
22
Social Bakers is a tool for measuring data and statistics of Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn.
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price of one Kbps (1,000 bits per second) has decreased by 60%
and browsing speed increased by 50%. Active mobile lines reached
17,402,572, or 115.04% of penetration among the population.

2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere
fiction
In 2013, there were 111 fiction programs including premieres
and reruns, broadcast by seven open-signal channels. For the first
time since 2010, the public television network Ecuador TV, founded
in 2008, was included.
Of fictions, 17 were nationally produced premieres, including
five new series by Ecuavisa – a channel that is becoming the main
producer of Ecuadorian fiction, having featured of a total of seven
national titles as well as 14 from other Obitel countries, including
premieres and reruns. In contrast, TC Televisión, with 30 productions, presented the most fictions, followed by GamaTV with 27,
including series and telenovelas. These two channels are run by the
State, and some of their stocks belong to their workers.
The year 2013 saw not only the highest number of new national
productions compared to the previous year – 17 to 8 – but also more
titles featured: 111-105; yet there were more foreign new fiction
titles: 55 to 45. Only reruns decreased: 39 in 2013 over 52 in 2012.
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Table 1: Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign;
premieres, reruns and co-productions)
Premiere national titles - 17
Ecuavisa (7 titles)
1. Así pasa –1st season (series)
2. El combo amarillo – 4th season (series)
3. Enchufe TV – 1st season (comedy)
4. Secretos – 1st season (series)
5. El sanduchito – 3rd season (series
6. Noveleatv – 1st season (miniseries)
7. Parece que fue ayer – 1st season (series)
TC Televisión (3 titles)
8. Mi recinto – 13th season (sitcom)
9. Max y los wharevers – 3rd season (series)
10. Estas secretarias – 2nd season (series)
Teleamazonas (2 titles)
11. La pareja feliz – 4th season (series)
12. Proyecto Vivos – 4th season (comedy)
GamaTV (2 titles)
13. Puro teatro – 2nd season (comedy)
14. A qué le tienes miedo – 2nd season (series)
Ecuador TV (1 title)
15. Los Chestozos – 3rd season (comedy)
Canal Uno (2 titles
16. Los compadritos – 5th season (series)
17. El duro de la mafia – 1st season (series)
Premiere foreign titles – 55
Ecuavisa (12 titles)
18. La vida sigue (telenovela – Brazil)
19. Avenida Brasil (telenovela – Brazil)
20. Fina estampa (telenovela – Brazil)
21. Santa diabla (telenovela – USA)
22. Pasión prohibida (telenovela – USA)
23. Historias de la virgen morena
(telenovela – Mexico)
24. La patrona (telenovela – Mexico
25. Gabriela (telenovela – Brazil
26. El rostro de la venganza (telenovela –
USA
27. Dama y obrero (telenovela – USA
28. Corazón valiente (telenovela – USA)
29. Mis XV años (telenovela – Mexico)

TC Televisión (15 titles)
30. El capo 2 (telenovela – Colombia)
31. Mi ex me tiene ganas (telenovela
– Venezuela)
32. Tres caínes (telenovela – Colombia)
33. Rosario (telenovela – Venezuela)
34. Made in Cartagena (telenovela –
Colombia)
35. Mamá también (telenovela – Colombia)
36. De todas maneras Rosa (telenovela –
Venezuela)
37. Los secretos de Lucía (telenovela –
Venezuela)
38. Rebeca (telenovela – USA/Venezuela)
39. Corazones blindados (telenovela –
Colombia)
40. Violetta (telenovela – Argentina)
41. Allá te espero (telenovela – Colombia)
42. Pobres ricos (telenovela – Colombia)
43. Contra las cuerdas (telenovela –
Colombia)
44. Amo de casa (telenovela – Colombia)
45. Secretos de familia (telenovela –
Colombia)
Teleamazonas (8 titles)
46. Libre para amarte (telenovela – Mexico)
47. Porque el amor manda (telenovela –
Mexico)
48. La prepago (telenovela – Colombia)
49. Las bandidas (telenovela – Venezuela)
50. El señor de los cielos (telenovela –
USA/Mexico/Colombia)
51. Divino niño (series – Colombia)
52. La promesa (telenovela – Colombia
53. La mujer del vendaval (telenovela –
Mexico)
RTS (4 titles)
54. Ana Cristina (telenovela – Peru)
55. Cielo rojo (telenovela – Mexico)
56. Emperatriz (telenovela – Mexico)
57. Hay alguien ahí – 1st season (series – Spain)
Canal Uno (1 title)
58. Luna roja (telenovela – Portugal)
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Rerun titles – 39
Ecuavisa (4 titles)
59. El combo amarillo – 3rd season
(sitcom– Ecuador)
60. El combo amarillo – 2nd season
(sitcom– Ecuador)
61. Patito feo (telenovela – Argentina)
62. Rebelde (telenovela – Mexico)
Teleamazonas (3 titles)
63. La pareja feliz – 4th season
(sitcom – Ecuador)
64. Los caballeros las prefieren brutas
(series – Colombia)
65. Tu voz estéreo (series – Colombia)
TC Televisión (12 titles)
66. Mi recinto – 3rd season (sitcom – Ecuador
67. Mi recinto – 2nd season (sitcom – Ecuador)
68. La intrusa (telenovela – Venezuela)
69. Gata salvaje (telenovela – Mexico)
70. La mujer perfecta (telenovela – Mexico)
71. Señora (telenovela – Venezuela)
72. Eva Luna (telenovela – USA/Venezuela)
73. Mi recinto – 1st season (sitcom – Ecuador
74. Natalia del mar (telenovela – Venezuela
75. Mi recinto – 4th season (sitcom – Ecuador)
76. El Joe (telenovela – Colombia)
77. Dónde carajos está Umaña (telenovela
– Colombia)
Gama TV (10 titles)
78. La rosa de Guadalupe – 1st season
(series – Mexico)
79. Como dice el dicho – 2nd season
(series – Mexico)
80. Como dice el dicho – 1st season
(series – Mexico)
81. La rosa de Guadalupe – 3rd season
(telenovela – Mexico)
82. Ciudad bendita (telenovela – Venezuela)
83. Rosa salvaje (telenovela – Mexico)
84. María Mercedes (telenovela – Mexico)
85. La ex (telenovela – Colombia)
86. Como dice el dicho – 3rd season (series
– Mexico)
87. Mundo de fieras (telenovela – Venezuela)
88. Escobar: el patrón del mal (telenovela
– Colombia)

Gama TV (15 titles)
89. Amores verdaderos (telenovela
– Mexico)
90. Corona de lágrimas (telenovela –
Mexico)
91. La tempestad (telenovela – Mexico)
92. Amor bravío (telenovela – Mexico/
Chile)
93. Como dice el dicho – 4th season (series
– Mexico)
94. Mentir para vivir (telenovela – Mexico
95. Abismo de pasión (telenovela – Mexico
96. Un refugio para el amor (telenovela –
Mexico)
97. La madame (telenovela – Colombia/
USA)
98. Amores verdaderos (telenovela –
Mexico)
99. Corazón indomable (telenovela –
Mexico
100. Quién eres tú (telenovela – Colombia
101. Qué bonito amor (telenovela –
Mexico)
102. Confesiones (series – Peru)
RTS (3 titles)
103. Lo que callamos las mujeres
– 1st season (series – Mexico)
104. A cada quién su santo (series
– Mexico)
Canal Uno (7 titles)
105. Los compadritos – 2nd season (sitcom
– Ecuador)
106. Los compadritos – 4th season (sitcom
– Ecuador)
107. Mi gorda bella (telenovela – Venezuela)
108. Departamento 69 (sitcom – Ecuador)
109. La mujer de Judas (telenovela – Venezuela)
110. Padre Coraje (telenovela – Argentina)
111. Padres e hijos (telenovela – Colombia)
Total titles: 111
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The number of sitcoms and comedy series increased within
Ecuadorian production. Seven of them belong to Ecuavisa, followed
at a distance by TC Television with three productions. As will be
seen further, the top ten include three Ecuavisa series. The first one
– fourth place – is Así pasa, a sitcom outperforming El combo amarillo, which ranked second in the 2012 top ten.
Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin

Titles

%

Chapter/
Episodes

National (total)

17

23.6

795

18.8

530:24

13.8

Ibero-American (total)

55

76.4

3440

81.2

3314:02

86.2

Argentina

1

1.4

98

2.3

88:12

2.3

Brazil

4

5.6

293

6.9

298:30

7.8

Chile

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Colombia

15

20.8

729

17.2

666:53

17.3

Ecuador

17

23.6

795

18.8

530:24

13.8

Spain

1

1.4

20

0.5

18:40

0.5

USA (Hispanic
production)

7

9.7

323

7.6

369:30

9.6

Mexico

19

26.4

1200

28.3

1216:26

31.6

Peru

2

2.8

72

1.7

69:36

1.8

Portugal

1

1.4

224

5.3

145:36

3.8

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Venezuela

5

6.9

481

11.4

440:39

11.5

Latin American (Obitel)

72

100.0

3440

100.0

3844:26 100.0

Latin American (off
Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

Country

%

Hours

%

0:00

0.0
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Others (productions
and co-productions
from other Latin
American/Ibero-American countries)23
Total

0

72

0.0

100.0

0

4235

0.0

0:00

0.0

100.0 3844:26 100.0

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador 23

According to country of origin, there were also changes compared to 2012: Colombian productions decreased from 17 to 15, and
Venezuelan ones decreased from five to four, while Mexican productions increased from 11 to 19. There were two from Peru, two
from Chile, one from Portugal, one from Argentina, one from Spain,
and U. S. Hispanic productions remained at seven.
However, Mexico and Colombia still account for the highest
number of telenovelas broadcast (19 and 15, respectively). With
only four productions, Brazil is the foreign country with the most
titles among the top ten fictions (three).
Moreover, national fiction accounted for 18.8% in 2013 – the
highest percentage of broadcast hours compared to previous years:
its over 3,844 hours include approximately 33% of advertising,
which telenovelas and series are allowed to feature as determined
by the CITDT in 2012.
Ibero-American production in Obitel countries amounted to
4,235 chapters broadcast – almost twice as in the previous year –,
while that proportion was even higher for national fiction: 795 to
358 in 2012, clearly due to the doubling in the number of fictions.
Almost all national series (96.6%) and more than half of foreign productions (50.1%) were concentrated at prime time, which
also concentrated the largest number of chapters of Ecuadorian series (772).
23
This category includes co-productions, considering only the first country of the fiction
title for the following productions: Rebeca (USA – Venezuela), Amor bravío (Mexico
– Chile), La madame (Colombia – USA) and El Señor de los cielos (USA – Mexico –
Colombia).

7

795

Nighttime (23:00-5:59)

Total

100.0

0.9

97.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

13

0

0

0

0

4

17

Telenovela

Series

Miniseries

Telemovie

Unitario

Docudrama

Others (soap opera, etc.)

Total

100.0

23.5

0.0

0.0

76.5

%

Titles

Format

772

Prime time (19:00-22:59)

2.0

0.0

%

100.0

0.6

96.6

2.7

0.0

%

3440

124

1718

1238

360

C/E

100.0

3.6

49.9

36.0

10.5

%

3314:02

108:37

1659:19

1197:49

348:17

H

Ibero-American

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador

530:24

3:26

512:24

14:34

0:00

H

National

100.0

3.3

50.1

36.1

10.5

%

100.0

12.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

87.7

0.0

%

530:24

88:02

0:00

0:00

0:00

0:00

442:22

0:00

H

100.0

16.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

83.4

0.0

%

55

0

0

0

0

0

4

51

Titles

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador

795

98

0

0

0

0

697

0

C/E

National

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7.3

92.7

%

4235

131

2490

1254

360

C/E

100.0

3.1

58.8

29.6

8.5

%

3440

0

0

0

0

0

119

3321

C/E

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.5

96.5

%

H

3314:02

0:00

0:00

0:00

0:00

0:00

110:34

3203

H

3844:26

112:03

2171:43

1212:23

348:17

Total

Ibero-American

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

0

16

Afternoon (13:00-18:59)

C/E

Morning (6:00-12:59)

Time slot

Table 3: Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.3

96.7

%

100.0

2.9

56.5

31.5

9.1

%
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As in 2012, national fiction featured series, with 13 titles
(76.5%), over four humor sketches (23.5%), while Ibero-American
fiction came mostly as telenovelas (92.7%), and only 7.3% as series.
Consequently, 90 telenovelas and 21 series were exhibited in the
country, including premieres and reruns, from 10 of the 12 Obitel
countries.24
Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Format

MornAfter%
ing
noon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

0.0

0

0.0

Telenovela

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

Series

0

0.0

4

100.0

12

100.0

1

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Telemovie

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitario

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Others
(soap
opera,
etc.)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Total

0

0.0

4

100.0

12

100.0

1

100.0 17 100.0

100.0 17 100.0

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador

Ecuadorian fiction productions premiered in 2013 were only
series, and they were broadcast mostly (71%) at prime time – 23%
in the afternoon and 6% at nighttime.

No Uruguayan programs were recorded. A Chilean telenovela was co-produced with
Mexico, the main fiction producer, but other Chilean productions were also broadcast on
a channel that is not measured by Ibope Media.
24
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Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

70

97.0

Period

2

3.0

Historical

0

0.0

Others

0

0.0

Total

72

100.0

Source: Obitel Ecuador

Most premiere productions were set in the present; only
Ecuadorian series Parece que fue ayer and Brazilian telenovela
Gabriela were set in the past and, therefore, were considered as period fiction.
Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

Country Proof origin ducer
of idea
or script

Channel

Name of
scriptwriter
or author of
original idea

Rating Share

1

La vida
sigue

Brazil

Globo

Ecuavisa

Lícia Manzo,
Marcos
Bernstein

13.8

19.5

2

Avenida
Brasil

Brazil

Globo

Ecuavisa

João Emanuel
Carneiro

13.5

19.9

3

El capo 2 Colombia Fox
TC TeleTeleco- visión
lombia

Gustavo
Bolívar

13.2

20

4

Así pasa

Ecuador

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

Maluly Oliva,
Jorge Luis
Pérez, Ricardo
Velasteguí

13.1

22.3

5

Fina
estampa

Brazil

Globo

Ecuavisa

Aguinaldo
Silva

11.7

16.8

6

Santa
diabla

USA

TeleEcuavisa
mundo

José Ignacio
Valenzuela

11.6

20.1
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7

Pasión
USA
prohibida

TeleEcuavisa
mundo

Halitziya
Usaklþgil

11.5

19

8

El combo Ecuador
amarillo
III

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

Paco Cuesta,
Luis Aguirre

10.7

18.9

9

Enchufe.
tv

Ecuador

Touché Ecuavisa
Films

Leonardo
Robalino,
Christian
Moya,
Martín
Domínguez,
Jorge Ulloa

11.2

20.7

10 Secretos

Ecuador

Ecuavisa

Peky Andino

11.0

17.3

Ecuavisa

Total productions: 10

Foreign scripts: 6

100%

60%
Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador

In 2013, Ecuavisa featured nine of the ten most watched titles,
four of Ecuadorian origin and three produced by the channel itself.
That is, Ecuadorian premiere productions had higher acceptance in
2012. But foreign titles still dominate and take the first places within the top ten, even though it should be noted that Avenida Brasil,
which had major impact in its country of origin in 2012, lost the first
place to another Brazilian production, La vida sigue. Ecuadorian
premiere sitcom Así pasa had the highest share (22.3).
Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Number of
chap./ep.
(in 2013)

1

La vida
sigue

Telenovela

Drama

51

2

Avenida
Brasil

Telenovela

Drama

141

Dates of first
and last broadcast (in 2013)

Time
slot

April 2 – June 11 Prime
time
June 12 – Dec.
31

Prime
time
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3

El capo 2

Telenovela

Drama

39

4

Así pasa

Series

Comedy

156

May 20 – Dec.
31

Prime
time

5

Fina
estampa

Telenovela

Drama

63

Jan. 1 – April 1

Prime
time

6

Santa
diabla

Telenovela

Drama

49

Oct. 14 – Dec.
31

Prime
time

7

Pasión
prohibida

Telenovela

Drama

98

Jan. 18 – Aug. 2 Prime
time

8

El combo
amarillo
III

Series

Comedy

11

July 7 – Dec. 31 Prime
time

9

Enchufe.tv

Humor Comedy

13

Sept. 14 – Dec.
31

Prime
time

Series

8

Oct. 27 – Dec.
31

Prime
time

10 Secretos

Drama

Jan. 1 – March 4 Prime
time

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador

While comedy series and humor sketches concentrated audience preference at prime time in national production, drama predominates for foreign productions at the same time slot. Apart from
two Brazilian productions in first and second places, ColombiaÊs El
capo 2 came third, while it had been first in 2012. With one more
piece than the previous year, the top ten include four national productions, three sitcoms and one thriller, Secretos, suggesting a variation in viewersÊ preference. Enchufe.tv, from independent producer
Touché Films, began as a web proposal on its own YouTube channel and went to open broadcast on Ecuavisa in September 2013. It
is a series of comedy sketches that address several everyday situations and characters from a sarcastic and distinct perspective (Obitel
Yearbook 2013).
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Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles
Prevailing themes (up to five
most important themes)

Social themes (up to five
most important themes)

1

La vida
sigue

Family relationships, sistersÊ
rivalry, love and neglect,
overcoming difficulties.

Family control, unwanted
pregnancy, family
conflicts, protection and
care for coma patients.

2

Avenida
Brasil

Marriage of interest and infidelity,
revenge, secrets of the past and
change of identity, everyday life of
the middle class, the soccer scene.

New middle class identity
in Brazil, encouragement
to reading habits, children
abandonment.

3

Drug trafficking, police chase,
El capo 2 personal and affective relations,
violence.

Title

Drug trafficking and
its effects, influence on
ColombiaÊs political life,
social violence.

Así pasa

Labor relations, ethnic
Labor relations, humorous labor
and regional idiosyncrasy,
situations and anecdotes, everyday
lifestyles in middle-class
life of the middle class, relations
condominiums.
between neighbors.

5

Fina
estampa

Everyday life, love and hate,
family and labor relationships,
differences between women.

Social mobility and
ascent, breaking away
from gender stereotypes
at work, fight for survival,
life ethics.

6

Santa
diabla

Revenge, intrigue, conflictive
relationships, hatred.

Justice and impunity,
upper class and lower
middle class life, life in
prisons.

7

Pasión
Ambition, betrayal, love, revenge, Upper class life, family
prohibida intrigue.
conflicts, suicide.

8

Situations and humorous
anecdotes of everyday life and
El combo
work in the city, employer/
amarillo
employee relations, socialization
III
among middle-lower class youth,
relations among friends.

9

Enchufe.
tv

4

Various: sarcastic perspective on
everyday situations, interpersonal
and couple relationships, youth
social environments.

Labor relations, middle
and lower class lifestyles,
regional and language
differences.

National identity,
stereotypes, popular
culture and idiosyncrasy.
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10 Secretos

Various: Drama, action, intrigue,
suspense, love, life in the city.

Migration, insecurity,
euthanasia, delinquency.

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador

Unlike the previous year, interpersonal relations of couples,
families, in neighborhoods and at work were prevailing topics in
2013 – relationships in which certain class conflicts become evident, as in the three Brazilian telenovelas within the top ten. But
they also included middle class ascent, such as in Fina Estampa,
feelings of destructive vengeance that prevail in unequal and unjust
social relations (Santa diabla), and sweeping passions leading to
suicide (Pasión prohibida).
These characteristics of foreign dramas include humor and sarcasm as Ecuadorian fictionÊs resources to present relations at work,
in a condominium, among youth, between regions, and even interethnic relations – such as the proposal of the two sitcoms and the
sketches offered by Enchufe.tv. Similarly – although in the last place
– is the thriller Secretos, addressing themes that are varied but all
linked to human relations, whether or not they relate to everyday
life. As stated, they point out the diversity in viewersÊ preferences.

Ecuavisa

La vida sigue

Avenida Brasil

El capo 2

Así pasa

Fina estampa

Santa diabla

Pasión prohibida

El combo amarillo III

Enchufe.tv

Secretos

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

Ecuavisa

60.0

56.0

58.0

68.6

67.0

62.9

61.0

51.7

65.0

67.0

Men

40.0

44.0

42.0

31.4

33.0

37.1

39.0

48.3

35.0

33.0

3-11

Gender %

15.8

14.2

24.7

12.4

12.7

12.4

15.5

14.8

12.0

14.0

12-17

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Ecuador

TC Televisión

Ecuavisa

Channel
Women

Title

14.0

15.8

14.6

10.0

10.5

8.3

10.7

8.6

9.2

11.0

18+

Age %

70.0

70.0

61.0

78.0

77.0

79.3

74.0

76.5

79.0

75.0

AB

50.2

56.8

46.0

61.1

57.6

67.8

56.2

39.1

61.1

63.0

C

50.0

43.0

54.0

39.3

42.0

32.2

44.0

60.9

39.0

37.0

Socioeconomic status
%

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status
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According to Table 10, female viewers prevail in fiction, except
for the telenovela El capo 2, with little difference – actually, the lowest – in male and female audience (48.3% vs. 51.7%). As for age, the
highest percentages are for people over 18, a common trend since
those productions are aimed at them. Exceptions are sitcoms, which
are directed to all publics; El combo amarillo, for instance, is the fiction with the largest percentage of 3-11-year-old viewers (24.7%).
Regarding socioeconomic status, the AB (middle and upper)
category maintains the highest level of audience in eight pieces of
the top ten, except for El capo 2 and El combo amarillo, which are
class C (popular) favorites. In EcuavisaÊs new series Secretos, ratings among the AB and C social groups are virtually equal (50.2%
and 50%). Finally, we observe that Brazilian telenovelas display the
highest difference between socioeconomic levels for fiction, being
widely favored by the AB segment.

3. Transmedia reception
Second within the top ten, Brazilian GloboÊs Avenida Brasil,
broadcast by Ecuavisa since June 2013, is the yearÊs example of
transmediation, particularly because of daily transmission of
hashtags encouraging viewer participation on Twitter.
With 141 chapters in the Ecuadorian version and 160 in the
international one, the telenovela was translated into 19 languages
and sold, up to now, to 124 countries, where it also had high levels of viewing. U.S. business and finance magazine Forbes called it
„the most profitable telenovela in the entire history of the country‰.
Avenida Brasil was a real phenomenon of world television, which
also resulted in its nomination to the International Emmy Awards,
considered the Oscar of television.
As for its broadcast in Ecuador by Ecuavisa, the channel has
had exclusive rights to GloboÊs telenovelas since 1976. By broadcasting them, it has managed to maintain high ratings as evidenced
by the 2013 top ten. Avenida BrasilÊs final chapter reached 42.6 rating points.
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On the channelÊs official website (http://www.ecuavisa.com),
the telenovela was promoted through articles about its cast. On
the website, several chapters can be found in the „Highlights‰
(Destacados) section, including a photo gallery, an article, a summary of each chapter, and news about the telenovela. No comments
can be recorded, though.
Upon accessing http://www.ecuavisa.com/novelas-ecuavisa/
avenida-brasil, a list of some numbered chapters is automatically
displayed at the bottom of the screen. According to the account @
RatingEcuador, which offers statistics on the most watched programs as provided by channels themselves, the telenovela recorded
11.3 rating points on June 28, 2013. The last post on January 21,
2014 ratified the 42.6 ratings points for the final chapter, exceeding
the 30-point historical rating of Ecuadorian television. The historical average of the 21 ratings published by the account is 12.89.
Although no official social media channels are identified in
Ecuador, in previews and chapters issued by the station, several
hashtags were promoted for viewer interaction, as already stated,
mainly on Twitter.
Hashtags used to discuss and share the telenovelaÊs content or
scenes on Twitter, Instagram and Youtube include:
#AvenidaBrasil
#LocosPorAvenidaBrasil

#FinalDeAvenidaBrasil

#AvenidaBrasilFinal

#NovelaAntiStress

#MeGustaAvenidaBrasil

#CARMINAaLaCocina

#EstáComoQuiere

#EstoyPatataFrita

#3SonMultitud

#TeOdioPezuñenta

#Basuuura

While their impact was not as high as in other countries where
they made trending topics, they did become part of usersÊ interaction.
The hashtag #FinalDeAvenidaBrasil was the most resonant,
with an estimated 738 accounts using it, according to tweetreach.
com. There were four main hashtags, but the one with most retweets
was „La telenovela #AvenidaBrasilFinal #FinalDeAvenidaBrasil
tuvo hoy en Ecuador un rating de 42.6 puntos‰ (Telenovela
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#AvenidaBrasilFinal #FinalDeAvenidaBrasil scored 42.6 rating
points in Ecuador today) by @RatingEcuador. The Twitter user with
the highest impact with this hashtag was @vpomiro, with an estimated 277 according to the same website.
On Twitter, EcuavisaÊs official accounts @ecuavisa and @
ecuavisashow publish photographs, and several of them display
hashtags, humorous images and content related to the telenovela.
The hashtag #LocosPorAvenidaBrasil is used on Twitter by the
channelÊs official accounts and viewersÊ accounts, with 100 tweets.
The hashtag #AvenidaDelAmor is also found in such posts.
More and more people discuss what they observe while watching TV. They do that through social media on the so-called second
screen, i.e., cell phone or tablet. This trend is called social television.
In a study conducted in 2013, consultancy firm Nielsen found
that 80% of people are part of social TV when watching the small
screen; therefore, after the emergence of Twitter, they started a project to measure general programsÊ audience and acceptance within
U.S. territory.
The trend of integrating social media to television is on the rise,
so that TV channels are encouraging usersÊ participation, for which
they establish hashtags in the programs or ads broadcast. Ecuavisa
was one of the first channels to make intensive use of this strategy.
The channelÊs „Zona Tuitera‰ (TwitterersÊ Zone) includes several social media accounts used to show chapter previews on TV and
YouTube. Promotional videos do not last more than 40 seconds and
use institutional voice: small previews of chapters are shown and the
picture freezes near the end; hashtags thus serve to complement the
scene. Music, pictures or overlaps that create funny situations are
also often used.
The YouTube page „Avenida Brasil-ZonaTuitera‰, to which the
telenovelaÊs chapters were uploaded, was canceled due to several
copyright violation claims by third parties. That allows us to conclude that broadcasting rights bought by channels do not include the
internet, which restricts transmediation to other platforms.
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Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Channel/
Selected
Production
fiction
company

Websites

Avenida
Brasil

Official
website
Facebook
page
Twitter
account
YouTube
page
Instagram
account

Ecuavisa

Types of
Intertransmedia activity
interaction levels
Viewing
Transmedia
viewing

Real-time
interactive
(Twitter)

Users’
prevailing
practices

Passive

Comment
Remix
Passive Recommendation
Celebration
Criticism
Collection
(YouTube closed)
Active Storage (forum)
Sharing
Debate

4. Highlights of the year
National production is strengthening and increasing. The conclusion is based on the number of new productions in Ecuador in
2013, which doubled over the previous year. While in 2012 there
were eight productions distributed over four channels, in 2013 there
were 17 of them in six channels, as shown in Table 1. That is to say
that new channels came to compete in the market of television products and ratings, mainly due to the Organic Law of Communication
(LOC), effective since June 25.
However, for the third consecutive year, telenovelas are still
absent from fiction productions, most likely for the same reasons of
previous years: higher production costs. Also for the same reason,
series are consolidated, especially sitcoms in self-conclusive chapters; in other words, humor is an almost guaranteed recipe for success in entertainment, also including sketches (Puro teatro and Los
Chestozos) and even parodies of foreign telenovelas. To counterbalance the excess of humor in Ecuadorian production, thriller series
appeared in three different channels, and one event-driven police series based on the so-called crónica roja, or red chronicle (Secretos,
A qué le tienes miedo, El duro de la mafia, respectively).
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Ecuavisa, however, chose a period series, Parece que fue ayer,
broadcast between February and March. Set in the seventies, it made
„viewers travel through time to take a look at the historical moments
that marked and forged Ecuador as it is now known‰.25 Indeed, that
decade was important in the history of the country, both economically – as Ecuador became an oil exporter (1972) – and politically,
because of two dictatorial military governments that tried to lay the
foundation for economic development and gave way to governments
elected since then.
The increase in channelsÊ own productions is undoubtedly a result of the provisions of the LOC in its Article 97, which establishes
60% of share for national programming on TV channels and on „allpublic‰ time slots.26 The enactment of that Law, in force since June
25, is one of the highlights of the year, not only because it regards
television but also because it classifies and defines the types of program content in audio and visual media. According to Article 60,
they are classified as information (I), opinion (O), formative/educational/cultural (F), entertainment (E), sports (D), and advertising
(P). TV fiction is, therefore, under category E.
To judge by its first results, legal provisions prove favorable
for fiction productions, even those by independent production companies. In this scenario, it should also be noted that of seven open
signal channels monitored in 2013 by Ibope Time, only RTS has not
produced or broadcast national fiction. Ecuavisa, in turn, became
the channel that most produces and broadcasts in the country, with
seven of the 17 national titles registered as premiere national fiction.
This private channel has been broadcasting for 46 years (since
March 1, 1967) and has been the countryÊs audience leader since
25
Wikipedia article: http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parece_que_fue_ayer. Accessed on:
April 2, 2014.
26
„Art. 97: Space for national audiovisual production – Audiovisual media whose signal is originated in the country will gradually allocate at least 60% of their daily programming, at times suitable for all audiences, to broadcast nationally produced content. This
national content shall include at least 10% of independent national production, calculated
based on the mediaÊs total daily programming [...]‰.
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2011, as shown in Obitel Yearbook. However, note that, in 2013, it
set a significant record over the last four years, concentrating nine
top ten places for fiction, being first in the rating with Brazilian
telenovela La vida sigue. Moreover, two of its productions, Así pasa
and Secretos, are on that list, in fourth and tenth places respectively.
Enchufe.tv, by Ecuadorian production company Touché Filmes, to
which the channel opened its doors, took the ninth place, contrary
to some forecasts predicting it would not have the same impact on
television viewers as it had on YouTube.
In 2012, Enchufe.tv became an audience phenomenon because
its sarcasm and dark humor sketches about customs and daily events
resulted in millions of visits or downloads on its web channel. With
the Sunday 10:30 p.m. slot at Ecuavisa – adult time according to
the LOC –, Touché Filmes fulfilled its wish to be on open television
(Obitel Yearbook 2013), but the channel was also right in giving
space to the proposal of the young film professionals, initially developed for the internet.
Enchufe.tvÊs place within the top ten of TV fiction also confirms Ecuadorian viewershipÊs approval of comedy shows, whether
or not they were produced for the small screen and even regardless
of their broadcasting time. This proposal also shows a trend within
humor to move away from the costumbrista and/or double meaning
joke – quite common in Ecuadorian sitcoms listed in the top ten in
2011 and 2012.
It is also the case of Así pasa, the first Ecuadorian production
in the top ten. It is set mainly at a funeral home, and its leading characters are the manager and two employees – a man and a woman.
These characters produce humorous situations when creating strategies to sell funeral services or to organize and provide them. In other
words, the sitcom contributes to reaffirm a certain inclination to the
so-called dark humor, having precisely death and what is related to
it as its main theme.
Produced by Ecuavisa, Así pasa displaced El combo amarillo,
of the same channel – whose third season in 2012 earned it the sec-
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ond place in the top ten – from second to eighth. However, the series, now in its fourth season, is part of a more traditional comedy
trend, although it does not use sexual, stereotype-laden jokes as two
other comedy sitcoms still broadcast in new seasons but that, unlike
previous years, were no longer on the top ten list: TC TelevisiónÊs
Mi recinto, which ranked tenth in 2012, went to 21 in 2013; and
TeleamazonasÊs La Pareja feliz, third place in 2012, fell to 35th.
The thriller series Secretos was broadcast on Sundays at 10:30
p.m., between October and December, and included 21 „minimovies‰. Its place in the top ten list, with 11 rating points, makes it exceptional for its day and time, usually dedicated to foreign series in
that channel and to sports highlights in others. Its success may be
due to technical aspects (the first Ecuadorian series recorded in film
format), but also to the quality of its drama: director Peky Andino
has authored other television series and plays about current social
and political issues.
State-run Gama TV entered the list of producers with A qué le
tienes miedo, a series resorting to mystery in order to approach urban legends. However, it reached only 3.9 rating points, even below
the sketches of Puro teatro on the same channel (5). Finally, the police series El duro de la mafia, broadcast daily at prime time (8 p.m.)
by Canal Uno, presented two seasons in 2013 with 4.9 rating points,
which probably do not match the intention of highlighting „police
efforts to tackle organized crime [...]‰, as reported by its makers.27
In summary, series are established as the flagship of Ecuadorian
television fiction, and, although they are diversifying their topics,
sitcoms and comedy remain the core of the supply. However, this
fact challenges creativity of audiovisual media, forced to increase
its proposals by the Law.

27
http://www.telegrafo.com.ec/tele-mix/item/hoy-se-estrena-los-duros-de-la-mafia.html.
Accessed on: March 3, 2014.
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5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
New technologies have revolutionized the way we communicate. Social media, blogs and opinion forums have exponentially
developed circulation and spread of information, and globalized
communication is an integral part of social life, getting us closer to
Marshall McLuhanÊs concept of global village.
This multiplicity that characterizes todayÊs society can change
the nature of communication to the extent that it increases its connections, creates new networks and new groups, following a binary
logic in which one succeeds two, creating new lines and new roots.
A breakup might occur and disrupt a segment of the network, but it
grows again from any other line, thus continuing its expansion.
Interconnections create ties, bonds, received and sent information, and are the basis of behavioral patterns and the structure that
forms todayÊs society. Influence on the internet is given by oneÊs
ability to exert some kind of power to cause people to interact from
a specific context, mainly from the use of social media, which have
become tools driving collective action.
Within this framework, transmedia or cross-media (Jenkins,
2007) narrative systematically seeks to reach through multiple distribution channels (websites, video channels, mobisodes, videogames, fan pages or other forms of merchandising).28 The aim is to
create a unified and coordinated entertainment experience, expanding narration or adding new details to what is already known.
With a more critical view, Carlos Scolari argues that „for many
decades, the culture industry has generated cross-media accounts to
get the most juice possible from a character or a story‰29, but not to
complement the story itself as actually happens to the transmedia
narrative.
28
http://www.henryjenkins.org/2007/03/transmedia_storytelling_101.html. Accessed on:
March 24, 2014.
29
http://hipermediaciones.com/2009/05/15/narrativas-transmediaticas/. Accessed on:
March 28, 2014.
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Starwars, Star Trek, The Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter,
Disney-Pixar and Dream Works productions, and recently the
Twilight series are examples of such transmediation, although not
of a transmedia narrative as pointed out by Jeff Gomez, CEO of
Starlight Runner Entertainment, a promoter of transmedia projects.
Transmediation is primarily characterized by participatory culture. In the technologized society, everything is interconnected and
there are no isolated ideas. They relate to each other as part of a
context in which they acquire value. Platforms are diverse, although
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram have led social media recently
partly due to their interfaces and user friendliness. Smartphones
also play their part, since they allow checking information from
anywhere in a matter of seconds.30
New technologies reshape relations between individuals by
incorporating everyday activities to the web. Though still incipient, some fiction productions have understood the need to use these
spaces to increase user loyalty, not only to one program but also in
terms of position of the channel that broadcasts it, seeking to prolong the stories and somehow to achieve audience involvement with
the narrative and a greater commitment to the plot.
Since 2010, when observation of television fiction in Ecuador
began, it has not been possible to identify a fiction production that
completely integrates transmediation as a communication strategy
since its creation. However, note the proposal of Ecuadorian sitcom
Así pasa, produced by Ecuavisa and premiered on May 20, 2013.
Fourth in the top ten, it has the best position among the four national
productions in the list; its competitor in the same channel, El combo
amarillo 3D, which was second in 2012, was displaced to eighth.
This new comedy series is aired at 7:30 p.m. – „triple A time‰
as it is known in Ecuador. According to producers Catrina Tala and
Mark Espín, it is the first program recorded in HDTV and 16:9 format thanks to its digital production process and the test signal of the
30
http://www.puromarketing.com/16/19698/facebook-twitter-instagram-lideran-redessociales-acceso-movil.html. Accessed on: March 28, 2014.
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Japanese-Brazilian standard, which the channel uses in Quito and
Guayaquil. According to several news publications, it began to lead
the ratings from Monday to Sunday from July on, in the series and
comedy production categories, and reached a 25% share in the first
two weeks.
By observing the channels used to promote the series and to
identify ways of transmediation, either by the broadcaster or as by
usersÊ initiative, the following were found:
1. Official website: As a form of promotion, the website featured a banner and news stories about the production from May 13
on, where it was defined as „an original comedy full of fun and peculiar characters‰. Demos and a photo gallery were posted to promote
the series. The following text appeared on May 14: „EcuavisaÊs new
proposal, which will make all viewers laugh, arrived on Monday,
May 20, at 7:30 p.m., to your home screen‰. It should be noted that
the web has an interactive proposal of video chats where several
characters chat and dialogue with the public. The activity was promoted on June 11, 2013 and took place the following day.
In August, September, October and December, the website did
not feature any new information. The second-to-last post was made
in November, and the last one in January 2014, presenting one of its
characters: „–Así pasa!, a comedy that chronicles the confusions and
situations of Eduardo, the only son of a Latacunga police officer and
a weaver of Montecristi hats, played by Efraín Ruales.‰
All notes include options to „like‰ them on Facebook, tweet it
or give it a + for Google+. Information on the page can be e-mailed,
downloaded as PDF or printed, but it cannot be commented on directly. In essence, the website works as a channel for promotional
information on the series and it only shows the transmedia strategy
of propagation (anticipation and promotion).
2. Twitter: The official twitter account is @asipasa_ec. It was
created in April 2013 and 116 tweets had been posted by February
2014, i.e., an average of nearly three (2.93) per day. The number of
followers reached 6,945, but they only followed 70 accounts; 274
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people added several of its tweets as favorites, and a total of 556
retweets were made, as well as 153 conversations around the several
contents, such as the channelÊs ten videos posted on Youtube.
The accountÊs tweets include promotions for other fiction programs and the same channel, among others: El combo amarillo,
Secretos, Enchufe.tv, but also reality shows such as La voz Colombia.
Most tweets were retweeted by users and added to favorites. No
offensive comments were recorded. The hashtag #AsiPasa is used
by cast members and channel staff on their accounts.
The official Twitter account is used for promoting and disseminating content. Indicators show that consumers/users used social
media and participation to comment on what they saw on the screen.
There was no narrative extension, but rather playful extension, as
people shared their experience with some of the chapters. Such
sharing creates an interactive narrative that becomes an extension of
what the screen conveys and it produces collective re-creation of the
meanings set forth in fiction, but in a playful, open and participatory
manner.
3. Facebook: Así pasa joined this social media on May 15,
2013. Its official account, called Así Pasa-Ecuavisa, recorded
14,212 people who like the page, and 1,352 were talking about it.
Interactivity included images, questions, previews; and apart from
the sitcomÊs content, some posts unrelated to the series were also
appreciated, such as horror stories, content from Ecuador tiene
talento – a reality show featured on the same channel. There were
2,323 likes, 679 comments, and some of the contents were shared
358 times. Approximately 240 people posted comments on the page.
It has a higher level of interactivity as well as a more promotional use of the series than other platforms. While some interactivity with users is proposed, suggestions are not accepted for the
development of the stories and other peopleÊs comments or posts
rarely received replies.
4. YouTube: The sitcom has no single official YouTube
channel, but it posts whole chapters on several of the stationÊs
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channels: Ecuavisa Internacional (1), EcuavisaNoticias (1), and
Ecuavisa Entretenimiento (5). Several chapters are uploaded
through other usersÊ channels: Así Pasa-Ecuavisa (9), TVchicaSeries
(90), Ecuaseries EC (60), soniagarcia (42), felipebotti (36),
MrLuchopancho (18), Eddie Gonzales (12), AndresMassuh (12),
Televisión Nacional (6), anthonylopez (6), EcuaSeriesPlus (2),
Andrés Chullita (2), baudg2 (2), JEANIELRELAJOSO MORA (2),
EcuavisaConciertos (2), among other people and channels uploading
videos of the series, which denotes strong viewer appropriation and
content expansion.
TVchicaSeries is the most shared YouTube channel, with 90
chapters of the series. Content is fully uploaded in high definition
(HD). Views range from 100 to 13,000, depending on the chapter.
Ecuaseries EC uploaded 60 videos, with about 1,000-38,000
views. Most comments tended to make requests for more chapters
or ask questions about names of certain episodes.
The analysis allows us to see that there is a certain level of
transmediation as to propagation and expansion. Informative content and playful extension was presented by creating social media
profiles and fan pages where data on the series are published and
people are invited to participate in forums. Experiential and brand
extension takes place as multiple channels are created by YouTube
users following it.
It is important to remember that transmedia strategies aim not
only at being an alternative to traditional advertising media but
above all at more active public participation. It is the concept of
prosumer, which Alvin Toffler had already presented in the 80s31,
and which seeks to facilitate the exchange and flow of information
and ideologies, allowing participation in discussion forums and also
generating forms of user empowerment.
Social media and other Web 2.0 tools that allow transmediation
certainly reconfigure relations between individuals and give rise to
31
http://www.razonypalabra.org.mx/espejo/2008/mar15.html. Accessed on: April 11,
2014.
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new ways for communicating and disseminating information. In
Ecuador, despite exponential increase in internet access over the last
two years through satellite and fiber optic connection, television and
its audiences still need to know and appropriate the possibilities offered by the web to give new content to fictions and provoking turns
in the narrative.
This demands a strategy design containing various communication patterns that can ensure involvement of all publics, including
digital natives, keeping in mind that the transmedia phenomenon
is a process of intertextual and multiplatform interconnection. That
process not only multiplies reception opportunities and allows going deeper into the fictional narrative universe, but can also create
emotional ties with communities of fans and make the experience of
television fiction truly participatory.
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1. Spain’s audiovisual context in 2013
The emergence of DTT in Spain in 2010 strongly increased
audience fragmentation. Meanwhile, the merger of large private
networks (Tele5 absorbed Cuatro in 2011, and Antena3 absorbed
LaSexta in 2012) turned a substantial part of the Spanish television
system into a sort of duopoly. The effects of such divergent trends
consolidated in the yearÊs record low ratings, in the unequal distribution of advertising and in the shutdown of some channels as a result
of default or courts decisions. The quality of series and miniseries in
2013 confirms the maturity of SpainÊs audiovisual production system, which has increased its fiction exports.
Chart 1. Open TV national networks1
Reach
State1
(national coverage)

Public

Private

First channel

Second channel

La1

La2

Antena3, Tele5,
Cuatro, LaSexta

TranslatorÊs note: In the Spanish case, „state‰ refers to broadcasting reach, rather than to
network ownership. Therefore, state networks are those covering Spain as a whole, and
autonomic ones have regional coverage. Both cases include public and private networks.
1
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Autonomic
(regional coverage)

TV3
ATV
C9
Canal Sur
TVCAN
CMT
ETB1
IB3
Telemadrid
TPA
TVG
EB1
ETB2
Canal Extrem.
TV

Canal Sur 2
ETB3
La Otra
NouDOS
TPA2
TVCAN2
TVG2
Super3/33
Esports3
3/24
7RM
Nou24

8Madrid
8TV
A3Canarias
CYLTV
Estil9
La8
V TV
NueveTV
Rac105

Source: Obitel Spain

Television consumption has decreased two tenths from the previous year (244 minutes per viewer/day), but it is the second highest
after a 246-minute record in 2012. Rating distribution by communication companies reflects consolidation of Atresmedia (after the
merger of Antena3 and LaSexta)2 – the only one with a significant
increase in its results in a year that saw CRTVE fall 2.2 points.
Graph 1. Share by communication business group

Tele5
Atresmedia
CRTVE
Vocento
Unidad Editporial
Others

Later in the year, the Imagina Group announced that its participation in Atresmedia
would increase to 8.64%, with which the „earn-out‰ agreed for 2017 in LaSexta/Antena3
merger agreements will be completed in 2014, three years before scheduled.

2
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TV groups

Share 2012

Share 2013

Tele5

28.5

29.0

Atresmedia

25.8

28.8

CRTVE

18.9

16.7

Vocento

4.4

4.3

Unidad Ed.

3.2

3.5

Others

19.2

17.7

TOTAL

100

100

Source: Barlovento Comunicación/Kantar Media

Ratings of major networks (La1, Tele5, Antena3 and Forta3)
continued to decline as a consequence of DTT, whose theme-oriented channels had 30.9% (2.4 more than in 2012) this year. Tele5
led the Spanish ranking for the second consecutive year (13.5%),
followed by Antena3 (13.4%), although the latter improved by 1.9%
over 2012, compared to 0.6% of the former. La1, instead, lost 2%
audience, while Cuatro and LaSexta maintained their rates for the
first time, with 6%.
Graph 2a. Share by state networks
La1
La2

Network
La1

Share (%)
10.2

Tele5

La2

2.4

Antena3

Tele5

13.5

Cuatro

Antena3

13.4

LaSexta

Cuatro

6.0

Autonomic

LaSexta

6.0

DTT theme

Autonomic

8.7

Pay TV theme

DTT theme

30.8

Others

Pay TV theme

5.6

Source: Barlovento Comunicación/Kantar Media

Others

3.4

TOTAL

100

Federation of Autonomic Radio and Television Organizations (Federación de Organismos de Radio y Televisión Autonómicos, Forta).

3
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Forta networks added up to 8.7% (1.1% below 2012). Only
ATV (11.5%) and Canal Extremadura (4.44%) improved their results in 2013, although the Catalan channel TV3 led the autonomic
group once again (13.5%) and had the highest audience in its respective autonomous community.
Graph 2b. Share by autonomic network

Others

Source: Barlovento Comunicación/Kantar Media

Network

Share (%)

TV3

13.5

AragonTV

11.5

TVG

10.9

Csur

9.9

ETB2

9.6

TVCAN

7.2

IB3

5.9

TPA

5.4

Cextre.

4.5

CMT

4.4

Telemadrid

3.8

C9

3.7

ETB1

2.1

Others

7.6

TOTAL

100

Entertainment and information occupied the largest spaces in
Spanish programming grids with 25.3% and 21.2%, respectively.
By contrast, fictionÊs 19.5% means a 2.3% decrease over 20134 and
places it as the third genre.

The six major state generalist networks premiered 105 programs in 2013 – 64 of which
were below their respective average ratings Available at: http://cultura.elpais.com/cultura/2014/01/10/television/1389386421_577521.html. Accessed on: January 11, 2014.
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Graph 3. Offer by genre in TV programming5
Entertainment

Genre

Information

Entertainment

25.3

Fiction

Information

21.2

Culture

Fiction

19.5

Music

Culture

13.2

Contests

Music

9.1

Sports

Contests

8.8

Others

Sports

2.2

Others

0.7

TOTAL

100

Source: Barlovento Comunicación/Kantar Media

%

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
Antena3 reversed the trend in audience distribution from
previous years by significantly expanding its preferred target and
becoming the channel of choice for the 13-54 age group as well
as for men. Tele5, however, was confirmed as womenÊs favorite
and stands out among the over-55 viewers, while RTVEÊs DTT
concession channel Clan TV was a favorite for 4-12-year-old
children. Audience profile also determined the distinct viewing
modalities: while Antena3 had a high percentage of couples with
children and high group viewing, childless couples and individual
viewing prevailed for Tele5.6
Once again, soccer was the star of Spanish television, for 17 of
the 20 most-watched broadcasts of the year were events featuring
that sport. The remaining broadcasts were three short newscasts,
between a Copa del Rey match and two Confederations Cup matches.
Penalty kicks during Confederations Cup between Spain and Italy,
June 27, topped the annual ranking with 13,355,000 viewers (67.9%
share).
Percentages for the six major state generalist networks (La1, La2, Tele5, Antena3, Cuatro and LaSexta).
6
See Barlovento ComunicaciónÊs ratings report. Available at: http://www.barloventocomunicacion.es/images/publicaciones/ANALISIS%20TELEVISIVO%202013.pdf. Accessed on: February 15, 2014.
5
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Avatar (James Cameron, 2009) was the most popular film
of the year, with 6,155,000 viewers (32.1%)7, and the only Tele5
feature film among the 20 most watched films on a list led by
Antena3 (13 titles) and La1 (six titles). Santiago SeguraÊs solid
Torrente (Torrente 4, 2011) was the only Spanish title in that list,
with 4,493,000 viewers (23.1% of share), making it the fourth most
watched film of 2013.

1.3. Advertising investments of the year: in TV and in fiction
Advertising spending in conventional media fell by 8% (compared to 3.7% for all media). Television lost 6.2%, but it still leads
investment with 1,703 million euros, 745 million of which went to
Mediaset España and 735 million to Atresmedia. Internet was the
only medium to resume growth in 2013 (1.8% and a total of 896
million euros).8
The growing alliance between television and the internet promoted initiatives to optimize advertising on social media. ADTZ,
leader in social media advertising in Spain and Latin America, has
become TwitterÊs new partner. In 2009, it was the first Spanish
company to receive a certification from Facebook to optimize its
advertising systems. IBA Spain and Aedeti9 agreed to standardize
and promote online television in Spain, in an attempt to develop it
and establish new business opportunities. Since October, Tuitele TV
(www.tuitele.tv) „measures, analyzes and visualizes‰ social television – an essential complement for internet advertising spending,
incorporating social ranking by targets from 2014 on.

7
Tele5 scheduled Avatar in two parts in November, on Tuesday 12 and Wednesday 13.
They had 6,059,000 viewers (32.1% share) and 6,250,000 (32.2% share), respectively.
8
See the summary of the report presented by Infoadex on February 26, 2014. Available
at:
http://cultura.elpais.com/cultura/2014/02/26/television/1393435673_710318.html.
Accessed on: February 27, 2014.
9
IBA Spain is an association representing the countryÊs advertising, marketing and communication industry in digital media. Aedeti is the Association of Spanish Interactive
Television Companies.
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1.4. Advertising and social advertising
In early 2013, rumors about the possible return of advertising
to RTVE in order to reduce its deficit created alarm at Mediaset
España and Atresmedia, which accumulated respectively 43.7%
and 43.1% of TV advertising spending in 2013.10 In September, the
Ministry of Industry dismissed the complaint filed by the Union of
Associated Commercial TV Channels (Uteca) against the alleged
misuse of that type of advertising, thus allowing TVE to continue
exploiting the sponsorship formula for sporting and cultural events
and to postpone a decision that has as many supporters as detractors.
The 44 institutional media campaigns (17 fewer than last
year) in 2013 represented a further decline in this type of social
advertising. They were predominantly aimed at promoting healthy
habits, environmental awareness, and support for new technologies.
The Ministries of Industry, Internal Affairs, Energy and Tourism,
Employment and Social Security, Defense and Development now
hold 82% of the total budget, 25% of which were intended for
television and 61.4% for internet.11

1.5. Communication policies
In early February, the Council of Ministers approved the
Institutional Advertising and Communication Plan for 2013.
Among other measures, it earmarked 7.5 million euros to explain
the second DTT „blackout‰12, three years after the analogue switchoff. It was the first measure towards redirecting the radio spectrum,
by releasing frequencies from 790 to 862, so they could be used
by telecommunication companies, and it affected all private TV
groups. In March, the government enforced a Supreme Court ruling
See the Infoadex report on the first nine months of the year. Available at: www.infoadex.
es/notasidney.pdf. Accessed on: February 28, 2014.
11
See the 2013 Advertising and Corporate Communications Plan. Available at: http://www.
lamoncloa.gob.es/NR/rdonlyres/6F9F7C99-80EE-40C9-862B-9534075E3128/226035/
Plan2013.pdf. Accessed on: February 28, 2014.
12
Diffusion included two campaigns to publicize the digital dividend: the first one aired
between January 1 and April 30, and the second one aired between May 1 and December 31.
10
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canceling nine DTT licenses (Atresmedia (three), Mediaset (two),
Unidad Editorial (one) and Vocento (one)). The ruling invalidated
an agreement at the PSOE governmentÊs Council of Ministers
assigning a four-channel multiplex to six private companies licensed
to broadcast on DTT. In May, Uteca appealed the decision.

1.6. Public TV
In March, RTVE announced that it had ended 2012 with a
112.98-million-euro deficit, resulting partly from the lack of advertising13, although the contribution of communication companies and
private channels to the public corporation amounted to 217,356,305
euros during the same period.14 In September, Brussels (the EC headquarters) finally upheld the funding model designed by the previous government and dismissed the European CommissionÊs appeal
against Spain for the fee imposed on telecommunication operators.15
The dismissal of 843 workers by Valencian Canal 9 in February
marked the beginning of the most difficult period known to autonomic networks since the first of them (TV3) was created in 1983.
They were besieged by the impact of the crisis on government subsidies and decrease in advertising investments (12% below 2012
levels). In March, TV3 employees went on strike after the Catalan
government passed a 17% budget cut. In April, the Madrid Supreme
Court of Justice declared TelemadridÊs Redundancy Layoff Plan
inadmissible. Shortly after that, the channel opened its signal to a
tender for 2.7 million euros.
The November shutdown of Radio Televisión Valenciana
(RTVV) – the first time it happens to a Spanish autonomic network
13 Advertising had been eliminated from TVE by the PSOE government since January
1, 2009.
14
See http://www.europapress.es/economia/noticia-economia-telecos-cadenas-privadasaportaron-2173-millones-rtve-2012-268-menos-cmt-20130430194326.html. Accessed
on: March 10, 2014.
15
The funding model for public broadcasting requires telecommunication companies to
pay 0.9% of their revenue to CRTVE. Vodafone, which had waived its television operation in 2012 because of that, announced its return for 2014 with Yomvi (Canal+ on the
internet).
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– ignited a heated debate about spending in such channels, whose
budgets for 2013 totaled 1,065 million euros.16 The threat of shutdown or privatization hangs over CMT and TPA as well.
At the time of writing, the Catalan government had just approved a bill to amend audiovisual industry rules. It is the first initiative of this kind, which would force CCRTV to publicize all its
spending.

1.7. Private and pay TV
Although Atresmedia and Mediaset Spain share 90% of advertising investment almost in the same proportion, their 2013 balance
sheets are markedly different. Therefore, Atresmedia declared this
year a net profit of 46.1 million euros – 44.4% over 201217 –, while
Mediaset EspañaÊs 4.6 million was, by contrast, 91.7% below last
year.18
Pay TVÊs financial results and ratings differ substantially from
one operator to another in a country where proliferation and extreme
competitiveness between open TV channels has historically held
back the launch of pay TV.19 In the third quarter of the year, DTS
(Distributor of Digital Television) earned 274.59 million euros;
TelefónicaÊs IPTV earned 52,230,000; cable distributor ONO made
36.60 million; and the remaining pay channelsÊ earnings added to
37.90 million.20 As for audience, losing 6 tenths compared to 2012

16
Autonomic networks with the four highest budgets are TV3 (295.6 million euros),
Canal Sur (165 million), ETB (121 million) and TVG (103.8 million), although TV3
exceeds by far the ratings of the others, as can be seen in Graph 2b of this chapter. Available at: http://www.lavanguardia.com/comunicacion/20131107/54393842620/cuantocuestan-televisiones-autonomicas.html. Accessed on: November 16, 2013.
17
See
http://www.cnmv.es/Portal/HR/verDoc.axd?t={bddca362-a5c8-4414-a5c33e5032d0ff9c. Accessed on: March 2, 2014.
18
See
http://www.cnmv.es/Portal/HR/verDoc.axd?t={6d02aa2e-3fc4-43a6-ac359813279d63ec. Accessed on: March 2, 2014.
19
Pay TV had 3,740,138 subscribers in Spain in the third quarter of 2013. See the report
of the Telecommunications Market, CMT at http://cmtdata.cmt.es/cmtdata/jsp/inf_trim.
jsp?tipo=2. Accessed on: March 2, 2014.
20
CMT details at http://cmtdata.cmt.es/cmtdata/jsp/inf_trim.jsp?tipo=2. Accessed on:
March 2, 2014.
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would represent a moderate decrease if it were not for the gradual
contraction this group of channels has experienced since 2011 (with
665,000 fewer subscribers in the last seven quarters).21 Leading pay
channels FOX, AXN and Canal+ Liga contribute each 0.3% to the
2013 total (5.6%), with 896,000, 838,000 and 520,000 contacts per
day, respectively.
The most important events in this sector include the July shutdown of Turner CartoonÊs channels Cartoonito and TCM Autor,
although the latter would return converted into a HDTV channel
(TCM HD) specializing in major Hollywood classics and auteur
films. Later in the year, MTV ceased broadcasting and its frequency
was taken over by Real Madrid TV (open), while MTV Spain owner
Viacom International Media Networks closed a deal with Canal+ to
broadcast MTV through PrisaÊs pay platform. In the same period,
ACM Networks negotiated the purchase of Chellomedia (the content division of Liberty Global, owner of producer and distributor
company Chello Multichannel).

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
The integration process of multiscreen contents remains a key
purpose for Spanish networks, which multiply their applications in
order to boost mobile TV consumption. In May, SpainÊs largest telecom operator Telefónica replaced its IPTV Imagenio with Movistar
TV in an attempt to compensate for the gradual loss of subscribers to its pay service. That same month, Atresmedia Conecta was
elected the best entertainment application for tablets in Spanish in
the first edition of TAB Innovation awards – an international competition aimed to promote the most innovative tablet applications in
that language.22
High Definition – another technological milestone for television – also continued its expansion in 2013. The distinct initiatives to
See http://satcesc.com/web/2013/12/18/la-television-de-pago-en-espana-sigue-perdiendo-clientes-2/. Accessed on: March 2, 2014.
22
See http://www.tabinnovation.com.
21
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boost it included RTVE participation in a pioneering experiment in
Spain (which has the support of the European Broadcasting Union,
Sony and producer companies Ovide and Apuntolapospo) to make
the first program in ultra high definition (UHDTV), also known as
4K. In line with other autonomic channels, Basque ETB replaced in
June its channel ETB Sat with ETB-HD. That same month, the integrated cable services company ONO joined Atresmedia to launch a
new exclusive channel – Antenna3 Premium – which offers Antena3
contents to its subscribers, but in HD. In December, TVE announced
it would launch two new high definition channels in early 2014 (La1
HD and Teledeporte HD).

2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
State channels premiered this year 30 films (27 on open channels and three on pay channels) – two fewer than in 2012 – and rerun
a total of 27 programs including some flagship titles of the political
transition period (Curro Jiménez, Anillos de Oro, Teresa de Jesús,
etc.). Antena3 remains the channel with the highest number of premieres (11 titles), followed by Tele5 (eight) and La1 (seven).
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Table 1a. State fiction broadcast in 2013
Premiere state titles – 30

Rerun titles – 27

La1 – 7 state titles
1. ˘guila roja (series)
2. Cuéntame cómo pasó (series)
3. Gran reserva (series)
4. Gran reserva. El origen (serial)
5. Isabel (series)
6. Carta a Eva (miniseries)
7. Se hace saber (sketch)
Antena3 – 11 state titles
8. Amar es para siempre (serial)
9. Bandolera (serial)
10. Con el culo al aire (series)
11. El barco (series)
12. El secreto del puente viejo (serial)
13. El tiempo entre costuras (series)
14. Fenómenos (series)
15. Gran Hotel (series)
16. Luna, el misterio de calenda (series)
17. Vive cantando (series)
18. Tormenta (miniseries)
Tele5 - 8 state titles
19. Aída (series)
20. El don de Alba (series)
21. Familia (series)
22. Frágiles (series)
23. La que se avecina (series)
24. Tierra de lobos (series)
25. Mario Conde (miniseries)
26. Niños robados (miniseries)
LaSexta – 1 state title
27. Psicodriving (sketch)

La1 – 9 rerun titles
31. La señora (series)
32. Herederos (series)
33. Los misterios de Laura (series)
34. Tarancón. El quinto mandamiento
(miniseries)
35. Curro Jiménez (series)
36. Desaparecida (series)
37. UCO. Unidad Central Operativa
(series)
38. El Caso Wanninkhof (miniseries)
39. Las chicas de oro (series)
La 2 – 10 rerun titles
40. Los camioneros (series)
41. Las chicas de hoy (series)
42. Los gozos y las sombras
(miniseries)
43. Teresa de Jesús (miniseries)
44. Anillos de oro (series)
45. Abuela de verano (series)
46. Curro Jiménez (series)
47. Pelotas (series)
48. Makinavaja (series)
49. Los jinetes del alba (miniseries)
Antena3 – 5 rerun titles
50. Buen agente (series)
51. Los Quién (series)
52. Pulseras rojas (series)
53. Señoras que⁄ (series)
54. Historias robadas (miniseries)
Tele5 – 2 rerun titles
55. Inocentes (series)
56. El pacto (miniseries)
LaSexta – 1 rerun title
57. Crematorio (series)

Canal+ – 1 state title
28. Falcón (series)
Neox – 1 state title
29. Señoras que⁄ (series)
30. I+B (sketch)

Total state titles: 57
Source: Obitel Spain

Autonomic channels premiered 25 new titles this year (six
fewer than in 2012) and rerun 38 (five fewer than 2012). The sharp
decline in the number of TV3Ês telemovies makes Galician TVG,
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for the first time, the channel with the highest number of premieres
(nine titles), compared with seven of the Catalan chain.
Table 1b. Autonomic fiction broadcast in 201323
Premiere autonomic titles - 25
CanalSur – 2 autonomic titles
1. Arrayán (serial)
2. Flaman (series)
ETB1 – 3 autonomic titles
3. Bi eta bat (series)
4. DBH (sketch)
5. Goenkale (serial)
IB3 – 2 autonomic titles
6. Mitjorn (series)
7. Mossen capellà (series)
TV3 – 7 autonomic titles
8. Grand nord (series)
9. Kubala, Moreno i Manchón (series)
10. La riera (series)
11. Polseres vermelles (serial)
12. Volaré (telemovie)
13. Olor de colònia (miniseries)
14. Un berenar a Ginebra (telemovie)
TVG – 9 autonomic titles
15. Chapa e pintura (series)
16. Era visto (sketch)
17. Escoba (series)
18. Libro de familia (series)
19. Luci (series)
20. Matalobos (series)
21. Padre Casares (series)
22. Salgadura (miniseries)
23. Todos os santos (telemovie)
7RM – 1 autonomic title
24. Las aventuras de Moriana
FORTA – 1 autonomic title
25. El faro (serial)23

23 23

32. Check in hotel (series)
33. Les Moreres (serial)
Canal9 Dos – 3 rerun titles
34. Negocis de família (serial)
35. Les Moreres (serial)
36. Altra oportunitat (series)
ETB1 – 2 rerun titles
37. Balbemendi (series)
38. Bi eta bat (series)
IB3 – 1 rerun titles
39. LÊanell (serial)
TV3 – 5 rerun titles
40. Plats bruts (series)
41. La Sagrada Familia (series)
42. Infidels (series)
43. La Torre de Babel (telemovie)
44. El bosc de Levas (telemovie)
Super3/33 – 1 rerun title
45. La riera (serial)
TVCanarias – 1 rerun title
46. La revoltosa (series)
Telemadrid – 2 rerun titles
47. Dos de mayo (series)
48. Cuándo puedas (sketch)
La Otra – 5 rerun titles
49. De moda (series)
50. Colegio Mayor (series)
51.Viva Luisa (series)
52. En buena compañía (series)
53. Cuando puedas (sketch)
TVG – 2 rerun titles
54. Rías baixas (series)
55. Eduardo Barreiros (miniseries)

The series El faro is an unprecedented initiative in Spain. It is a co-production of
seven Forta member networks. It is simultaneously broadcast by all of them (CMT,
Canal9, Telemadrid, TPA, TV Canarias, TV Extremadura, and TVG).
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Rerun titles – 38
CMT – 4 rerun titles
26. Amar en tiempos revueltos (serial)
27. Arrayán (series)
28. Aquí me las den todas (sketch)
29. Planta 25 (series)
Canal9 – 4 rerun titles
30. Socarrats (sketch)
31. Bon dia bonica (serial)

TVG2 – 7 rerun titles
56. Terra de Miranda (series)
57. Maridos e mulleres (series)
58. Fíos (series)
59. As leis de Celavella (series)
60. O nordés (series)
61. Matalobos (series)
62. Galicia exprés (series)
Canal Extremadura – 1 rerun title
63. Cuando puedas (sketch)
Total autonomic titles: 63

Source: Obitel Spain

Premiere fiction in state channels includes 32 titles – 30
Spanish productions and two Ibero-American ones (from Mexico
and Venezuela, respectively). The 4-title decline in Latin American
and Ibero-American productions in 2013 affects the decrease in the
number of chapters/episodes (896 compared to 1,322 in 2012) and
hours (996 hours and five minutes compared to 1237 hours and 55
minutes last year).24
Table 2a. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Titles

%

Chap./
Ep.

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

30

93.8

828

84.0

811:25:00

84.0

IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)

2

6.3

158

16.0

154:40:00

16.0

Argentina

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Brazil

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Chile

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Colombia

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Country

Mediaset España decided to strengthen its telenovela programming by dedicating its
thematic DTT channel La Siete exclusively to that format. It is an attempt to strike back
at Nova, its Atresmedia counterpart channel, whose several telenovelas had a 7% share.
24
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Spain

30

93.8

828

84.0

811:25:00

84.0

USA (Hispanic
production)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Mexico

1

3.1

108

11.0

106:20:00

11.0

Peru

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Venezuela

1

3.1

50

5.1

48:20:00

5.0

Latin American
(Obitel)

2

6.3

158

16.0

154:40:00

16.0

Latin American
(off Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Other (productions
and co-productions
from other Latin
American/IberoAmerican countries)25

1

3.1

1

0.1

0:45:00

0.1

Total

32

100.0

986

100.0

966:05:00

100.0

Source: Obitel Spain25

In total, (state and autonomic) Spanish channels released 55
premiere titles – 48 were Spanish (63 in 2012) and seven were from
Latin America (nine in 2012). Five of the seven foreign titles came
from Mexico, and the remaining two, from Venezuela.26

The only co-production of the year, Falcón (Canal+), is European (Spain/Germany/
Great Britain). Entre fantasmas, Disney SpainÊs first production, was made with 100%
Spanish resources.
26
The five Mexican telenovelas premiered in Spain in 2013 are Amores verdaderos, La
tempestad, Una familia con suerte, Dos hogares and Amor cautivo. Venezuelan ones are
Las bandidas and Válgame Dios.
25
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Table 2b. State and autonomic premiere fiction in 2013:
countries of origin
Country

Titles

%

Chap./
Ep.

%

Hours

%

State and autonomic
(total)

55

88.7

1526

72.3

1238:46:00

71.8

Ibero-American
(total)

7

11.3

586

27.7

487:35:00

28.2

Argentina

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Brazil

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Chile

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Colombia

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Spain

55

88.7

1526

72.3

1238:46:00

71.8

USA (Hispanic
production)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Mexico

5

8.1

451

21.4

375:30:00

21.8

Peru

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Venezuela

2

3.2

135

6.4

112:05:00

6.5

Latin American
(Obitel)

7

11.3

586

27.7

487:35:00

28.2

Latin American
(off Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Other (productions
and co-productions
from other Latin
American/IberoAmerican countries)

1

1.6

1

0.0

0:45:00

0.0

Total

62

100.0

2112

100.0

1726:21:00

100.0

Source: Obitel Spain

235

5

828

Prime time (21:00 – 23:00)

Nighttime (23:00 – 6:00)

Total

100.0

0.6

28.4

71.0

644

32

1526 100.0

Prime time (21:00 – 23:00)

Nighttime (23:00 – 6:00)

Total

2.1

42.2

55.7

850

Afternoon (15:00 – 21:00)

0.0

%

0

C/E

Morning (6:00 – 15:00)

Time slot

588

Afternoon (15:00 – 21:00)

0.0

%

811:25:00

0:50:00

265:35:00

545:00:00

0:00:00

H

National

158

0

0

158

0

C/E

100.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

%

Source: Obitel Spain

100.0

0.1

32.7

67.2

0.0

%

154:40:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

154:40:00

0:00:00

H

Ibero-American

100.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

%

986

5

235

746

0

C/E

100.0

0.5

23.8

75.7

0.0

%

966:05:00

1238:46:00

14:20:00

527:41:00

696:45:00

0:00:00

H

National

586

0

0

301

285

C/E

100.0

0.0

0.0

51.4

48.6

%

Source: Obitel Spain

100.0

1.2

42.6

56.2

0.0

%

487:35:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

273:50:00

213:45:00

H

Ibero-American

100.0

0.0

0.0

56.2

43.8

%

1.5

30.5

54.5

13.5

%

14:20:00

527:41:00

970:35:00

213:45:00

H

Total

2112 100.0 1726:21:00

32

644

1151

285

C/E

0:50:00

265:35:00

699:40:00

0:00:00

H

Total

Table 3b. Chapters/episodes and hours broadcast by state and autonomic time slot

0

C/E

Morning (6:00 – 15:00)

Time slot

Table 3a. Chapters/episodes and hours broadcast by state time slot

100.0

0.8

30.6

56.2

12.4

%

100.0

0.1

27.5

72.4

0.0

%
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Complementarity between Spanish and Latin American fiction
programs is reflected in time slot distribution. By and large, while
most Spanish programs are broadcast in prime time, telenovelas are
preferentially aired in the morning. Disproportion between the number of Spanish fiction titles and their grid space compared to IberoAmerican fiction is due to the prominence of series in Spain – a
format usually not exceeding 13 episodes per season.
Distribution by format follows the same pattern as last year, except for the decrease in autonomic telemovies mentioned above (12
in 2012 and four in 2013). Consolidation of serial in state channels
(one title more than last year) and reduced purchase by autonomic
channels might explain the decline of premiere telenovelas in 2014.

Unitario
Docudrama
Others (sketch)
Total

Serial
Series
Miniseries
Telemovie

Time slot

Unitario
Docudrama
Others (sketch)
Total

Serial
Series
Miniseries
Telemovie

Time slot

Titles
8
31
6
3
0
0
7
55

Titles
4
18
4
0
0
0
4
30

National
C/E
%
588
71.0
214
25.8
8
1.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
18
2.2
828 100.0
%
67.2
31.1
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
100.0

Source: Obitel Spain

H
545:00:00
252:25:00
10:50:00
0:00:00
0:00:00
0:00:00
3:10:00
811:25:00

titles
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

%
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

Ibero-American
C/E
%
H
158 100.0
154:40:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
158 100.0
154:40:00

%
14.5
56.4
10.9
5.5
0.0
0.0
12.7
100.0

%
61.9
32.7
1.2
0.3
0.0
0.0
3.8
100.0

Source: Obitel Spain

State and autonomic
C/E
%
H
925
60.6
767:00:00
434
28.4
405:25:00
12
0.8
14:36:00
3
0.2
4:05:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
152
10.0
47:40:00
1526
100.0
1238:46:00
Titles
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
7

%
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

Ibero-American
C/E
%
H
586 100.0
487:35:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
0
0.0
0:00:00
586 100.0
487:35:00

Table 4b. Formats of state, autonomic and Ibero-American fiction

%
13.3
60.0
13.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.3
100.0

Table 4a. Formats of state and Ibero-American fiction

%
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

%
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
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Format programming according to time slots maintains the stability typical of Spanish grids, which place most serials in the afternoon (four state and two autonomic titles) and reserves prime time
for the remaining fiction (25 state and 20 autonomic programs).
Occasionally, networks move programs with poor prime time performance to nighttime.
Table 5a. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Formats

MorAfter%
ning
noon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Serial

0

0.0

4

100.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

4

13.3

Series

0

0.0

0

0.0

18

72.0

0

0.0

18

60.0

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

4

16.0

0

0.0

4

13.3

Telemovie

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitario

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Others
(sketch)

0

0.0

0

0.0

3

12.0

1

100.0

4

13.3

Total

0

0.0

4

100.0

25

100.0

1

100.0 30 100.0

Source: Obitel Spain

Table 5b. Formats of state and autonomic fiction by time slot
Formats

MorAfter%
ning
noon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Serial

0

0.0

6

85.7

2

4.4

0

0.0

8

14.5

Series

0

0.0

0

0.0

30

66.7

1

33.3

31

56.4

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

6

13.3

0

0.0

6

10.9

Telemovie

0

0.0

1

14.3

2

4.4

0

0.0

3

5.5

Unitario

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Others
(sketch)

0

0.0

0

0.0

5

11.1

2

66.7

7

12.7

Total

0

0.0

7

100.0

45

100.0

3

100.0 55 100.0

Source: Obitel Spain
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Seventeen state fiction titles were set in the past – the same
number of the previous year. Only their distribution was different,
with 16 period (13 in 2012) and one historical fiction (four in 2013),
whose ratings have greatly improved.
Table 6a. Time period in which state fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

17

56.7

Period

12

40.0

Historical

1

3.3

Other

0

0.0

Total

30

100.0

Source: Obitel Spain

Table 6b. Time period in which state and autonomic fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

38

69.1

Period

16

29.1

Historical

1

1.8

Other

0

0.0

Total

55

100.0

Source: Obitel Spain

ViewersÊ interest for fiction set in the past can be seen by observing that five period and one historical programs were among
the top 10 on a list led by the best premiere of recent years, El tiempo entre costuras (Antena3), a drama set in the 1930s. The series
snatched the lead held by ˘guila Roja over the past four seasons.

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

3 Cuéntame cómo pasó

4 La que se avecina

5 Niños robados

6 Isabel

7 Con el culo al aire

8 Gran reserva

9 Carta a Eva

10 Aída

Total productions: 10
100%

Globomedia

TVE, TV3, Copia Cero

Bambú Prod.

Notro TV

Diagonal TV

T5, MOD Prod.

Contu-bernio

Grupo Ganga Prod.

Globomedia

Spain

1

Boomerang TV

Producer company

Spain

Origin

El tiempo entre
costuras
2 ˘guila roja

Title

Tele5

La1

La1

A3

La1

Tele5

Tele5

La1

La1

A3

Channel

Name of scriptwriter or
Viewers
author of original idea
M. Dueñas, S. López Rubio,
4,828,556
A. Grondona, C. Montero
P. Nadal
4,469,333
E. Ladrón de Guevara, I. del
Moral, C. Asorey, J. Delgado, C. 4,101,750
Royo, C. Molineros, S. Sánchez
A. Caballero, L. Caballero,
D. Deorador, S. Mitjans,
4,095,286
A. Alvarez de Sotomayor
H. Medina
3,918,000
J. Olivares, A. Schaaff,
J. Clafí, J. Barbero, S. Perpiñá, 3,350,692
P. Olivares
D. Fernández, D. Abajo
3,039,231
R. Campos, G. R. Neira, E. R.
Montero, L. León, D. Rope, M.
Gómez, N. López, C.Garrido, 2,771,375
M. J. Monchales, D. Sotelo,
M. Merino, G. Basaguren
A. Villaronga, A. Pérez,
2,669,500
R. Danès
I. San Román, D. Govantes,
2,646,526
T. Chisleanschi
Foreign scripts:
0%

Table 7a. The ten most watched state titles: origin, rating, share

6.01

6.06

6.3

6.91

7.61

8.9

14.33

14.00

13.46

17.02

17.55

22.2

21.79

20.49

9.32

9.31

23.38

25.27

Share

10.16

10.97

Rating
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Gran nord

7

10 Flaman

9

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

CSur

TVG

TV3

TV3

TV3

Foreign scripts:
0%

D. Sainz

J. Coira, A. Gonda, P. Coira

V. Pons

J. R. Fernández, A. Plans, A.
Schaaff, J. Olivares, J. Calafí, E.
Gomà, F. Folch, X. Puchades, S.
Portabella
G. Martínez, T. ˘lvaro, J. A. Martín
Piñol

J. Oristrell, Y. García Serrano

Name of scriptwriter or author
of original idea
T. Cabré, L. Aguilar, A. Fité
A. Espinosa, P. Freixas, I. Mercadé
T. González
D. Plana, E. Carrillo, H. Lozano, L.
Sendim, N. Furió, S. Pompermayer,
G. Clua, M. Buchaca, C. Clemente,
E. Baeza, P. Miró, N. Parera

Source: Obitel Spain

TV3, Els Films de la
Rambla
Portocabo
Different
Entertainment

El Plató de Cinema

Diagonal TV

TV3

Messidor Films,
Imposible Films, TVC

TV3
TV3
CSur

Channel

TV3

TV3, Diagonal TV
Castelao Prod. , TVC
Linze TV

Producer company

TV3

Total productions: 10
100%

Un berenar a
Ginebra
Luci

Spain

Kubala, Moreno i
Manchón

6

8

Spain

Volaré

5

Spain

La riera

4

Spain
Spain
Spain

Olor de colònia
Polseres vermelles
Arrayán

Origin

1
2
3

Title

Table 7b. The ten most watched autonomic titles: origin, rating, share

156,000

158,000

238,000

369,455

387,000

1.97

5.98

3.43

5.32

5.58

5.59

6.98

484,397

388,000

9.69
9.58
6.67

5.4

12.4

8.4

12.34

12.27

12.1

24.77

20.40
20.63
13.7

Rating Share

672,000
664,800
527,000

Viewers
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Catalan miniseries Olor de colònia tops a list including only
– once again and in this order – TV3, Canal Sur and TVG. Seven
of their programs were broadcast precisely by the Catalan channel.
The success of drama set in the past in 2013 hardly changes
distribution by format of the ten most watched programs, which include eight series and two miniseries.
Table 8a. The ten most watched state titles: format, length, time
slot
Title

Format

Genre

Chap./
Ep. 2013

First/last
broadcast
in 2013

Time
slot

1

El tiempo entre
costuras

Series

Drama

9

Oct 21 –
Dec 16

Prime
time

2

˘guila roja

Series

Adventure

18

May 06 –
Nov 21

Prime
time

3

Cuéntame
cómo pasó

Series

Dramedy

20

Jan 03 –
May 23

Prime
time

4

La que se
avecina

Series

Comedy

7

Jan 14 –
Dec 31

Prime
time

5

Niños robados

Miniseries

Drama

2

Oct 16 –
Oct 17

Prime
time

6

Isabel

Series

Drama

13

Set 09 –
Dec 02

Prime
time

7

Con el culo
al aire

Series

Comedy

13

Apr 17 –
Jul 10

Prime
time

8

Gran reserva

Series

Drama

16

Jan 07 –
Apr 29

Prime
time

9

Carta a Eva

Miniseries

Drama

2

May 30 –
Jun 06

Prime
time

10

Aída

Series

Comedy

19

Set 15 –
Dec 22

Prime
time

Source: Obitel Spain
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The top 10 of autonomic fiction includes seven series, one
miniseries and two telemovies, but it has a narrower genre range
than state fiction.
Table 8b. The ten most watched autonomic titles: format, length,
time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Chap./Ep.
2013

First/last
broadcast in
2013

Time
slot
Prime
time

1

Olor de
colònia

Miniseries

Drama

2

Out 10-Out
15

2

Polseres
vermelles

Series

Drama

15

Jan 14-Apr 22

3

Arrayán

Serial

Comedy

9

Jan 02-Jan 09

4

La riera

Serial

Drama

204

Jan 07-Dec 20

5

Volaré

Telemovie

Comedy

1

Fev 05-Fev 05

6

Kubala,
Moreno i
Manchón

Series

Police

3

Jan 09-Jan 23

7

Gran nord

Series

Comedy

11

Apr 29-Jul 22

8

Un berenar
a Ginebra

Telemovie

Drama

1

Dec 18-Fev
18

9

Luci

Series

Comedy

1

Fev 11-Fev 11

10

Flaman

Series

Fantasy

14

Jan 22-May
07

Prime
time
Prime
time
Afternoon
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Prime
time
Nighttime

Source: Obitel Spain

Love, intrigue and secrets are once again the essential elements
of Spanish dramas, which also included a great deal of family relations. The economic crisis and job insecurity are again present in
state comedies, while drama still explores other social issues recurrent in previous years, such as inequality and social conflict or generational problems.
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Table 9a. Themes in the ten most watched state titles
Title

Prevailing themes

Social themes

El tiempo
1 entre
costuras

Love, heartbreaking,
family, friendship,
espionage

Civil War, Francoism,
homosexuality, exile, crossculturality

2 ˘guila roja

Love, forbidden love,
friendship, research, Holy
Grail

Authoritarianism, adolescence,
class differences, gender violence,
social mobility

3

Cuéntame
cómo pasó

Family, friendship,
love, neighborhood,
costumbrism

Drugs, „Madrilenian scene‰, Civil
War, prison, cancer

4

La que se
avecina

Friendship, love,
living together, humor,
entertainment

Economic crisis, real estate boom,
job insecurity, political satire,
family conflicts

5

Niños
robados

Investigation, secrecy,
deception, separation,
suffering

Single mothers, denunciation,
injustice, illegal adoptions, religion

6 Isabel

Discrimination, religion, social
Love, infidelity, family,
injustice, power, consequences
palace intrigues, friendship
of war

Con el culo
al aire

Friendship, love,
emotional conflict, living
together, entanglements

Economic crisis, adolescence,
generational conflict, job
insecurity, alternative lifestyles

Gran
reserva

Power, love, family,
secrets, murder

Rivalry at work, generational
conflicts, fraud, kidnapping,
unwanted pregnancy

9 Carta a Eva

Hatred, ambition, power,
jealousy, convenience

Injustice, dictatorship, death
penalty, ideological confrontation,
class difference

10 Aída

Love, family, friendship,
neighborhood, labor
relations

Job insecurity, marginalization,
racism, homosexuality, economic
crisis

7

8

Source: Obitel Spain

Illness has a significant presence in autonomic fiction productions, which also address disability, suicide, and aging issues.
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Table 9b. Themes in the ten most watched autonomic titles
Title

Prevailing themes

Social themes

1

Olor de
colònia

Love, intrigue, infidelity,
cheating, envy

Widowhood, generational
conflicts, social class,
adolescence, homosexuality

2

Polseres
vermelles

Friendship, love,
adolescence, family,
initiation journey

Death, loneliness, illness, hope,
suicide

3

Arrayán

Love, infidelity, cheating,
revenge, hatred

Infertility, real estate fraud,
bulimia, stolen children

4

La riera

Family, business,
gastronomy, love, betrayal

Living together, adolescence,
corruption, drug addiction,
delinquency

5

Volaré

Justice, homosexuality, religion,
Love, interpersonal relations,
alternative medicine, mental
intrigue, dreams, psychology
health

6

Kubala,
Moreno i
Manchón

Investigation, intrigue, love,
friendship, family

Justice, divorce, corruption,
adolescence, delinquency

7

Gran nord

Love, friendship, work, rural
life, entanglements

Justice, duty, democracy,
smuggling, disability

8

Un berenar Friendship, love, work,
a Ginebra suffering

9

Luci

10 Flaman

Exile, illness, loneliness,
Catalanness, cancer

Family, work, love,
friendship, city

Divorce, nature, financial
problems, school problems,
problems at work

Family, love, super heroes,
friendship, jealousy

The „neither-nor‰ generation,
marginalization, economic
hardship, delinquency, job
insecurity

Source: Obitel Spain

3. Transmedia reception
This section explores the processes of reception of El tiempo
entre costuras, Antena3Ês own fiction series that made the top of
2013 ratings. Firstly, social audienceÊs interaction on official web
resources is analyzed and levels of usersÊ interactivity and prevail-
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ing practices are identified.27 Results obtained after analysis of
Facebook are presented later.28
Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Selected
fiction

El tiempo
entre
costuras

Channel

Antena3

Websites

Types of
transmedia
interaction

Interactivity levels

Official
website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Facebook
page

Interactive

Active

Twitter
account

Real- time
interactive

Active

Users’
prevailing
practices
History
Participation
Celebration
Complaint
Comment
Request

Source: Obitel Spain

Antena3Ês drama has three spaces on official interactive websites (a microsite hosting the networkÊs website, a Facebook page
and a Twitter account). Accessibility on the three resources is partial, since users must register to interact with the content. For the official website, this requirement aims to create a community around
Antena3Ês social media Zona3.
The pagesÊ versatility favors the creation of a space with a varied transmedia offer. In addition to informational and audiovisual
content (photographs, information on characters, news, written interviews, full episodes, etc.), the official website of El tiempo entre costuras provides users with the ability to post comments, synchronize content with 2.0 resources or participate in votes, contests
and attend video meetings. Twitter proposes real-time interactivity,
which allows administrators to challenge the audience while episodes are being aired, to comment on the latest developments or ask
List of 150 comments (50 per web resource) associated with the broadcast of the final
episode.
28
List of 287 administrator and user comments posted during the week before the last episode was aired. The study was conducted using the qualitative analysis software Atlas.ti.
27
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questions using the hashtag #FinalEntreCosturas. On Facebook, interactivity is restricted to posting comments, photos and/or videos as
well as viewing and/or sharing other contents hosted.
In any case, both social mediaÊs own characteristics reduce
the possibilities to include specific sections to host information and
audiovisual content on the series, apart from contributions made
through comments posted on their walls or timelines. Thus, the
Twitter offer is reduced to a photo section, while Facebook provides
information about the program (argument, name of main cast and
reference to the bestseller that inspired it), a section with photographs and access to audiovisual content shown by Antena3 on its
YouTube channel. Links to the official website in the two social
media confirm the crucial role played by the microsite within the
programÊs 2.0 strategy. A web resource also links it with the rest of
official spaces.
Finally, note that transmedia reception in the three web spaces
is active, since viewers respond to stimuli offered by administrators
but do not produce content other than their comments. In the official Facebook page, users celebrate the success of the program, talk
about the story or demand its continuation, while the few messages
posted on the website29 are located in news on contests. Users express their nervousness about lottery results and share the ambiguity
of the participation system with the rest of the community (e.g., „I
think theyÊll keep the 5 DVD to themselves..... IMPOSSIBLE TO
PARTICIPATE‰).
On Twitter, discourse is about the event held at MadridÊs Callao
Theater to mark the end of the program, relayed through tweets by
those in charge of web spaces such as Mi Zona TV; secondly, it is
about the story of a series they call „one of the best‰. Internet users
occasionally resort to the programÊs story to satirize the countryÊs
political situation („RajoyÊs taking Social Security away from Sira
Quiroga because she went to work in Tetouan. #FinalEntreCosturas).
29
The few comments on the official website confirmed the importance of social media to
generate social audience.
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3.1. Internet users’ discourse on Facebook
The official Facebook page of El tiempo entre costuras
(Antena3) had 95,062 followers, 21,973 of whom „talk‰ about the
series.30 Throughout the week of observation31, the administrator
posted 24 messages, which welcomed a total of 1,992 user comments,
57.32% (1,142) of which were posted after the last episode had been
broadcast. The page was updated by the administrator at the pace of
4-5 comments a day, decreasing to 1 message on weekends.
The most commented post had 625 answers and contains a
textual quote and a picture frame on the triumph of love between the
leading character, Sira, and the English journalist who eventually
turned out to be a spy. In response to a request from the channel
itself, 7,299 users shared the comment „This person will watch
#FinalEntreCosturas tonight – Share it if youÊll watch it as well!‰.
By contrast, the promotional message for the video meeting with
actress Elvira Mínguez and executive producer Emilio Pina at the
official microsite was the comment with the lowest social impact on
the web (one contribution).
As for discourse analysis, the sample includes 287 posts, of
which 85.71% (246 comments) were posted by female users,
5.92% by male users (17), and 8.36% by the administrator (24).
Predominance of womenÊs posts confirms the success of the series
among the female internet community as observed in other studies
(Lacalle, 2013).
Regarding poetic function, 58.18% (167 comments) of messages
positively refer to the plots (91.01% and 152 comments). They use
adjectives like „spectacular‰, „fabulous‰ or „amazing‰. References
to characters are very scarce (1.04% and 3 comments) and are
related to the leading characterÊs quote posted by the administrator.
Messages on cast members are more abundant (11.49% and 33
comments) and are dedicated mostly to praise Adriana UgarteÊs
performance as Sira Quiroga.
30
31

Data collected on January 22, 2014.
From January 15 to 21, 2014.
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In 27.87% (80 comments) of posts, viewers voice their feelings
and/or share personal information with the rest of the community
(emotive function). These are messages through which users regret
not living in the capital to attend the theater screening of the last
episode of El tiempo entre costuras; they claim to have faithfully
followed the program; or they say they are nervous and sad about
the last episode. Scarcity of emoticons or other graphic resources
(3.13% and 9 comments) indicates that self-reflexive messages are
mainly verbal.
The conative function emerges in 12.89% (37 reviews) of
contributions. The internet community passionately asks for the
seriesÊ continuation, sometimes appealing to the writer of the novel
adapted by Antena3, María Dueñas. In addition, some users urge the
competitionÊs channel Tele5 to learn how to build a good ending with
PlanetaÊs network. The administrator, in turn, encourages Facebook
users to view the last episode and invites them to participate in
events like video meetings or contests (DVDs, invitations to attend a
live interview with two cast members in the entertainment program
El hormiguero, etc.). They are mostly self-promotional comments
(referential function) with a link to the official website.
In general, the transmedia reception of El tiempo entre costuras
on Facebook generated a positive discourse in which there is plenty
of praise to the team in charge of the series (12.19% and 35 comments). Complaints (metalinguistic function), however, are rarer
(5.92% and 17 comments) and compare the story told in the novel
and the TV version. They collect fansÊ nonconformity at the end of
the program, claiming that it is one of the few quality programs on
television, or they involve technical issues arising from participation in one of the online contests. Finally, it is noted that 44.94%
(129 comments) of messages follow the thematic thread proposed
by the administratorÊs post, thus creating a sense of discursive unit,
even though it is more an indirect speech with limited references to
internet users.
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4. Highlights of the year
El tiempo entre costuras (4,829,000 viewers and 25.3% share)
led TV fiction ratings in 2013 and is the best premiere fiction since
2009. Yet, increasing audience fragmentation prevents it from
crossing the 5-million-viewer line, far outweighed by ˘guila roja
over the past four years (now second place in the ranking). It is an
adaptation of the bestseller by first-time writer María Dueñas.32
Its leading character is Sira Quiroga (Adriana Ugarte), a young
dressmaker who leaves Madrid in pre-Civil War months, following an
unrealistic love affair, and settles in northern Morocco, a stronghold
of the insurgents and a Nazi nest. Once it was produced, it took over
two years for the series to be premiered (perhaps for reasons related
to exploration of the book). It was acclaimed by both readers and
new viewers. It was also praised for its deployment of resources and
impeccable making, culminating the increasing quality of Spanish
television fiction set in the past in recent seasons.
The success of El tiempo entre costuras has been decisive in giving Antenna3 the best performance for national fiction
(2,428,000 viewers on average, and 14.57% share in the 11 titles
premiered in 2013). Furthermore, the Boomerang TV series partly
offsets the modest rating results of another Antenna3 premiere, Vive
cantando, or the failures of Amar es para siempre and Fenómenos.
Vive cantando (2,637,000 viewers and 15.3% share) is a low-budget
comedy drama about a singer who returns home to care for her ill
sister. Amar es para siempre (1,659,000 viewers and 13.7 share) is
a sort of spin off of La1Ês hit Amar en tiempos revueltos, which had
been transferred to PlanetaÊs network after its cancellation by the
public channel. Fenómenos (1,682,000 viewers and 9.7% share), another comedy bet by Antena3 (to compensate for the more femaleoriented and adult target of much of its 2013 fiction), was terminated

The novel, one of the biggest Spanish literary successes of recent years (translated into
more than 20 languages), had been published by Editorial Planeta-De Agostini Group,
AtresmediaÊs main shareholder.
32
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ahead of schedule with a troubled track that moved it from Tuesday
to Wednesday and altered the order of some episodes.
The average performance of fiction at the two other large state
networks was quite similar to that of Antena3, although the offer of
genres and formats varied substantially. La1Ês fiction programs had an
average audience of 2,342,000 viewers (14.1% share), underpinned
by its large assets from previous seasons: ˘guila roja (4,469,000
viewers and 23.4% share), Cuéntame cómo pasó (4,102,000 viewers
and 20.5% share), Isabel (3,351,000 and 17.6% share) and Gran
reserva (2,771,000 viewers and 13.5% share). These hits were
joined in 2013 by miniseries Carta a Eva (2,669,000 viewers and
14% share), about Eva PerónÊs journey to Spain in 1947. Its new
serial Gran reserva. El origen (882,000 viewers and 7.5% share),
in turn, a prequel33 of the series Gran reserva, failed to capitalize
on the excellent rates of Amar en tiempos revueltos, the program it
replaced34, and was canceled after 80 chapters.
Premiere fiction broadcast by Tele5 in 2013 had an average of
2,260,000 viewers (13.8% share). As La1, MediasetÊs channel owes
its best audience rates to its long-living comedies La que se avecina
(4,095,000 viewers and 21.8% share) and Aída (2,646,000 viewers
and 14.3% share), added of its best premiere of the year, Niños
robados (3,918,000 viewers and 22.2% share). Based on real events,
Niños robados reconstructs the illegal adoption of two children
of single mothers in the 1970s, and its preview on all channels of
the group (except for Boing) accumulated an average audience

Work taking place in a time before the action of a preexisting work, usually approaching
the origin of the original story.
34
TVEÊs new management, appointed after the victory of the Popular Party in 2012,
dispensed with Amar en tiempos revueltos and indefinitely postponed the second season
of 14 de abril. La República. Although initially the end of ˘guila roja and Isabel was
also considered, both series finally returned in 2013 and their continuity is guaranteed for
2014. Economic reasons mentioned out at first are at least surprising in the case of Amar
en tiempos revueltos, which cost 56,000 euros per chapter to TVE – a very competitive
price for a serial set in the past, the undisputed leader in the afternoon. See http://www.
elmundo.es/elmundo/2012/09/27/television/1348742890.html.
33
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of 4,250,000 viewers (34.1% share), the best one so far for such
initiatives. The U.S. adaptation of Ghost whisperer (CBS) El don
de Alba, however, did not convince viewers despite being another
big Mediaset bet. As DisneyÊs first production in Spain, the series
had an average of 1,641,000 viewers (9.3% share), roughly 100
thousand more than Mario Conde, a biopic of the meteoric rise and
blunt fall of the homonymous banker who succeeded in the Spain of
the second half of the 1980s.
Synchrony is evident between TV3Ês fiction and its audience
in the fact that seven Catalan programs in 2013 are among the top
10 most watched productions in autonomic channels. In addition,
the two programs that lead the yearÊs ranking, the miniseries Olor
de colònia (672,000 viewers and 20.4% share), set in a 19th-century
manufacturing colony, and the second season of the series Polseres
vermelles (665,000 viewers and 20.6% share), about a group of
teenagers hospitalized with serious illnesses, outweigh by almost
seven share points the third place in the ranking – Canal SurÊs
longtime serial Arrayán (527,000 viewers and 13.7% share). That is
remarkable considering that the Andalusian autonomous community
has almost a million inhabitants more than Catalonia.
For the first time in Spain, joint production of a fiction program
including TVG, ATV, TVCanarias, Telemadrid, CMT and TPA
represents a novelty in the Forta field. That is the serial El faro,
a story set in a village on the Spanish north coast about a family
that owns the local restaurant. It had a lukewarm reception in the
different channels where it was broadcast.35
The increased online presence of Spanish fiction finds its
counterpart in its increasing transnationalization. Other examples
are youth fiction El barco (Antena3), a mixture of romantic
relationships and friendship with elements of intrigue and fantasy,
which was sold to over 50 countries, in addition to a successful
El faro had an average of 54,000 viewers in 2013 (8.7% share) on TVG, the highest
one of the group, although its ratings improved in early 2014 in all channels where it was
broadcast.
35
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Russian version and an adaptation currently under way in France
and Germany. In turn, ItalyÊs RAI will adapt Grand Hotel, a sort
of Spanish Downtown Abbey already broadcast in many European
countries and also available in the U.S. pay platform Hulu. Isabel
had major impact outside Spain, and broadcasting rights were sold
in 22 European and Latin American countries, while its sequel is
being negotiated for another season, with a possible change in title
after the death of the sovereign that ended the third one.
Polseres vermelles is another series with major international
impact in recent years – an important fact because it is an autonomic fiction series bravely approaching life in a group of adolescents hospitalized with serious illnesses. In addition to its version in
Spanish broadcast by Antena336, the Italian adaptation of the series
of Castelao Productions triumphs on RAI at the time of writing. Its
adaptation for FOX has also been confirmed in 2014, with a script
by Margaret Nagle.
Carta a Eva and Isabel are among the most awarded productions of the year. In 2013, among other awards and nominations, the
former won the Golden Nymph for best miniseries and best actress
(Julieta Cardinali) at the 43rd Monte Carlo Television Festival; the
gold medal at the International New York Festival; silver for best
miniseries at the World Media Festival in Hamburg; and golden
FIPA for best screenplay and actress at the International Festival of
Audiovisual Programs. Isabel added to its 2011 and 2012 awards
the Ondas, Fotogramas de Plata and Zapping for best actress
(Michelle Jenner); Antena de Oro for best TV show; the IRIS of
the Spanish Academy for best series; the award of the Association
of Entertainment Critics of New York for best culture program; best
drama at the New York Festival; and silver for best series at the
World Media Festival in Hamburg.

Antena3 aired the second season of Pulseras rojas between July 8 and August 12, 2013,
with reasonable ratings for a series that had already been watched by Catalans viewers,
and scheduled for the Spanish holiday period (1,385,000 and 10.9% share).

36
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5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
Yvana Fechine and Alexandre Figueirôa (2011) use the concept
of transmediality for production, content development and reception strategy using different media surrounding media convergence.
Both researchers argue that meaning making is based on reiteration, omnipresence and distribution of associated contents in several
technology platforms whose coordination is usually anchored on
participatory culture and stimulated by digital media.37 Fechine et
al. (2013), in turn, distinguished two types of production strategies:
propagation (content feedback and dissemination of the narrative
universe on different media) and expansion, designed to complement the narrative universe through ancillary narrative programs.
This section will discuss the main transmedia strategies of the program examined in the third section of this chapter – El tiempo entre
costuras – based on the Brazilian authorsÊ proposal.
In the context of transmedia38 television, the mothership
(Jenkins, 2006) of the narrative world of El tiempo entre costuras is
the series itself, expressed in eleven 80-minute chapters. Peripheral
authorized contents are integrated by a set of digital platforms
(Facebook, Twitter, microsite...), an application for mobile devices
(Ant3.0) and the television special „More on El tiempo entre costuras‰, aired at nighttime after the weekly episode. Social media
Facebook and Twitter are used as promotional spaces for the content
designed for the official website while fostering participatory culture and creation of a virtual community around the program. The
low number of comments on the official website, to which reference

37
Although different definitions of transmediality share essential features (Jenkins, 2006;
Long, 2007; Walter, 2011; Scolari, 2013; etc.), Fechine and FigueirôaÊs (2011) outlook
seems particularly interesting because of its stress on the articulation of transmedia production strategies and the different types of content integrating them.
38
Television transmedia is understood as applying the transmedia production model to the
television industry, based on the „digitalization of TV, incorporation of other platforms
into its creative chain and the possibility of content management provided to viewers‰
(Fechine et al, 2013, p. 29).
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is made in the section on transmedia reception, call into question
the success of Antena3Ês own social media Zona3, where one has to
be registered in order to post. Peripheral to the areas subject to producersÊ guidelines, the fan community creates Facebook pages and
blogs about the program (unauthorized content). However, despite
being the yearÊs most watched fiction program, the number of unofficial web resources on El tiempo entre costuras is lower than other
similar programs focused on one target (for example, Antena3Ês serial Bandolera).
The prevailing transmedia production strategy of El tiempo
entre costuras is propagation. The official microsite hosts different
reformatted contents, seeking to extend the number of entry points
to the narrative world, which will be multiplied, in turn, with their
promotion on social media. Anticipation practices, focused on generating interest on the future of narrative, started the day before the
programÊs premiere with the simultaneous broadcast of a five-and-ahalf-minute piece on the seven channels of Atresmedia Televisión39,
whose audience exceeded 5.6 million viewers (28.5% share). The
official website also includes a special section with episode previews, while offering the chance to retrieve and watch again previously broadcast content on the small screen, but integrated with
summaries, information on characters, videos of highlights and full
episodes (retrieval practices).
Driven by the desire to protect the series that promised to become the revelation premiere of the season, Antena3 decided to offer the first episode for a small fee (0.72 euros) on its video store
Nubeox and on Atresplayer – its online audiovisual platform (incorporating improvements over the previous display, the „Living room
mode‰).40 The strategy was maintained until the end of the program
(on January 20, 2014), which favored audience increase and result-

Antena3, LaSexta, Neox, Nova, Nitro, LaSexta3, Todo Cine and Xplora.
In online viewing, AtresplayerÊs improvements include grouping the whole content of
the Atresmedia group under one brand, available on computers, tablets, smartphones,
smartTVs, and consoles, and compatible with IOS,Android, Samsung and Windows systems.
39
40
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ing advertising revenues by synchronous viewing. Remix practices,
featuring material re-edited in other contexts and with other meanings, were less frequent (e.g., video that builds a more seductive
Sira) and were relegated mainly to the extra-official sphere.41
Propagation strategies for El tiempo entre costuras include contextual information contents that extend the encyclopedic knowledge of recipients by integrating them to the storyÊs context and circumstances. One example is the special „More on El tiempo entre
costuras‰, where secrets of the episode are revealed including interviews with cast members and technical crew. Making of, interviews
with cast and other members of the team posted on the official website are examples of promotional content. Atresmedia also launched
the action „Siete días entre costuras‰ to celebrate the completion of
the program, with interviews, specials, film cycles and a marathon
of all the episodes, which altered programming of the main channels
of the group (Antena3, LaSexta, Nova, Nitro and LaSexta3) during
the week before the expected ending.42 Entertainment programs also
experienced the euphoric effect of such a successful program. For
instance, popular Basque chef Karlos Arguiñano prepared a recipe
inspired by the series at his cooking program; the contest La ruleta
de la suerte incorporated a space for questions about Sira QuirogaÊs
story; weather forecast programs explained what the weather was
like in the 40s; etc.
El tiempo entre costurasÊs expansive transmedia production
strategy is less developed than the previous ones, although cases
of experiential and brand playful extensions are noted. The former
ones aim to increase the level of usersÊ engagement, urging them to
participate in contests or video meetings with cast and other team
members. So, one of the last lotteries offered internet users a chance

41
See, for instance: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-H74jPnDfzTQ/UqmgG8wxnQI/
AAAAAAAABJs/3rqIU3CRoik/s1600/C08+-+002.jpg. Accessed on: March 6, 2014.
42 Building on the success of the series, Antena3 aired its ninth episode on December 16,
2013 and reserved the last two for January 13 and 20, 2014, respectively.
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to travel to Morocco to know the programÊs locations43, in order to
draw attention to the choice to shoot in outside „period‰ locations in
different Spanish (Madrid and Toledo), Portuguese (Lisbon, Cascais
and Estoril) and Moroccan (Tangier and Tetouan) cities. The initiative approximates El tiempo entre costuras to movies and largely
explains criticsÊ enthusiasm towards an adaptation that spared no resources to meet the expectations generated by María DuenasÊs novel
among those who had read the book.
The possibilities for users to manifest publicly their association
to the program (brand extensions) are enhanced by the sale of the
costumes of the characters on „El armario de la tele‰44, Antena3Ês
clothing store. Apart from official control, the fascinating history
of the Madrid-born dressmaker increased sales of sewing machines
on Amazon.es by 135%, especially during broadcasting time.45
Throughout the „Siete días entre costuras‰, news programs featured
reports reflecting the influence of Sira QuirogaÊs story on Spanish
society, from new tourist routes in the seriesÊ natural scenarios to
sewing courses arousing youth attention.
The free application Ant3.0 stands midway between propagation and the expansion strategies by integrating elements of both.
It is an „Interactive Service Associated to Programs‰ (Prado et al.,
2008), designed for multi-platform consumption, which responds to
the needs of active viewers and combines characteristics of information services (e.g., by providing data on new characters, exclusive
sequels of the series, etc.), with those of participatory services (e.g.,
by asking questions about the content of the program to participate
in a lottery). Finally, unlike initiatives such as the Twittersodes of El
barco (Antena3), the online game of ˘guila roja (La1) or charac-

43
See: http://www.antena3.com/series/el-tiempo-entre-costuras/eres-fan/concursos/consigue-viaje-marruecos-tiempo-costuras_2014011300272.html. Accessed on: March 5, 2014.
44
See: http://www.elarmariodelatele.com/estilismo-tv/sira-quiroga. Accessed on: March
4, 2014.
45
See: http://www.europapress.es/tv/noticia-serie-tiempo-costuras-dispara-135-ventasmaquinas-coser-amazon-20131118144212.html. Accessed on: March 5, 2014.
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ter profiles on Twitter of ˘ngel o demonio (Tele5), El tiempo entre
costuras lacks narrative extensions due to the adult female target of
both the series and the novel.
With respect to reach indicators, El tiempo entre costuras
accumulated 86,393 fans on Facebook and 16,526 followers on
Twitter along the nine episodes aired in 2013.46 One month after
the end of the program, those figures rose to 98,603 and 21,014
participants, respectively.47 However, although increase was higher
on Facebook, the fast pace of updating and consolidation of second
screens during TV consumption made Twitter the social television
platform par excellence. Trending topic results are important to
know the impact of TV programs on the web, and networks keep
their efforts to promote social discourse by proposing hashtags and
messages appealing to the social viewer during broadcasting („Will
the English save Sira? #FinalEntreCosturas‰).
The annual Tuitele report (September 2012 – August 2013)48,
dedicated to measuring the impact of Twitter on live programs,
notes that the number of users who commented on programs
through that social media went from 600,000 to 1,500,000, with a
total of 3,900,000 messages from unique users, coming from 67% of
all Twitter accounts in Spain.49 An increase that led to a partnership
agreement between Kantar Media and Twitter in October, aimed
at developing a set of tools dedicated to television planning and
analysis. However, the social echo produced on the web sometimes
contradicts data on television audience. Thus, during the broadcast
of El tiempo entre costuras, the talent show La voz surpassed
Antena3Ês program in terms of impact, even though its audience
share was lower. Examples are data from November 25, 2013, in

Data collected on 24 December 2013.
Data collected on March 4, 2014.
48
See: https://s3.amazonaws.com/informes.tuitele.tv/emailing/Tuitele_1_a%C3%B1o_
tv_social_en_Espa%C3%B1a.pdf. Accessed on: March 5, 2014.
49
National fiction comprises 7.3% of the comments made by 8.7% of the social audience
(ibidem).
46
47
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which La Voz reached 52,139 mentions, and El tiempo entre costuras
had 10,311 comments, while the TV series achieved a 25.4% share,
and the reality show had 11.2% on its first broadcast and 19.3% on
the second one.
As the rest of the programs, user commitment on El tiempo
entre costurasÊs digital platforms is predominantly active and is
mainly composed by retweeted comments, hashtags and posts on
the series. Occasionally, a small percentage of the social audience
becomes the programÊs advocates and disseminators, demanding its
continuity or defining it as the best drama series in the history of
Spanish television.
Definitely, the revelation series of the season is an example
of transmedia TV fiction, although it is conditioned by the target
audience to which it is addressed. An adult female target used to
lean-back consumption (passive, comfortable, and having the TV as
its primary screen) compared to lean-forward consumption (active,
randomized and having its attention divided with second screens) of
younger generations (Courtois, 2012).
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UNITED STATES: HISPANIC TELEVISION
EXPANDS TO SOCIAL MEDIA
Authors:
Juan Piñón and Tanya Cornejo1

1. The U.S. audiovisual context in 2013
The year 2013 was politically marked by the possibility of an
immigration law reform that would change the fate of millions of
Hispanics in the United States. The first step was taken in January
with an agreement to reform the Senate. Although the Senate is
controlled by the Democratic Party, the agreement was also supported by Republican senators, since it was proposed by a bipartisan committee. For the first time in decades, an agreement on
immigration law seemed feasible. However, the agreement signed
in the Senate faced obstacles in the Republican-controlled House
of Representatives. On the one hand, proceeding with immigration
reform could benefit the Republican Party nationwide at the 2016
presidential elections. On the other hand, under the logic of localvote parochial politics, it could affect Republican votes as a result
of rejection by conservative segments that view any agreement with
suspicion and see border security and criminalization of illegal migration as the only alternative.
The impasse in migration theory exemplifies the dual political and commercial logic that governs the new visibility gained by
On behalf of Obitel, we want to express our deep gratitude to Cecilia Masola, client solutions associate at Nielsen Media Research, and Wiselene Dorceous, for their help in this
study and for their invaluable contribution to the field of research on Hispanic television.
The U.S. chapter was also possible thanks to Mónica Torero, a student of Communication
at the Department of Media, Culture and Communication (MCC), New York University
(NYU). Juan Piñon is a professor at New York UniversityÊs Department of Media, Culture
and Communication, and Tanya Cornejo is a Communication graduate student at NYU
and a sales assistant at Telemundo and Mun2.
1
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Hispanics and, in particular, their media. Hector Amaya (2013) argues that ethnic hierarchies are still alive in the U.S. and become
visible in the anti-immigrant and anti-Hispanic political project
based on ideas of nativism, which the author calls „excess citizenship‰. Legitimating that nativistic project of citizenship requires
the support of the media infrastructure, Amaya says, through the
different institutional forms in which Hispanics are prevented from
participating in the media and the way those media problematize
the presence of Hispanics in the United States (Amaya, 2013, p. 3).
According to him (2013, p. 124), such operation is achieved by „absolute commercialization of Spanish-language media, closely linked
to its political depreciation‰.
Therefore, such dual operation is reflected very clearly in 2013.
On the one hand, and despite intense pressure regarding immigration reform by Hispanic groups and wide Hispanic media coverage,
the House of Representatives decided to freeze the reform for fear
of punishment from conservative constituencies that ultimately had
far more weight and influence on the environment of the countryÊs
political organizations. On the other hand, the visibility of Spanishlanguage media, especially television, has proved that their expansion power and commercial possibilities for large corporations is
higher than ever in U.S. history. That is shown below by their audience expansion on different distribution platforms and linguistic
production modalities.
The year 2013 is the first year in history when a Hispanic medium unbalances the correlation of forces in U.S. generalist television, here represented by English-language national networks. Four
major trends are defining nationwide media strategies and presence. Firstly, the steady growth of their audience compared to falling audience rates for generalist English-language networks, which
led Univisión to take first place in NielsenÊs channel sampling regardless of language in summer. Secondly, Hispanic corporations
and media conglomeratesÊ launching of new channels targeted to
U.S. bilingual or bicultural Latinos, whether they are bilingual or
English-language channels. Thirdly, identification of millennium
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Latinos – bilingual/bicultural youth with knowledge of technologies
but attached to Latin culture as the most desirable public. Fourthly,
aggressive growth in the supply of content and applications for their
distribution through mobile technologies, thus promoting interaction through social media.

1.1. Open TV in the United States2
In terms of national open TV networks, Hispanic television
remained with seven national networks: Azteca America, owned
by MexicoÊs TV Azteca; Estrella TV, owned by Liberman Media;
MundoFox, owned by Twenty Century Fox and ColombiaÊs RCN;
Telemundo, owned by NBC-Comcast; UniMás and Univisión,
owned by Univision Communication; and V-me, belonging to
Cedetel, Thirteen, the Baeza Group and SpainÊs Prisa.
Chart 1. Open TV national networks in U.S. Hispanic TV:
private and public3
Private networks3
Azteca América
Estrella TV
MundoFox
Telemundo
UniMás
Univisión
V-me
TOTAL (7)

An important fact contained in this annual report is the status of MundoFox. Although
MundoFox has been launched with a projected distribution of 80% for nationwide coverage after August 2012, the facts showed that the network would face a challenge to
reach that coverage level. In January 2014, its target was still 70% of U.S. Hispanic
markets. Therefore, NielsenÊs information on MundoFox goes up to August 2013, which
prevented us from including the database of titles, episodes and production hours in this
yearÊs report.
3
Since V-me left NielsenÊs service and MundoFox only achieved national network status
by late 2013, data on these networks are not included in this chapterÊs tables.
2
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While the number of national TV networks remained at seven
as last year, with the emergence of MundoFox in August 2012, the
industry shows growth in their subscription-TV (cable and satellite)
networks and in new procedures for broadcasting within the digital
spectrum for open television.
Graph 1. Share by channel

Azteca América
Estrella TV
MundoFox
Telemundo
Univisión
UniMás

Source: Nielsen; Obitel 2014

Networks

Share %

Univisión

49.5

Telemundo

27.3

UniMás

13.9

Estrella TV

4.9

Azteca América

2.8

MundoFox

1.7

TOTAL

100

The two channels belonging to Univision Communications Inc.
have lost share. Univisión declined from 55.6% in 2012 to 49.5% in
2013, while UniMás fell from 15.3% in 2012 to 13.9%. That corporation falls from 71% to 63.4% share. In turn, Telemundo rose from
22% in 2012 to 27.3% in 2013, while Estrella TV, Azteca America
and MundoFox saw a total joint share increase from 7% in 2012 to
9.4% (Nielsen).4
Graph 2. Offer by genre in TV programming
Fiction
Entertainment
Talk shows
News and information
Sports
Reality shows
Children
Sitcom
Contest
Education

Measurements of live viewers 2-99+ of the interval between December 31, 2012 and
December 29, 2013. Source: Nielsen.
4
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Broadcast genres
Fiction
Entertainment
Talk shows
News and information
Sports
Reality shows
Children
Sitcom
Contest
Education
Others
Total

Total broadcast hours
18272:29
6777:57
3873:03
3788:17
2487:59
1000:54
905:03
901:20
707:54
131:32
160:47
39007:15

%
46.8
17.4
9.9
9.7
6.4
2.6
2.3
2.3
1.8
0.3
0.4
100

Source: Nielsen; Obitel 2014

Fiction was still the most visible genre in television grids, with
46.8% – almost half of Hispanic networksÊ total programming.
Fiction rose three percentage points compared to 2012, when it
made 43.7% of the programming. Importantly, 32.1% of fictionÊs
46.8% were TV fiction (telenovelas, series, unitarios, etc.), while
movies accounted for 14.7%. By and large, genre distribution on
television programming in 2013 is similar to that of 2012.

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
Hispanic channels saw unprecedented achievements in audience rates in 2013 in the United States, especially Univisión. For the
first time, it supplanted national English-language networks in number of prime time viewers. In NielsenÊs February sample, Univisión
was fourth in audience for the 18-49 age group, supplanting NBC,
which was fifth (Patten, 2013). In the July sample, Univisión managed to be first in nationwide audience for that age group, prevailing
over CBS, ABC, Fox and NBC for the month (De la Fuente, 2013,
July 30). Such achievement in audience is related to demographics
of the Hispanic public. The U.S. Latino populationÊs average age is
27 (Pew Hispanic, 2013), in contrast to the average age of the countryÊs general population, which is 35 (US Census, 2012).
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However, and paradoxically, in the same year that Univisión
made such historical progress, it lost share compared with other
Hispanic networks – from 55.6% in 2012 to 49.5% in 2013 (Nielsen).
While Univisión is the dominant force in the television industry and
maintained its leadership in 2013, it found itself competing with
newly launched TV channels and audience gains by smaller networks. In turn, Telemundo, though placed as the second network,
made important audience progress with significant achievements in
prime time. The network increased its audience share from 22% in
2012 to 27.3% in 2013 (Nielsen). That meant that, by the end of
2013, the channel announced that it had become the fastest-growing
network in terms of prime time audience, regardless of language, in
the 18-49 age group (Kondolojy, 2013). On the other hand, UniMás,
UnivisiónÊs sister station, lost share, going from 15.3% in 2012 to
13.9% in 2013, but it remains steady as the third Hispanic network
in the U.S. (Nielsen).
The most drastic changes in audience trends are taking place in
the struggle for public between Estrella TV, MundoFox and Azteca
America. Estrella TV is definitely established as the fourth Hispanic
network and showed high audience gains – from 3.2% in 2012 to
4.9% in 2013 (Nielsen). Meanwhile, Azteca America maintains
its position as the fifth Hispanic broadcaster, with a slight increase
in audience share from 2.4% in 2102 to 2.7% in 2013 (Nielsen).
MundoFox also showed an increase from 1.4% in 2012 to 1.7% in
2013 (Nielsen). However, the most significant fact is that, together,
the three channels increased their share, although still marginally
regarding the dominant ones – Univisión, Telemundo and UniMás.

1.3. Advertising investments of the year: in TV and in fiction
Among Hispanic media, television is still the one receiving the
highest advertising investment. Kantar Media reports that, in 2013,
investment in advertising in the U.S. open TV fell by 3.3%, in contrast to Spanish-language television, which grew by 2.9%, resulting
in higher investment in Hispanic open television (James, 2014). A
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report by Advertising Age indicates that advertising investment in
Hispanic TV was 5.775 billion dollars – 72.7% of the 7,946 billion
dollars spent on all media (HFP, 2013).
Univision Communications reported that it increased its net
profit by 7.6%, in 2013 with revenues of 2,627 billion dollars, exceeding the 2,442 billion of 2012 (Univision 4Q, 2013). According
to Comcast, discounting revenues from NFL and the 2012 Olympic
Games, the segment of open television – consisting of NBC and
Telemundo – saw a 5.4% increase in 2013 (Comcast, 4Q 2013).
That is a result of higher advertising revenues and negotiations for
retransmission consent for its open TV signals by cable systems.
TV Azteca reported that the Hispanic network Azteca America increased its revenues by 17% in 2013, with a total of 222 million
pesos, compared with 190 million in 2012 (TV Azteca 4Q, 2103).

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
In 2013, Hispanic networks accounted for a series of socially oriented campaigns developed on the screen and outside it.
Univisión conducted several campaigns through spots aired during
live programs or through events related to health, health insurance,
education, election and immigration reform. It also organized their
own telethon in 2013 to support handicapped Hispanic children in
the U.S. (Univision Corporate, n.d.). Telemundo also supported educational campaigns, but their information spaces were used primarily to promote and monitor the discussion of a possible immigration
reform in the U.S. (Telemundo Corporate, n.d.). Azteca America
also carried out a series of events and meetings with local politicians
and authorities about the discussions of immigration reform (Azteca
America Corporate, n.d.). It also held Juguetón earlier in the year,
in which toys were collected and distributed to Hispanic children.

1.5. Communication policies
As a result of digital conversion in the open television spectrum
and the increasing number of channels and their frequencies in the
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digital bands of subchannels, the government decided to free spectrum space to be used by the telecommunications industry. The plan
is to free 120 MHz of the broadcasting spectrum occupied by the 3652 UHF channels. In order to do this, the Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) conducted an auction process encouraging the
sale or relocation of stations (FCC, 2012). This announcement generated an important movement in the sale and purchase of local television stations by large corporate groups, in the hope that their value
would significantly increase in the process (Launder, 2012), but with
a negative effect on the expectations of ownership by social minorities in the United States (Bedard, 2012).

1.6. Public TV
Public television service in the United States includes
Corporation for Public Television (CPB) and Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS). These organizations are in charge of promoting, producing and broadcasting public interest programs in English in the
country. Since its launch in 2007, Spanish-language network V-me
attempts to meet the demand for a public-focused channel within
Hispanic commercial networks. V-me is currently a hybrid station
integrated with private capital but receiving support and investment
by Thirteen – a New York City-based station and a member of the
PBS system. Affiliate channels that broadcast V-meÊs signal throughout the U.S. territory are PBS TV stations. Although it is a private
television station, it must be governed by public interest in its programming and it cannot have an overtly commercial stance, which
has meant significant financial obstacles. In programming terms,
V-meÊs grid includes documentaries, newscasts and lifestyle shows,
which other channels do not have. With regard to fiction, V-me has
resorted to European series and drama programs since its inception.
Since 2009, when Prisa acquired participation in V-me, the station
increased its Spain-made fiction very significantly. In 2013, V-me
saw corporate restructuring with the arrival of Cedetel – a Miamibased group of Venezuelan investors.
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1.7. Pay TV
Pay-TV channels have a robust presence in the United States in
all modalities (cable, satellite, Video on Demand, paid on-line video
services as well as several digital and mobile platforms). Hispanic
television in particular experienced a boom in the number and variety
of cable channels, which seek to reach that population in Spanish,
English or Spanglish, with over 75 stations (Piñón; Rojas, 2011). In
2013, the leading Hispanic channel was Galavisión, with an average
annual audience of 77 thousand, followed by Discovery en Español,
49 thousand, Mun2, 39 thousand, Fox Deportes, 35 thousand, ESPN
Deportes, 30 thousand, Discovery Familia, 20 thousand, Nat Geo
Mundo, 16 thousand, and Tr3s, 9 thousand (Nielsen). Rating results of Univisión Deportes are threatening the hegemony of Fox
Deportes and ESPN Deportes in sports for Hispanics, outperforming their audience rates in January 2014 (Kondolojy, 2014).
In 2013, Univisión launched Fusión and announced its partnership with Robert Rodríguez to launch the El Rey channel in 2014.
The importance of creating those channels lies on how they are
changing the balance of power in the last ten years while reconfiguring the type of Latinos they target. Additionally, the launch of
Fusión and El Rey – two English-language channels – adds to efforts towards reaching English-speaking Hispanics that have been
made since the launch of Mun2, followed by NuvoTve and Tr3s.
Particularly, UnivisiónÊs bet in joining ABC to launch Fusión intends to have a major impact on generations of Hispanics who do
not usually tune in on Univisión, but who can now be reached in
their language and with topics of their interest.

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends (internet, mobile, digital TV, VoD, etc.)
Since UVideos was launched in October 2012, Univisión
continues making partnership agreements to ensure that its digital network reaches all possible audiences, such as the deal with
Samsung to take its contents to smartphones, tablets, and digital
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TVs (Univision Corporate, 2013). An example is apps Uforia and
Univisión Deportes to access UnivisiónÊs radio and music library
and its sports channel. Univisión also launched a new digital channel called Flama, in association with Bedrocket on YouTube. This
new channel is a separate effort from UVideos. Its content is primarily in English and it is targeted to 19-35-year-old Hispanics
who navigate the web and access it via mobile platforms. Although
launched on YouTube, Flama will also produce specific content for
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Vine (Spangler, 2013). The channelÊs drive was expressed in 2013, with strategies for integrating
multiple distribution platforms, which included interaction on digital media in programs such as Premios lo nuestro and Grammy latino, achieving record audience rates and high participation through
social media (Univision Corporate, n.d.). The digital multiplatform
strategy was aggressively driven by the corporation through its One
for all marketing campaign.
Meanwhile, Telemundo launched Fluency, a studio to produce
content for multiple platforms in Los Angeles, California. The production of original content seeks to venture into SciFi as a romantic
comedy with a fantasy twist, and to explore opportunities for product integration and interactive campaigns (Steinberg, 2013). Taking
advantage of its own original programming, the network launched
TV Everywhere through its app Telemundo Más – an unprecedented
effort to distribute hours of original content from its programming
through many different access windows. As a result, its audience increased, as reported by Nielsen in an additive measurement process
that some have called „Frankmetrics‰ (Winslow, 2013).
In terms of digital production, Univisión premiered its webnovela Arranque de pasión, staring Kate del Castillo and Guy Ecker.
Meanwhile, TV Azteca announced the start of pre-production on
its first webnovela, Amor a ciegas, which will premiere in 2014.
The Mexican channel will follow in the footsteps of Univisión and
Telemundo, increasing its production of webnovelas and their distribution through multiple digital and mobile platforms.
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2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign;
premieres and reruns)5
Premiere national titles – 14
Telemundo – 11 national titles
1. 5 viudas sueltas (Series)
2. Corazón valiente (Telenovela)
3. Dama y obrero (Telenovela)
4. Historia virgen morena
(Telenovela)
5. Marido en alquiler (Telenovela)
6. Pasión prohibida (Telenovela)
7. La patrona (Telenovela)
8. Rosa diamante (Telenovela)
9. Rostro venganza (Telenovela)
10. Santa diabla (Telenovela)
11. Señor de los cielos (Telenovela)
UniMás – 2 national titles
12. Gossip girl Acapulco (Series)
13. ¿Quién eres tú? (Telenovela)
Univisión – 1 national title
14. Arranque de pasión (Webnovela)
Premiere foreign titles – 31
Azteca America – 7
1. Al caer la noche (Unitario)
2. Callamos las mujeres (Unitario)

Rerun titles – 47
Azteca America – 5
1. Cambio de vida (Series)
2. Historias vida real (Unitario)
3. La loba (Telenovela)
4. Milagro de los santos (Unitario)
5. Vida es una canción (Series)
Telemundo – 11
6. Amar de nuevo (Telenovela)
7. Amor cautivo (Telenovela)
8. Anita no te rajes (Telenovela)
9. Bella calamidades (Telenovela)
10. Dame chocolate (Telenovela)
11. Decisiones (Unitario)
12. Muñecas de la mafia (Telenovela)
13. Operación Repo (Telenovela)
14. La reina del sur (Telenovela)
15. Victorinos (Telenovela)
16. Historias de la virgen morena
(Unitario)
UniMás – 17
17. Abrázame muy fuerte (Telenovela)
18. Alma rebelde (Telenovela)
19. Amigas y rivales (Telenovela)
20. Camila (Telenovela)

As explained earlier in this chapter, the titles that premiered on MundoFox are not included in this list, but they were about 30. Given that six of those titles were produced
in Colombia by FoxTelecolombia Teleset, owned by Twenty Century Fox and Sony-Columbia, respectively, and if those titles were considered to be of national origin: Alías
el mexicano, La mariposa and Kadabra 2 (Fox Telecolombia); and Contra las cuerdas,
Corazones blindados and Juegos prohibidos (Teleset). Others come from Obitel Latin
America countries: Secretos del paraíso, Los tres caínes, Comando élite, A mano limpia
II, Allá te espero, Amo de casa, Amor sincero, El Joe, la leyenda, Los reyes, Las trampas
del amor, Las detectivas, El Víctor, Chepe Fortuna, Pobres rico, Rey David, La vida
sigue, Lado a lado, Reina Ester, Sanson y Dalila, José de Egipto, El albergue, El octavo
mandamiento, Los exitosos Pérez. And two others are from Korea: El jardín secreto and
La mujer de mi esposo.
5
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3. Corazón en condominio
(Telenovela)
4. Demente (Series)
5. Otra cara alma (Telenovela)
6. Los Rey (Telenovela)
7. Vivir a destiempo (Telenovela)
Telemundo – 4
8. Al fondo hay sitio (Series)
9. Pablo Escobar (Telenovela)
10. Ruta blanca (Telenovela)
11. Secretario (Telenovela)
UniMás – 4
12. Cloroformo (Series)
13. Héroes del norte (Series)
14. La madame (Telenovela)
15. Made in Cartagena (Telenovela)
Univisión – 16
16. Amor bravío (Telenovela)
17. Amorcito corazón (Telenovela)
18. Amores verdaderos (Telenovela)
19. Cachito de cielo (Telenovela)
20. Como dice el dicho (Unitario)
21. Corazón indomable (Telenovela)
22. Corona de lágrimas (Telenovela)
23. Mentir para vivir (Telenovela)
24. Mujer del vendaval (Telenovela)
25. Por ella soy Eva (Telenovela)
26. Por siempre mi amor
(Telenovela)
27. Porque el amor manda
(Telenovela)
28. Qué bonito amor (Telenovela)
29. Lo qué vida me robó
(Telenovela)
30. Rosa de Guadalupe (Unitario)
(Telenovela)
31. La tempestad (Telenovela)

21. Carita de ángel (Telenovela)
22. Entre el amor y el odio
(Telenovela)
23. Fuego en la sangre (Telenovela)
24. El juego de la vida (Telenovela)
25. María la del Barrio (Telenovela)
26. Mujer, casos de la vida real
(Unitario)
27. Niño que vino del mar
(Telenovela)
28. El noveno mandamiento
(Telenovela)
29. Por un beso (Telenovela)
30. El privilegio de amar (Telenovela)
31. Rosario Tijeras (Telenovela)
32. Sin ellas no hay paraíso
(Telenovela)
33. Vías del amor (Telenovela)
Univisión – 10
34. Ahora que hago (Series)
35. Al diablo con guapos (Telenovela)
36. Cuidado con el ángel (Telenovela)
37. Familia con suerte (Telenovela)
38. Mar de amor (Telenovela)
39. Ni contigo ni sin ti (Telenovela)
40. Nueva vida (Telenovela)
41. Para volver a amar (Telenovela)
42. Soy tu dueña (Telenovela)
43. Zacatillo lugar corazón
(Telenovela)
ETV – 4
44. Historias delirantes (Series)
45. Milagros (Unitario)
46. Secretos (Series)
47. Shakasun (Series)
Total titles: 92

Source: Nielsen; Obitel EUA

In 2013, 14 nationally-produced premieres were aired while the
number of premiere titles from Latin America was 31. National pro-
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duction shows an increase compared to ten titles in 2012 and 11 in
2011 – a 31% increase in total premiere titles, in contrast to 22.7%
in 2012 and 19% in 2011. That increase also reflected in the number of premiere hours: 909 hours for national production in 2013,
compared to 836 hours in 2012 and 837 hours in 2011. In turn, Latin
American titles decreased to 68.9% in 2013 from 77.3% in 2012 and
81% in 2011. In terms of number of titles of Latin American origin,
there was a decrease in 2013 with 31 titles, from 34 in 2012 and 47
in 2011.
Mexico remains the largest supplier of premiere titles with 25,
or 55.6%, of total premiere production in the U.S. in 2013. Despite
a downward trend in numbers – from 34 titles in 2011 to 24 in 2012
and 25 in 2013 –, Mexican production increased from 1,774 hours
in 2012 to 2,033 in 2013. That is an increase in total premiere hours
in the U.S., from 56% in 2012 to 63.9% in 2013. Decline in Latin
American titles was due to the fall in the number of programs from
Colombia, Brazil and Venezuela. Colombia remains the second most
important source of Ibero-American production. Four Colombian
titles premiered in 2013 – a decrease from seven in 2012 and eight
in 2011. Nevertheless, the number of Colombian titles would rise
to at least 17 if programs from RCN, Teleset, FoxTelecolombia and
other production companies, which premiered on MundoFox, were
included. That would place Colombia as the second supplier of fiction in the U.S., behind Mexico and ahead of U.S. Hispanic production. On the other hand, although Table 1 shows no Brazilian
title, MundoFox premiered six titles from that South American
country. The novelties of the year were the inclusion of a Peruvian
program on Hispanic screens and the lack of premiere titles from
Venezuela. Co-productions or production agreements remain a favorite strategy to join resources, talent and infrastructure internationally. Telemundo premiered four fiction titles under production
agreements with MexicoÊs Argos and a co-production with BrazilÊs
Globo. Meanwhile, Columbia-Sony premiered two titles in which
the company participated in co-production with Caracol TV – part-
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nership still active in making and co-production between the latter
and RTI-Televisa. Warner Brothers premiered a fiction co-production with El Mall and Televisa. Televisa has also signed agreements
with Adicta Productions for two works.6
Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin7,89
Titles

%

Chapter/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

14

31.1

868

28.0

909:57

28.6

IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)

31

68.9

2.235

72.0

2275:15

71.4

Argentina

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Country

Brazil

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Chile

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Colombia8

4

8.9

167

5.4

128:40

4.0

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Spain

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

U.S. (Hispanic
production)

14

31.1

868

28.0

909:57

28.6

Mexico9

25

55.6

1.999

64.4

2033:53

63.9

Peru

1

2.2

39

1.3

58:05

1.8

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

7

Titles such as Marido en alquiler (Telemundo and Globo), La patrona (Telemundo and
Argos), Rosa diamante (Telemundo and Argos), Ruta blanca (Caracol TV and Cadena
Tres), El señor de los cielos (Caracol, Argos and Telemundo), œQuién eres tú? (Columbia-Sony, Univisión, RTI and Televisa), 5 viudas sueltas (Columbia-Sony and Caracol
TV), Cloroformo (Adicta Producciones and Televisa), Gossip girl Acapulco (Warner
Bross, El Mall and Televisa) and Héroes del norte (Adicta Producciones and Televisa).
7
However, in 2013, MundoFox premiered six Brazilian titles: GloboÊs La vida sigue and
Lado a lado; and RecordÊs Reina Ester, José de Egipto, Sansón y Dalila and Rey David.
8
MundoFox premiered 13 Colombian titles that are not included in the table. RCNÊs
Chepe Fortuna, Pobres rico, Los tres caínes, Amo de casa, El Joe, la leyenda, Los reyes
and Allá te espero; Vista ProduccionesÊ Secretos del paraíso and Amor sincero; and the
following productions for RCN: Las detectivas y el Victor (Producciones Punch); Comando élite (Dramax); A mano limpia II (Centro Televisión); and Las trampas del amor
(Coestrella).
9
MundoFox also premiered three Mexican titles: El albergue, by Adicta Films for Cadena Tres; El octavo mandamiento, by Argos and Sony for Cadena Tres; and Los exitosos
Pérez, a co-production by Televisa, Telefe and Endemol Argentina.
6
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Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Venezuela

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Latin American
(Obitel)

30

66.7

2.205

71.1

2112:03

66.3

Latin American
(off Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Others (productions
and co-productions
from other Latin
American/
Ibero-American
countries)10

1

2.2

30

1.0

54:59

1.7

Total

45

100

3103

100

3185:12

100

Source: Nielsen; Obitel USA10

As in previous years, the highest number of hours of national
premieres was broadcast in prime time. It accounted for 76.9% in
2013 compared to 84.5% in 2012. Afternoon was another time slot
showing premiere fiction, although it accounted for only 23.1% in
2013 and 15.5% in 2012. No premiere title was aired in the morning
or nighttime in 2013 as in 2012. Also, premiere fiction from IberoAmerican countries was broadcast mainly in prime time – 60.9%
of hours in 2013, while it accounted for 49.8% in 2012. Afternoon
was the second time slot for Latin American fiction premiere, with
36.6% of hours in 2013 – similar to the 35.7% in 2012. There were
premieres in the morning, although marginally, while in nighttime
there was no Ibero-American or national premiere.

10

MundoFox premiered two Korean titles: El jardín secreto and La mujer de mi esposo.

697

0

869

Prime time (7:00 - 11:00)

Nighttime (11:00 - 6:00)

Total

0.0

0:00

910:30

0:00

700:30

210:00

2235

0

1.386

810

39

C/E

100

0.0

62.0

36.2

1.7

%

2275:05

0:00

1385:20

831:40

58:05

H

Ibero-American

Source: Nielsen; Obitel USA

100

0.0

76.9

23.1

0.0

%

100

0.0

60.9

36.6

2.6

%

0.0

7.1

11

2

0

0

1

0

0

14

Series

Miniseries

Telemovie

Unitario

Docudrama

Others (soap opera, etc.)

Total

100

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.3

%

78.6

Titles

868

0

0

94

0

0

86

688

C/E

H

909:18

0:00

0:00

93:00

0:00

0:00

128:58

687:20

%

100

0.0

0.0

10.2

0.0

0.0

14.2

75.6

Source: Nielsen, Obitel USA

100

0.0

0.0

10.8

0.0

0.0

9.9

79.3

%

National

31

0

0

4

0

0

4

23

Titles

%

100

0.0

0.0

12.9

0.0

0.0

12.9

74.2

982

39

C/E

3104

0

2.083
100

0.0

67.1

31.6

1.3

%

C/E

2.235

0

0

412

0

0

109

1.714

%

100

0.0

0.0

18.4

0.0

0.0

4.9

76.7

H

2242:00

0:00

0:00

410:00

0:00

0:00

128:59

1703:01

H

3185:35

0:00

2085:50

1041:40

58:05

Total

Ibero-American

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

100

0.0

80.2

19.8

H

National

%

Telenovela

Time slot

0

172

Afternoon (12:00 - 7:00)

C/E

Morning (6:00 - 12:00)

Time slot

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

100

0.0

0.0

18.3

0.0

0.0

5.8

76.0

%

100

0.0

65.5

32.7

1.8

%
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Telenovelas continue to be the most broadcast format in national fiction, accounting for 75.6% of production hours in 2013,
though below the 91.9% of 2012. In 2013, national production series increased their presence, leaving unitarios in third place. The
appearance of series considered as national production is related
to co-production with U.S. companies of fiction in Spanish, as in
the case of Warner Brothers and Columbia-Sony that have partners
in Mexico and Colombia.11 Unitarios accounted for only 10.2% of
the hours of national production this year. In Ibero-American production, telenovelas remained as the format of choice with 76% of
premiere hours. Unitarios retained their second place with 18.3%
of broadcasting hours, and series came third with only 5.8%. While
telenovelas in general were the format with most hours broadcast in
2013, it is also true that their production has declined over the previous year in comparison to other genres. In 2012, national production
accounted for 99.1%, and Ibero-American production was 92.5%,
compared to only 75.6% and 76.6%, respectively, in 2013.
Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Telenovela

0

0.0

0

0.0

11

91.7

0

0.0

11

78.6

Series

0

0.0

1

50.0

1

8.3

0

0.0

2

14.3

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Telemovie

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitario

0

0.0

1

50.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

7.1

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Others
(soap opera,
etc.)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Total

0

0.0

2

100

12

100

0

0

14

100

Formats

Source: Nielsen; Obitel USA

11

That is the case of 5 viudas sueltas and Gossip girl Acapulco.
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The present remains as the preferred time context for different
fiction narratives. It accounted for 95.6% of premiere titles in 2013,
consistent with 95.5% in 2012, 96% in 2011 and 97% in 2010.
Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set 12
Time

Titles

%

Present

43

95.6

Period

0

0.0

Historical12

2

4.4

Others

0

0.0

Total

45

100

Source: Nielsen; Obitel USA

As in previous years, Univisión dominated ratings/share. The
ten most viewed titles of 2013 were Televisa productions aired by
that Hispanic channel. Although Telemundo has had great rating
success with the telenovela El señor de los cielos, a co-production
with Argos and Caracol TV, it was number 12 among the most
viewed fiction productions, thus not in the top ten.
Table 7: The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

1

Amores
verdaderos

Country
oforigin
of idea
or script

Mexico

Producer

Televisa

Channel

Univisión

Name of scriptwriter or author
of original idea
Original script:
Marcela Citterio
and Enrique
Estevanez.
Script: Kary Fajer.
Co-adaptation:
Gerardo Luna and
Alejandro Orive.

Rating Share

19.4

30.2

MundoFox, in turn, premiered five historical fiction productions that are not included in
the table. Four are historical and religious programs produced by Record, and one is about
the life of the drug trafficker Gonzalo Rodríguez, by RCN.
12
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2

Por ella
soy Eva

Mexico

3

Amor
bravío

Mexico

4

Porque
el amor
manda

Mexico

5

Corazón
indomable

Mexico

6

La tempestad

Mexico

7

Qué
bonito
amor

Mexico

Original script:
Elkim Ospina,
Fernán Rivera
and Juan Carlos
Troncoso.
UniTelevisa
Co-adaptation:
visión
Pedro Armando
Rodríguez,
Alejandra Romero
and Humberto
Robles.
Free version:
Martha Carrillo and
Cristina García.
UniTelevisa
Script: Martha
visión
Carrillo, Cristina
García and Denisse
Pfeiffer.
Original script:
Jörg Hiller, Claudia
Sánchez and
Univi- Catalinia Coy.
Televisa
Adaptation:
sión
Alejandro Pholenz,
Marcia del Río and
Ricardo Tejeda.
Original script: Inés
Rodena.
Script: Carlos
UniTelevisa
visión Romero.
Co-adaptation: Tere
Medina.
Original script:
Humberto ÂKikoÊ
Olivieri.
UniTelevisa
Adaptation: Liliana
visión
Abud.
Co-adaptation:
Mauricio Aridjis.
Adaptation:
Ricardo Fiallega.
UniAssistants: Marisol
Televisa
visión Barbabosa, Adriana
Spota and Juan
Carlos Franzoni.

18.6

28.6

17.5

28.6

16.4

27

15

26.6

14.3

22.8

14

19.3
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Original script:
Caridad Bravo
Adams.
Version: Juan
Lo que la
UniCarlos Alcalá.
8 vida me Mexico Televisa
13.6
visión Adaptation: Fermín
robó
Zúñiga and Rosa
Salazar.
Co-adaptation:
Jorge Cervantes.
Original script:
Manuel Canseco
Corona
Noriega.
Uni9 de lágri- Mexico Televisa
Version: Jesús
12.9
visión
mas
Calzada.
Co-adaptation:
Janely Lee.
Original script:
Abel Santa Cruz.
Free version and
Por
Uni12.2
10 siempre Mexico Televisa
adaptation: Erick
visión
Vonn, Nora Alemán
mi amor
and Denisse
Pfeiffer.
Total productions: 10
Foreign scripts: 10
100%
100%
Source: Nielsen; Obitel USA

22.2

21.8

20.2

Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slots
Title

Format

Genre

Number
of chap./
ep. (in
2013)

Dates of
first and last
broadcast (in
2013)

Time
slot

1

Amores
verdaderos

Telenovela

Drama

146

Jan. 1 – July
24

Prime
time

2

Por ella soy
Eva

Telenovela

Telecomedy

48

Jan. 1 – March
6

Prime
time

3

Amor bravío

Telenovela

Drama

73

Jan. 1 – April
10

Prime
time

4

Porque el
amor manda

Telenovela

Drama

182

March 11 –
Nov. 20

Prime
time

5

Corazón
indomable

Telenovela

Drama

164

May 13 – Dec.
18

Prime
time

6

La tempestad

Telenovela

Drama

80

July 29 – Nov.
12

Prime
time
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7

Qué bonito
amor

Telenovela

Drama

124

April 15 –
Out. 2

Prime
time

8

Lo que la vida
me robó

Telenovela

Drama

28

Nov. 18 – Dec.
25 (cont.)

Prime
time

9

Corona de
lágrimas

Telenovela

Drama

93

Jan. 1 – May 8

Prime
time

10

Por siempre mi
amor

Telenovela

Drama

19

Dec. 2 – Dec.
25 (cont.)

Prime
time

Source: Nielsen; Obitel USA

Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles (*)
Title

Prevailing themes (up to Social themes (up to five most
five most important themes)
important themes)

1

Amores
verdaderos

Selfishness, class relations,
romance, adultery.

Kidnapping, eating disorders.

2

Por ella soy
Eva

Love, family, redemption.

Gender policies, single
mothers.

3

Amor bravío

Revenge, love, fraud.

Violence, depression.

4

Porque el
amor manda

Vengeance, fraud, family
values, romance.

Gender policies, disabilities.

5

Corazón
indomable

Romance.

Disabilities, social mobility.

6

La tempestad

Romance.

Sexual harassment, terminal
illness, kidnapping, people
trafficking.

7

Qué bonito
amor

Love, fraud, family values.

Single mothers, diseases.

8

Lo que la vida
me robó

Romance, class relations.

Class anxieties, social mobility.

9

Corona de
lágrimas

Love, family values.

Single mothers, social
mobility, class anxieties, drugs,
abandonment.

10

Por siempre
mi amor

Love, revenge.

Domestic abuse.

Source: Nielsen; Obitel USA

The type of narrative including romance, betrayal and class relations as traditional conflict patterns in telenovela prevailed in the
top ten and largely defined audience profile: 63.9% female. Thus,
the absence of action-based, realistic or drug trafficking series or
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telenovelas, which traditionally draw menÊs attention, generated
only 36.1% of male audience. Historically, telenovelas such as Pablo
Escobar: el patrón del mal, broadcast in 2012, or La reina del sur,
of 2011, drew an average of 49.8% and 48.3% of male viewers, respectively. However, although to a lesser extent, telecomedies with a
popular tone also draw the male audience – in 2013, of the ten most
watched productions, menÊs preferred fiction was Por ella soy Eva.
Just as Una familia con suerte, in 2011, and Hasta que el dinero nos
separe, in 2010, they were the fiction programs that most drew male
audience, after the telenovelas centered on drug trafficking.
Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles:
gender and age
Title

Channel

Gender %

Age group %

Women Men 2-11

1217

1824

2534

35- 5049 54

55+

1

Amores
verdaderos

Univisión

62.7

37.3

15.2

7.2

8.2

17.1 27.8 5.2 19.4

2

Por ella
soy Eva

Univisión

62.1

37.9

14.5

6.3

7.9

17.2 28.9 5.0 20.3

3

Amor
bravío

Univisión

62.9

37.1

12.8

5.5

7.2

16.1 28.3 5.1 24.9

4

Porque
el amor
manda

Univisión

63.8

36.2

15.6

7.5

8.0

17.2 26.0 5.6 20.1

5

Corazón
indomable

Univisión

65.6

34.4

13.5

7.4

7.3

15.8 24.4 6.5 25.2

6

La
tempestad

Univisión

64.3

35.7

15.2

7.9

7.5

16.6 26.7 5.7 20.5

7

Qué bonito
amor

Univisión

63.4

36.6

15.2

6.9

7.2

15.0 26.7 5.6 23.5

8

Lo que la
vida me
robó

Univisión

64.6

35.4

14.2

6.3

7.6

15.5 25.9 5.9 24.6

9

Corona de
lágrimas

Univisión

64.7

35.3

13.7

6.3

6.4

15.8 27.9 5.9 23.9

10

Por siempre mi
amor

Univisión

65.3

34.7

15.3

6.6

6.5

15.9 24.6 5.3 25.8

Source: Nielsen; Obitel USA
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3. Transmedia reception
The fiction program selected for this yearÊs Obitel U.S. chapter was Amores verdaderos, produced by Televisa. Unlike previous
years, the U.S. team wanted to focus on the most appreciated telenovela among the top ten titles of the year. All titles from this year
were produced by Televisa. TelemundoÊs telenovelas made number
12, with El señor de los cielos.
The last broadcasting week of Amores verdaderos by Univisión
is the focus of analysis. Given the relationship between Univisión
and ubiquitous Televisa, we used the latterÊs official Facebook page,
which promoted both networks airing the telenovela under analysis.
All data on the official website were (and are) managed by Televisa.
It is noteworthy that there was no information overlap between those
channelsÊ networks, since broadcast occurred on different dates on
Televisa in Mexico and on Univisión in the United States.
Univisión broadcast the final episodes of Amores verdaderos
on the week of July 22, 2013. However, while this telenovela was
broadcast (mostly) from Monday to Friday, its last episode was
aired on Sunday, July 28, 2013, in prime time, in order to compete directly with the successful reality show La voz: kids, season
1, whose final episode was also broadcast on the same night – a
strategic move by Univisión. A total of 20 photos were posted on
Amores verdaderosÊs Facebook page that week, receiving an average of 2,496 „likes‰, 132 comments and 101 shares. We must take
into account that UnivisiónÊs fiction competed directly with a reality
show, although, in terms of rating, there is no difference between
fiction and reality in television; it is all about which program had
higher audience rates.
In general, the official Facebook page of Amores verdaderos
had 1,190,034 likes and 2,342 people were talking about it. There
were 20 messages, as mentioned above, with images (posts including
text and image) for the final week. In total, its last week had 49,928
„likes‰, 2,641 comments and 2,035 content shares. Of course, based
on the information provided in last yearÊs Obitel U.S. chapter, this
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year the public was more engaged and more active in disseminating
information on social media. Participation through social media will
continue to grow in coming years.
Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Channel/
Selected
Production
fiction
company
Amores
verdaderos

Univisión

Websites

Official
webpage via
http://novelasyseries.univision.com

Types of
transmedia
interaction

Interactivity
levels

Users’
prevailing
practices

Viewing

Passive

Comments

Official Face- Transmedia
book webpage
viewing

Active

Official Twitter webpage

Real-time
interactive

Active

Official YouTube webpage

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Interpretation
Remix

Parody
Recommendation
Imitation
Celebration
Criticism
Collection
Sharing
Discussion

4. Highlights of the year
UnivisiónÊs choice to base its economic success on the distribution of Televisa telenovelas in prime time continues yielding good
results. The channel reported successful endings for Por ella soy
Eva, Amores verdaderos and Amor bravío, with 8.8 million, 7.6 million and 6.2 million viewers, respectively. Moreover, in terms of
production, the channel co-produced the telenovela Rosario with
Venevisión. It was premiered in several Latin American countries,
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including MexicoÊs TV Azteca, but it has not yet reached U.S.
screens. Univisión reports a record number of young viewers due to
its strategy of using multiple digital platforms in musical programs,
such as Premios lo nuestro, with ten million viewers, and Grammy
latino, with 9.8 million (Univisión Corporate, n.d.).
In turn, El señor de los cielos, co-produced by Telemundo,
Caracol TV and Argos Producciones, became the second most
watched telenovela in the history of the channel – behind La reina
del sur. The final episode of the telenovela had 3.6 million viewers
and an average of 1.62 million along its broadcasting. Probably driven by the long life guaranteed by brand positioning of similar telenovelas such as Capo, Capo 2, Capo 3 or El cartel and El cartel 2,
Telemundo decided to make a sequel of that successful production.
Thus, El señor de los cielos 2 started to be recorded in 2013, but
this time the production will be broadcast by Telemundo and made
by Argos. The networkÊs audience performance was also good with
telenovelas La patrona, with an average of 1.13 million viewers, and
Pablo Escobar: el patrón del mal, with an average of 1.06 million.
MundoFox, launched in 2012 and committed to reach 80% of
Hispanic households, could not meet its target due to the obstacles it
faces to achieve nationwide distribution. In late December 2013, the
channel had not reached 70% of U.S. Hispanic households, which is
required for nationwide status. Still, with limited distribution reach,
the channelÊs audience grew and it had some rating hits, such as
the 277 thousand people who tuned on it to watch the ending of
Rede RecordÊs telenovela (De la Fuente, 2013, December 16). On
the other hand, Azteca America still depends on fiction made by
TV Azteca, through its telenovelas and unitarios, but it has focused
more on reality shows such as La isla, México baila, Quiero ser grupero and Academia kids. Note that the strategy of placing a heavy
dose of reality shows, comedies and games has yielded good results
for Estrella TV with programs like Mi sueño es bailar, which gains
audience each year and has slowly but consistently narrowed its distance from UniMás.
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However, the industryÊs most important event was the realignment of forces of production and programming since the launch of
MundoFox in mid-2012. Initially, the alliance of Twenty Century
Fox and RCN to create MundoFox is reflected on a programming
that shows mainly Colombian titles produced by RCN or producing companies Fox TeleColombia, Telset, Vista Producciones and
Televideo. However, given the demand for content, titles are integrated from Mexican networks Once TV and Cadena Tres and from
production companies Argos and Adicta Films. MundoFox is also
noticeably opening its program grid to fiction from Brazilian networks Globo and Record.
RCN was replaced on UniMás with productions from TV
Caracol and RTI-Colombia, while RTI found a new partner in
Televisa to broadcast its productions at UniMás. In 2013, Caracol
TV provided UniMás with original programming, as well as
Telemundo. Co-productions between Telemundo and Caracol TV
also continued to air on TelemundoÊs screen. TelemundoÊs telenovelas made in Miami remained as the basis of the channelÊs production. Co-productions with Globo, in turn, are now strategic, but in
terms of rating, those made with Argos and Cadena Tres are now
crucial for Telemundo.

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
The way we tell stories has changed forever. Frank Rose (2011)
explains that „the internet is a chameleon. It is the first medium that
can act like all media - it can be text, or audio, or video, or all of the
above‰ (Preface). Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are still favorites
to tell our personal stories, but companies are also taking advantage
of these social media to strengthen their campaigns and brands by
using digital media to tell a different side of their own stories. There
are three highlights in the 2013 transmedia world: 1) the secondscreen pattern, 2) the use of cell phones and 3) Video on Demand
(VoD).
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Jenkins (2013) explains in Spreadable Media: creating value
and meaning in a networked culture that the difficult relationship
between capitalism and the capacity for expanded communication
continues to be a point of frustration for those who study communication. It is this notion of participation that further drives digital innovation at each open television channel. Ahead of media business,
packets are no longer commercialized with some digital aspects as
added value; these are rather part of the core deals. Today, „digital‰
becomes in some cases the central focus of the media component in
a negotiation. In other words, digital is no longer a last moment idea;
it is originally included as part of the media conversation. For media corporations, reaching consumers without the purchase possibility offered by digital components, for any brand, is an option that
will not deliver maximum results. However, advertisers think about
how their brand will be presented not only on television but also on
computers, tablets and smartphone screens. Therefore, corporations
are forging an „ideal‰ business scenario by successfully erasing the
lines between entertainment and advertising.

5.1 Transmedia strategy
The habit of watching TV only when watching TV belongs to
the past. Second screens are the new normality: we are glued to
the phone, sending tweets, while we watch our favorite show, for
example, TelemundoÊs La voz: kids. Or, in other cases, we enter our
data to win lotteries as we watch our favorite telenovela. This is the
current environment of mediated communication. Media consumption in the U.S. is changing not only at Spanish-language networks
but also at their counterparts in the general market. This is true for
all programming genres – news, fiction or reality. ObitelÊs 2011 U.S.
chapter stated that transmedia production strategies would only increase over time, and that is what is happening now. Corporations
are setting more aggressive strategies to reach consumers, as was the
case of „total market approach‰ as an integrated marketing solution.
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This also includes those advertisers who had never actively participated in the Spanish-language media segment.
Zeebox is an app to „follow‰ television in England, which
appeared for the first time in the U.S. market in 2012. It aims to
„improve TV experience‰, to make it more social (Lawler, 2012).
This type of technology introduced by software companies, along
with TV channels, targets primarily the „millennium‰ generation or
„generation Y‰. There are about 76 million people in „generation Y‰
in the U.S. and approximately 19% of them are of Hispanic/Latino
descent (Bennett, 2013). Members of the „millennium‰ generation
are technology experts and are connected to it 24/7 (Bennett, 2013).
Therefore, marketing the consumer and interaction experience of
that generation of young people through different platforms has become the centerpiece of U.S. TV channelsÊ programming and marketing strategies.
In this context, the Hispanic populationÊs demographics and
their use of mobile technology have turned this population into the
perfect target audience for advertisers. Hispanics are 17% of the
U.S. population and continue to grow. They also outweigh non-Hispanics in cell phone use. According to NielsenÊs report State of the
Hispanic consumer, video consumption by that community jumped
by 282% between 2007 and 2012 (Ruiz, 2013). The boom in the
use of Androids and iPhones far surpasses the use of fixed internet (OÊToole, 2014). Data obtained from these market surveys leads
media corporations to promote and renew their mobile apps in order
to offer their programming to consumers.
In 2012, Univisión implemented its digital video network
UVideos, providing access to Univisión/Televisa programming.
This synchronized time social experience is available on a comprehensive coverage of digital platforms. Telemundo, on the other
hand, turned to the creation of content normally related not to telenovelas, but to science fiction and adventure in its new multiformat
and multiplatform production studio Fluency (Sass, 2013). There
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are currently two titles to be premiered sometime during 2014. The
first one to be launched is ISA in June 2014. It is a science fiction
story with coming-of-age elements. The date of the premiere of La
buena mala has not been defined yet (Steinberg, 2013). These two
fiction titles are created in such a way that they can be consumed on
a wide range of platforms, e.g., Netflix, which has been successful
with its original programming of House of cards and Orange is the
new black, for allowing unlimited consumption of episodes.
Video on Demand (VoD) is also continuously growing and
the same can be said of the VoD and pay VoD market, such as
HBOGo.com. Jim OÊNeill (2013) wrote in his article for the website
TheConvergence.tv that new survey shows that the market for VoD,
driven by increasing consumer demand, will reach nearly 8 billion
dollars worldwide by 2017. The current value of the VoD market is
about 4.7 billion dollars. For content owners, such as Telemundo
and Televisa, that value resides on the possibility to reach audience
segments that do not watch traditional TV; they rather view content
on different modalities, such as in „binge‰ – consumption of several
episodes one after another (OÊNeill, 2013).
The way we tell stories has indeed changed forever. The most
prominent aspects in the transmedia landscape are intertwined with
the internet, but the most important one is the difference between
the way media is consumed today and how they were consumed
two years ago. Technology took a new form through mobile phones
and tablets. Rose (2011) states that the outlines are clear between
story and game that turn into a lack of definition, the most addictive aspects of the game are being copied in any way. They leave
websites in advertising campaigns. Even on Facebook. There is no
longer a linear model in media consumption. The internet began its
transgression from being an information provider in the early 90s
to become the connector of the people and put their collective intelligence to work (Rose, 2011).
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1. Mexico’s audiovisual context in 2013
Mexican media and audiovisual ecosystem in 2013 was certainly marked by the adoption of the Telecommunications Reform
surprisingly proposed by President Enrique Peña Nieto – who was
allegedly favored by the countryÊs major networks Televisa and TV
Azteca in his 2012 presidential campaign.
Hopes to democratize the media system – as decisively promoted by movement #YoSoy132 – consolidated as a reform that
goes directly against the industryÊs monopolistic practices and sets
new rules and legal frameworks to create a „more competitive and
democratic system‰.
With support by mainstream media, which surprisingly did not
campaign to discredit the government for the proposed measures,
2013 was a year of debates as well as hope and distrust. On the one
hand, there was optimism because the law acknowledged the monopoly of telecommunications and broadcasting – until then dominated by three entrepreneurs – Emilio Azcárraga (Televisa), Ricardo
Salinas Pliego (TV Azteca) and Carlos Slim (Telmex/Telcel). On the
We thank Nielsen Ibope Mexico for providing information on audiences and programming for this chapter. Opinions are responsibility of Obitel.
1
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other hand, following the enactment of the reform, these companies
undertook legislative lobbying to reverse all potential effects on secondary legislation, which was eventually postponed to 2014 since it
could not be finished in 2013 due to major tensions created among
those directly involved.
The reform, as it came out in late 2013, could allow mega media corporations (Televisa, TV Azteca and Telmex) to offer services
previously closed to them. Therefore, suspicion of false democratization continued to prevail in the Mexican audiovisual scenario until
the end of the year, while hopes diminished that the openness and
competition announced would be a widespread pattern, not only on
one screen (as it was until then) but in all of them, due to digitaltechnological convergence.

1.1. Open TV in Mexico
Chart 1. Open TV national networks
PRIVATE NETWORKS (2)
Channels (6)

PUBLIC NETWORKS (2)
Channels (2)

Televisa (Channels 2, 5 and 9)

Once TV (Channel 11)

TV Azteca (Channels 7 and 13)

Conaculta (Channel 22)

Cadena Tres (Channel 28)
TOTAL NETWORKS = 5
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Graph 1. TV audience by channel2
Channel 7 (TV Azteca)
Channel 5 (Televisa)
Channel 11 (Once TV)
Channel 28 (Cadena 3)
9 Galavisión (Televisa)
Channel 22 (Conaculta)
Channel 2 (Televisa)
Channel 13 (TV Azteca)

Total TV sets on – Special (TLE)

%

Channel 5 (Televisa)

29.1

Channel 7 (TV Azteca)

28.6

Channel 2 (Televisa)

19

Channel 13 (TV Azteca)

9.7

9 Galavisión (Televisa)

9

Channel 11 (Once TV)

2.3

Channel 28 (Cadena 3)

1.4

Channel 22 (Conaculta)

0.9

Data in Graphs 1, 2 and 3 are „„Rights Reserved © Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
Bruno Traven 60, General Pedro Ma. Anaya Ma, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. This page
contains material under intellectual and industrial property by Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A.
de C.V. provided by Obitel for research and analysis purposes. Therefore, their reproduction and fixing by any means by third parties is prohibited on a permanent or temporary
basis, whether fully or partially, without the companyÊs written permission. Violations
shall be punished according to relevant laws‰.
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Graph 2. Share by channel
Channel 7 (TV Azteca)
Channel 5 (Televisa)
Channel 11 (Once TV)
Channel 28 (Cadena 3)
9 Galavisión (Televisa)
Channel 22 (Conaculta)
Channel 2 (Televisa)
Channel 13 (TV Azteca)

Total TV sets on – Special (TLE)

Individual share

%

Channel 5 (Televisa)

12.63

28.3

Channel 7 (TV Azteca)

9

24.2

Channel 2 (Televisa)

14.3

23.3

Channel 13 (TV Azteca)

9.1

9.6

9 Galavisión (Televisa)

5.6

9.3

Channel 11 (Once TV)

1.9

2.7

Channel 28 (Cadena 3)

1.2

1.6

Channel 22 (Conaculta)

0.5

1

Source: Nielsen Ibope, MSSTV, Base „5 Domain Regular Rating + Regular Vídeotrack‰.
Targets: total people, women, men, 12-17 years old, 18-24 years old, 25-39 years old, 40
years old or over, socio-economic levels ABC+, C and DE. Data on 2013 without Guest
Viewers.
Source: Nielsen Ibope, MSSTV, Base „5 Domain Regular Rating + Regular Videotrack‰
Total households. Data on 2013 without Guest Viewers.

Compared to the previous year, changes are observed in preference for channels. TelevisaÊs channel 2 remains the most watched,
followed by channel 5, which also belongs to Televisa, but it has a
higher percentage share. TV AztecaÊs channels 7 and 13 are very
close in individual share, but the former has a much higher percentage, similar to what happens with TelevisaÊs 5 and 2.
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Graph 3. Offer by genre in TV programming
Broadcast hours
Information
Fiction
Entertainment
Religion
Sports
Education
Politics
Others
Total

Broadcast genres

Total broadcast hours

%

Information

16,055

17

Fiction

11,432

12

Entertainment

39,064

42

Religion

179

0.2

Sports

4,169

5

Education

8,424

9

Politics

1,729

2

Others

12,210

12.8

Total

93,262

100

„Information‰ is still the most broadcast genre, followed closely
by „fiction‰, but this year the differences between them significantly
increased in favor of the former. In turn, „entertainment‰ grew 8%
over the previous year to 46.336 of broadcast hours.

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
The main trends in MexicoÊs media scene were related to the
proposed legislative changes in the Telecommunications Reform.
An outline of what happened in the field of media and audiences in
the country in 2013 is presented below.
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1.3. Advertising investments of the year: in TV and in fiction
Must-carry and must-offer reforms, which will be mentioned
later, had a negative impact on finances of both Televisa and TV
Azteca. The former was able to reverse the losses by increasing sales
in its pay television divisions (cable and satellite) and program licenses in the United States. The latter, in turn, being less diversified than its competitor, suffered with adjustments resulting from
the new rules.
Advertising investment in Mexico reached 70 billion pesos
(about US$ 5 billion) in 2013. Open TV remains the favorite medium for advertisers and takes 53% of the total investment. Print
media collected 10%, while radio got 9%, pay TV received 8%, and
the internet got 9%. The remaining 11% went to other media.
The good figures presented by Televisa are a reflection of the
dynamism of the producers-advertisers-media triad. For instance,
Televisa reported that advertising sales in 2013 increased by 3.9%
compared to 2012. The number of subscribers to its satellite TV system (Sky) increased by 11.3% over 2012. Likewise, cable systems
controlled by Televisa increased sales by 11%.
In turn, TV Azteca had annual sales of 12.68 billion (about US$
915 million) – 4% below the 2012 figures. According to the company, the decline was largely due to „change in government, which
redefined communication projects, as well as commercialization of
the Olympic Games in 2012‰ (TV Azteca, 2014, p. 3).
Therefore, the television landscape faces, on the one hand, an
increase in advertising spending that is higher than the GDP, with
favorable results for Televisa; one the other hand, TV Azteca was
not able to reflect such growth trend for advertising investment on
its finances.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
In 2013, social merchandising was present in national fiction
productions at several scales. Firstly, that of institutional character
made every year by Fundación Televisa, which it implemented in
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two telenovelas: La mujer del vendaval and Porque el amor manda
(2012).
The former promoted the BolaLuz program – an eco-friendly
portable energy generator shaped as a soccer ball. Afterwards, the
telenovelaÊs production donated it to electricity-deprived rural communities.
Porque el amor manda promoted the campaign „A drop of water, a drop of life‰, which sought to raise awareness not only about
the importance of vital liquid and of taking care of it but also about
the process involved in taking it to each household in Mexico. The
campaign was supported by the National Water Commission.
The second presence of merchandising had a governmental nature. Through short ads in several telenovelas on Televisa and TV
Azteca, the „good points‰ of the Tax and Energy Reform approved
in Mexico were promoted at the request of the Federal Government
in mid and late 2013, respectively.

1.5. Communication policies
„The approval of the Telecommunications Reform is excellent
news for the country‰, wrote President Enrique Peña Nieto on his
Twitter account after the majority of the Parliament voted without
any debate, on April 25, 2013, the reform proposed by the President
and by the Governing Council of the Pact for Mexico.
A 414-50 vote approved a Reform that many see as a historic
event because it regulates an industry characterized by monopolistic
practices and constant „abolition of competition‰. Others see it as a
simulation because, deep down, rather than a democratizing change,
it is an economic change removing obstacles for the same entrepreneurs to enter the digital-technological convergence market. The
proof, they say, is that the reform eliminated rights to audiences and
the creation of social and public media
According to its guiding document, Telecommunications
Reform is not only a regulatory legal framework but also a legal recognition of telecommunicationsÊ public and social nature. It seeks
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„to strengthen rights associated with freedom of expression and information and to establish the right of access to information and
communication technologies, and to broadcasting and telecommunications services, including broadband internet‰. In response, the
government promised to „create conditions to substantially increase
infrastructure and the obligation to make its use more efficient‰
(Reforma en Telecomunicaciones, 2013).
The most important measures promoted by the Reform include
creation of the Federal Telecommunications Institute (Ifetel), a
regulatory body with constitutional autonomy to grant and revoke
concessions, and foundation of the Federal Economic Competition
Commission (CFCE), which may intervene economically in the industryÊs monopolistic structures. Their creation is an important step
since the industry will be regulated by specialized autonomous bodies rather than the Executive.
On the other hand, the Reform states that no industry player can
concentrate over 50% of the market. That requires all companies involved to disaggregate (fragment) in order to meet the required „free
competition‰ percentage. That percentage must be set regarding the
number of users, traffic on their networks or the capacity used in
them.3 Companies that do meet it will be designated „dominant economic agents‰ and will be required to change their market share,
otherwise they might lose their concessions.
With the reform, measures known as must-offer and must-carry
were also approved. They will force open channels to provide their
signals free of charge to cable systems requesting them. Likewise,
the latter are to transmit all national and local open channels in cities covered by their services. This could put an end to the excessive
charges that Televisa and TV Azteca had imposed on cable systems
since 2011. New bidding processes also allowed widening com-

Today Televisa and TV Azteca account for 94% of open TV signals, Telmex has 80% of
fixed telephony, and Telcel has 70% of cellular telephony. Together, they hold 61% of the
internet market. In Mexican radio, 13 companies led by Radiorama and the Acir Group
concentrate 86% of the stations.
3
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petition and opening the field for a bidding on two new national
networks of open digital television, which was presented in March
2014. MexicoÊs audiovisual scene is expected to start changing in
2015, when those two new channels would be operating.
Significant change was also seen in the concession system.
The model for concessions and permissions shifted to a scenario
of „single concessions‰, with which entrepreneurs can „provide all
kinds of services through their networks‰ (Ibidem). This will allow
Televisa to enter the phone market and Telmex/Telcel to enter the
television market, thus ending the dispute sustained by both monopolies with one another and with the government, which refused
to modify their concessions for years.
The Reform recognizes four different communication models:
commercial, public, social and private. However, the radio electric
spectrum did not change – as happened in other legislations in Latin
America –, so that each model could have a similar percentage,
which is why the business model will remain dominant by letting
public/citizen communication off the Reform.
In this regard, the absence of audiencesÊ rights is evident.
Despite their recognition as active and critical, they are considered
only as the affected part with „the transmission of advertising or
propaganda presented as news or journalistic information‰ (ibidem),
which has been banned from newscasts but not from fiction, where
government, electoral and partisan advertising grows every year.
Finally, the Reform allows 100% of foreign investment in
telecommunications and 49% in broadcasting, as long as there is a
measure of reciprocity between the countries involved. This opens
MexicoÊs media scene to foreign investment.
The Telecommunications Reform was promulgated by Mexican
President Enrique Peña Nieto on June 10, 2013 and was expected
to be ready by December that year. However, Congress postponed
the adoption of secondary legislation, generating much suspicion
because of the agreements monopolies can achieve to protect their
interests, which seem to be above any democratization.
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1.6. Public TV
Growth in production of fiction in public channels saw a significant pause in 2013, since it went from two-three series to only
one production – Canal OnceÊs Alguien más –, while Canal 22 produced no fiction.
One of the main reasons was that management changes related to
the new President altered their editorial and entertainment direction.
New directors and their teams took office in late January 2013 and
they did not set the course for national public media until June. One
point to note is that both channels reached greater national coverage
in 2013. Canal Once now covers 66.7% of the national territory,
and Canal 22 covers 55%. This allowed audiences to have a choice
beyond commercial television, even though it did not reflect on the
ratings of both channels.

1.7. Pay TV
Fiction production in MexicoÊs pay television channels continues to grow, and many transnational companies, such as MTV Latin
America, have begun to make arrangements for content production
and broadcast. For instance, the series Bienvenida realidad (originally from Chile), co-produced in 2011 by Argos Comunicación
and Sony Pictures Television, was broadcast in 2013 by that international channel based in Mexico City. MTV also broadcast the youth
telenovela Primer amor a⁄ 100 por hora (Televisa, 2010) and the
second season of Soy tu fan (Once TV, 2011). Besides, in 2014 it
also presented its original production Niñas mal 2 (of Colombian
origin) that it co-produced with Sony Pictures Television.
Expansion of domestic fiction also came through another transnational network, Mundo Fox, a Latin American bet by the U.S.
chain broadcast from Colombia. This cable channel broadcast the
telenovela Infames (Argos, 2012) and the series Paramédicos (Once
TV, 2012) and El albergue (Argos, 2012).
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1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
Mexico has 59,200,000 Internet users, i.e., 52% of the population
(World Internet Project [WIP], 2013). Young people under 26 were
the heaviest users (42%). In 2011 there were almost 400,000 users
under four years old; and in 2013 that figure was 900,000 (Islas &
Gutiérrez. 2014). Accessing social media and checking e-mail are
usersÊ main activities (86% and 87%, respectively). According to
WIP, participation in forums is declining, and users start to have
transmedia participation. Also, they spend more hours on the internet
and watch less television (Islas & Gutiérrez, 2014). The multitasking
phenomenon is also on the rise: while watching television, 26%
browse through their mobile phones; 84% have a mobile device
and four out of ten have a smartphone (whose penetration was 39%,
increasing 17 points compared to 2012). Ownership of cell phones
– not smartphones – decreased from 87% to 78%, but tablets and
devices increased from 6% in 2012 to 24% in 2013.
Megacable is a company providing cable, internet and phone
services. Since 2013, it offers its subscribers an additional service
called Megacable on Demand – a Video-on-Demand, or VoD, system. However, Netflix is the VoD leader with 1.4 million subscribers.
On the other hand, the Secretariat (Ministry) of Communications
and Transport (SCT) unveiled a new plan to give 24-inch digital
TV sets to the poor (El Universal, 2014). The analog switch-off had
been set for December 2015, but the dates will be extended in some
zones (two more years) (El Economista, 2014a).
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2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign;
premieres, reruns and co-productions)
Premiere national titles: 34

Premiere foreign titles: 17

Televisa: 18 national titles
1. Corazón indomable
2. La tempestad
3. Mentir para vivir
4. Libre para amarte
5. De que te quiero, te quiero
6. Por siempre mi amor
7. Quiero amarte
8. Lo que la vida me robó
9. Qué pobres tan ricos
10. Durmiendo con mi jefe (Series)
11. María de todos los ˘ngeles (Series)
12. Hoy soy nadie (Series)
13. Gossip girl Acapulco (Series)
14. Cásate conmigo, mi amor (Series)
15. Nueva vida (Unitario)
16. Amor mío (Series)
17. Héroes del norte 2 (Series)
18. Niñas mal (Series)
TV Azteca: 9 national titles
19. Vivir a destiempo
20. Destino
21. Secretos de familia
22. Corazón en condominio
23. Hombre tenías que ser
24. Prohibido amar
25. Olvidarte jamás
26. La vida es una canción (Unitario)
27. Lo que la gente cuenta (Unitario)

Televisa: 12 foreign titles
35. Las bandidas (Telenovela – Venezuela)
36. La patrona (Telenovela – USA)
37. Retrato de una mujer (Telenovela –
USA)
38. Marido en alquiler (Telenovela – USA)
39. Santa diabla (Telenovela – USA)
40. Dama y obrero (Telenovela – USA)
41. Relaciones peligrosas (Telenovela –
USA)
42. Bellas calamidades (Telenovela –
USA)
43. Gata salvaje (Telenovela – Venezuela)
44. Tres milagros (Telenovela – Venezuela)
45. Rosario Tijeras (Series – Colombia)
46. Historias de la virgen morena
(Unitario – USA)

Once TV Mexico: 1 national title
28. Alguien más (Series)
Cadena Tres: 2 national titles
29. Fortuna
30. Trampas del deseo
CO-PRODUCTIONS: 4
Televisa: 2 titles
31. La CQ (Unitario – Mexico/
Colombia)
32. El cuerpo del deseo (Mexico/United
States/Colombia)
Cadena Tres: 2 titles
33. Dulce amargo (Mexico/Venezuela)
34. Ðltimo año (Mexico/ USA)

TV Azteca: 1 title
47. Rosario (Telenovela – Venezuela)
Cadena Tres: 2 titles
48. Derecho de familia (Telenovela – Peru)
49. El talismán (Telenovela – Venezuela)
Canal 22: 2 titles
50. Isabel (Series – Spain)
51. Cuéntame cómo pasó (Series – Spain)
RERUN TITLES: 8
Televisa: 1 title
52. Fuego en la sangre (Telenovela)
53. Al diablo con los guapos (Telenovela)
54. Vecinos (Unitario)
55. La familia P-Luche (Unitario)
Canal Once: 4 titles
56. Soy tu fan (Series)
57. XY (Series)
58. Niño santo (Series)
59. Paramédicos (Series)
Premiere titles: 51 (34 national and 17
Ibero-American)
Rerun titles: 8
Titles broadcast: 59

Source: Obitel Mexico
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Most notable is that national premieres increased to 34, over
only 18 in the previous year, which is a clear indication of increase
in national fiction, even though more reruns were exhibited than in
the previous year.
Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin*
Country
NATIONAL (total)
IBERO-AMERICAN (total)

Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

34 **

66

2,488

57

2,333

63

17

34

1,860

43

1,385

37

Argentina

-

-

-

-

-

-

Brazil

1

2

141

3

55:39

1

Chile

1

2

81

2

80:05

2

Colombia

3

6

235

7

222:48

6

Ecuador

-

-

-

-

-

Spain

3

6

244

7

217:43

USA (Hispanic production)

4

10

489

10

270:36

7

Mexico

34

66

2,488

57

2,333

63

Peru

1

2

90

2

88:14

2
-

6

Portugal

-

-

-

-

-

Uruguay

-

-

-

-

-

-

Venezuela

4

6

580

12

451:15

13

Latin American (Obitel)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Latin American (off Obitel)

-

-

-

-

-

-

National co-productions

4

-

-

-

-

-

Other (productions and
co-productions from other
Latin
American/IberoAmerican countries)

-

-

-

-

-

-

51

100

4,348

100

3,718

100

Total

Source: Obitel Mexico
* „Rights Reserved © Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. Bruno Traven 60, General Pedro
Ma. Anaya Ma, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. This page contains material under intellectual and industrial property by Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. provided by Obitel for
research and analysis purposes. Therefore, their reproduction and fixing by any means by
third parties is prohibited on a permanent or temporary basis, whether fully or partially,
without the companyÊs written permission. Violations shall be punished according to relevant laws.‰
** Co-production titles were counted as national.

National
%
H
35
708:21
58
1,484
7
141:19
100
2333
C/E
435
443
982
1860

Ibero-American
%
H
24
301:00
24
370:00
52
714
100
1385

Source: Obitel Mexico

%
16
80
4
100

%
21
27
52
100

Titles
20
7
4
3
34

%
59
20
9
12
100

Hours
2,037
69:31
197:27
29:42
2,333

Source: Obitel Mexico

NATIONAL
Chap./Ep.
%
2,091
84
164
7
179
7
54
2
2,488
100
%
87
3
8
2

Titles
13
3
1
17

%
76
17
7
100

Total
C/E
435
1,318
1,445
1,150
4348
%
10
30
33
27
100

H
301:00
1,078
1,484
855:19
3718

IBERO-AMERICAN
Chap./Ep.
%
Hours
1,539
83
1,061
208
11
209
113
6
115
1,860
100
1,385

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction4

C/E
875
1,445
168
2488

%
77
15
8
100

%
8
29
40
23
100

4

„Rights Reserved © Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. Bruno Traven 60, General Pedro Ma. Anaya Ma, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013.
This page contains material under intellectual and industrial property by Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. provided by Obitel for research and analysis
purposes. Therefore, their reproduction and fixing by any means by third parties is prohibited on a permanent or temporary basis, whether fully or partially,
without the companyÊs written permission. Violations shall be punished according to relevant laws.‰

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telemovie
Unitario
Docudrama
Others (soap opera, etc.)
TOTAL

Formats

Morning (6 a.m. – 12 a.m.)*
Afternoon (12 a.m. – 7 p.m.)
Prime time (7 p.m. – 10 p.m.)
Nighttime (10 p.m. – 6 a.m.)
TOTAL

Time slot

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot
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Regarding 2012, this year there were four co-productions,
which had not happened since 2010.
Prime time still concentrates most national fiction. There is
better number match than last year between chapters and hours
broadcast.
Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Format

Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Telenovela

-

-

5

50

15

68

1

50

21

62

Series

-

-

2

20

4

18

1

50

7

20

Miniseries

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Telemovie

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unitario

-

-

3

30

-

-

-

-

3

9

Docudrama

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others
(soap opera, etc.)

-

-

-

-

3

14

-

-

3

9

TOTAL

0

100

10

100

22

100

2

100

34

100

Source: Obitel Mexico

Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

49

96

Period

1

2

Historical

1

2

Others

-

-

Total

51

100

Source: Obitel Mexico

Telenovela still reigns at prime time and nighttime (Table 5),
while series dominate the afternoon and nighttime. Present is the
favorite time. Historical or period telenovelas have not appeared in
national fiction since 2011.
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Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share 5
Title

Country
of origin
of idea
or script

Name of
scriptwriter
Produ- Chanor author
cer
nel
of original
idea

Rating Share

1

Corazón
indomable

Mexico

Televisa

2

Inés Rodena

21.29

39.84

2

Lo que la
vida me robó

Mexico

Televisa

2

Caridad
Bravo

21.29

32.31

3

Que pobres
tan ricos

Colombia

Televisa

2

Elkim
Ospina

19.86

30.37

4

La tempestad

Mexico

Televisa

2

Liliana Abud

18.66

27.74

5

Quiero
amarte

Mexico

Televisa

2

Martha
Carrillo

16.23

26.13

6

De que te
quiero, te
quiero

Venezuela

Televisa

2

Valentina
Parrága

16.14

29.02

7

Mentir para
vivir

Mexico

Televisa

2

María
Zarattini

16.10

27.44

8

Libre para
amarte

Mexico

Televisa

2

Emilio
Larrosa

15.99

24.85

9

Por siempre
mi amor

Mexico

Televisa

2

Abel Santa

14.41

28.72

Mexico

Televisa

2

Mara
Escalante

13.05

21.63

María de
10 todos los
˘ngeles

Total productions: 10

Foreign scripts: 2

Source: Nielsen Ibope, MSSTV, Base „5 Domain Regular Rating + Regular Vídeotrack‰.
Targets: total people, women, men, 12-17 years old, 18-24 years old, 25-39 years old, 40
years old or over, socio-economic levels ABC+, C and DE. Data on 2013 without Guest
Viewers.
Source: Nielsen Ibope, MSSTV, Base „5 Domain Regular Rating + Regular Videotrack‰
Total households. Data on 2013 without Guest Viewers.

„Rights Reserved © Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. Bruno Traven 60, General Pedro
Ma. Anaya Ma, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. This page contains material under intellectual and industrial property by Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. provided by Obitel for
research and analysis purposes. Therefore, their reproduction and fixing by any means by
third parties is prohibited on a permanent or temporary basis, whether fully or partially,
without the companyÊs written permission. Violations shall be punished according to relevant laws.‰
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Fiction rating ranges have definitely fell this year and not just
by 2% but up to 5%. All fictions are TelevisaÊs, notwithstanding the
fact that its channel 2, where most are exhibited, dropped to third in
the ranking of most viewed channels.

Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length,
time slots
Title

Format

Genre

Number
of chap./
ep. (in
2013)

Dates of
first and last
broadcast
(in 2013)

Time slot

1

Corazón
indomable

Telenovela

Drama

162

Feb. 25 –
Oct. 6

Prime
time

2

Lo que la vida
me robó

Telenovela

Drama

47

Oct. 28 –
Dec. 31
(cont.)

Prime
time

3

Que pobres tan
ricos

Telenovela

Comedy

37

Nov. 11
– Dec. 31
(cont.)

Prime
time

4

La tempestad

Telenovela

Drama

122

May 13 –
Oct. 27

Prime
time

5

Quiero amarte

Telenovela

Drama

52

Oct. 21 –
Dec. 31
(cont.)

Prime
time

6

De que te
quiero, te
quiero

Telenovela

Comedy

136

July 1 – Mar.
16

Afternoon

7

Mentir para
vivir

Telenovela

Drama

101

June 3 – Oct.
10

Prime
time

8

Libre para
amarte

Telenovela

Comedy

106

June 17 –
Nov. 10

Afternoon

9

Por siempre mi
amor

Telenovela

Drama

62

Oct. 7 – Dec.
31 (cont.)

Afternoon

10

María de todos
los ángeles

Series

Comedy

10

Nov. 24 –
Dec. 29

Prime
time

Source: Obitel Mexico
„Rights Reserved © Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. Bruno Traven 60, General Pedro Ma.
Anaya Ma, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. This page contains material under intellectual and
industrial property by Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. provided by Obitel for research
and analysis purposes. Therefore, their reproduction and fixing by any means by third parties is prohibited on a permanent or temporary basis, whether fully or partially, without the
companyÊs written permission. Violations shall be punished according to relevant laws.‰
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Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles (*)
Title

Prevailing themes (up to five
most important themes)

Social themes (up to five
most important themes)

1

Corazón
indomable

1) Love
2) Family lies
3) Friendship and loyalty

1) Poverty
2) Water pollution
3) Orphanhood

2

Lo que la vida me
robó

1) Love
2) Revenge
3) Family secrets

1) Poverty
2) Insecurity

3

Que pobres tan
ricos

1) Family union
2) Love
3) Loyalty and solidarity

1) Class differences
2) Economic problems

4

La tempestad

1) Love
2) Revenge

1) Labor abuses
2) Crime and insecurity

5

Quiero amarte

1) Motherly love
2) Family secrets

1) Solidarity economy
2) Ecological awareness

6

De que te quiero,
te quiero

1) Love and romance
2) Loyalty and solidarity

1) Social inequality
2) Ecological awareness

7

Mentir para vivir

1) Change of identity
2) Family secrets

1) Extortion
2) Drug trafficking

8

Libre para amarte

1) Women empowerment
2) Love

1) WomenÊs equality
2) Class struggle

9

Por siempre mi
amor

1) Love
2) Family conflict
3) Fraud

1) Public health
2) Citizen insecurity
3) Family unit

10

María de todos
los ángeles

1) Value of family
2) Neighbor solidarity

1) Economic problems

Source: Obitel Mexico
„Rights Reserved © Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. Bruno Traven 60, General Pedro Ma.
Anaya Ma, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. This page contains material under intellectual and
industrial property by Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. provided by Obitel for research
and analysis purposes. Therefore, their reproduction and fixing by any means by third parties is prohibited on a permanent or temporary basis, whether fully or partially, without the
companyÊs written permission. Violations shall be punished according to relevant laws.‰

Dominant themes remain more or less the same as always, although some of the social issues did address something of what is
experienced in everyday life, but no longer organized crime or drug
trafficking.

2

2

Que pobres tan ricos

La tempestad

Quiero amarte

De que te quiero, te quiero

Mentir para vivir

Libre para amarte

Por siempre mi amor

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 María de todos los ángeles*

-

71.35

64.79

68.03

69.24

68.29

64.97

64.92

65.02

70.18

Women

-

9.2

8.5

8.6

10.1

8.4

9.1

8.6

8.7

8.6

13-18

* No data available.

-

28.65

35.21

31.97

30.76

31.71

35.03

35.08

34.98

29.82

Men

Gender %

-

18.2

17.6

17.1

18.0

16.9

16.9

17.4

19.7

17.4

19-29

-

26.6

25.5

25.3

25.6

25.6

23.7

26.6

26.6

26.7

30-44

Age group %

-

36.4

33.9

36.8

33.6

36.5

35.7

32.0

32.7

36.6

45+

-

16.4

11.5

13.1

13.8

13.8

14.4

14.9

14.5

15.5

ABC

-

13.0

12.3

12.7

14.1

14.8

12.5

14.1

14.4

13.2

C+

-

30.8

36.3

32.8

33.4

33.9

33.3

33.51

31.71

30.29

DE

Socioeconomic status %

6

Source: Nielsen Ibope, MSSTV, Base „5 Domain Regular Rating + Regular Vídeotrack‰. Targets: total people, women, men, 12-17 years old, 18-24 years
old, 25-39 years old, 40 years old or over, socio-economic levels ABC+, C and DE. Data on 2013 without Guest Viewers.
Source: Nielsen Ibope, MSSTV, Base „5 Domain Regular Rating + Regular Videotrack‰ Total households. Data on 2013 without Guest Viewers.
„Rights Reserved © Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. Bruno Traven 60, General Pedro Ma. Anaya Ma, 03340, Mexico, D.F., 2013. This page contains material under intellectual and industrial property by Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A. de C.V. provided by Obitel for research and analysis purposes. Therefore, their
reproduction and fixing by any means by third parties is prohibited on a permanent or temporary basis, whether fully or partially, without the companyÊs
written permission. Violations shall be punished according to relevant laws.‰

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Lo que la vida me robó

2

2

Corazón indomable

Channel

1

Title

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status6
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Gender-related preferences are highly marked and exclusive.
Men of low socioeconomic status preferred Libre para amarte while
women of high socioeconomic status chose the telenovela Por siempre, mi amor. It was confirmed that young people are watching less
fiction – only 10% – and that heavy telenovelas viewers are getting
older.

3. Transmedia reception
Since its premiere, producers of Lo que la vida me robó – which
began to be broadcast in late October 2013 – opted for transmediality by opening spaces in social media and creating applications
to be downloaded on mobile devices. Its leading actor and actress,
Sebastián Rulli and Angelique Boyer, are young, and their participations in fictions where they acted together were major audience
successes. This story is adapted from the book Bodas de odio, by
Caridad Bravo Adams, which became a telenovela with the same
name in 1983 (produced by Ernesto Alonso) and, in 2003, under the
name of Amor real (produced by Carla Estrada).
This section will present details of user behavior on this telenovelaÊs Facebook page, but we also note the type of transmedia
interaction and interactivity on Twitter and the official website (see
Table 11). The Facebook page of Lo que la vida me robó was observed (www.facebook.com/loquelavidamerobo) along one composite week.7 The sample started on October 28, 2013 (first broadcast) and ended on March 31, 2014. Our goal was to show how
users interacted on that social media by commenting on the posts
uploaded by producers, since this type of participatory culture reflects how the public appropriated that fiction program.

Monday, October 28, 2013; Tuesday, November 19; Wednesday, December 18; Thursday, January 16, 2014; Friday, February 14; Saturday, March 8 (replaced by Friday,
March 7); Sunday, March 30 (replaced by Monday, March 31); on Saturday and Sunday
there was no participation.

7
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3.1. Lo que la vida me robó on Facebook
Photographs of cast members were posted as cover pages,
among others. They also showed chapter previews, promotional ads
for the telenovela and video chats with cast members. Users commented on that content, shared the post or „liked‰ it, and also interacted with other users on the melodramaÊs contents.

User involvement was seen to have increased as the story developed. When monitoring began, the pageÊs total number of fans
was 467,266; on the last day of monitoring (a month later), it totaled
502,827. Meanwhile, the number of speakers (people who spoke
about the telenovela) was 39,140 by the end of monitoring, but the
figure viewed on Facebook when observation started was higher:
58,123. That is, more users commented on the melodrama at the
beginning. In terms of participation, data collected during the week
analyzed totaled 23 posts published by the websiteÊs administrators.
From users, there were 31,299 „likes‰, 3,413 comments, and 4,998
posts „shared‰. Participation increased as the telenovela developed,
since eight posts were initially published by the production, 1,253
„likes‰ were given to them, there were 99 comments, and 98 posts
were „shared‰. But, on the last day analyzed, even though only five
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posts were uploaded by website administrators (fewer than on the
first day observed), the number of „likes‰ rose to 6,134, comments
were 399, and 495 posts were „shared‰.
While user participation increased and was higher than in
the previous year (as we recognized in comparison with other
melodramas), the type of interactivity by most users remained a
„reaction‰ to the message proposed by producers. „Likes‰ remained
the preferred user activity, followed by sharing the telenovelaÊs
videos (only chapter previews, because producers did not upload
full videos to Facebook). The activity with the lowest participation
was commenting on a post.
Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Selected
fiction

Channel/
Production
company

Websites

Official
website

Lo que
la vida
me robó

Facebook

Types of
transmedia interaction
Transmedia viewing

Interactive

Interactivity
levels
Active

Proposal of
contents for the
story; criticism;
compliment;
speculation.

Creative

Comment; opinion
and qualification;
recommendation;
discussion; parody;
sharing; invitation
to „like‰ a negative
comment; publicize.

Televisa

Twitter

Transmedia viewing

Users’ prevailing
practices

Active

Criticism; approval /
disapproval surveys;
proposal for
contents; sharing;
comment.

Source: Obitel Mexico

However, it should be stressed that this year saw more active
and creative user participation, especially on Facebook, as content
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producers (memes they drew). Users even advertised products or
services offered by themselves.

Analysis of comments
UsersÊ comments included memes to caricature the telenovelaÊs
characters, situations and scenes. They were made mainly to criticize
the character María (played by Gretel Valdéz). When participating,
they appealed to the interaction of other users through their posts
when they asked for a „like‰ or a comment that said whether others
agreed with what they had said there. They also gave their „donÊt
like‰ – inexistent as a Facebook option – when they disagreed with
some situation in the melodrama or when they hated some character
or did not like the direction taken by the story. Users wrote comments
carelessly, with misspellings as well as colloquial and even foul
language. There was no censorship to comments; administrators
used to upload a post and not to intervene on it. They observed
users from afar without interacting with them. In this case, it is clear
that producers were interested in seeing userÊs (audience) reactions
to the melodramaÊs content and development. On the other hand,
women were more participatory as their comments dominated the
sample. User participation recorded the same moralistic standards
(values that have traditionally circulated in the contents of Mexican
telenovelas) with which they judged the characters. Followers called
the antagonist (María) names. They also rejected the development
of her story along the melodrama. However, opinions were divided
when judging the protagonistÊs rival (José Luis): although some hated
him, others defended him, finding him handsome and recalling the
entire story and the context surrounding him – that is, justifying his
behavior. Thus, the woman was judged more severely. This certainly
is a matter of analysis for other purposes.

4. Highlights of the year
Besides distinguishing itself for the constitutional Reform proposal in Telecommunications, 2013 stood out for a re-branding in
ratings generation, which will certainly have direct consequences
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beyond the present moment and the name of the company generating them, on the parameters and potential for measurement of audience/consumers of television fiction and their knowledge.
From the second half of 2012 on, Ibope AGB Mexico, S.A.
de C.V. commercially identifies as Nielsen Ibope or Nielsen Ibope
Mexico – a company that has provided Obitel with information for
research and analysis for nine years in order to prepare chapters on
Mexico.
Nielsen, a company born in the United States over 50 years ago,
has been not only working on rating measurements but also specializing in consumption of other products and services in most Western
countries. That was its main function in Mexico until 2012.
After that, its participation in the rating field in Mexico and other Latin American countries grew. According to Ruben Jara8, who
led Ibope until 2012, this relationship can be useful for measuring
audiencesÊ media and general consumption through data crossing. If
that happens, unprecedented information of the Big Data type could
be generated, containing millions of bits of information on citizens.
That knowledge would particularly benefit advertisers and media
companies since they would be able to „fine tune‰ their aim in terms
of time slots to advertise their offerings to specific audiences with
higher success percentage.
A certain „motley effervescence‰ in nationally-produced fiction should be noted for 2013. On the one hand, the decline in production and broadcasting of fiction of public channels Canal 22 and
Canal Once was accompanied by the strengthening of independent
producers who place their fictions on pay channels nationwide, as
Epigmenio Ibarra, at Cadena Tres (open TV channel in the metropolitan area), and Mundo Fox. On the other hand, there were distinct
significant experiments in both commercial and regional fiction. In
the former, through fiction laden with political „agendas‰, such as
TelevisaÊs telenovela Corazón indomable, in favor of opening stra8

Interview at Revista Zócalo. No. 156. February, 2013. Mexico.
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tegic aspects of national sovereignty to foreign investment, and
Cadena TresÊs Fortuna, which resumes the tragedy of the Casino
Royale, burned by organized crime in Monterrey.
Non-commercial regional TV, in turn, experimented with fiction that refers to Mayan historical memory, language and indigenous identity. That is an unprecedented phenomenon in Mexican
television that breaks heavy trends for national fiction. It also sows a
future that is encouraging to the extent that the audiovisual fiction is
being taken as a space and a product to spread and, thus, strengthen
race, class and gender identities by groups in society deservedly
seeking to be heard and seen. These groups were de facto converted
into independent producers of fiction, such as the Mayan community of southern Mexico that produced Baktun, the first telenovela
in an indigenous language. It included Mayan actors and a Mayan
story and it was made by Mexican filmmaker Bruno Cárcamo. This
21-chapter fiction production was broadcast on TV7 Plus – belonging to the Radio and TV System of the state of Quintana Roo – from
July 1, 2013 on. Its central purpose was to recover the language
that, in the words of its maker, „sleeps after 6 p.m., when Mayans
start watching telenovelas‰ (commercial ones broadcast by national
networks, in Spanish, of course). In the same vein, the series The
bridge (AXN Latin America) was broadcast. While it is not a national production, its content and locations are Mexican, since it
approaches police problems in the Mexican-US border and especially the issue of women murdered in Ciudad Juarez – a subject
that captured world outrage a few years ago. The bridge, starring
Oscar-nominated Mexican actor Damián Bichir, seeks reparation
for women and shows police cultures and their corruption styles in
both countries.
In 2013, Colombian so-called narconovelas were also a success
in Mexico. Even though they were not made in Mexico, they were
broadcast on cable signals with wide acceptance by national audience. The most prominent were El señor de los cielos (Telemundo/
Caracol TV), based on the life of Mexican drug lord Amado Carrillo
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Fuentes, Ruta Blanca (Caracol TV/Cadena Tres), which portrayed
cocaine transport and trafficking in Colombia, Mexico and the
United States, and Pablo Escobar, el patrón del mal (Caracol TV),
which chronicles the life of that legendary Colombian drug dealer.
Despite the rise of this type of narrative in Mexico, national
open television, unlike 2011 and 2012, no longer touched the issue
of drug trafficking or government actions to fight it. The issue was
blurred from national fiction narratives while, in previous years, the
government had invested large amounts of money so that series as
Equipo and several telenovelas could show how it was winning the
war on drugs, which was declared in Mexico since 2006.

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
Since 2012, we noted that Televisa was the company that invested the most resources and implemented strategies for transmediation of its contents. Those promoted since then were intended to
influence the fictional universe, both by using social media and by
creating websites. That way it sought to reproduce (and repeat) telenovela contents across platforms, promoting a feedback loop of interests and attention, which is defined as synergistic cycle (Fechine
et al., 2013).
As a background for those strategies, let us recall that, in the
search for other models and products to face the new media ecosystem, Televisa launched its first webnovela Te presento a Valentín in
2012. Although some producers made statements about TelevisaÊs
plans to produce other similar content in 2013, it did not happen. Te
presento a Valentín did not have the expected reception and results,
for its audience transmedia participation was poor. Apparently, telenovelas in classic format (even when they are broadcast and watched
on other platforms and devices) are still preferred by Mexican audience. So, with the TV-Internet connection, TelevisaÊs strategy has
been to offer content on social media. It opened an official channel for each of its products (telenovelas, series, etc.) and recently launched applications (app) downloadable on mobile devices
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(smartphone, Ipad, Ipod, etc.). Therefore, all these platforms are interrelated to circulate content and the audience (users) connect and
„engage‰ with the stories, thus producing transmedia participation.
Therefore, as stated by Jenkins, Ford & Green (2013, p. 133), audience engagement continues „with media texts in order to expand
touchpoints with the brand‰.9 Next, we present strategies detected in
the telenovela Lo que la vida me robó.
Propagation strategies: Lo que la vida me robó
Format content. The telenovela began in late October 2013. As
part of a propagation strategy, producers created an official website
as well as Twitter and Facebook accounts. A couple of months before its premiere, a space on Facebook was opened and, during that
time, images of leading cast members were posted as well as previews. This type of strategy served for the audience to get to know
the contents of the plot and to awake their interest. The propagation
strategy after premiere was posting videos with chapter previews,
chats with cast members, interviews with them, etc.
Another strategy implemented was retrieval of chapters or
scenes already broadcast. The official website of Lo que la vida me
robó showed a limited number of chapters that had already been
broadcast (1-5). Those chapters could not be watched on Facebook,
and Twitter redirected viewers to the official website.10
Informational content. The telenovelaÊs promotional content
was used to draw audience attention. It was associated with the already noted propagation strategy: news on recordings, interviews
with cast (chats), scenes, etc. These contents were expressed on social media created by producers and on the official website.
Virtually all fiction productions, not only TelevisaÊs but also Televisión AztecaÊs, have
their own website (one for each telenovela), as well as their social media pages (Twitter,
Facebook). We note that TV AztecaÊs productions have fewer users who like the pages of
its telenovelas (followers or fans) when compared with TelevisaÊs.
10
However, fans opened a Facebook page (www.facebook.com/pages/Lo-que-la-vidame-robó-Fans) where they included a link where all the telenovelaÊs complete episodes
could be seen (with low image quality). They are not authorized by the company and are
not considered as part of its transmedia strategy.
9
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Expansion strategies: Lo que la vida me robó
Diegetic extension. Particularly striking is the strategy implemented by Televisa for its contents (fiction and nonfiction). It
created an application (app) to be downloaded to mobile devices
called Televisión (free). Once downloaded, the application11 allowed
accessing the telenovelaÊs module,12 where users selected one of
the four leading characters (José Luis, Alejandro, Montserrat and
Nadia) and received a text message: „You will receive messages,
images and videos through this application to enhance your experience with each chapter‰. Once there, and having chosen the favorite
character the user will „follow‰, he or she received a message saying: „I am very happy because weÊll be in touch‰. As the melodrama
unfolded, more notices were received whose purpose was to expand
the content of the story. For instance, that of Montserrat (played by
Angelique Boyer): „IÊve always dreamed to go to Hawaii on honeymoon!!! But AlejandroÊs legal situation will not let us leave the
country!!! But I donÊt care, because the only thing that matters to me
in life is for us to be together!!!‰. A picture of a Hawaiian landscape
was added after this text message. Every day (Monday-Friday) a
new message was received from the character followed, but also
from a „mysterious character‰ providing more detailed information
on the story (exclusive information). For example, in the case of the
suicide of one of the characters (Joaquín Aréchiga), the „mysterious
character‰ shared the „farewell‰ letter he left before killing himself.
Or, by way of rumor, some information aroused userÊs curiosity:
„It is rumored that a stripper and a low life sailor are getting married today‰. That is, through the application, the story was extended,
and users had some sort of active engagement (recording favorite
scenes, indicating favorite videos, responding with a click to sur11
To do this, TelevisaÊs application (app) was downloaded and we participated as active
users through an Ipad and a smartphone. So we were able to „follow‰ leading cast members, messages and videos sent over two months. Only that way could we show how the
application worked and to what kind of participation it appealed.
12
In the app you can access modules with contents of the several programs of the company
(news, contests, comedy, telenovelas, etc.).
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veys, sharing content – chapters, images, favorite scenes – that the
user had recorded through the app). So, those who downloaded this
application had access to exclusive information, which the audience
did not know. Furthermore, users13 should keep some „fidelity‰ with
the character chosen to be followed during the plot, since one could
only change friends (chosen character) twice. Being friends with
the four characters was not possible because the app sent a message
saying „sorry, youÊve reached the limit of friend changes for this
season‰. In this mode of interaction and connection with the audience, a relationship was established in which the sender sent content
and the user replicated it; there was no opportunity for creating new
content or leaving comments. Note that, in order to access the application, it was essential to have a Facebook account and accept
the warning that the company would access the profile and share
information on the telenovela with contacts. It was not possible to
know how users interacted in that application of the telenovela or
how many followed each character and which content they shared.
That information was known only by the production. However, and
given the synergistic cycle indicated at the beginning of this section,
social media established a feedback loop, so that videos shared on
Facebook could come from followers, from the application or from
Twitter. Therefore, this strategy makes users circulate the programÊs
contents through all possible social media.
Playful extension contents. Here the media consumer was invited to „play‰ with the diegetic universe, that is, to participate in the
fictional game by looking for interaction situations from characters
and the plot. It was the experience of a second reality (Fechine et
al., 2013, p. 52). We consider that downloading the application and
being „in touch‰ with oneÊs favorite character through his or her
posts was a kind of fictional game. Followers of this application
received exclusive messages that gave them exclusive knowledge
Televisa has a Convention for the user, which is in a highly hidden place on the
telenovelaÊs official website. It is contradictory that the company wants to control the
interactivity it offers: http://www.esmas.com/conveniousuario.

13
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of the melodramaÊs contents as well as the illusion of „interacting‰
(although it was unidirectional communication) with their favorite
actor or actress.
Experiential extension contents. These had a kind of active
user participation and engagement since, in order to enjoy exclusive
telenovela content, one had to participate in several challenges. To
win one of the prizes, one had to invite friends to join the application and share content (the minimum was 25 friends; to be the bigwinner „King of the screen‰, one should add 50 videos to the list
of favorites, which had to be shared on Facebook). The application
also allowed to record chapter fragments and share them by email
and social media as well as to „rate‰ scenes with several emoticons
(like, thrills, saddens, etc.) and to respond to polls.
Brand content. As pointed out by Fechine et al. (2013), these
contents contribute to assert a program (telenovela) as a brand,
expressing public affiliation by some consumers to that narrative
universe. Lo que la vida me robó offered users a place to download wallpapers free of charge (http://www.esmasmovil.com/web/
telenovelas/1084/LoQueLaVidaMeRobo/#), music (the telenovelaÊs
theme was played by Marco Antonio Solís and Enrique Iglesias, and
was one of the most popular themes) and download ringtones for
cell phones (by paying a monthly fee).
As we discussed, TV companies are looking for strategies to
remain leading the content production industry and not lose audiences. As Johnson suggests (cited in Jenkins et al., 2013, p. 133),
„transmedia represents a reconfiguration of older industry logics
[...] frequently adopting new platforms and new ideas about audience engagement [...]‰. As Jenkins et al. say (2013, p. 133), „the
challenge is to recognize the new energies motivating transmedia
strategies as the media industries move from an appointment model
toward an engagement model more suitable for a spreadable media
landscape without dismissing the lessons that can be learned and the
models which may remain useful from decades past‰.
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1. Peru’s audiovisual context in 2013
As mentioned in last yearÊs chapter, the property of the Peruvian
television media was stabilized in the beginning of this century,
allowing growth for TV networks. At the end of 2012, Enfoca Society
(with interests in health and construction areas) acquired Frecuencia
Latina, the second most watched channel in the country. Nevertheless,
the channelÊs production line has not demonstrated radical changes,
but still continued to invest on news programs, competitions, reality
shows and fiction. For 2014, some changes were announced, but still
nothing can be defined about the route to be taken.
On the other hand, at the end of 2013, powerful Group El
Comercio (GEC), owner of newspapers and two TV channels,
including América Televisión, top audience leader and main fiction
producer, acquired the Epensa groupÊs newspapers. It generated
a public dispute in which the media concentration of GEC forced
president Humala to consider the creation of laws that could
This chapter was made with the support of Ibope Media Peru, which cordially gave us
all the audience information used in this study. This work was also possible thanks to
the General Direction of Research and also to the Vice-Rector of Research of Pontifical
Catholic University of Peru.
2
Professors from Pontifical Catholic University of Peru.
1
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contemplate the media property. One of the main critics of the
commercial operation executed by GEC was La República group,
one of GECÊs competitors in the written press area, although both
groups are commercial partners in the TV channels. However, since
the 2011 elections, these two groups have been having serious
differences in the decisions about their channels, although they are
mainly managed by GEC.
Even though it is not possible to predict changes that will occur
in both América Televisión and Canal N (the cable TV news channel
of the group) programming, the draft law contemplating communication media caused a great turmoil in the Peruvian politics. From
different fronts, including GEC, there were voices indicating interventionism, authoritarianism and also comparisons with presidents
Chávez, Correa and Kirchner, intensifying the GECÊs struggle with
the government since they came into power3.
In spite of this context of turmoil in the Peruvian politics,
TV production stood stable with a moderate growth. In 2013, new
fiction productions were broadcast and remained at top audience. At
the end of the year, some channels announced their programming
for 2014, with a considerable presence of fiction, which could be a
prediction of constant production and a possibility of consolidation
for producers and realization teams. Nevertheless, it could be
observed that it does not necessarily mean an improvement of
content or interpretation, which seems to be a sort of conformism
of channels that relied on their great audience, although certain
productions had irregularities.

1.1. Open TV in Peru
There were no considerable changes in terms of TV stations in
the national sphere – the same configuration that was established
Since the campaign of 2006, after losing in second round, President Humala was compared to the authoritarian statesmen of Latin America. In the second round of the 2011
elections, Group El Comercio campaigned against him, reminding his military past, his
relations with Hugo Chávez and Evo Morales, and his admiration for the Peruvian military government of general Velasco.
3
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in the 80s remains, since the return of democracy after 12 years
of military government. Although the owners have changed, the six
VHF frequency channels are still the same: Frecuencia Latina (EnfocaÊs), América Televisión (Plural TVÊs, composed of groups El
Comercio and La República), Panamericana Televisión (owned by
Ernesto Schultz Freundt, son of the fugitive TV businessman Ernesto Schultz Landázuri), Andina de Televisión (ATV) and Global
TV (both property of Mexican entrepreneur ˘ngel Gonzáles). All
these channels are private. The sixth channel with national reach is
TV Perú, owned by the Peruvian government.
Chart 1. Open TV national networks
Private network (5)

Public networks (1)

Frecuencia Latina

TV Perú

América Televisión
Panamericana Televisión
ATV
Global TV
Total = 6
Source: Obitel Peru

1.2 Audience trends in 2013
Graph 1. TV audience by network
RATING HOMES

Network

Audience

%

América
Televisión

8.4

35.44

Frecuencia
Latina

6.4

27

ATV

5.6

23.63

Global TV

1.8

7.59

Panamericana

1.5

6.33

Total

23.7

100%
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Graph 2. Share by network
SHARE HOMES

Network

Audience

%

América Televisión

21.8

35.33

Frecuencia Latina

16.7

27.07

ATV

14.5

23.5

Global TV

4.8

7.78

Panamericana

3.9

6.32

Total

61.7

100%

Source: Ibope Media Peru

In 2013, América Televisión shows once more a solid leadership in terms of audience preference, followed by Frecuencia Latina, ATV, Global TV and Panamericana Televisión. It is important
to point out that, many years ago, state-owned channel TV Perú
requested not to participate in audience measurements. The most
remarkable audience progress is marked by Frecuencia Latina, the
only channel with growth in both rating and share compared to
2012, taking the second place from ATV and narrowing differences
with América Televisión. During 2013, Frecuencia Latina premiered
three national fictions, although a great slice of its audience is due to
the broadcast of sports events, game shows and reality shows.
Graph 3. Offer by genre in TV programming
Information
Fiction
Entertainment
Religion
Sports
Education
Politics
Others
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Broadcast genres

Total broadcast hours

%

Fiction

20625:15

41.97

Information

13290:15

27.04

Entertainment

10747:30

21.87

Sports

1993:00

4.06

Education

898:00

1.83

Religion

363:30

0.74

Politics

12:00

0.02

Others

1217:30

2.48

Total

49147:00

100

Source: Obitel Peru

Fiction continues as the main part of the Peruvian television grid,
which demonstrates a significant increase (almost 5%) in relation to
the previous year. Informative programs also demonstrated a considerable increase. Nevertheless, entertainment programs were the
ones with the highest decrease (8%) comparing to the previous year.

1.3. Advertisement investment of the year: in TV and in fiction
According to data published by Peruvian Company of Market Studies and Public Opinion (Compañía Peruana de Estudios
de Mercado y Opinión Pública, CPI)4, advertising investments in
Peru reached 715 million dollars, which means an increase of 8%
compared to 2012. Television is the media that concentrates almost
half of the entire advertising cake, with 49.2% of the investments
in 2013. The newspapers are the media that comes second (14.8%),
with radio in third place (11%). Although the amount of advertising
investments in different media has increased if compared to 2012,
only the TV and internet percentage increased their participation in
comparison with the previous year (0.7% and 0.6%, respectively).
4

Ibope Media Peru could not provide publicity investment data in actual amounts.
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1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
The merchandising types in the Peruvian fiction continued with
the tendencies of indirect marketing and product placement, already
expressed in 2012, but with significant increase, especially for Del
Barrio Producciones fictions. Beyond the typical product display in
grocery stores or products from sponsors in different scenes (for
example, on a family table during breakfast or dinner), it could also
be observed that characters are often consuming those products, and
they are introduced into the texts or situations in which the products
are not only used but also their benefits are praised or explained by
the characters, creating then short advertising spots into the story.
For instance, if a male character were going to meet his girlfriend in
the next scene, he would probably be seen in the bathroom using a
sponsorÊs shaver and shaving cream, and then looking at the mirror
saying how good it was, the smoothness and the benefit sensation
that he felt while shaving. In some other productions, these scenes
began to multiply in such a way that the stories delayed or, at least,
were interfered. If a character needed to make a phone call, it was
common if someone picked up the cellphone indicating how easy
it is to use the device, saying the advantages of the phone plan and
different territories that the company covers. Only after saying that
they would make the call and the story would continue.
Likewise, there was also an increase in products related with
different popular programs, like food products, lunchboxes, books,
etc. The most notable case was regarding Mi amor el wachimán 2, a
sequel of the successful miniseries Mi amor el wachimán5. This fiction had, apart from the product merchandising, a music production
that went on tour in different parts of the country, and several contests in which the winners (mainly female teenagers) could spend
the night in company of the male characters or go accompanied to
their prom by some of the characters. Some of the most successful
This miniseries had a modified ending, in 2012, due to its audience success, giving space
to a second season. In 2013, its ending was modified again in order to have a third season.
5
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products generated by this production were the sticker albums, both
official and unauthorized, and the magazine that showed in its official version the true happy end of the miniseries, which was not
seen in the final chapter6.
In relation to social merchandising, the results of 2013 were
mixed. On one hand, there were several productions that approached
social issues and, throughout their stories, suggested solutions, services, information about certain procedures, etc. Programs like
Derecho de familia, Solamente milagros, Conversando con la luna
and Confesiones could deal with those issues. On the other hand,
social merchandising presence in fictions whose themes were not
directly social has decreased in relation to the previous year.

1.5. Communication policies
During 2013, the Presidency of the Council of Ministers showed
the preliminary draft law about public radio broadcasting, recognizing that Peruvian television, in practice, is managed as a government
television, and this has to change. Nevertheless, the project continues to be evaluated by the Republic Congress.
Two licensing procedures occurred at the end of the year and it
may interfere in fiction products. On one hand, 4G broadband that
allows, among other things, digital signal transmission in video and
other kinds of information through cellphones. Movistar (Spain) and
Americatel (NextelÊs sister company, which is about to be bought by
Entel Chile) acquired concession for using the band. On the other
hand, TV Azteca-Tendai won the bid from the Optical Fiber Backbone, which will connect almost one thousand Peruvian cities with
a broadband network that will provide digital signal of all kind, including digital television signals.

6

More information about this phenomenon is explained on item 5 of this chapter.
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1.6. Public TV
According to the reports of the Transport and Communications
Ministry, in Peru there are about 97 radio and television state-owned
companies, operated by regional governments, municipalities and
public universities. The only channel with national reach (TV Perú)
continued to invest in fictions with social content, as much as in
2012.7
The new season of Conversando con la luna had seven stories
of five chapters each (in contrast with four stories in 2012). The presence of a higher budget could be noticed, reverted in more careful
scenarios and more experienced actors. Some of the themes chosen
for this second season were traffic of children, bullying, love at third
age, female entrepreneurs and migration. In this second season, it
could not be noticed if there was any considerable improvement in
the script or in terms of drama, and the old stories were interleaved
with new stories from the new season. However, the project seems to
have impressed the administration of the state-owned channel, and
the third season recording sessions have already begun, this time
featuring 11 stories.

1.7. Pay TV
The three cable and satellite companies (MovistarTV, ClaroTV
and DirecTV) kept their leadership, as mentioned in 2013 yearbook.
The national cable channels are practically the same, except for the
gastronomy channel Fusión TV, owned by Group El Comercio, to
which also belong América Televisión and the news cable channel
Canal N.
The commercial struggle in which the cable companies focused
was to offer, as best as they could, HD channel alternatives, possibilities that allow the equipment to record the programing and, in the
case of Movistar and Claro, packages with other services as internet
and telephone.

7

See Obitel Yearbook 2013.
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Apart from the national channels offered (many of them both in
SDTV and HD version), these companies provide about a hundred
channels, from which the most watched is TL Novelas, increasing
its share from 3.7 (in 2012) to 4.5, followed by the childrenÊs channels Dicovery Kids, Disney XD and Disney Channel. Cartoon Network moved from second place (in 2012) to fifth place of the nonPeruvian cable channels of 2013.

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
Channels with national reach broadcast using DTT standard, in
frequencies designated by the government. However, only a small
part of the programming is new, or different from what is broadcast by the standard signal (SDTV) channels. Thus, some channels
are not using all the frequencies they were assigned to explore. The
state-owned channel TV Perú used three HD frequencies till November, then it started broadcasting with a fourth one: while one of them
is broadcasting in HD, the second is using the regular programming,
the third has a purely informative programming and the fourth is
used as a cultural channel.
In terms of territory expansion, only ATV started broadcasting
through DTT outside Lima (in Cusco, where CTC, the local channel, also broadcasts through DTT). TV Perú has announced that they
will broadcast in other cities from 2014. Still, the idea of creating
DTT channels in different parts of the country, as a promise to promote cultural diversity, is severely delayed.
The possibility of sending TV signal to cellphones keeps
América Televisión as the main channel using this possibility. However, in 2013, a 4G broadband concession was made in order to facilitate the use of this technology throughout cellphones with more
quality and ease.
The web pages described in the 2013 yearbook are still working, although Frecuencia Latina and América Televisión have made
some modifications in order to improve navigation and access to all
the programs, which can be seen live or watched later. The pages
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seem more organized and show all the channel programs, those on
air or already finished, allowing access to old chapters to be watched
again.

2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere
fiction
Reality shows and game shows continued to grow on Peruvian
TV in 2013, with fiction still having its space. The number of national productions increased, with monitored audience in some cases. From the 30 most watched TV programs during the year, eight of
them are fiction, while the rest are mainly sports events, especially
classificatory matches for the World Cup.
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Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign; premieres,
reruns and co-productions)
PREMIERE NATIONAL TITLES – 15
América Televisión – 10
1. Al fondo hay sitio – 5th season (telenovela)
2. Cholo powers (miniseries)
3. Ciro, el ángel del Colca (miniseries)
4. Derecho de familia (series)
5. La reina de las carretillas (miniseries)
6. Los amores de Polo (miniseries)
7. Mi amor el wachimán 2 (miniseries)
8. Solamente milagros – 2nd season (series)
9. Solamente milagros – 3rd season (series)
10. Vacaciones en Grecia (miniseries)
Frecuencia Latina – 3
11. Confesiones, historias de la vida
misma (series)
12. Guerreros de arena (miniseries)
13. Historias detrás de la muerte
(docudrama)
TV Perú – 1 national title
14. Conversando con la luna – 2nd season
(miniseries)
ATV – 1 national title
15. Avenida Perú (telenovela)
CO-PRODUCTIONS – 0
PREMIERE FOREIGN TITLES – 39
América Televisión – 11 foreign titles
1. Corona de lágrimas (telenovela –
Mexico)
2. De que te quiero, te quiero (telenovela
– Mexico)
3. La mujer del vendaval (telenovela – Mexico)
4. La tempestad (telenovela – Mexico)
5. La teniente (miniseries – Mexico)
6. Lo que la vida me robó (telenovela – Mexico)
7. Mentir para vivir (telenovela – Mexico)
8. Por ella soy Eva (telenovela – Mexico)
9. Porque el amor manda (telenovela –
Mexico)
10. Qué bonito amor (telenovela – Mexico)
11. Quiero amarte (telenovela – Mexico)

RERUN TITLES – 53
América Televisión
1. Amar otra vez (telenovela – Mexico)
2. Amor bravío (telenovela – Mexico)
3. Amorcito corazón (telenovela – Mexico)
4. Amores verdaderos (telenovela – Mexico)
5. Cachito de cielo (telenovela – Mexico)
6. Como dice el dicho (telenovela – Mexico)
7. El Chapulín Colorado (series – Mexico)
8. El Chavo del ocho (series – Mexico)
9. La familia P. Luche (series – Mexico)
10. La rosa de Guadalupe (series – Mexico)
11. La usurpadora (telenovela – Mexico)
12. Mujer, casos de la vida real (series –
Mexico)
13. Niña de mi corazón (telenovela –Mexico)
14. Rosa salvaje (telenovela – Mexico)
15. Rosalinda (telenovela – Mexico)
16. Un refugio para el amor (telenovela –
Mexico)
ATV
17. Cada quien su santo (series – Colombia)
18. A sangre fría (miniseries – Argentina)
19. Así es la vida (telenovela – Colombia)
20. Decisiones de mujeres (series – USA)
21. Historias de sexo de gente común
(series – Argentina)
22. Lo que callamos las mujeres (series –
Mexico)
23. Los desastres de la guerra (series –
Spain)
24. Pasión de gavilanes (telenovela –
Colombia)
25. Séptima puerta (series – Colombia)
Frecuencia Latina
26. El gran reto (minisseries)
27. La gran sangre (series)
28. La gran sangre 2 (series)
29. La paisana Jacinta (series)
30. La pre (series)
31. Las vírgenes de la cumbia 2 (miniseries)
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ATV – 23
12. Al límite (series – Argentina)
13. Allá te espero (telenovela – Colombia)
14. Amarte así (telenovela – USA)
15. Corazón apasionado (telenovela –
USA, Venezuela)
16. Corazón valiente (telenovela – USA)
17. Criminal (miniseries – Colombia)
18. Decisiones (series – USA)
19. Doña Bárbara (telenovela – USA,
Colombia)
20. El capo (minisseries – Colombia)
21. El secretario (telenovela – Colombia)
22. Escobar, el patrón del mal (telenovela
– Colombia)
23. Fina estampa (telenovela – Brazil)
24. Flor salvaje (telenovela – USA)
25. Grachi (telenovela – USA)
26. India, una historia de amor (telenovela
– Brazil)
27. Insensato corazón (telenovela – Brazil)
28. La patrona (telenovela – USA)
29. La reina del sur (telenovela – USA)
30. La vida sigue (telenovela – Brazil)
31. Pasión prohibida (telenovela – USA)
32. Rosa diamante (telenovela – USA)
33. Una maid en Manhattan (telenovela –
USA)
34. Violetta (series – Argentina)

32. Los barriga (telenovela)
33. Los del barrio (miniseries)
34. Néctar en el cielo (miniseries)
35. Pasión morena (telenovela – Mexico)
36. Pataclaun (series)
37. Pide un milagro (miniseries)
38. Qué buena raza (telenovela)
39. Yuru, la princesa amazónica (series)
40. Graffiti (telenovela)
Panamericana Televisión
41. Augusto Ferrando, de pura sangre
(miniseries)
42. Chico de mi barrio (series)
43. Doña Bella (telenovela – Brazil)
44. Los del Solar (series)
45. Los Pérez-Gil (series)
46. Taxista ra-ra (series)
TV Perú
47. Conversando con la luna (minisseries)

Global TV
48. Casado con hijos (series – Argentina)
49. El rey del ganado (telenovela – Brazil)
50. Génesis en la mente del asesino
(series – Spain)
51. La niñera 2nd season (series –
Argentina)
52. La próxima víctima (telenovela –
Brazil)
Frecuencia Latina – 3
53. Las muñecas de la mafia (telenovela
35. El man es Germán (series – Colombia) – Colombia)
36. Los caballeros las prefieren brutas
(series – Colombia)
37. Historias de la virgen morena (series
– USA)
Global TV – 1
38. Amor sincero (telenovela – Colombia)
Panamericana – 1
39. Metamorfosis (telenovela – Brazil)

TOTAL TITLES: 107

Source: Obitel Peru
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The number of Peruvian fiction continues to grow, reaching 15 in 2013 (two more than in 2012). But, as in previous cases,
it must be taken into account that this number includes fictions that
started in 2012 and ended in January, as well as those previous programs that started their new seasons. The afternoon is the main time
slot of Ibero-American fiction, while prime time continues to be the
main time slot for premiere national fiction, showing the confidence
of most channels in national production. However, it is symptomatic
that most Peruvian fictions with social content are not included in
prime time, reaching then a very specific and more restricted public.
Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL
(total)

15

27.8

1053

23.6

1042:30

21.6

IBEROAMERICAN
(total)

39

72.2

3414

76.4

3791:00

78.4

Argentina

2

3.7

74

1.7

74:00

1.5

Brazil

5

9.3

439

9.8

442:00

9.1

Chile

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Colombia

8

14.8

347

7.8

419:00

8.7

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Spain

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

USA (Hispanic
production)

10

18.5

488

10.9

570:30

11.8

Mexico

11

20.4

834

18.7

833:00

17.2

PERU

15

27.8

851

19.1

861:30

17.8

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Venezuela

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Country
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Latin American
(Obitel scope)

36

48.1

2895

64.8

2845:00

58.9

Latin American
(off Obitel scope)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

National coproduction

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Others
(productions and
co-productions
from other Latin
American/
Ibero-American
countries)

3

5.6

202

4.5

297:30

6.2

Total

54

100.0

4467

100.0

4833:30

100.0

Source: Obitel Peru

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telemovie
Unitario
Docudrama
Others
Total

Format

Morning (6:00 – 12:00)
Afternoon (12:00 – 18:00)
Prime time (18:00 – 23:00)
Nighttime (23:00 – 6:00)
Total

Time slot

Titles
2
3
9
0
0
1
0
15

National
%
H
10.7
104:00
23.2
244:00
63.8
670:30
2.3
24:00
100.0 1042:30

Ibero-American
C/E
%
H
%
590 17.3 510:30
14.7
1491 43.7 1582:30 45.5
913 26.7 929:30
26.7
420 12.3 455:30
13.1
3414 100.0 3478:00 100.0

Source: Obitel Peru

%
10.0
23.4
64.3
2.3
100.0

%
13.3
20.0
60.0
0.0
0.0
6.7
0.0
100.0

C/E
321
52
230
0
0
0
0
603

National
%
53.2
8.6
38.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
%
30.6
41.4
25.7
0.0
0.0
2.3
0.0
100.0

Source: Obitel Peru

H
318:30
432:00
268:00
0:00
0:00
24:00
0:00
1042:30

Titles
%
31
79.5
6
15.4
2
5.1
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
39
100.0

Total
C/E
%
H
703 15.7 614:30
1735 38.8 1826:30
1585 35.5 1600:00
444
9.9
479:30
4467 100.0 4520:30

Ibero-American
C/E
%
H
2701 79.1
2893:00
631
18.5
475:30
82
2.4
104:30
0
0.0
0:00
0
0.0
0:00
0
0.0
0:00
0
0.0
0:00
3414 100.0
3473:00

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

C/E
113
244
672
24
1053

Table 3. Chapters/episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

%
83.3
13.7
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

%
13.6
40.4
35.4
10.6
100.0
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Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Telenovela

0

0.0

0

0.0

2

16.7

0

0.0

2

13.3

Series

0

0.0

1

50.0

2

16.7

0

0.0

3

20.0

Miniseries

0

0.0

1

50.0

8

66.6

0

0.0

9

60.0

Telemovie

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitario

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

100.0

1

6.7

Others

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

2

100.0

12

100.0

1

100.0

15

100.0

Format

Total

Source: Obitel Peru

Miniseries are still the most used format in Peruvian productions. Some of them have extended duration, with so many chapters
that could be compared to those short telenovelas from the 80s. That
explains why national fiction occupies the majority of broadcasting
hours, surpassing the Mexican fiction this year.
In 2013, a docudrama was created with the aim of telling a
story based on true facts shown and followed by a presenter, in order
to have more receptivity of the public.
On the other hand, perhaps, when referring to Al fondo hay sítio, we should call it a Peruvian soap opera. Although it is presented
here as a telenovela, it has many characteristics of an American soap
opera: many seasons on air, a huge quantity of dramatic lines, characters that show up and disappear from year to year, a story that has
lasted six years, etc. In 2013, it reached chapter 993, and there is
a new season coming up in 2014. There are also plans to make an
adaptation for the cinema.
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Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time period

Titles

%

Present

13

86,6

Period

2

13,4

Historical

0

0

Other

0

0

Total

15

100,0

Source: Obitel Peru

As in the previous years, Peruvian fiction has aimed in contemporary times for the setting. There are only two cases of fictions
that are not portraying the present time: Los amores de Polo, which
recreates the life of the criollo composer Augusto Polo Campos
since his childhood in the 30s; and Historias detrás de la muerte,
which recreates tales from the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century.

La reina de las carretillas

Mi amor el wachimán 2

Solamente milagros 2

Los amores de Polo

Vacaciones en Grecia

Cholo powers

Qué bonito amor

Ciro, el ángel del Colca

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

América Televisión
Víctor Falcón

Jaime Nieto

Name of
scriptwriter
or author of
original idea

América Televisión

América Televisión

Rita Solf

Rosa Gutiérrez

Rosa Gutiérrez

Source: Obitel Peru/Ibope Media Peru

80%

100%

ATV

América Televisión

América Televisión;
Teatro Libre
Caracol Televisión

América Televisión

Televisa

26.7
19.67

17.59
13.62

Fernando Vásquez
Veramendi;
Pilar Cueto
Alonso Salazar

25.98

18.36

31.51

20.61

Ricardo Fiallega

29.91

20.83

29.63

31.82

21.25

38.31

27.11

36.35

44.55

31.16

26.21

Share

Rating

18.95

Víctor Falcón;
Del Barrio Producciones América Televisión Eduardo Adrianzén;
Claudia Sacha

Del Barrio Producciones América Televisión

América Televisión

América Televisión

Víctor Falcón;
Del Barrio Producciones América Televisión
Eduardo Adrianzén

Del Barrio Producciones América Televisión

América Televisión

TV station

Foreign script: 2

Colombia

Peru

Mexico

Peru

Peru

Peru

Peru

Peru

Peru

Peru

Production
company

Total productions: 10

10 Escobar, el patrón del mal

Al fondo hay sitio 5

1

Title

Country
of origin
of idea
or script

Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
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Once more, national fiction was the most accepted by the audience. Similarly to 2012, eight of the ten most watched titles were
Peruvians and, coincidently to what happened in 2012, the foreign
fictions in the top ten were a Mexican telenovela and another one
that talked about drugs and had the traffic as one of the main themes.
From five fictions with social theme, only Solamente milagros
2 got in the top ten this year.
Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Number of
Date of first
chapters/
Time
and last issue
episodes
slot
(in 2013) (*)
(in 2013)

1

Al fondo
hay sitio 5

Telenovela

Comedy

200

March 04 –
Dec. 10

Prime
time

2

La reina
de las
carretillas

Miniseries

Drama

8

Jan. 02, 2012
– Jan. 11

Prime
time

3

Mi amor el
wachimán 2

Miniseries

Comedy

75

July 07 – Oct. Prime
11
time

4

Solamente
milagros 2

Miniseries

Drama

13

Jan. 02 – Jan. Prime
18
time

5

Los amores
de Polo

Miniseries

Drama

43

Oct. 14 –
Dec. 13

Prime
time

6

Vacaciones
en Grecia

Miniseries

Comedy

30

Jan. 21 –
March 01

Prime
time

7

Cholo
powers

Miniseries

Comedy

13

Dec. 11 –
cont.

Prime
time

8

Qué bonito
amor

Telenovela

Drama

120

9

Ciro, el
ángel del
Colca

Miniseries

Drama

10

Dec. 16 –
cont.

Prime
time

Telenovela

Drama

60

Jan. 02 –
April 15

Prime
time

Escobar, el
10 patrón del
mal

Jan. 14 – June Prime
30
time

Source: Obitel Peru/Ibope Media Peru
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National fiction started introducing, with more and more frequency, comedy elements without abandoning melodrama as the
narrative basis. Musical production is another component that also
had a good presence in 2013, creating songs and special choreographies for some scenes in fiction.
Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles
PREVAILING THEMES SOCIAL THEMES
(Up to 5 most important
(Up to 5 most
themes)
important themes)
Secret from the past
Social climbers
Social inclusion
Al fondo hay sitio 5
Infidelity
Racism
Family relationships
Migration
Romance
Family values
Peruvian cuisine
Entrepreneurship
Loyalty
Overcoming
La reina de las carretillas
Motherhood
Violence against
women
Infidelity
Solidarity
Tribute to private watchmen
Overcoming
Social differences
Mi amor el wachimán 2
Entrepreneurship
Loyalty
Family values
Romance
Family values
Home
Corruption
Solamente milagros 2
Family
Pedophilia
Religiousness
Drug abuse
Romance
Los amores de Polo
Criollo music
Criollism
Biographic series
Social class conflicts
Friendship
Vacaciones en Grecia
Solidarity
Romance
Betrayal
Social class conflicts
Overcoming
Cholo powers
Love
Teamwork
Solidarity
Love
Alcoholism
Qué bonito amor
Family rivalry
Organized crime
Mariachis
Paternity
Ciro, el ángel del Colca
Solidarity
Crime
Drug trafficking
Escobar, el patrón del
Extortion
Crime
mal
Bribery
Drugs
Title

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10

Source: Obitel Peru/Ibope Media Peru

ATV

10 Escobar, el patrón del mal

54.7

61.0

América
Televisión

Ciro, el ángel del Colca

9

62.1

América
Televisión

Qué bonito amor

8

61.9

América
Televisión

Cholo powers

7

63.0

América
Televisión

Vacaciones en Grecia

6

60.3

América
Televisión

Los amores de Polo

5

65.2

América
Televisión

Solamente milagros 2

4

59.9

Mi amor el wachimán 2

3

América
Televisión

La reina de las carretillas

2

63.6

Al fondo hay sitio 5

1

América
Televisión

Women

10.3

17.3

16.9

17.3

21.8

16.6

19.5

19.2

18.4

16.9

4-11

11.4

16.8

15.9

19.6

18.6

15.6

18.3

16.5

15.5

15.4

12-17

Source: Ibope Media Peru

45.3

39.0

37.9

38.1

37.0

39.7

34.8

40.1

36.4

39.1

Men

Gender %

60.9

TV station

América
Televisión

Title

14.4

14.4

11.0

14.9

13.3

12.7

12.9

14.3

11.4

13.9

18-24

22.3

21.4

19.5

19.7

18.9

21.8

18.9

21.0

20.5

19.8

25-34

Age group %

16.9

12.6

14.1

12.4

10.9

12.9

11.8

11.9

12.3

12.5

35-49

24.7

17.5

22.5

16.1

16.5

20.4

18.6

17.3

21.9

21.6

50+

21.7

11.6

13.1

14.8

14.1

15.9

11.9

15.2

11.1

17.2

AB

34.3

28.9

30.1

31.1

33.8

30.7

31.3

29.0

34.3

31.2

C

44.0

59.5

56.9

54.2

52.2

53.4

56.7

55.8

54.6

51.5

DE

Socioeconomic status %

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status
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Female public is still great majority of the fiction audience in
television, especially in the 50+ and 25-34 age groups. Still, in Table
10 there are some interesting facts to be pointed out. The second
season of Solamente milagros, a fiction based on religious fervor,
showed a mixed audience in terms of age groups. Only two age
groups were below, and no other fiction had similar numbers with
such a great variety of age groups. For instance, the miniseries Vacaciones en Grecia, which had humor and musical elements, had
the children as the main audience, perhaps due to the fact that it was
broadcast during summer, relied on a playful narrative. Cholo powers was a miniseries made for the young audience, showing strong
actors dancing in a strip tease club, and it is the fiction that had
12-17 age group as main audience. Finally, the Colombian fiction
Escobar, el patrón del mal was the one that obtained the greatest response from male audience and also from the 50+ age group, maybe
because of the historical period to which the fiction alludes – part of
the history of Peru.

3. Transmedia reception
In comparison with the transmedia overview presented in last
yearÊs report, some aspects have changed, but others remained the
same in 2013.
This time, the chosen fiction for this presentation was Mi amor
el wachimán 2 (MAEW2). Although it was not the most watched
production of the year, it belonged to the top ten, as shown in Table
7 of this chapter, and it also has transmedia characteristics that must
be pointed out. The period of review for this miniseries corresponds
to its last broadcasting week, specifically from October 7 to 13
(from Monday to Sunday).
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Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Selected
fiction

Production
company

Websites

Official
page
Mi
amor el
wachimán
2

América
Televisión

Facebook
page

Types of
Interactivity
transmedia
levels
interaction
Transmedia
viewing

Passive

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Interactive
Twitter
page
YouTube
page

Interactive
viewing

Active

Users’
prevailing
practices

Comment
Parody
Recommendation
Imitation
Criticism
Debate

Source: Obitel Peru

Although MAEW2 has a website, a Facebook page, a Twitter
account, and a YouTube channel, it is subjected to certain parameters dictated by its broadcaster. Its website depends on América
TelevisiónÊs webpage, from which all contents are centralized and
articulated to be posted on its grid, mostly local programs. In other
words, MAEW2Ês website keeps the style, color, organization, etc.
established by the channelÊs website. This aspect is also the same
from last year, but what really changed was the América TelevisiónÊs
general website design. In September 2013, this channel relaunched
the channelÊs webpage, creating a different design, more organized,
and providing more convenience for the user to locate the contents.
It was clear that this website modification had a purpose of not getting behind the other channelÊs pages, in order to keep on using all
possibilities that internet can offer and, especially, to satisfy the public that looks for a nearer contact with the productions broadcast
by América Televisión. However, one of the characteristics that did
not change has to do with linking the official page to the most used
social network in Peru: Facebook.8 This clearly demonstrates that
8 Source: http://www.futurolabs.com/demografia-de-facebook-en-el-peru-2014/.
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there is still difficulty in associating the MAEW2 Facebook page
with the channelÊs website. Here again, opportunities are lost, opportunities that América Televisión could explore in terms of active
participation of the followers that constantly use internet to wide or
strengthen their connection with the miniseries.
Example 1. Number of likes and number of people talking
about it on Facebook

On example 1, it can be seen how many followers (13.304) and
how many people are talking about it (4.532) on MAEW2 Facebook
page on Friday, October 11, day of the final chapter. It is interesting that this profile gives us a clear idea of the relation between
the channelÊs official website and MAEW2 website, but it does not
happen so clearly the other way around, which weakens any possible synergy between these spaces on the internet. Nevertheless,
the most prominent consequence of this non-correspondence is the
exploitation of unofficial accounts of this miniseries in the social
network. There are several pages using the term „official‰ and, besides, the number of followers is practically three times higher than
the reference of the official page given on Example 1, which is a
considerable disadvantage in order to gather as many followers as
possible with the intent of promoting MAEW2 on internet. This is
one of the peculiarities that remain unchanged in terms of transmedia in our country.
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In order to get a better appreciation of the activity developed on
Facebook during the observed week, we elaborated the following table:
Mon 07 Tue 08 Wed 09 Thu 10 Fri 11 Sat 12 Sun 13 Total
Posts

4

2

6

5

15

1

2

34

Likes

111

50

230

147

1213

57

91

1899

Comments

297

14

99

25

372

11

25

843

In general, every two days, starting on Monday, the activity
on official Facebook page was more intense. Particularly, there is a
clear preponderance in numbers for the last chapterÊs day (Friday,
October 11). The productÊs presence reinforcement, the expectations about the end and the possibilities of presenting and sharing
opinions with other followers of the miniseries in this conclusion
context have influenced the superiority in numbers of this date in
comparison with the other days of that week.
Example 2. Number of “likes”,
comments and “shares” on Facebook

The image shown on Example 2 presents one of the posts that
registered greater preference (116), opinion (108) and sharing (58)
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by users, and it actually appeared on Friday 11. From all of the comments received during the last week, the great majority reaffirmed
appreciation for the miniseries and its characters. Other criticized
especially the end of the second season, while the rest referred to
the questions and polls posted on the Facebook page. This is related
to this social network.
For MAEW2, Twitter serves as a tool for recapitulation of the
most important situations in the story or to inform about where the
episodes can be found on the web. Normally, the ideal place for
this is the YouTube page. Still, with the design change of América
TelevisiónÊs website, tvGo was created, a space linked to the channelÊs page which serves as a content repository for the channel as
well as a follow-up for the live signal that intends to replace, in
a certain way, the capacities that the YouTube channel of América
TelevisionÊs series had before.
Despite América TelevisiónÊs predominance regarding fiction
contents, there is no visible intent to integrate all social networks
and their spaces on internet, even less interest in creating exclusive
content that could develop the fictions outside their broadcasting
scope. Particularly, MAEW2 has expanded for a live musical spectacle in which the story shown on television was modified, with a
more reconciliatory end between the characters. There were also a
collectable sticker album and a magazine about the miniseries in
order to make viewers more involved with the story and, in that latter case, the magazine showed a dissimilar conclusion of the story,
different from what was broadcast. These expansions are discussed
with more details on item 5 of this chapter.

4. Highlights of the year
Fiction production in Peru has been irregular for many decades,
for economic, political and administrative reasons.9 However, the
second decade of the 21st century comes with stability, as unusual
For further development on this proposal, see Alfonso ParejaÊs text, mentioned on the
reference section.

9
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as never before in the history of the country. Being so, Peruvian fictions had a slight increase in the past years: in 2011 there were eight
premiered fictions, while 2012 counted with 13, and 15 for 2013.
For 2014, the expectation is that 17 new national fictions will be
premiered in many different channels. With that in mind, it could be
expected a consolidation in terms of TV production with an incipient industry. The appearance of realization teams – apart from the
TV channels – and companies interested in sponsoring productions, positive feedback from the audience for many of the fictions
and the increase of production would make it possible to wait for
improvements in different aspects, which would consolidate a true
breakthrough for an industry that needs to transcend. Even though,
2013 did not demonstrate this advance, on the contrary, it seemed
to express stagnation and some retrocession. Thus, all expectations
of a more productive 2014 seemed to have lost strength at the end
of the year.
Bearing in mind the positive results of the previous years, the
productions seemed to have relied on safe elements, instead of innovating or finding better results in terms of production and narrative. Most fictions still used themes that were similar to those from
the previous years; they seem to extract as much as possible from
stories with guaranteed results instead of investing in narrative flow,
acting, script and realization. It seemed that the idea of obtaining
a loyal and undemanding public had penetrated in some producers
and channels. In addition, it can be felt, after so many years of lack
of production, the incipient audiovisual industry panorama. While
efficient and professional realization teams were created, the creative part did not manage to follow-up the same way. With a great
fiction demand, a real necessity of new themes and stories emerged,
as well as of enough screenwriters to manage and concretize all the
planned ideas. All these questions started to take their toll in terms
of audience.
If certain themes in the past years seemed to point to a different,
more exclusive and pro-active society, it definitely diminished in
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2013. If then the differences seemed to raise problems that needed to
be solved, now the old vices of exaggerating the differences, trying
to get an easy effect on the audience, seem to have returned, which
ends up reaffirming old prejudices.
As indicated before, if we look carefully at the 15 premiered
titles of this year, six of them started in the previous year or are new
seasons of older fictions. From the remaining nine, five didnÊt get
the levels of audience expected by the channels, which forced them,
in two cases, to cancel the fictions or move them to a less favorable
schedule.
Fiction in Peru also has to compete with reality shows, which
incorporated melodrama as a main component. In competition reality shows, at least the most important ones, the interest in knowing
who will win or lose has given place to personal and emotional stories of the participants, who became the new TV stars and stay in
the programs till the end, even if they lose. Thus, competitors form
couples during the program, sometimes from rival teams, and great
part of the show is dedicated to following all the ups and downs of
these couples, their approach, discussions, their jealousy, etc. Antagonists appear, intriguing characters and, in many cases, it seems
that different participants take the role of hero, villain, innocent victim or fool, all of those typical of melodrama.
Young actors who reached popularity started participating in
contest reality shows playing as the character of the fiction and,
sometimes, as the actor - the real person. That way, as in fiction,
personal dramas are exposed in these programs, with great audience
of young female public, and the development of their affective relationship is presented the same way as a melodrama.
Fiction melodrama mixed with real melodrama can be seen
in cases like Christian DominguezÊs. This young singer and actor
formed one of the most popular couples in the last years of fiction
in Peruvian television: Salvador, the „wachimán‰, and Catalina, „la
blanquita‰, in Mi amor el wachimán. The couple from the fiction
really touched the Peruvian public. In the musical performances of
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the group to which they belong, they appeared together on stage
sometimes. They also made several commercials, performances
and tours around the country. In the second part of the miniseries,
this fictitious couple strengthened their fame and the presence of
any of them was a warranty of a great success. However, personally, Dominguez started working in 2013 as a TV show co-host and
started a new relationship with his co-worker. With a daily presence
on the screen, this real life couple exposed constantly their intimacy
and emotional problems, having constant competitions between the
real life couple or the fictional couple.
As mentioned before, the end of 2013 and the first months of
2014 changed the perspectives of production and fiction in Peru for
the near future. For 2014, TV Perú will continue to focus on Conversando con la luna, Panamericana returned to work with fiction,
and Frecuencia Latina is projecting a new fiction, in spite of low
audience ratings in their last productions in 2013. This was the channel that, due to low audience, cancelled Guerreros de arena, their
only national miniseries on prime time, without broadcasting the
last chapter or even mentioning the end.
ATV conducted its fiction production to telenovela once per
year reaching the top ten of the most watched in many opportunities.
Its plan for 2013 was the telenovela Avenida Perú, which competed
directly with Al fondo hay sitio.10 Avenida Perú also tried to integrate
its story, in the first chapters, with Combate – a successful competition reality show of ATV. However, the results were not as expected,
and a second season was not confirmed, not even the realization of a
new fiction for 2014.
Still, in América Televisión – the channel in which fiction covers more than 50% of their programming – is where the changes
could be more radical. Productions in the end of the year did not
reach the expected levels and, in two cases, drastic decisions had

10

This was the most watched fiction in Peru for the fifth year.
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to be made in their programming: Ciro, el ángel del Colca11 was
transferred from prime time to 12:30 a.m.; at the beginning of 2014,
Hotel Otelo was cancelled after six chapters – two misfortunes for a
network that leads in both share and rating, with nine of the ten most
watched fictions. These experiences at the end of the year forced the
channel not only to cancel some of the productions announced for
2014 but also to reconsider the investment in fiction premieres in
prime time. Also, in América Televisión, it could be observed that
the cost of some productions was reduced, affecting considerably
their quality both in acting and script. It seems surprising because
this channel was considered as the one with greatest feedback for
fiction, and it could be reverted to better investments.
In spite of the good results of the past years, the estimate for
2014 is not so encouraging. Channels should encourage themselves
to invest more seriously in their productions, instead of looking at
it as a product that may be rentable if the costs are lowered, losing,
in this way, new opportunities for national fiction and the incipient
television industry.

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
Scolari states that transmedia narratives are those that develop
narrative worlds that encompass different languages and media: „in
this way the story expands, new characters or situations that overpass the barriers of the fiction universe appear‰ (Scolari, 2013, p.
25). Expansion, continuity, multiplicity, seriality and subjectivity
are the main characteristics of transmedia experiences for Henry
Jenkins (2008).
From the production perspective, Jeff Gómez proposes that the
transmedia storytelling must be integrated and planned since the
beginning of the franchise, sustained by a unique vision, which enThis fiction was in the ninth position of this yearÊs top ten. However, only ten chapters
were broadcast in 2013, and its position corresponds to the good audience of the first
episodes, which helped increase its average audience.
11
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ables „content (to be) created by one or few visionaries‰ (Scolari,
2013, p. 42).
Considering transmedia narrative brings us a primary question
about adaptation. It is known that all the new media brought new
possibilities for narrative work and every new media contributes
with new languages, different esthetic possibilities and different narrative experiences. So, is adaptation a primitive form of transmedia
narrative? Some authors have incorporated adaptations as part of the
transmedia universe, others have not. Scolari (2013) points out that
we should take precautions in that sense. Transmedia storytelling
demands that every media contributes as much as possible for the
story, expanding its sphere of action and recognizing all the social
actors as diffusers of the narratives. As Jenkins states:
a transmedia story is developed through multiple media platforms; every new text contributes
specifically and valorously for the totality. In
the ideal form of transmedia storytelling, each
media does its best, so that a story can be developed in a film and spread through television,
novels and comics; its world can be explored in
videogames and experienced in an amusement
park (Jenkins, 2008, p. 101).
In the case of Perú, our first transmedia experience occurs in
2006, with the appearance of La gran sangre, a story produced by
Capitán Pérez Producciones. In this story, the transmedia strategy
brought different experiences for development of characters and
situations. In terms of production, there were four seasons of the TV
series, ten stories in comic books, a full-length movie; and, in terms
of audience, some videos were made by the fans, one of them telling
the story of the characters in their youth. At the end of the story on
television screens, the transmedia experience has also finished.
Nowadays, digital and media possibilities are wider. In Peru,
fiction production stood continuously firm in the last years, con-
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solidating a small group of independent producers, such as Del
Barrio Producciones. This company produced fiction content for
different open channels. In 2013, four of their fictions were at the
top ten.12 This permanent fiction production also forced the company to experience with new media and the different possibilities
of extension. Teresa Bellón (2012) identifies transmedia narratives
as extensions of a hypotext or original narration, proposing, among
other characteristics, that these narratives deepened the dramatic
universes, justifying the main plot, overpassing the fiction pact of
the central story.
Del Barrio Producciones has a webpage (http://www.delbarrioproducciones.com.pe), a YouTube channel ((http://www.youtube.com/user/DelBarrioPro) and an official Facebook page (http://
www.facebook.com/DelBarrioPro?ref=profile) with 47.502 likes.
The Facebook page is where different information about all their audiovisual products is posted. The official twitter (@DelBarrioProd),
with 9.405 followers, reaches trending topics whenever the actors
are requested to make questions, announcements or comments to
their followers in any important dramatic moment of the different
stories developed by the company, generally at the beginning of a
new season or in the last weekend, closer to the final chapter. For
example, on July 1, 2013, when Mi amor el wachimán 2 (MAEW2)
premiered, it reached trending topic on Twitter.
For Fechine (Obitel, 2013), there are two great strategies for
transmedia production: propagation and expansion. The reformulated and informative contents are associated with propagation; in
extension, we find textual extension and ludic content.
Particularly for MAEW2 production, there is considerable dynamism in terms of propagation strategy, either for reformatted contents (anticipation, recovery and remix) and informative ones (contextual and promotional). According to Fechine (2013), the purpose
of these contents is to stimulate, motivate and, most of all, to awaken

12

See Table 7 of this chapter.
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the audience interest. In that sense, we find a lot of activity from reformatted contents on Facebook, with pictures, advertising, videos
and comments from the actors before the second seasonÊs premiere.
On the companyÊs Facebook page, from a set of questions that were
proposed, the most notable ones were if Catalina had survived from
the DukeÊs shot, different pictures reminding the end of the previous
season, which ends with the shot, and others anticipating images
of the next chapter, like one of Salvador with Catalina in his arms
covered of blood through the hospitalÊs corridor. Every day there
were posts about story lines that would be developed in the premiere.
In terms of recovery content for MAEW2, it was rarely used.
Although the public was informed and could recover some details
of the story, there were no scenes or chapters that could be reviewed.
The only things that were distributed through the Facebook page
were the advances or promotion of the chapters that were being
broadcast. All broadcast chapters are available on the channelÊs website.13 The remix is defined as the redefinition of the sequences. In
the case of MAEW2, it is shown as transmedia practice in video clips
of the storyÊs protagonist couple. In these products, the attraction
of the couple Catalina and Salvador is combined and re-elaborated.
From the audience production part, memes and edited sequences
were found in MAEW2Ês unofficial channels.
The most common contextual informative contents – understood
as information that refers to its own narration diegesis (Fechine,
2013) – are video clips made of the songs from the soap opera:
Madrugadas enteras, the main theme, and Yo te haré recordar14,
both interpreted by Salvador/Christian Dominguez; Amarnos con
el alma, interpreted by Catalina/María Garzia Gamarra; Mi estrella,
main theme of the couple formed by Salvador/Christian Dominguez

Available at: http://tvgo.americatv.com.pe/grupo.php?idgrupo=2&nombre=AmericaEntretenimiento.
14
Available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7wdG8FzXiE.
13
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and Catalina/María Grazia Gamarra; and Como quisiera15, theme
interpreted by Tristán/Nikko Ponce. At this point, we are faced with
actors/characters that belong to the fictional world, and also to the
musical universe made for the telenovela. The actors/characters explore in the video clip a synthesis of their fictional love story or their
struggles and dreams. Yo te haré recordar and Como quisiera were
posted in the producerÊs official Facebook page.
The textual and ludic extensions are presented with the stickers album, the official magazine, live presentations for autograph
and, especially, with the musical version of Mi amor el wachimán,
el musical. In the musical plot, the antagonist character, known as
the Duke, receives a big heart and changes his mind about Salvador
and Catalina and Camila and Tristán, the two couples of the story.
This change of the plot is something impossible to be conceived in
television formats due to the continuity need of the dramaturgy, narrative coherence and the audience expectations. Nevertheless, in a
musical, this change is possible because of the spectacle dynamics
and the public expectations.
In terms of ludic extension, MAEW2 promoted dinners with the
protagonists, MotherÊs Day celebration and, through a contest, the
possibility of having one of the protagonists as companion at the
female viewersÊ 15th birthday parties. Then, the pictures taken from
these events were posted on the official site and published in the
magazine. This vivid experience indicates a very particular dynamic
of exploring the product.
The magazine presented informative contents, mainly interviews with the actors, photo sessions, story promotion as well as
fashion, beauty and body care tips given by the actors of the fiction. A particular case occurred in the last edition of the magazine
published a week before the last chapter was broadcast: a happy
ending was anticipated, with the protagonists wedding, but the final
version was different on TV, in which the couples get married, but

15

Available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTgVpjaC-sc.
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then separated again by the Duke, letting the final opened, as an announcement for the next season.
Strategy

Content

Propagation

Content new
format

Practice
Anticipation (magazine, sticker album,
pictures on Facebook)
Recovery (América TelevisiónÊs website)
Remix (video clips, memes)

Informative
content

Contextual (magazine, website, Facebook,
Twitter, video clips)
Promotional (magazine, website, Facebook,
Twitter)

Expansion

Textual
extension
content

Narrative extension (official sticker album,
musical Mi amor el wachimán)
Diegetic extension (none)

Ludic
extension
content

Live extensions (dinner, 15th birthday and
MotherÊs Day parties, pictures sessions with
the actors)
Brand extension (none)

Understanding that transmedia strategy refers to different link
proposals developed by producers in order to articulate content in
different platforms (Obitel, 2013, p. 25), Del Barrio Producciones
has been constantly experiencing the transmedia field with an important audience response for the local market. Apart from that, the
possibilities given by the different screens must be explored more
deeply. The website is not updated and is not linked to the channelÊs pages, where the products are published; also, the chapters
of all their fictions are not exposed. The Twitter account could be
used more often. This scenario demands a lot of thinking in terms of
production; the generated content must be connected to its respective public, especially in the period that the products are not being
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aired. However, it must be pointed out that, as transmedia is still an
emergent phenomenon, producers are not necessarily making distinction between its different practices, which are commonly used
as marketing strategies. In many cases, the necessity of being loyal
to the TV offer is emphasized, not recognizing that consumption
practices have drastically changed since the multiplication of the
screens, even more personal and mobile.
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1. Portugal’s audiovisual context in 2013
In 2013, the national fiction occupied the prime time of the
three Portuguese generalist channels. The public service channel,
RTP1, had not produced or broadcast fiction products in its principal
daily slot, mainly telenovelas, since 2007, due to an „editorial‰ decision. As a result of the necessity of competing in equality with other
commercial channels, RTP1 produced a long duration TV series,
called Bem-vindos a Beirais, whose acceptance among the audience
led to the production of another season and to the consolidation of
RTP1Ês positioning at prime time ranking.

1.1. Open TV in Portugal
Chart 1. Open TV national channels in Portugal
Private channels (2)

Public channels (2)

SIC
(Sociedade Independente
de Comunicação)

RTP 1
(Rádio e Televisão de Portugal)

TVI (Televisão Independente)

RTP2

The Portuguese team thanks to Caem, GfK, and Marktest for the data deliverance and
treatment.
1
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Graph 1. TV audience (rating) by channel
Others

Cable

Channel

Rating (%)

RTP1

2.7

RTP2

0.5

SIC

4.4

TVI

5.1

Cable

6.0

Others

2.4

Source: Caem/Mediamonitor; MMW/Telereport

Graph
p 2. Share by channel
Others

Cable

Channel

Share (%)

RTP1

13.1

RTP2

2.4

SIC

21.1

TVI

24.6

Cable

27.5

Others

10.9

Source: Caem/Mediamonitor; MMW/Telereport

Graph 3. Offer by genre in TV programming
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Broadcast genres

Total broadcast hours

%

Information

7738:51:50

22.9

Fiction

7648:12:22

22.2

Juvenile

6702:42:57

19.3

Entertainment

6393:42:16

19

General culture/knowledge

2575:16:31

7.5

Advertising

1838:03:40

5.3

Sports

1252:48:21

3.3

Variety

88:00:02

0.3

Arts and culture

38:43:43

0.2

Others

06:46:12

0.01

34283:07:54

100

Total

Source: Caem/Mediamonitor; MMW/Telereport

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
The year 2013 was marked by RTP and TVIÊs contestation to
the audimetric results presented by GfK, a company which won the
2012 public selection, putting an end to the fifteen-year contract
with the national company Marktest. Although TVI had been one
of the most Marktest critics, supporting the changes in the audience measurement system, it proved to be the most critical voice,
mainly because of the accentuated audience decline at prime time
revealed by the new system. Along several months, both RTP and
TVI continued to recognize and guide themselves by the numbers
that Marktest was still publishing, although they were no longer the
official results. This situation regarding two companies publishing
the daily results of TV audiences, and with very unequal numbers,
with damage for the advertising investments, reminds us of a similar
situation which happened in 1998, when Marktest Audimetria was
created, with the purpose of competing directly with AGB Portugal.
During six months, both audience measurement systems published
their results.
In March, 2013, the Commission of Analysis of Media Studies
(Comissão de Análise de Estudos de Meios, Caem), which gathers
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media, advertisers and media agencies, rejected, by an expressive
majority (85%) of the votes of its members, the request of the two
stations to have another audit of the panel made by PW (PricewaterhouseCoopers), which had already done the same work in 2012. At
this point, some errors on the panel were detected, as well as technical errors, which would be corrected soon. In a statement, Caem affirms that the process of panel auditing was „rejected by unanimity‰,
considering „valid the panel presented by GfK‰.2
On May 6th, in a concerted action, RTP and TVI announced
that they were leaving Caem. From this day on, both stations started
to recognize the non-official measurement from Marktest, which
remained with its former active panel. However, from July on, the
numbers presented by the companies that worked officially and
non-officially started to change in a slow inversion of the results
published so far. TVI saw its leadership consolidates according to
GfK panel, while SIC reached the leadership according to Marktest.
RTP, after the abrupt fall with the change of panel, was gradually
recovering itself, although it remained highlighted in the system not
recognized by Caem, becoming, in a few days, the leader of audiences with the nightly news (8 p.m.), o Telejornal.
Once again, in 2013, open TV prime time was marked by a
significant investment on national fiction. The three operators kept
the horizontal grading strategy, with RTP staking on long duration
series after Telejornal, followed by a contest; SIC, on a Portuguese telenovela, followed by the Brazilian production by Globo; and
TVI, on reality shows and telenovelas, switching times, in a counterprogramming strategy.
The highlight of the year, in terms of audimetric results, is
DancinÊ days, a telenovela which transits from the previous year.
DancinÊ days, the remake of a telenovela launched in the 1970s, produced by Globo, was the title recovered by SIC in order to reach the
leadership at the main time slot. The telenovela, which lasted 341
Available at: <dinheirovivo.pt/economia/artigo/cieco150453.html>. Accessed on: April
30, 2014.
2
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chapters, kept a pioneering vitality during its 16 months of exhibition, from June, 2012 to September, 2013, with an average rating of
15.8% and share of 38.8%. The last chapter was watched by 1,859
million viewers, resulting in an average audience of 19.2% and a
share of 38.8%. The most watched chapter achieved a rating of 19%
in February, 2013, and the least watched was broadcast right in the
premiere month, with a rating of 9.8%.
However, these results were not enough for SIC, whereas TVI
remained during the year as the audience leader, a situation which
has been happening uninterruptedly since 2005. The station kept the
previous yearÊs formula and produced two formats of reality show:
Casa dos Segredos, desafio final, wherein contestants from previous
editions were put in confrontation, followed by Big brother VIP edition, and, soon after a few months pause, a new edition of Casa dos
Segredos. Apart from reality shows, prime time was filled with the
series I love it, a teen project launched to be broadcast at prime time,
but that ended in the night slot, and the telenovela Belmonte, an
adaptation of its Chilean original Hijos del monte. The weak results
regarding audience of I love it returned the product to its original
time slot, prime time; in its place, the telenovela Belmonte went to
this same first prime time slot, and regained the audience lost by the
station, concurring with Sol de inverno, the telenovela that substituted DancinÊ days on SIC. A few weeks later, Sol de inverno would
raise the audience, which made TVI change the telenovela to an
earlier time slot and broadcast a reality show. This strategy led to a
direct dispute between this format of reality show and Sol de inverno for the first position on the audience rank. On TVIÊs late night,
the national fiction remained present, with the telenovela Destinos
cruzados. Launched at the beginning of the year, at the time slot
right after the nightly news, its position on the programming grid
was changed during the exhibition, and was fixed at the time slot
after 11 p.m., where it remained until the end. RTP returned to the
national fiction at prime time, right after Telejornal, saving the contest Quem quer ser milionário to the second prime time. The public
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station, kept away from the dispute for the first position at the top
audience, recovered, however, part of its audience by presenting a
different fiction offer. Bem-vindos a Beirais is a long duration series,
with closed episodes, based on the principle of „fish out of water‰,
narrating the adventures of a stockbroker who, after a heart-attack,
decides to change his life and to settle in a small village in the countryside.

1.3. Advertising investment of the year: in TV and in fiction
The advertising investment in generalist television declined
42% between 2007 and 2013; nevertheless, television was able to
capture 72% of the investment in media. According to Marktest/
MediaMonitor data, in December 2013 66,776 advertising pieces
were issued, what represents a daily average of 539 insertions per
channel, that is, a daily average of 3:48 per channel. Data from the
same source register that, between January and December 2013, the
average duration of spots was 28 seconds, and the longest period
was seen at RTP1 (40 seconds), as a result of telesales advertising,
a key factor to the duration of advertising in the channel. However,
brands search other more potentially effective ways, and less traditional ones, of reaching their consumers, what has led to an increasing volume of product placement in the works of fiction, notably
in telenovelas. In the present context of technological innovation,
with the contents increasingly independent from its medium and
consumed in several different platforms, the product placement will
be even more present in products of fiction, what would certainly
redefine the relation between spectators and brands, creating new
and distinguished bounds more and more based on an emotional
relationship and on a feeling of belonging.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
Over the last years, merchandising has been limited to the
edition of the telenovelas soundtracks. The formats developed for
young audience have always had a huge capacity of diversifying
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products, and Morangos com açúcar, from TVI, a teen telenovela
which lasted nine years (2003-2012), was the product with more
associated products over the years. In 2006, SIC, which was airing
the adaptation of Argentinian Floribella, had a similar strategy, putting on the market fashion accessories, jewelry, karaoke machines,
candies, and others. Yet, lately, lacking a strong product aimed at
teen targets, merchandising was reduced to the traditional recipe of
soundtrack. The only exception that contests, although partially, the
outlined framework was the launching of an album with original
themes, in the name of one of the telenovela Destinos cruzadosÊs
character. The popularity reached by the comic character Liliane
Marise, played by Maria João Bastos – the stereotype of a suburban
young lady which dreams of becoming a famous singer –, led the record label Farol, from the group Prisa, to produce a CD. The character became a popularity phenomenon in a few weeks, receiving four
platinum discs for the sales of 80 thousand copies, a number registered by the Portuguese phonographic association up to the end of
2013. With the end of the telenovelaÊs recordings, two great concerts
were scheduled at Pavilhão Multiusos de Guimarães and at Meo
Arena, in Lisbon, a place with capacity of 20 thousand spectators.
Regarding social themes, those with more visibility are related to homosexuality and psychiatric disorders (bipolarity). DancinÊ
days pictures the double-life of a man who, facing his sixties, decides to get the divorce and assume his homosexuality. Sol de inverno
deals with a quite different approach from the theme, portraying a
young homosexual couple that lives in common-law marriage and
wants to adopt a child, taking in consideration that Portuguese laws
allow a single person to adopt a child, independently of his or her
sexual orientation, however, it does not permit same-sex couples to
adopt. What happens is that, in case of death or separation in the
family, it leaves the remaining member without any legal protection.
Regarding psychiatric disorders, DancinÊ days pictures the problems
faced by a woman and her family when stumbled upon the diagnosis
of the disease, previously seen as a mood trouble and a tendency to
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spend money. The character will have a troublesome journey until
she accepts the disease and its treatment. In Destinos cruzados, bipolarity is present in a less structured form, serving to justify the
aggressiveness that reigns over her attitude and the relation with the
other characters.
In Os nossos dias, telenovela broadcast by the public TV station
during lunchtime, it is possible to perceive a general concern for the
crisis and the high rates of unemployment, appealing to entrepreneurship. The fact of being a product broadcast at day time causes
a more reduced impact than the telenovela broadcast at prime time.

1.5. Communication policies
In 2013, the integration in the 2014 State Budget of a propose of raising the contribution to the audiovisual sector must be
highlighted. This tax is one of the funding ways of RTP, together
with the compensatory indemnities paid by the State and incomes
from advertising and services provided, being charged through the
electricity bill to all television setsÊ owners. The income proceeding
from this raising, according to governmental sources, is destined to
the restructuration of the company and the development of international channels. Thus, the tax was raised from 2.25 euros to 2.65
euros per month.
On the field of incentive to the cinematographic and audiovisual production, the year 2013 was marked by the end of the Investment Fund for Cinema and Audiovisual (Fundo de Investimento
para o Cinema e Audiovisual, Fica), approved in 2007 with duration of five years, which did not distribute the contracted funds due
to an absence of payment of generalists channels, cable operators
and the State (via QREN3), and by the promulgation of the DecreeLaw 9/2013, from January 24, which regulates settlement of debts,
charge, payment and control of taxes due to the cinematographic
and audiovisual activities law.
National Strategic Reference Framework, whose aim is the valorization of knowledge,
science, technology and innovation.
3
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According to the current law, the Portuguese State „guarantees
the financing of the incentive measures and the attribution of supports aimed at the development of the cinematographic art and the
audiovisual sector [⁄] through taxes and the establishment of obligations of investment‰. These taxes are charged on the transmission
of commercial advertising, as well as from the pay-TV operators,
which are obliged to pay an annual value for each subscription. Regarding the investment obligations, the law establishes investment
shares in works of fiction, cinema and documentaries under several
forms and genres, relegating to the Audiovisual and Cinema Institute (Instituto do Cinema e do Audiovisual, ICA) and to the Social
Comunication Regulatory Entity (Entidade Reguladora para a Comunicação Social, ERC) to verify the execution of the rules through
quarterly reports delivered by the television channels.
In macro terms, the operational incomes decreased in 2013, as
a result of the reduction in incomes from television production, registering a decrease of produced hours. However, the channels increased the provision of services and of rent of technical media to
external entities.

1.6. Public TV
In 2013, the social contestation reached a historic peak in Portugal. As a country in a financial and social crisis, the manifestations
and protests from several entities and different sectors occupied the
media panorama in Portugal. A struggle that, despite of being continuous, could stop some measures foreseen by the government, like
the introduction of the Single Social Tax (Taxa Social Ðnica, TSU)
and the privatization of TAP or of RTP.
With the measures from the Portuguese Executive in permanent
scrutiny, it is understandable that the Public TV activities could not
escape from this social and political environment, suffering, as well
as other sections of the State, with the frequent budget cutbacks,
resignations and proposals of changing its functioning. In this context, the Portuguese government created a bill which proposes a
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new model of government of RTP, contemplating the creation of an
„independent general council‰.4 This measure aims at creating an
autonomous organ, whose truly independence relies on its original
constitution, which competes for the elimination of the risk of perception of the companyÊs „governmentalization‰.

1.7. Pay TV
In 2013 it is possible to highlight the fusion of the companies
Zon and Optimus, which resulted in the creation of ZON OPTIMUS, the second largest telecommunication operator – Portugal Telecom (PT) is the first. Only in the mobility sector this new company
ranked in third position, right after Vodafone. By the end of 2012,
the reference shareholders from both companies (Kento/Jadeium,
owned by Isabel dos Santos, and Sonaecom, respectively) showed
interest in joining, being thus controlled in equal parts. We also
highlight the continuation of the Angolan investment in Portugal,
with the reinforcement of the position of Newshold at Impresa (a
group which retains the commercial channel, SIC) and the partial
acquisition of Controlinveste (SporTV, Diário de Notícias and TSF)
by the Angolan entrepreneur António Mosquito, which was concluded in March 2014.
According to the statistics presented by the National Communication Authority (Autoridade Nacional de Comunicações, Anacom),
on the second quarter of 2013, an increase was registered on the adhesions to the fiber service packs, as well as a fall on the adhesion to
the cable and satellite offer. The same source reveals that ZON/TV
was the company with the highest quota of subscribers (49%), and
that about half of the houses with pay TV had access to more than
80 channels, being 19% of them with access to premium channels,
5% less than the same period in 2012. In total terms, and in conformity with the study Barómetro Telecomunicações, from Marktest,
the penetration of pay TV in Portugal, in August 2013, corresponded
4
Information available at: <http://www.rtp.pt/noticias/index.php?article=686511&tm=6
&layout=121&visual=49>. Accessed in: March 2014.
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to 71.3%, a decrease of 1.8% if compared to 2012. Between 2006
and 2012, an increase of 54% was registered, and 2013 was the first
recession year. In January 25, TVI opened a private channel exclusively on the platform ZON – + TVI, with a programming based on
talk shows, reality shows, contests, among others. Furthermore, TVI
offers the spectators an interactive area, so they have the possibility of visiting the backstage. On December 6th, SIC launched the
channel SIC Caras exclusively with ZON OPTIMUS, a partnership
between SIC and the social publication Caras, two media owned
by Group Impresa. This channel is focused on the life of celebrities
and entertainment, through the exhibition of talk shows, debates,
interviews, the coverage of special events (both independent or imported), in addition to TV series and movies.
It is also important to mention that, in 2013, the telecommunications sector registered the highest number of complaints and
requests for clarifications at the Consumer Defense Association
(Associação de Defesa do Consumidor, Deco). Most of them were
related to the change to Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) and the
alleged misleading advertising made by the operators.

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
According to Marktest, which launches the results of Bareme
Internet every year, there is still a growing penetration of the internet
in Portugal, with its access occurring more and more through mobiles. The analysis of the results shows that the number of internet
users in Portugal increased about ten times over the last 16 years,
from a penetration of 6.3% in 1997 to the current registered values.
Bareme of 2013 registered 5,432 individuals who use the internet,
a number that corresponds to 63.3% of the universe composed by
citizens who live in Continental Portugal, aged 15 or more.
In comparison with 2012, data from 2013 show that a great
change on the access is happening, with increasingly highlight of
mobile devices. We can infer that the internet access through computer did not present any alteration in comparison to 2012; however,
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the use of mobile phone, television and, especially, tablets increased
substantially in comparison to the previous year. Thus, the referred
study verified that, in 2013, 25% of the analyzed universe accesses
the internet through mobile phones, and 10%, through tablets. As a
whole, the access through mobile phone or tablet reached 28.8% of
the residents of the continental territory on the selected age group.
Another interesting fact regarding the results of Bareme Internet
2013, from Marktest, is that about 28% of the young people surveyed watch television online. There are 1,226 Portuguese who watch
television online, representing 14.3% of the sample and 22.6% of
the national internet users in this age group. The study reveals that
this habit has been increasing over the last years, from 10.7% in
2010 to 14.3% in 2013. If we consider that among the young people the percentage almost duplicates, we can question about possible changes on the television viewing in a near future. In the case
of gender, the numbers also show differences, with 20.8% of men
and 8.5% of women saying they watch TV online. Regarding social
class, quite different behaviors are also noticeable, with their values
decreasing gradually from 25.7% in the higher classes to 3.7% in the
lower classes. It is among regions that fewer differences are found,
although higher rates are observed in Great Lisbon, with 17.2%
Regarding the use of social networks, Marktest verified that, in
2013, there has been a growing in Portugal, and its penetration more
than doubled over the last four years. Data from Bareme Internet
quantified in 4,137 the number of individuals who access Facebook
regularly, a figure that represents 48.3% of residents of Portugal
Continental, almost half of the Portuguese population.
Data from the study called „Portuguese people and social networks 2013‰ enable us to perceive that Facebook is the most wellknown and accessed social network in Portugal, being considered
by its users the „most trustworthy‰, the one which „informs better‰, and the one people „like the most‰, the one which provides
„the most useful information‰, the most „interesting‰ and, therefore, the most „addictive‰. According to this study, 95% of the social
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network users have a Facebook account, and 39% have a YouTube
account; Instagram is the sixth network in spontaneous notoriety.
It is important to notice that 27% of the respondents abandoned a
social network in 2013, and 66% follow brands on social networks.
The smartphone is the second most used device to access social networks, following the computer. And 17% of the sample considers
that the fact of following or being a fan of a company, brand or TV
show in a social network influences the option of buying a product
or viewing certain product or TV show. Besides, this study indicates that, regarding the evolution of this social network, although
Facebook leadership is not threatened, it is important to notice that
27% of the users say they abandoned a social network over the last
12 months, essentially due to the loss of interest on the previous
network, and giving priority to social networks like Instagram or
Pinterest, in a growing direction on the preferences of Portuguese
people.
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2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign;
premieres, reruns and co-productions)
Premiere national titles: 22
RTP1 – 13 national titles
1. A mãe do sr. ministro (sitcom)
2. Bem-vindos a Beirais (long duration
series)
3. De mal a pior (sitcom)
4. Depois do adeus (series)
5. Hotel 5 estrelas (sitcom)
6. Maternidade (series)
7. Odisseia (mockumentary)
8. Os compadres (sitcom)
9. Os filhos do rock (series)
10.Os nossos dias (telenovela)
11. Sinais de vida (series)
12. Telemoviee (telemovie)
13. Uma família açoriana (series)
SIC – 1 national title
14. Sol de Inverno (telenovela)
TVI – 8 national titles
15. Belmonte (telenovela)*
16. Destinos cruzados (telenovela)
17. Doce tentação (telenovela)
18. Doida por ti (telenovela)
19. Filmes TVI (telemovie)
20. I love it (series)
21. Louco amor (telenovela)
22. Mundo ao contrário (telenovela)
Co-productions: 1
SIC – 1 title
DancinÊ days (Portugal – Brazil)
Premiere foreign titles: 12
RTP1 – 3 titles
1. Éramos seis (telenovela – Brazil)
2. O direito de nascer (telenovela –
Brazil)
3. Vidas em jogo (telenovela – Brazil)
* Adaptation of the Chilean format Hijos del monte (Victor Carrasco/TVN).

SIC – 9 titles
4. Os aliados (series – Argentina)
5. Os protegidos (series – Spain)
6. A guerreira (telenovela – Brazil)
7. Amor à vida (telenovela – Brazil)
8. Avenida Brasil (telenovela – Brazil)
9. Cheias de charme (telenovela – Brazil)
10. Fina estampa (telenovela – Brazil)
11. Gabriela (telenovela – Brazil)
12. Sangue bom (telenovela – Brazil)
Rerun titles: 26
RTP 1 – 5 titles
1. Grandes histórias: toda a gente conta
(telemovie)
2. Pai à força (series)
3. Velhos amigos (series)
4. Ribeirão do tempo (telenovela – Brazil)
5. Vidas em jogo (telenovela – Brazil)
SIC – 7 titles
6. A vida privada de Salazar (telemovie)
7. Aqui não há quem viva (sitcom)
8. Cenas do casamento (sitcom)
9. Uma aventura (series)
10. Vingança (telenovela)
11. Páginas da vida (telenovela – Brazil)
12. Senhora do destino (telenovela – Brazil)
TVI – 14 titles
13. A outra (telenovela)
14. Amanhecer (telenovela)
15. Campeões & detectives (series)
16. Casos da vida (unitario)
17. Deixa-me amar (telenovela)
18. Dias felizes (miniseries)
19. Doce fugitiva (telenovela)
20. Equador (series)
21. Inspector Max (series)
22. Mistura fina (telenovela)
23. Ninguém como tu (telenovela)
24. O bando dos 4 (series)
25. O último beijo (telenovela)
26. Portal do tempo (series)
Total premiere titles: 23
Total titles: 61

Source: Obitel Portugal
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Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Country

Titles

%

C/ E

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

22

62.9

1470

56.9

1104:11:00

54.6

IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)

12

34.3

1112

43.1

918:24:00

45.4

Argentina

1

2.9

8

0.3

41:48:00

2.1

Brazil

10

28.6

0

0.0

869:36:00

43.0

Chile

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Colombia

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Spain

1

2.9

34

1.3

7:00:28

0.3

USA (Hispanic
production)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Mexico

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Peru

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Portugal

22

62.9

1470

56.9

1104:11:00

54.6

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Venezuela

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Latin American
(Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Latin American
(off Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00:00

0.0

Others (productions
and co-productions
from other Latin
American/IberoAmerican countries)

1

2.9

194

7.5

144:39:00

7.2

97.1

2582

100.0

2022:35:00

100.0

Total

35

** The title in co-production was counted as national.
Source: Obitel Portugal; Caem/Mediamonitor; MMW/Telereport
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In 2013, 23 national titles were produced, and 12 Ibero-American titles were broadcast. Out of these 12 titles, ten are Brazilian and
the two remaining titles are TV series directed to the young target
from Argentinian and Spanish origin broadcast on SIC and dubbed
into Portuguese. From 2012 to 2013, it is possible to notice a decrease in three titles concerning the global production, corresponding
to a subtraction of four national titles and one more foreign fiction.
Once again, the reruns are constituted as a determinant factor
to the volume of broadcast hours. In 2013, as it happened in 2012,
TVI led the table when recurred to the broadcasting of 14 titles of
varied formats and serial dimension. This fact allowed the station to
maintain self-production national fiction in every slot, working as a
„stuffing‰ on less dynamic moments of the programing grid.
The offer by time slot keeps the standard of the previous years.
The prime time, known as LOP (least objectionable programming),
for congregating potential audience constituted by individuals of
varied origin and nature, occupies the first place, followed by afternoon, morning and night slots. Regarding the country of origin,
it is possible to notice that the imported production has a special
highlight on RTP1 and SIC programming in the morning and afternoon slots, occupying the access slot to the prime time, a relevant
moment for the programming flow, allowing leading-in movements
of audience to prime time.
The night slot gathers the Brazilian productions from Globo
broadcast by SIC; however, due to an increase on the national production of the rival channel, TVI, SIC has been staking on the Portuguese production for the same time slot. This fact caused the switching of the Brazilian production to a later slot, which ends around
one oÊclock in the morning.

1244

0

Prime time (20:00 – 24:00)

Nighttime (24:00 – 06:00)

H

1104:11:00

0:00:00

943:05:00

107:27:00

53:39:00

%

49

270

461

332

C/E

%

4.4

24.3

41.5

29.9

100.0 1112 100.0

0.0

85.4

9.7

4.9

918:24:00

35:44:00

190:52:00

381:30:00

310:18:00

H

Ibero-American
%

100.0

3.9

20.8

41.5

33.8

Source: Obitel Portugal; Caem/Mediamonitor; MMW/Telereport

100.0

0.0

84.6

9.9

8.7

0.0

9

7

0

2

0

4

1

23

Series

Miniseries

Telemovie

Unitario

Comedy (sitcom)

Others (mockumentary)

Total

1470

8

77

0

14

0

366

1005

C/E

100.0

0.5

5.2

0.0

1.0

0.0

24.9

68.4

%

National
H

1104:11:00

5:30:00

48:47:00

0:00:00

17:23:00

0:00:00

261:56:00

770:35:00

%

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.7

12

0

0

0

0

0

2

10

Titles

%

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

16.7

83.3

Source: Obitel Portugal; Caem/Mediamonitor; MMW/Telereport

100.0

4.3

17.4

0.0

30.4

%

39.1

Titles

Telenovela

Formats

%

5.4

National
%

1070

0

0

0

0

0

42

1070

H

35:44:00

914:36:00

488:57:00

363:58:00

%

103.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.9

100.0

918:24:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

48:48:00

869:36:00

H

89.8 2022:35:00

1.9

48.5

23.5

16.0

Total

Ibero-American

2582

49

1251

607

412

C/E

C/E

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

1470

146

Afternoon (13:00 – 20:00)

Total

80

C/E

Morning (6:00 – 13:00)

Time slots

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot
%

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.9

%

89.2

1.8

45.2

24.2

18.0
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Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Telenovela

1

50.0

0

0.0

8

50.0

0

0.0

9

39.1

Series

0

0.0

3

60.0

4

25.0

0

0.0

7

30.4

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Telemovie

0

0.0

0

0.0

2

12.5

0

0.0

2

8.7

Unitario

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Comedy
(sitcom)

1

50.0

2

40.0

1

6.3

0

0.0

4

17.4

Others
(mockumentary)

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

6.3

0

0.0

1

4.3

Total

2

100.0

5

100.0

16

100.0

0

0.0

23

100.0

Formats

NightTo%
time
tal

%

Source: Obitel Portugal; Caem/Mediamonitor; MMW/Telereport

In 2013, it is possible to notice less diversity of formats, with
more production of telenovelas (nine), followed by series (seven).
Comedy (a type of sitcom), taking in consideration its nature in
terms of format and content, was chosen for the production of four
titles. It is also important to mention the exhibition of the mockumentary Odisseia, by RTP1. In a division by time slot, it is possible
to observe that prime time gathers the majority of titles and formats,
followed by the afternoon and morning slots.
Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

20

87.0

Period

3

13.0

Historical

0

0.0

Others

0

0.0

Total

23

100.0

Source: Obitel Portugal
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The present is the prevailing time period, especially according
to the high rate of telenovelas whose themes are based on contemporaneity and the daily life of their potential spectators. The three
period titles – Depois do adeus, Filhos do rock and Uma familia
açoriana – were produced and broadcast by RTP1, in accordance with its mission of public servicing, approaching controversial
themes from the post-colonization period in Portugal (Depois do
adeus), with a more social approach through music presenting the
1980s (Filhos do rock) and with the exploration of life and context
of a rich family from Ilha de São Miguel in the 19th century (Uma
familia açoriana).
Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Ti-

Country of origin

Produc-

Chan-

Name of

tle

of original idea or
script

tion
company

nel

scriptwriter
or author of

Rating Share

original idea
1

DancinÊ
days

Brazil

SP Televisão

SIC

Gilberto
Braga/Pedro
Lopes

16.3

33.2

2

Sol de
inverno

Portugal

SP Televisão

SIC

Pedro Lopes

13.8

28.2

3

Belmonte

Argentina

Plural
Enter-

TVI

Victor
Carrasco/Ar-

13.7

28.5

tainment

tur Ribeiro

4

Louco
amor

Portugal

Plural
Entertainment

TVI

Tozé Martinho

12.6

30.1

5

Destinos
cruzados

Portugal

Plural
Entertainment

TVI

António Barreira

12.6

28.5

6

Mundo ao Portugal
contrário

Plural
Entertainment

TVI

João Matos

8.4

26.9
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7

Filmes

Portugal

Plural

TVI

Collective

Enter-

TVI

8.3

24.4

work

tainment
8

Doida
por ti

Portugal

Plural
Entertainment

TVI

Maria João
Mira

7.8

21.1

9

I love it

Portugal

Plural
Entertainment

TVI

Collective
work

7

19.2

10

Bem-

Portugal

SP Tele-

RTP

Collective

5.5

11.6

visão

-vindos a
Beirais

work

Total productions: 10

Foreign scripts: 1

100%

10%
Source: Obitel Portugal

Following the trend of the Portuguese market, the majority
of fiction formats produced is Portuguese. Out of the ten titles on
the top, eight are original stories and two are Latin American remakes. DancinÊ days, originally from Brazil, produced by Globo in
1978/1979, and one of the first telenovelas broadcast in Portugal,
was adapted to a Portuguese version to fit our reality and had its
themes updated. Since this telenovela had already been broadcast,
although a significant part of the audience had not watched it, it was
necessary to change a great part of the narrative as well as the number of episodes (from 173 to 336 chapters). Belmonte, an adaptation
of the Argentinian Hijos del monte, is a more modern production,
which dates from 2008/2009, and was originally broadcast by TVN.
There was an inversion on the trend of the previous years: SIC now
has both titles broadcast at prime time on the first two positions
of the ranking. TVI dominates great part of the table, but lost its
leadership conserved within a decade, and RTP returns to the table,
although in the tenth position, being the only daily fiction title which
is not a telenovela.
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Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slot

Title

Format

Genre

Number of
chapters/
episodes
(in 2013)

Date of first
and last
Time
broadcast
slot
(in 2013) (*)

1

DancinÊ
days

Telenovela

Melodrama

195

June 4, 2012
Prime
– Sept. 27,
time
2013

2

Sol de
inverno

Telenovela

Melodrama

89

Sept. 16,
Prime
2013 – (cont.) time

3

Belmonte

Telenovela

Melodrama

71

Sept. 23,
Prime
2013 – (cont.) time

4

Louco
amor

Telenovela

Melodrama

78

May 6, 2012
Prime
– April 12,
time
2013

5

Destinos
cruzados

Telenovela

Melodrama

245

Jan. 27, 2013 Prime
– Feb. 1, 2014 time

6

Mundo ao Telenocontrário
vela

Melodrama

146

April 14,
Prime
2013 – Oct. 8,
time
2013

7

Filmes
TVI

Telemovie

Various

4

8

Doida
por ti

Telenovela

Romantic
comedy

175

Oct. 24, 2012 Prime
–?
time

9

I love it

Long
duration
series

Romantic
comedy

69

Sept. 9, 2013 Prime
–?
time

10

Bemvindos a
Beirais

Long
duration
series

Romantic
comedy

159

May 13, 2013 Prime
–?
time

?

Prime
time

Source: Obitel Portugal

Most of the titles, more than the half, can be considered melodrama, yet some of them are hybrid, as well as with a great importance of the comedy plots, and were broadcast at prime time,
showing the force and capacity of communication with audience
of this subgenre. The productions of TVI suffered fluctuations on
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time, what can have compromised its performance. And, if some
had changed due to their weak audiences, being shifted to later time
slots or even the morning, usually dedicated to the children, others
were used as a current strategy of the TV station to set forward in the
timetable the telenovela which is longer in exhibition, independently
of the audimetric result reached, and to launch the new production at
prime time, what makes a telenovela which is launched in the 9:30
p.m. slot finish its exhibition, most of the time, after midnight.
Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles
Title

Prevailing themes

Social themes

1

DancinÊ
days

Identity reconstruction,
family relationships.

Social reinsertion, toxic
dependencies, bipolarity, samesex marriage, family debts.

2

Sol de
inverno

Vengeance, love triangle,
family relationships.

Co-adoption by same-sex
couple, renal transplant,
reconstructed families.

3

Belmonte

Identity revelation, family
relationships, love triangle,
adultery.

–

4

Louco
amor

Identity revelation,
love triangle, family
relationships.

–

5

Destinos
cruzados

Identity change and
revelation (doubles),
class conflicts, adultery,
corruption.

Illegal racing, bipolarity.

6

Mundo ao Family relationships, life
contrário reconstruction, corruption.

7

Filmes TVI

Several.

Several.

8

Doida
por ti

Betrayal, love deception.

Unemployment, economic
crisis.

9

I love it

Love, deception,
friendship, social
promotion, music.

Economic crisis, emigration
and immigration, delinquency.

10

Bemvindos a
Beirais

Vengeance, relationships.

Urban/rural environments,
economic crisis.

Drug dealing, organized
prostitution net.

Source: Obitel Portugal

TVI

TVI

TVI

TVI

RTP

Belmonte

Louco amor

Destinos
cruzados

Mundo ao
contrário

Filmes TVI

Doida por ti

I love it

Bem-vindos
a Beirais

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

TVI

TVI

TVI

SIC

Sol de inverno

2

SIC

DancinÊ days

52.6

64.6

65.2

63.5

63.9

63.8

63.6

61.7

63.9

62.2

4.7

12.3

10.2

5.1

5.4

6.3

5.3

7.2

5.5

9.5

3.7

11.7

9.1

8.2

8.7

7.4

7.0

7.2

6.8

7.7

4.7

10.3

7.8

9.5

9.4

7.8

7.9

9.4

12.0

13.3

10.4

11.0

10.5

14.5

12.2

11.7

9.8

12.9

16.3

16.7

13.7

11.9

11.6

14.2

15.2

14.7

14.2

15.6

16.5

16.7

19.1

15.1

17.5

20.1

18.7

19.7

21.1

19.0

13.9

13.9

75+

A

B

C

D

E

Socioeconomic status %

8.3

8.2

7.2

7.4

8.7

9.6

9.6

14.2 43.2 33.1

11.1 43.2 36.4

12.9 49.2 28.6

14.8 48.5 27.6

13.5 46.9 29.1

13.7 48.5 26.3

16.6 44.0 28.1

18.5 25.1 1.8 12.3 16.8 41.1 28.0

14.0 13.8 1.3

15.9 17.5 1.2

15.5 12.7 2.1

17.5 13.0 1.8

17.9 14.6 1.8

19.0 15.6 1.9

16.8 11.9 1.7

12.1 15.0 3.8 12.2 16.8 37.7 29.6

11.6 10.5 3.5 11.0 17.8 38.1 29.5

Source: Obitel Portugal; Caem/Mediamonitor; MMW/Telereport

47.4

35.4

34.8

36.5

36.1

38.2

36.4

38.3

36.1

37.8

Gender %
Age group %
Channel
Women Men 4 to 14 15 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55-64 65-74

1

Titles

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status
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As the majority of the national productions present in the top
ten table is composed of telenovelas, the themes are often repeated
and recreated, in a constant game of innovation and respect for the
melodrama conventions, based on stories of revenge and love affairs.
Despite a few alterations, especially in Belmonte, whose protagonist is a man, what generates some male audience, the telenovelas remain dominated by women. The product that achieves a better
balance between male and female audiences, and that clearly outstands from the rest, with 9.1% of difference from the second titles,
is Bem-vindos a Beirais, showing that the format series still has the
preference of men if compared to telenovelas.
Regarding age classification, the format for the young audiences I love it has the preference of the audience from 4 to 24 years
old, while the main commercial targets, that is, the age group that
ranges from 25 to 54, prefer SIC telenovelas, with DancinÊ days and
Sol de inverno occupying the first and second places. Louco amor,
the project by TVI, dominates the age group from 55 to 74, and RTP,
which is a reference for the elderly audience, won the preference of
the audience beyond 75 years old.

3. Transmedia reception
The transmedia universe, where the contents of the TV fiction
transit, has increased significantly over the last years. The different
platforms offered to the spectators put the fictional productions in
communication with their audience in a more participative way, establishing new transmedia dynamics.
In this context, this section aims to analyze the producersÊ transmedia offer and, consequently, the practices regarding the viewers
of Belmonte, launched by TVI by the end of 2013 and which remains on air in 2014, positioned in third place in the top ten of higher audience in Portugal in 2013, and the most watched program on
this private channel (with a rating of 13.7%).
As a social platform, Facebook was chosen, since this network
provides a higher interactivity between the fiction content producers
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and its fans. However, we point out the existence of a concerted action, with the participation of the telenovelaÊs official page on TVIÊs
website on the studied Facebook page. The analysis included the
week from March 1 to 7, 2014 (episodes 120 to 125). In this period,
it was possible to verify that Belmonte is broadcast from Mondays to
Saturdays, at prime time, usually at 10:45 p.m., after the telenovela
O beijo do escorpião.
The daily monitoring of the comment feed from Facebook revealed that the number of fans who „like‰ the page corresponds to
63,446. Also, the volume of comments on the page sums up 5,063.
Regarding the number of posts inserted on the page timeline by the
producers of the fiction, we registered 63 publications (23 used an
image to associate to the text), which received 6,697 „likes‰ from
the fans. In addition, we could verify that the users published a total
of 330 comments and shared the official content 57 times.

3.1. Transmedia offer of a top ten fiction
Regarding the type of transmedia interaction provided by the
producers of Belmonte, it can be said that it is the „interactive‰ type,
once it is possible, through the platform, to interact with other contents of the fiction, download material, and watch some videos, although it is not possible to watch the whole chapters. There is, also,
„real-time transmedia interaction‰, which allows the administrators
to question the audiences during the exhibition of the telenovela.
Regarding the type of viewed content, we highlight the transmedia
viewing, once Facebook was the first privileged platform for the
issuing of complementary information to the narrative (by direct
use of a link associated with the post, which referred to the official
website), for the download of pictures, for the real-time interaction
of users with the producers and other users, for sharing contents
on their personal pages and for the access to the „extra‰ content on
BelmonteÊs page.
After the analysis, we registered the publication of an average
of nine to ten daily posts made by the producers of the telenovela.
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These contents usually come up with a question, leaving a sort of
teaser to the users, in order to create suspense over the next episodes
of the telenovela („More clues to João! Want to know more? You
can find out here: http://www.tvi.iol.pt/belmonte/episodios/vigia-acarlos/1540628‰), referring to scenes present on the next chapters
(„The next episodes will let you dumbfounded J http://www.tvi.iol.
pt/belmonte/episodios‰) and throwing inquiries under the narrative
and providing some links to the telenovelaÊs official website, where
the user has access to previews of the „Story‰, „Episodes‰, „Extra‰,
„Who is who?‰, „Videos‰, and „Pictures‰. A few minutes before the
broadcasting of Belmonte, there is a post to draw the fansÊ attention.
During the broadcasting, the page administrators update the news
feed with posts that help create interest and ask questions, leaving the users feed the contents of the social network, what permits
foreseeing a strategy to create free and spontaneous interactions between users; at the same time, it does not intend to take the user/
viewer away from the main focus, that is, the television screen.

3.2. (Prevailing) levels of interactivity
In Belmonte, according to the analysis, the prevailing level of
interactivity corresponds to the „active‰ type, in a way that, facing
the available platforms and the possibilities offered, plays an „active
role‰, in which, as it is possible to see through the selected sample, only responds to a stimulus given by the administrators of the
official page on Facebook, limited by the conditions offered by the
emitter. In this case, the most common interaction is the „comment‰,
followed by „criticism‰ and „interpretation‰ regarding the content
generated by the users.

3.3. Users’ prevailing practices
Based on the list offered to the transmedia analysis of the usersÊ
prevailing practices, it is important to notice that the predominant
level is the active interaction of users, not the creative one (Table
11). By the observation of the sample, it is possible to verify a lack
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of content generated by the fan of the fiction, which may underline
a lack of creative proposes from the producers of the page, who
limit their posts to the same actions, without any chance of creative
interaction with the official website that allows a more dynamic
appropriation by the viewer.
It is important to mention that in this week analyzed the
participation of the young audience was majority, despite BelmonteÊs
statistics show that the audience is varied, composed by several
different age groups. The comments made by the female public are
the most frequent ones, what could point out to a higher consume of
this fiction by women, evidence that could be linked to the fact that
the main roles are played by five handsome brothers.
Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction
and prevailing practices
Selected
fiction

Belmonte

Channel/
Production
company

TVI

Types of
Website transmedia
interaction

Official
Transmedia
Facebook
viewing
page

Interactivity
levels

Active

Users’
prevailing
practices
Comments
Celebration
Recommendation
Sharing
Interpretation
Criticism
Discussion

Source: Obitel Portugal

The transmedia reception of Belmonte was developed to a level
of participation that happens more by response and interaction with
the proposed content by the Facebook page administrators – through
recommendation, discussion, criticism and interpretation (Table 11)
– than focused on the transformation of the user into producer of
new content on the web. In addition to this evidence, it is possible
to notice that there is little production of fictional narrative material
destined exclusively to the platform, being recurrent the use of Fa-
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cebook to reinforce the content broadcast on television. Regarding
the content generated by the usersÊ comments, most of them are used
to express opinions about the behavior of the characters, about the
development of the plot, or to highlight the quality of the fiction and
the good performance of the actors. Also, it is common to observe
the comments made regarding the speech of other users, or expectations about some remarkable event from a specific episode. This
fact indicates a set of problems posed to the content producers (and
that is present in a form of criticism on the comments by the fans)
regarding the strategy of making available the maximum of content
on the social network, what could be contrasted with the desire of
the unknown and suspense that lots of users prefer, because they
still believe in the real experience of watching on television. Still,
the analysis allowed us to notice the high number of comments in
a depreciative tone about the duration and the volume of the advertising breaks in counterpoint with the time destined to the narrative
broadcasting.

4. Highlights of the year
The rebalance of forces among the networks made more complex the analysis of the phenomena to be highlighted, since we
highlighted the risky stakes, but with positive results, that the networks made in their strategies of captivating audiences.
RTP, after a period of lack of definition regarding its future,
which led to a disinvestment in the programming grid, saw the will
to program in Portuguese fortified, with three well-defined lines of
fiction: Portuguese telenovela before lunch, an unusual time, because it had not been tested by another station before; a daily series of
long duration at prime time; and a period piece series on weekends
at night.
Bem-vindos a Beirais is clearly the outstanding product from the
point of view of its audience, reaching the top of the most watched
fiction products of the year, and it has been happening in a crescent
movement, conquering new audiences for the public station. The
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series started with a rating of 2.7%, having reached before the end
of the year the maximum figure of 8.6%, what was accomplished
with an average of 6.9 rating points. But the midday telenovela Os
nossos dias was also one of the great revelations of the year for the
public station. The telenovela is presented as a low-cost production,
fully set in a studio, with a formal and linear narrative, with longer
duration scenes giving a lower rhythm than the nightly productions,
but it is able to satisfy the senior audience who dominates the day
time. For those responsible for the state-owned network, Os nossos dias will have been the first experience of creating a continuous
narrative, like the Anglo-Saxon soap operas, with the capacity of
keeping its exhibition through several years. The initial order was
300 chapters, and the premiere happened in mid-September, 2013,
with a guarantee of exhibition up to November 2014 and with the
renovation previously guaranteed for a continuation up to 2015. On
Sundays, at prime time, the public station broadcasts a period piece, set in the late 70s and early 80s, narrating the formation of the
first garage bands under the influence of punk and new wave styles,
which would become part of the so-called Portuguese rock movement. The non-linear narrative, as well as the strong concurrence of
the private stations – that broadcast reality shows and grand entertainment formats at the same time – launched the series to a minimal
audience – however, with a faithful audience that clearly searches
for an alternative – and RTP believes that it is performing its duty of
public servicing, broadcasting a qualified series, different from the
fiction broadcast by SIC and TVI, and telling part of the recent story
of the country, following Conta-me como foi and Depois do adeus.
On private stations, the strategies went through SICÊs attempt
of maintaining and reinforcing its presence at prime time, and TVIÊs
attempt, which was known as the station of the national fiction, of
recovering this same time slot. Contrary to the expected, after the
success of DancinÊ days, SIC went from a remake made in collaboration with Globo to an original production, and without the intervention of the Brazilian giant, but maintaining the alliance with pro-
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ducer SP Televisão. The text choice was made through an internal
contest, won by Pedro Lopes, an author who had previously helped
the station win an Emmy Award for best international telenovela, in
2011, with Laços de sangue, and to whom Globo ceded the remake
of DancinÊ days. The new title of the nighttime, Sol de inverno, was
under pressure to follow the good work of its predecessor, which
had won the prime time for the station. In the direct confrontation,
Sol de inverno ended up being highlighted, and, although it did not
repeat the numbers of its predecessor, it kept the station leadership,
surpassing its direct rival, what would set the time shift of Belmonte
(TVI) to the second prime time, and putting the reality show Casa
dos segredos to the slot after the news, resulting in a hard-fought
dispute for the first position on top of audience, reaching a balance
rarely seen on Portuguese television.

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
The convergence that we observe today among the screen of
the television, the screen of the computer and the screen of the mobile phone creates an opportunity of „viewsing‰, according to Fidler
(1997), which reaches platforms never reached through the traditional entertainment transmission. The several possibilities left by
the social network and streaming platforms of videos, being YouTube the most popular of them, enlarge the creative experiences of
transmedia narrative consumers.
Under the Portuguese universe it is possible to find several examples of this passage, both of content or meaning, between several
media: from newspapers to radio, from radio to TV, from TV to
cinema, from books to TV, etc. However, today we can observe another level of mobility, the result of the scope of screens (Introna,
2006), in a logic of multiconnected society in network which uses,
essentially, computers and cell phones to access new digital media,
materialized on digital TV and online TV, in a convergence of all
these different, but complementary, devices (Lopes, 2009, p. 400).
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It was in 2000/2001 that the strategy implemented by the private
channel TVI could reach the first position of the national schedule.
According to official data provided by the channel in its website5, in
2011 TVI surpassed, counting all its websites, 13 million visitors by
month, allowing TVI to keep, up to now, the first place in television
websites. Regarding the number of online views of videos produced
by TVI, the station registered, this year, a sum of more than 62 million. On social networks, the scenario remained the same, and TVI
is the leader of the segment of national generalist television with
the creation of more than 20 pages daily on Facebook, totalizing
more than 1,300,000 fans. TVI was a pioneer on building official
webpages of its most relevant content, as it happened with the teen
series Morangos com açúcar, the morning talk show Você na TV and
other series related to fiction and entertainment of the station. The
considerations presented regarding the analysis of the Portuguese
transmedia reception for 2013 and the detailed observation of the
official website of the fiction selected (Belmonte) on the internet
assume that this website was created to permit an apport of content
that, working as a daily interactive platform, allows an intuitive and
appellative browsing, together with other media supports to which
the telenovela is associated.
SIC equally uses the sites on the internet to the promotion of
its fictional content, offering a specific page included in the domain
of the station to each telenovela, what allows the collection of more
information about the plot, details from the backstage, the online
viewing of episodes and exclusive content, with a direct link to the
social networks of each telenovela. In the case of RTP, it is important to highlight, besides the pages with information on the fictional
products similar to the other stations, the service „iRTP‰, an iPhone
application which makes available a version of the website on mobile with information about the channel, automatic detection of the
Information available at Portugal Telecom official webpage at: <http://www.telecom.
pt/internetresource/ptsite/pt/canais/media/destaqueshp/destaques_2010/canal_interactivo_casa_segredos.htm>.
5
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type of mobile device, with optimized content for iPhone, and the
possibility of being redirected to RTPÊs website. In this context of
transmedia strategy of content, RTP developed its service of „Mobile TV‰, which allows direct access to the channel programming
through the mobile device.
The television genres should be more opened to „alternatives
and different points of view‰ (Wilson, 2004). However, the telenovela keeps resisting to this hierarchy of discourses, being a privileged
source (the institutional one) to the detriment of the others that could
contribute to the construction of a more democratic „story‰, what was
verified through the transmedia analysis carried out in this chapter.
What is currently happening is a phenomenon that changes its
path, for the cores of the fiction surpass the boundaries of the television transmission, developing content in other more portable, more
mobile, interactive spaces for the same or other audiences (Lopes,
2009). On this path, it is important to notice the transmedia initiative of the telenovela Belmonte, by TVI, which, at the time of its
launching to the Portuguese, in addition to the several promotions
on TV and the advertising in several Mupi points, allusive to fiction,
the network from Queluz entered the life of the Portuguese people
with an innovative technique of promotion through SMS. TVI sent
private messages to several Portuguese people, signed by the protagonists of the telenovela, for example: „IÊm Paula Belmonte, and
IÊm waiting for you at 9 p.m. to watch one of the hottest moments of
the new TVI telenovela. Kisses, Paula‰.6
Apart from this invitation to watch the telenovela, there were
other SMSs, with a more promotional content, questioning the audience about what could happen on the narrative: „A plane crash...
Will João come off unhurt? WhoÊs going to rescue him first? Paula
or me? DonÊt miss at 9 p.m., Belmonte on TVI. Kisses, Julieta‰.
Thus, the TV station put the fiction character as an emitter „talking‰
with its audience more directly and personally. Whether or not a reInformation available at: <http://www.zapping-tv.com/tvi-prende-telespectadores-belmonte-sms-inovadora/>. Accessed on: March 6, 2014.
6
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sult of this pioneer divulgation strategy in Portugal, Belmonte could,
at the first moments of the narrative, recover the prime time for TVI,
disputed with SIC, which, at the same time slot, broadcast Sol de
inverno, leader of audiences up to then.
In addition to the actions of generalist channels, it is important
to highlight the work carried out by BeActive Produções Interactivas S.A. Created in 2002, it is a Portuguese producer specialized in
the development and implementation of television content solutions
for the new media, mobile and internet. With a different positioning
in the Portuguese television production market, this company proposed an innovative blending between traditional media – television,
radio and the press – with the emergent ones – mobile and internet
–, staking on the internationalization as a mean of acknowledgment
and commercial expansion.
The companyÊs first fictional production was Diário de Sofia
(2005), which was first broadcast on a website, but quickly moved
to SMS and, finally, to a book. The success of this transmedia strategy was so great that Diário de Sofia soon moved from the books
to a television series broadcast on RTP1 and RTP2, two Portuguese
public channels. In 2006, Diário de Sofia signaled a permanent exhibition on the Portuguese radio. In this way, BeActive established
itself and became the first national producer to sell a Portuguese format internationally, signing a contract of co-production with Sony
Pictures Entertainment, being responsible for the first Portuguese
production nominated to the Emmy Award in the category „International Digital‰, in 2012, with the series Castigo final7 – a microseries of multiplatforms filmed in a real Brazilian jail, with Brazilian actors, in four chapters, co-produced by BeActive and Millagro
Produtora, from Rio de Janeiro, exhibited by Oi TV in 2009. The
microseries was able to take to Brazil a new model of interactivity,
based on the assumption that the viewer can participate in the story,
changing its course through telephone, internet and SMS.

7

Information available at: <http://www.beactivemedia.com/>. Accessed in: April 2014.
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However, if these two examples reflected the course of the
producer specialized in transmedia content, the year 2013 was also
highlighted for BeActive, which could, once more, surprise the fictional universe with the production of Collider, a cross-media interactive multiplatform series of science fiction which narrates the
story of six people transported to the post-apocalyptic year of 2018,
where they have to struggle to discover how they arrived in the future, how they will manage to survive and how they will come back
to the present time.
Such as its genre definition, the narrative of Collider was told
through multiple platforms, including comic books, webisodes and
an application/game available from June 2013. The story began with
the comics, distributed by iVerse Media, by Comic+ for the American market, and was also available at Apple iBookstore and Amazon
Kindle. Thereafter, there were eight webseries, wherein the protagonists warned about the perils of the experiences made at Cern. These
episodes were complemented with a page on Facebook of the protagonist, so his followers had a privileged front door for the Collider
universe. As long as the narrative was growing in complexity, the
interaction was also increasing. With the launching of Quest-Game,
the escort of fans was able to browse a net of tunnels and help the
characters save the world. The immediate success of this strategy led
to the launching of two new games, one for Facebook, and another
which allowed users to help the character Luke solve mysteries. In
the summer of 2013, Collider was present at ComicCon and several other events in Europe, increasing the buzz around the fiction.
ColliderÊs digital experience allowed the audience to mingle with
the story, increasing the network of fans of the format, exploring
a new form of interactivity that stimulated them to write, criticize,
promote, and share all the narrative elements, becoming part of the
creative team of content.
The users were challenged to write their own scenes for each
new episode, then, the users themselves voted for their favorite stories, which were subsequently added to the final script, with their
names on the credits. These months of the creation of a community
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finally led to a series of four parts, wherein the protagonists would
have the opportunity to save humanity. With thousands of games
and contents downloads, BeActive could solidify itself as an international brand, established on the potentiality of a new interactivity, materialized in a digital book, in a graphic novel, in a series
of animated comics, in three interactive games, and in a TV series
built with the contribution of the community composed of its internet fans. This was a concerted strategy by several crossing platforms
which allowed the audience commitment to build new narratives
and guide a story in constant change. For all these specificities and
for the staking on the strategy of transmedia narratives, BeActive
was nominated to another Emmy in the category „Best Fiction‰ in
Digital International area in 20048.
Another strategy used by the Portuguese TV networks last year
was the use of internet for a complete viewing of programs, specially focused on the captivation of the Portuguese audience from
other countries or who speaks Portuguese.
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1. Uruguay’s audiovisual context in 2013
Over the last 15 years, some clues indicated the possible start
of a national audiovisual industry. The most obvious indication was
seen in the development of advertising with emphasis on exports,
but also in sustained production of films supplying Uruguayan movie theaters with national titles. In the last year, ten Uruguayan films
premiered, including documentary, fiction and animation; furthermore, many others were exhibited or underwent different production stages.
Television fiction has also had its momentum in the last 15
years. The first period was between 1999 and 2004, when seven
national fictions were exhibited; the second period started in 2009.
From then on, and until 2012, three national titles premiered per
year, in a total of 12, with good audience results. The year 2013,
however, seems to show signs that production is losing momentum:
there was only one national title – a co-production with Argentina.
Meanwhile, open television seems to be on the verge of change
as a result of both new media legislation and the emergence of new
factors related to adoption of digital channels. On the other hand,
legislative initiatives and conditions set for digital television demand 60% of national production for each channel and two hours
per week for television fiction or national film premieres, which
could boost new productions.
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More questions than answers are opened about the future of
fiction on Uruguayan television. In this chapter, we will analyze the
2013 stop-and-go scenario.

1.1. Open TV in Uruguay
UruguayÊs open television system retained the same characteristics of previous years. The most relevant changes may have
resulted from the introduction of digital television, but, as will be
seen in section 1.5, possible changes have not been defined yet.
Therefore, open television in Uruguay still includes 28 private television channels and 33 others that belong to public television, all
linked to Televisión Nacional Uruguaya (TNU, Channel 5).1 Private
open TV includes three channels in Montevideo, which are linked
to three business groups: De Feo-Fontaina, owner of Channel 10;
Romay-Salvo/Romay-Eccher, owner of Channel 4; and CardosoPombo-Scheck, owner of Channel 12. As for the 25 other private
channels, seven belong to some of these groups or their association
with Rutsa2 through which they provide content to other ten channels out of Montevideo. The programming of private channels in the
capital – as well as public televisionÊs – expands to other regions of
Uruguay. Local channels located out of the city produce some programs, particularly newscasts. The Obitel Uruguay study focuses on
four channels that are listed in Chart 1.3

1
Source: Communication Services Regulatory Agency (Unidad Reguladora de Servicios Comunicacionales, Ursec). List of channels available at: http://www.ursec.gub.uy/
scripts/templates/portada.asp?nota=Contenidos/Operadores/Radiodifusion/AM%20%20
FM/DATOS%20TECNICOS%20EMISORAS&Despliegue=DATOS_big.asp.
2
Red Uruguaya de Televisión S. A., also known as La Red.
3
Ibope made its measurements in 2013 in a universe consisting of 1,199,660 individuals
and 455,350 households. One individual rating percentage point = 11,996 people (individuals living in private homes in Montevideo with at least one TV set and over 4 years
old); one household percentage point = 4.553 (private households in Montevideo with at
least one TV set).
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Chart 1. Open TV national stations in Uruguay
PRIVATE CHANNELS (3)

PUBLIC CHANNELS (1)

Montecarlo TV, Channel 4

TNU, Channel 5

Saeta TV, Channel 10
Teledoce, Channel 12
Total channels = 3

Total channels = 1

Source: Obitel Uruguay

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
Audience data per channel give Teledoce the first place with
8.4 household rating points. It equals 38% of the total audience
and maintains the channelsÊ leadership from previous years. Saeta
Channel 10, which had been third place in the last four years, comes
second with 7 rating points and 19 share points. The public channel
remains at the lowest levels, even with some increase in share.
Graph 1. TV audience by channel
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This year had a particular feature: Marcelo TinelliÊs absence on
television, which changed not only the programming profile, but also
audience preferences regarding the total supply of genres. While in
previous years entertainment – and Showmatch in particular – occupied the first places in audience, in 2013, considering total programming, television fiction concentrated the highest public rates. The
first two places are occupied by Avenida Brasil and Solamente vos,
both broadcast by Channel 12. In third comes Salven el millón, an
entertainment program on Channel 10, and then newscasts. Among
these, the first is Telemundo, broadcast by Channel 12.
Graph 3. Offer by genre in TV programming
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Production by genre in national programming
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The 2013 programming supply included basically fiction, entertainment and information. Of total hours, 28% of broadcastings
were occupied by fiction of all types and origin; 25.5% were entertainment; and 22% were information (including newscasts). Of
hours devoted to fiction, 28.8% (1,984:05 hours) corresponded to
Ibero-American premiere fiction.
Nationally produced programs occupied 13,720 hours or
55.79% of total broadcasts. By observing their genre makeup, the
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ranking changes relative to total supply: information comes first,
with 39.5% screen hours, and entertainment is second, with 29.5%.
National fiction (including reruns and Uruguayan films) accounted
for 0.5% in 2013.

1.3. Advertising investment of the year: in TV and in fiction
Data available4 show that global advertising spending in 2013
will reach 286 million, which suggests a 2.6% increase over 2012.5
Spending is distributed as follows: 53% went to television, 3% below the previous year; 16% to public campaigns; 14% to the press;
13% to radio; and 4% to the internet. As in previous reports, it was
not possible to access data on the amount of money spent on advertising for television fiction. The information we obtained regards
advertising seconds, which allows us to draw an approximation. As
a reference, we can say that, according to different sources, one television second was worth 3,429 Uruguayan pesos in early 2013.6
In total, television advertising corresponding to fiction (film and
television fiction from many origins, premieres and reruns) equaled
3,210,661 seconds. In Ibero-American fiction, premieres totaled
1,208,087 seconds, i.e., 335 hours and 58 minutes. According to
these data, advertising time would account for 16% of total hours
of Ibero-American premiere fiction. The sole national production
included 12,496 seconds of advertising.7

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
Items advertised included primarily hair care, cleaning products and cell phones. Loan businesses, supermarkets and shopping
malls also had strong presence in fiction advertising spaces. As for
Source: Report by the Center for Economic Research (Centro de Investigaciones Económicas, Cinve) for the Uruguayan Association of Advertising Agencies (Asociación
Uruguaya de Agencias de Publicidad, Audap), presented in December 2013. Available
at: http://www.audap.com.uy/documentos/audap-2013-12-04.pdf.
5
http://www.elobservador.com.uy/noticia/266686/leve-crecimiento-de-la-inversion-publicitaria/
6
About 150 US dollars.
7
Source: Monitor Evolution report by Ibope Media.
4
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social merchandising, Uruguayan Historias de diván, by the very
nature of its stories (cases of patients who see a psychoanalyst, who
is the seriesÊ leading character), included themes related to different
types of addictions, discovery and acceptance of sexual orientation,
conflict in reconfiguring the family, and parent-child relations.

1.5. Communication policies
The two major themes of the year in terms of communication
policies were the parliamentary debate on the Law on Audiovisual
Communication Services and the discussion about digital televisionÊs target audience and subscriptions.
During 2010, the National Telecommunications Department
(Dirección Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, Dinatel) – an agency
under the Ministry of Industry and Energy (Ministerio de Industria
Energía y Minería, Miem) – launched a public consultation on the
content of a future media law. Therefore, the Advisory Technical
Committee (Comité Técnico Consultivo, CTC) was formed and presented its report at the end of the year, announced by Dinatel as the
reference for writing the bill.8 The billÊs text was known in 2013,
and the debate began with a widespread campaign managed by its
advocates.9 It regulates the provision of radio and television services and expressly excludes other types of services such as the
internet. The Uruguayan Executive sent it to Parliament in May,
and in December 10, 2013 it got half sanction at the House of
Representatives with the votes of the ruling party – 50-85.

Some points from the bill and more relevant criticism
The text includes provisions regulating the programming of
open and paid television channels. According to the bill, 60% of
Stances pro and against the bill, including within the ruling party that is driving this
legislation, may be observed in different speeches on the press, as in http://www.180.
com.uy/articulo/15668_Mujica-paro-el-proceso-para-una-ley-de-medios and in „A toda
fibra‰, Portal Montevideo.com, November 29, 2013.
9
Members of the government and particularly the Coalition for Democratic Communication, which includes different social organizations.
8
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programming shall be produced in the country while one third must
be made by independent producers, for both commercial and public television, even though none of them can concentrate more than
40% in the same channel. Additionally, each channel must devote
two hours a week for television fiction premieres or national films
and broadcast them between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. The same requirements apply to cultural programs10, of which 50% must be allocated
to broadcast production by national creative industries.11 To encourage the creation of educational and childrenÊs programs, each
such hour will be counted as one hour and a half when monitoring
percentages of national production. In addition, each channel must
program two Uruguayan national films a year, and each hour will
be equivalent to four hours. These measures, which tend to promote
national production, are complemented by the creation of the Fund
for Promotion of the Audiovisual Industry, which will be fed by a
tax that must be paid by the channels.
The bill addresses the rights of children and adolescents and
provides12, inter alia, the right to privacy (preservation of image and
identity) as well as a protection time between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.
Based on this definition, content that cannot be broadcast during
this time is defined both for programs and advertising and whatever
comes to be detailed on the bill.13 For example, one of the most
discussed aspects was the ban on content with „excessive violence‰.
This provision used to govern newscasts broadcast at protection
time, which was regarded as a restriction on the right to information. It was modified in the parliamentary debate, and broadcast of
images with violent content was authorized in news programs, but
with the obligation to explicitly warn the public about it.14
10
The bill considers as cultural programs those intended for the dissemination of activities
related to cultural industries, dance, theater, concerts, etc.
11
See Chapter II, Promotion of national audiovisual production, Article 52.
12
Articles 29-34.
13
Article 32 details the contents that should be excluded from protection time, such as
pornography and promotion of drugs or discriminatory behavior, as well as the positive
presence of addict characters. Limits on the use of children in advertising are also established, among other aspects.
14
Willingness to change this aspect by members of the ruling party has likely been favo-
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Advertising content is also subject to regulation, which generated opposition, including that by the Uruguayan Association of
Advertising Agencies (Asociación Uruguaya de Agencias de Publicidad, Audap). The original bill banned the use of figures and characters linked to childrenÊs programs to advertise products. This
prohibition was removed from the text voted by representatives,
but non-traditional advertising remains prohibited in childrenÊs
programs.15 Moreover, among all these provisions, broadcasters
are obliged to clearly specify programming characteristics so that
parents can decide whether or not the content is suitable for their
childrenÊs age. The bill includes a chapter on the rights of people
with special needs regarding accessibility, as well as a reference to
every personÊs right to access events of general interest such as soccer matches. At the same time, it regulates media property in order
to avoid concentration.
Institutional configuration is one of the most controversial aspects: the basic criticism aims at total dependence on the
Executive. This subject underwent a difficult process, which we
will try to summarize. The original bill proposed the creation of a
Council of Audiovisual Communication (Consejo de Comunicación
Audiovisual, CCA), which would be in charge of implementing and
enforcing the law and would include five members appointed directly by the Executive. The parliamentary debate covered the need
to create a body independent from the Executive, and changes were
made which had to be approved by Parliament. However, the text
eventually left this issue unresolved based on the constitutional
impossibility of creating positions for this new agency during a
year preceding elections.16 The solution included in the text apred by the visit of UN special rapporteur Frank La Rue to the country. He made comments
to that effect and reaffirmed the convenience of the body in charge of enforcing these
communication policies to be independent from the Executive. .
15
Many of the provisions relating to media and protecting the rights of children and adolescents follow recommendations of the Technical Advisory Committee that operated in
2012. See Yearbook 2013.
16
In Uruguay, national elections will be held in 2014, and department (state) elections
will take place in 2015.
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proved by representatives grants all powers to the Communication
Services Regulatory Agency (Unidad Reguladora de Servicios
Comunicacionales, Ursec); thus, everything returns to the scope of
the Executive17, and the only possibility left is to send a new bill to
parliament in the future in order to create the CCA.
This institutional aspect has drawn relevant criticism to the
bill. However, it was added of the fact that the distribution of free
electoral campaign spaces18 that television channels are obliged to
grant would also be up to the Ursec instead of staying under the
responsibility of the Electoral Court. Note that the law passed by
representatives is unconstitutional, since electoral changes are suggested, requiring special majorities which were not obtained in the
House of Representatives.
Other institutional innovations that have been introduced are
the Honorary Advisory Committee, composed by 15 members
and operating under the Ursec to regulate the law that creates the
National Public Radio and Television System (SPRTN), as well as
an Honorary Advisory Committee for the Public System, comprised
of 12 members.19 In addition, a chapter is devoted to the defense of
the public, whose institutionalization is up to the National Institute
for the PeopleÊs Human Rights.
The arguments with which some of those provisions are being
advocated and also those supporting the criticism to the law express
views on audience, the role of television, and democracy. They deserve a careful analysis that cannot be conducted here. In March
17
See article 58, subitem ÂgÊ, describing all national competences the law grants to the
Ursec and which were originally CCAÊs.
18
In addition to these spaces for election campaign, the bill requires channels to open
daily 15 minutes to free public interest campaigns, by both state agencies and social
organizations.
19
Both Honorary Committees are composed of representatives of different entities, but
both include representations of unionized members of the workersÊ federation (PIT-CNT), from other associations such as UruguayÊs Journalists Association, universities
and one citizen, whose appointment method is not clear. In the case of participation of
universities, a rotational position is assigned to private universities and a fixed one for the
Honorary Advisory Committee of private television, but public television is represented
only by the state university.
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2014, it began to be studied by the Senate committee, and it would
reopen the debate. While its vote was announced for June this year,
it might not happen since it is an election year.

The adoption process of digital television signals
The digital television process was marked by advances and
retreats on government decisions. The same was seen in previous
yearbooks, as chapters in a soap opera. In 2013, the subject had a
more intense and open-ended chapter, but to understand it we have
to recall some facts from the previous year.
By a May 2012 decree, the government begins the process of
subscription to digital TV channels. For the first time since television was installed in Uruguay, the spectrum of commercial channels
is broadened (the decree established six of them), and candidate suppliers were called upon. They should meet a series of requirements
such as demonstrating economic and moral solvency, submitting a
communication plan and a technical plan, and appearing in a public
hearing to present it. After the public hearing, the projects would
be evaluated by an Independent Honorary Advisory Committee
(Comisión Honoraria Asesora Independiente, Chai)20 and by the
Ursec. These would present undisclosed reports to the Executive
branch, which would ultimately make a decision. Thus, a historic
change was announced that tended to end TV control by three traditional open television channels. The democratic and transparent
nature of the whole process was stressed.21
On December 31, 2012 the original decree was changed. The
changes favor the three private channels that have operated open
television for 50 years: Saeta, Channel 10; Teledoce, Channel 12;
20
The Independent Honorary committee shall be composed of representatives of the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Mines; Ministry of Education and Culture; University of
the Republic; private universities in Uruguay; Association of Town Radios (Rami); Uruguayan Association of Broadcasters (Andebu); the Uruguayan Press Association (APU);
the Audiovisual Chamber of Uruguay (Cadu); the Uruguayan Actors Society (SUA); and
the Service for Peace and Justice of Uruguay (SERPAJ).
21
It opened the way for a topic included in Frente AmplaÊs political program even before
its rise to power for the first time in 2004.
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and Montecarlo, Channel 4. Each of them is directly granted an
HDTV channel, but their presence at the hearing and at ChaiÊs evaluation was eliminated. The same concession was made in parts of
the country where those companies operate local channels.
The December 31 decree set February 25, 2013 as the deadline
for submission of HDTV proposals to the Ursec. However, two days
earlier, President José Mujica „temporarily‰ cancelled the call to
interested parties for reasons of „opportunity and convenience‰.22
Finally, the call was made in May 2013, no longer covering six channels, but rather five, given the argument by open television channels
that „the advertising pie‰ is not enough for so many competitors.
After the call, nine companies applied: three already held channels 4, 10 and 12, which had to submit a project, but did not actually
compete, and the other six disputed the remaining channels. In the
following days, the Ursec published nine projects23 to publicize the
proposals, and a public hearing was held on July 31, 2013 at which
the projects of the six competitors were presented.24
The ExecutiveÊs decision about the new channels met favorable and contrary opinions, which ended up clouding many of the
aspects that could be considered positive in the process. The first
communication comes from President Mujica in September in New
Sources: http://www.180.com.uy/articulo/26133_Asi-sera-la-TV-digital-uruguaya;
http://www.elobservador.com.uy/noticia/242125/mujica-freno-llamado-sobre-tv-digital-tras-pedido-de-los-canales/;
http://www.presidencia.gub.uy/wps/wcm/connect/
presidencia/portalpresidencia/comunicacion/comunicacionnoticias/ejecutivo-aprobopliego-para-llamado-tv-digital-abierta;
http://180.com.uy/articulo/32687_TV-digitalLa-antiguedad-da-prioridad-a-canales-privados; http://historico.elpais.com.uy/130124/
ultmo-690824/ultimomomento/postergan-llamado-para-operar-la-television-digital/.
23
Available at: http://www.presidencia.gub.uy/Comunicacion/comunicacionNoticias/
ursec-llamado-publico-television-digital-terrestre-montevideo-comercial.
24
The public hearing is highly publicized by the media and it is even possible to watch
the presentations on television. Suppliers competing in the bidding process include: Consortium POPTV (formed by producer company Ozmedia, which has been working for
television and Editorial BLA for ten years); Consortium Giro (formed by the cooperative
that produces the newspaper La Diaria, identified with the left); Saomil (administrator of
VTV, channel linked to Tenfield, which holds football broadcast rights in Uruguay and
belongs to businessman Francisco Casal); Federico Fasano (former director of newspaper
La República); Compañia Uruguaya de Publicidad (Océano FM); Sarmelco S.A. (formed
by El País stockholders).
22
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York. He tells the press that he will allocate one channel to POPTV
and another one to VTV. This did not follow the guidance given in
ChaiÊs evaluation, which ranked Giro in first place, VTV in second
and POPTV in third. MujicaÊs alleged reasons for not following the
recommendation were supported by UrsecÊs report and are related
to economics weaknesses rendering that recommendation unfeasible.25 The Chai had warned of such flaws, but that was no obstacle
to put that supplier in first place. In its assessment, score differences
between the first three places are low and are produced primarily by
two items: accessibility and direct job creation. In terms of direct
jobs, POPTV scores 1.76 while Giro scores 8. That is seen in the
report as a strength for the latter, but then it turns into a weakness:
such a high payroll would threaten the budget.
MujicaÊs words caused uneasiness not only at the Honorary
Committee and at groups linked to Giro but also in political segments
of the governmentÊs very party, which proposed that the President
reconsidered his stance.26 There were plenty of arguments for and
against, but curiously no one questioned VTVÊs second place, since
the channel is linked to Tenfield, which belongs to businessman
Francisco Casal, who holds a monopoly on football, basketball and
carnival broadcasts.
Finally, after several summit meetings, the Executive revised
his own stance, and, on October 23, 2013, the Miem issues its final resolution where it grants the two channels to Giro and VTV.
Speaking to the press, minister Roberto Kreimerman said the decision in favor of Giro was based on its responses to questionings.
Previously, on the verge of a change in the initial contract, POPTV
25
UrsecÊs report states that „no reasonable consistency‰ exists between the business plan
and the communication project.
26
A report on political movements to change the presidentÊs decision and meetings convened by presidential adviser Pedro Bonuomo and OPP President Gabriel Frugoni to
negotiate with POPTV and propose sharing the channel with Giro can be seen in „Asesores de Mujica le dijeron a POP que Giro debía tener un canal‰. Available at: http://www.
elpais.com.uy/informacion/asesores-mujica-le-dijeron-pop-giro-debe-canal.htmlhttps://
www.elobservador.com.uy/noticia/260947/otorgan-canales-a-vtv-y-pop-tv-y-descartana-la-diaria/. See also Joel Rosenberg, „El horóscopo de Paco y el lobby progre a la TV‰,
on Portal 180, Oct. 2013.
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presented a detailed report of a series of irregularities27 committed
by Giro, among them the fact that it presented specific elements
beyond the deadline. And, since the proposals were already known
to suppliers as sustained by POPTV, if the license is granted to Giro,
„the principles of supplier equality and transparency will be flagrantly violated‰ and „the administrative act would be subject to
cancellation, and the State would be liable to be sued for damages
and losses incurred when validating a supplier that has not complied
with the specifications of the call‰.28
As can be seen, the process is not closed, and the story still has
an open end: on the one hand, POPTVÊs appeal is still ongoing, and
its derivations are unknown, but they may end with the annulment of
the administrative act which concentrates these considerations and
the varying views of other participants; on the other hand, 2015 is
the year of the switch from analog to digital, so that it is not possible
to estimate how it will affect the countryÊs situation. Meanwhile, the
Miem launched a website on digital television and, in partnership
with the National Agency for Research and Innovation (Agencia
Nacional de Investigación e Innovación, ANII), it launched at the
end of the year a call for a bidding over funds related to interactive digital television. The public channel TNU has been making
pilot broadcasts since August 2012, and, by late 2013, Montecarlo,
Teledoce and Saeta made test transmissions to the metropolitan area.

1.6. Public TV
Public television in Uruguay consists of two channels:
Televisión Nacional del Uruguay (TNU), a Montevideo-based open
channel which also has 24 repeating stations, and Tevé Ciudad, a
cable channel also based in Montevideo.
27
See full document and synthesis at http://www.elobservador.com.uy/noticia/263355/
pop-tv-amenaza-al-estado-con-un-juicio-si-otorga-canal-digital-a-giro/.
28
To prepare this report we consulted several documents besides the press: publication
of the bases and conditions for the call that created the Ursec; ChaiÊs Communication
Project Evaluation; Ursec informative and directive No. 092/013; and the note sent by
POPTV to the Miem.
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The main novelties in 2013 concerning public television are
changes based on the Law of Audiovisual Communication Services.
It created a National Radio and Television System, which changed
the institutional framework of public media. Digital television is
also producing changes in the public system: Tevé Ciudad is in the
process of becoming an open channel with national coverage.
In October 2013, TNU and Tevé Ciudad presented themselves
to the governmentÊs call for public digital television bidding and
exhibited their communication projects announced in a public hearing29, and, on October 26, the Executive decided to grant a channel
to each of them.
TNU turned 50 in 2013 and produced some novelties in
its programming. The first one was that, after the channelÊs call
for programs made as associated productions, the decision of a
commission composed of external evaluators came to light in 2013.
That caused traditional programs that were part of the channelÊs
programming to be subjected to reviews. Some remained and two
were left out. A total of 43 proposals were submitted, of which only
14 were selected. Most were already on the channelÊs programming,
but new proposals were incorporated, such as Nepal FilmsÊs Ponete
cómodo. Foreign public channels (from Argentina, Spain and the
UK) are still supplying much of the programming. Even though
documentaries are highly important in the channelÊs programming,
we notice an increase in supply of Ibero-American fiction, particularly Spanish (Gran reserva, Isabel, a rerun of seasons of Cuéntame
or Amar en tiempos revueltos).

1.7. Pay TV
The amount of pay-TV services remains on the rise. After the
first half of 2013, 53.7% of households are covered – accounting for
620,926 services.30
http://www.uypress.net/uc_45262_1.html.
Source: Ursec report. Data available cover the first half of 2013. http://www.ursec.gub.
uy/scripts/locallib/imagenes/informetelecomunicacionesjunio2013.pdf.
29
30
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TV fiction is not present in the programming of national cable
channels, except for some reruns of national productions previously
broadcast by open television. Programs in those channels are periodic, and their topics include politics, sports or cultural entertainment. Besides newscasts, some of them are reruns of programs aired
by the same companiesÊ open cable channels.
Public television has continued with its cable channel Tevé
Ciudad in 2013 despite being under transition to digital television,
which will make it an open channel. In its 2013 programming, the
only fiction title was the second season of Laboratorio en casa – a
series defined by its producers31 as an educational sitcom.

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
Information regarding access to and use of ICTs is relevant to
understand and evaluate the possibilities to develop transmedia fiction and practices of transmedia reception which Obitel has been
examining in recent years. Data available on 201332 show that nearly
four out of five Uruguayans live in homes with computers. Between
2012 and 2013, the percentage increased slightly (from 75% to
78%). As for hardware, most (52%) are still desktop computers, followed by childrenÊs laptops, with 33%, and 7% are netbooks. The
most significant change in the last year was the increase in the number of notebooks, which went from 26% to 36%, and tablets, which
went from 2% to 9%.
The number of internet users increased by 17% in the last year,
reaching 71% of the population.33 Information on the increase related to age groups is interesting: the internet reaches 97% of the 12-19
segment; for 20-29-year-olds, it reaches 89%; and for 30-39-yearolds, it is 86%. However, the highest growth is shown by people
over 65 – from 7% to 25% in the last period. Incorporation of this
Produced by OZmedia - The Format Factory.
Data for this brief description were drawn from the study by Radar, from a survey in
July 2013. Available at: http://www.gruporadar.com.uy/01/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/
El-perfil-del-internauta-uruguayo-2013-presentación-pública.pdf.
33
It reached 1,950.000 users.
31
32
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age group is relevant for television fiction in Uruguay, considering
that the countryÊs audience includes predominantly people over 60
years old.
As relevant as data on access is information about internet use:
seeking information is the main use (82%), followed by Facebook
and other social media (78%), YouTube (71%), chatting (70%),
downloading music (63%), receiving and sending emails (63%),
reading news on portals or social media (63%), and looking for information about brands, products and services.
Of total internet users, 31% have internet on their cell phones,
used for social media (83%), for email (51%), chats (51%) and games
(25%). Compared to 2012, the number of blogs has dropped from
150,000 to just over 110,000 in one year. Almost half of Uruguayans
use social media: all of them use Facebook, 13% use Twitter, 4%
prefer Badoo, and 4% are LinkedIn users. Finally, to complete this
brief description, mobile telephony reached a teledensity of 155.5
for every 100 inhabitants in mid-year. 34

34
Source: Ursec report. Data available cover the first half of 2013. http://www.ursec.gub.
uy/scripts/locallib/imagenes/informetelecomunicacionesjunio2013.pdf.
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2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign;
premieres, reruns and co-productions)
Premiere national titles – 1
28. Gabriela (Telenovela – Brazil)
Saeta Channel 10 – 1
29. La vida sigue (Telenovela –
1. Histórias de diván (Miniseries – Argentina Brazil)
– Uruguay)
30. Río del destino (Telenovela –
Brazil)
Premiere foreign titles – 34
31. Solamente vos (Telenovela –
Argentina)
Montecarlo Channel 4 – 15 foreign titles
32. Sos mi hombre (Telenovela –
2. Aliados (Series – Argentina)
Argentina)
3. Amor bravío (Telenovela – Mexico)
33. Un refugio para el amor
4. Aquí mando yo (Telenovela – Chile)
(Telenovela – Mexico)
5. Corona de lágrimas (Telenovela –
34. Una vida posible (Unitario –
Mexico)
Argentina)
6. Dulce amor (Telenovela – Argentina)
35. Violeta (Telenovela – Argentina
7. Graduados (Telenovela – Argentina)
– USA)
8. Herederos del monte (Telenovela –
Colombia – USA)
Rerun national titles – 2
9. La pelu (Series – Argentina)
TNU Channel 5 – 1 rerun title
10. Los caballeros las prefieren brutas
36. REC (Miniseries – Uruguay)
(Series – Colombia – USA)
11. Los vecinos en guerra (Telenovela –
Saeta Channel 10 – 1 rerun title
Argentina)
12. Mi amor mi amor (Telenovela – Argentina) 37. Bienes gananciales (Sitcom –
Uruguay)
13. Niñas mal (Series – USA)
14. Pablo Escobar. El patrón del mal
Foreign rerun titles – 8
(Telenovela – Colombia)
15. Quitapenas (Telenovela – Argentina)
Montecarlo Channel 4 – 3 rerun titles
16. Tres caínes (Series – Colombia)
38. Casados con hijos (Series – Argentina)
TNU Channel 5 – 3 foreign titles
39. Floricienta (Telenovela – Ar17. Amar en tiempos revueltos (Series – Spain) gentina)
18. Gran reserva (Series – Spain)
19. Isabel (Series – Spain)
TNU Channel 5 – 3 rerun titles
40. Cuéntame (Series – Spain)
Saeta Channel 10 – 3 foreign titles
41. El show de Ale Molina (Series –
20. A las 11 en casa (Series – Spain)
Argentina)
21. Quién eres tú (Telenovela – Mexico – USA)
La Tele Channel 12 – 14 foreign titles
22. Avenida Brasil (Telenovela – Brazil)
23. Cuento encantado (Telenovela – Brazil)
24. Cumpleaños (Miniseries – Chile)
25. Encantadoras (Telenovela – Brazil)
26. Farsantes (Telenovela – Argentina)
27. Fina estampa (Telenovela – Brazil)

Saeta Channel 10 – 1 rerun title
42. La niñera (Series – Argentina)
La Tele Channel 12 - 1 rerun title
43. Condicionados (Miniseries –
Argentina)
Total titles broadcast: 43

Source: Obitel Uruguay
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Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Titles

%

Chapter/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

National (total)

1*

2.9

26

1.0

12:05

0.6

Ibero-American
(total)

34

97.1

2559

99.0

1972:00

99.4

Argentina

13

32.5

923

32.8

683:35

32.0

Brazil

7

17.5

465

16.5

375:40

17.6

Chile

2

5.0

64

2.3

50:20

2.4

Colombia

4

10.0

180

6.4

119:00

5.6

Ecuador

0

0

0

0

0

0

Spain

4

10.0

535

19.0

439:50

20.6

USA (Hispanic
production)

5

12.5

240

8.5

170:00

8.0

Mexico

4

10.0

379

13.5

285:00

13.3

Peru

0

0

0

0

0

0

Portugal

0

0

0

0

0

0

Uruguay

1

2.5

26

0.9

12:05

0.6

Venezuela

0

0

0

0

0

0

Latin American
(Obitel)

31

77.5

2036

72.4

1525:40

71.4

Latin American
(off Obitel)

0

0

0

0

0

0

National co-productions

1

2.9

26

1.0

12:05

0.6

Other (productions and
co-productions
from other Latin
American/IberoAmerican countries)

5

12.5

226

8.0

151:25

7.1

Total

35

100

2586

100

1984:05

100

Country

*Includes national co-productions.
Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Uruguay

Open television offered 43 titles of Ibero-American fiction, including reruns. Premieres totaled 35, of which only one was a national co-production with Argentina. Total hours of premiere fiction
were 1.984:05, accounting for 240 hours fewer than the previous
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year. National production accounted for only 0.6% of the time occupied by premiere fiction. The predominance of Argentinean and
Brazilian fiction productions remains, largely as a result of Channels
12 and 4Ês programming, which feature titles from those countries
in prime time. Mexican fiction and U.S. productions and co-productions in Spanish come second. As shown in Table 1, channels offering more premieres are Montecarlo, with 15 titles, and Teledoce,
with 14.
The time slot concentrating the highest offer is afternoon:
38.1% of chapters and 39.1% of hours. Prime time and nighttime
concentrated between 25.7% and 22.6% of premiere fiction hours.
Morning and early afternoon hours remain focused on other genres.

100

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Telenovela

Series

Miniseries

Telemovie

Unitario

Docudrama

Others (soap opera, etc.)

Total

100

0

0

100

0

%

Titles

Format

26

Total

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

H

100

100

0

0

0

%

2560

686

596

976

302

C/E

100

26.8

23.3

38.1

11.8

%

1972:00

436:00

510:15

771:00

254:45

H

Ibero-American

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Uruguay

12:05

12:05

National

%

100

22.1

25.9

39.1

12.9

%

100

0

0

0

0

100

0

0

%

12:05

0

0

0

0

12:05

0

0

H

100

0

0

0

0

100

0

0

%

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Uruguay

26

0

0

0

0

26

0

0

C/E

National

34

0

0

1

0

1

8

24

Titles

100

0

0

2.9

0

2.9

23.5

70.6

%

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

0

26

Nighttime (22:00 – 6:00)

0

Prime time (19:00 – 22:00)

0

Afternoon (12:00 – 19:00)

C/E

Morning (6:00 – 12:00)

Time slot

100

27.5

23.0

37.7

2560

0

0

1

0

7

840

1712

C/E

100

0

0

0

0

0.3

32.8

66.9

%

H

1972:00

0

0

0:35

0

4:25

622:30

1344:30

H

1984:05

448:05

510:10

771:05

254:45

Total
11.7

%

Ibero-American

2586

712

596

976

302

C/E

Table 3. Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot

100

0

0

0

0

0.2

31.6

68.2

%

100

22.6

25.7

38.9

12.8

%
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Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Format

Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Telenovela

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Series

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Miniseries

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

100

1

100

Telemovie

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unitario

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Docudrama

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Others

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Uruguay

Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Time

Titles

%

Present

29

82,9

Period

3

8,6

Historical

3

8,6

Others

0

0

Total

35

100

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Uruguay

The predominant format in 2013 was telenovela, with 24 titles;
series come second, with eight, confirming the trend of recent years.
As for national fiction, miniseries prevailed this year, and nighttime
was the chosen time slot, with weekly broadcasts. Regarding the
time for fiction, stories set in the present prevail.
Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Title

Country
of origin
of idea
or script

Producer

Channel

Name of scriptwriter or author
of original idea

Rating

Share

1

Avenida
Brasil

Brazil

Globo

Teledoce

João Emanuel
Carneiro

19.5

34

2

Solamente
vos

Argentina

Pol-Ka

Teledoce

Marta Betoldi,
Daniel Cúparo,
Lily Ann Martin
and Mario Segade

17.2

28
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3

La vida
sigue

Brazil

Globo

Teledoce

Lícia Manzo and
Marcos Bernstein

14.2

25

4

Sos mi
hombre

Argentina

Pol-Ka

Teledoce

Leandro Calderone

12.7

21

5

Fina
estampa

Brazil

Globo

Teledoce

Aguinaldo Silva

12.1

24

6

Rio del
destino

Brazil

Globo

Teledoce

Walther Negrão

11.3

23

7

Encantadoras

Brazil

Globo

Teledoce

Filipe Miguez and Izabel de
Oliveira

11.3

22

8

Farsantes

Argentina

Pol-Ka

Teledoce

Mario Segade and
Carolina Aguirre

10.6

28

9

Graduados

Argentina

Telefé/
Underground/
Endemol

Montecarlo

Ernesto Korovsky,
Silvina Frejdkes
and Alejandro
Quesada

10.5

20

10

Gabriela

Brazil

Globo

Teledoce

Walcyr Carrasco,
Cláudia Souto and
André Ryoki

10.4

21

Total productions: 10

Foreign scripts:

100%

100%
Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Uruguay

Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Number of
chap. ep.
(in 2013)

Dates of first and
last broadcast
(in 2013)

Time
slot

1

Avenida
Brasil

Telenovela

Melodrama

53

Jun. 4, 2013 –
Dec. 26, 2013*

Nighttime

2

Solamente
vos

Telenovela

Comedy/
Romance

130

Jul. 1, 2013 –
Dec. 31, 2013 *

Prime
time

3

La vida
sigue

Telenovela

Drama

70

Apr. 15, 2013 –
Jul. 26, 2013

Afternoon

4

Sos mi
hombre

Telenovela

Melodrama

102

Jan. 1, 2013 –
Jun. 27, 2013

Prime
time

5

Fina
estampa

Telenovela

Melodrama

63

Jan. 1, 2013 –
Apr. 12, 2013

Afternoon

6

Rio del
destino

Telenovela

Melodrama

85

Apr. 10, 2013 –
Set. 6, 2013

Afternoon

7

Encantadoras

Telenovela

Comedy/
Romance

111

Jul. 29, 2013 –
Dec. 31, 2013

Afternoon

8

Farsantes

Telenovela

Drama

27

Aug. 27, 2013 –
Dec. 6, 2013*

Nighttime
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9

Graduados

Telenovela

Comedy

4

Jan 1, 2013 – Jan
4, 2013

Prime
time

10

Gabriela

Telenovela

Comedy/
Romance

10

Nov. 10, 2013 –
Dec. 29, 2013*

Nighttime

* Fiction programs still broadcast in 2014.
Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Uruguay

The 2013 top ten repeats countries from 2012: six Brazilian
and four Argentinean titles. Brazilian telenovelas prevail in audience preference, with Avenida Brasil as first. TeledoceÊs success is
also confirmed. It broadcast nine of the ten titles. Some of them,
such as Fina estampa or Sos mi hombre, which began in 2012, also
entered the top ten in 2013. Graduados is a special case because it
began airing in 2012, but it was not among the ten most watched
titles, reaching the top ten only in 2013 with its last chapters. This
top ten makeup points out the strong presence of two production
companies in Uruguayan television: Globo and Pol-Ka.
The ten titles are telenovelas with a very variable number of
chapters: one Brazilian and two Argentinean fiction programs had
the highest airtime. Four of them were aired in late afternoon, almost in prime time, at 6 p.m., and the highest Ibero-American audience rates are recorded. The highest share went to Avenida Brasil,
with 34%, and the lowest one was 21% for Gabriela. While the former was broadcast twice a week in prime time, the latter was aired
in nighttime hours, Sundays only. Ratings in the top ten as a whole
ranged from 19.5% to 10.4%. The only national fiction of the year,
Historias de diván, was not within the top ten and came in 16th place
within the most watched titles.
Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles
Title

1

Avenida
Brasil

Prevailing themes (up to five
most important themes)

Social themes (up to five
most important themes)

Infidelity, secrecy and revelation, hidden identity, love and
revenge.

Child abandonment, social
mobility and cultural
differences.
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2

Solamente
vos

Friendship and fidelity, love
triangle, family relationships,
betrayal and revenge.

New family makeup, parentchild relations: redefinition of
roles and homosexuality.

3

La vida
sigue

Fraternal relations, love and
illness, illegitimate children and
secret, love triangle.

Mother-daughters relations,
love and life stressed by
illness.

4

Sos mi
hombre

Love triangle, family and
neighborhood relationships,
boxing and its world.

Justice and impunity,
homosexuality, fighting
homophobia, gender equality
and sports.

5

Fina
estampa

Motherhood, family
relationships, secret identity,
social class differences.

In vitro fertilization, dispute
over the custody of children,
new family structures and
domestic violence.

6

Rio del
destino

The weight of the ancients precepts, love triangle and secrecy.

Confrontation of cultures and
traditions.

7

Encantadoras

Popular music, creation of a
musical group, rivalry and relationships between employees
and bosses.

Domestic workersÊ rights,
success and fame.

8

Farsantes

Love, jealousy, love triangle
and revenge.

Homosexuality, euthanasia,
alcoholism and corruption.

9

Graduados

Love, revenge, hidden identity,
friendship and evoking adolescence.

Bullying, discrimination and
homosexuality.

10

Gabriela

Love, virginity and dishonor,
love triangle, authoritarianism
and female submission.

Gender, social prejudices and
power networks.

Source: Obitel Uruguay

Solamente vos

La vida sigue

Sos mi hombre

Fina estampa

Río del destino

Encantadoras

Farsantes

Graduados

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Gabriela

Avenida Brasil

1

Titles

59.3

73.9

Monte
Carlo

Teledoce

63.6

72.0

67.5

69.9

57.9

69.0

64.7

66.7

Women

40.7

26.1

36.4

28.0

32.5

30.1

42.1

31.0

35.3

33.4

Men

Gender %

Teledoce

Teledoce

Teledoce

Teledoce

Teledoce

Teledoce

Teledoce

Teledoce

Channel

4.1

6.3

5.6

7.2

5.2

4.4

7.7

4.2

6.8

6.2

12-17

2.4

4.2

8.4

4.3

5.1

5.3

8.4

5.3

7.6

8.0

18-24

7.8

20.3

15.1

8.8

7.3

9.5

16.8

9.0

12.8

14.0

25-34

23.7

18.0

27.8

17.6

14.5

14.9

22.8

16.6

24.2

23.7

35-49

Source: Ibope Media; Obitel Uruguay

2.6

6.1

3.5

7.9

4.0

5.8

7.0

3.9

7.6

5.2

4-11

Age group %

18.8

18.7

9.7

8.6

10.4

12.6

11.4

10.2

13.9

13.4

50-59

40.6

26.4

30.0

45.5

53.6

47.5

26.0

50.9

27.1

29.5

60+s

14.2

10.3

20.6

6.5

6.4

6.8

10.8

9.2

16.5

19.5

A+A-

22.9

26.2

17.6

21.2

19.7

22.3

21.6

21.5

26.7

20.3

M+

13.6

22.2

20.2

11.4

20.0

16.0

16.9

16.7

14.7

16.5

M

18.5

15.1

13.9

26.0

18.1

17.0

16.8

17.8

19.7

19.0

M-

Socioeconomic status %

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status

30.9

26.2

27.8

34.9

35.7

38.0

33.9

34.8

22.4

24.8

B+B-
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Audience for the ten most viewed titles is predominantly female: between 73.9% and 57.9% are women. The highest percentage of male audience is recorded for two titles, Sos mi hombre and
Gabriela, with respectively 42% and 40% of male audience. These
percentages indicate a slight increase in male audience over previous years. The study of audience in relation to age groups confirms
previous features: audience includes mainly people over 60, and the
second age group is 35-49 years old.
On the socioeconomic status of the audience, the highest percentages correspond to lower strata. Higher percentages are observed
in these sectors over previous years. At the B+B– level, the highest
figures are for Fina estampa, Rio del destino, Encantadoras and La
vida sigue, broadcast in late afternoon, just before prime time. At
the top socioeconomic level, the highest percentages are for Avenida
Brasil (19.5%) and Farsantes (20%), broadcast at nighttime.

3. Transmedia reception
The analysis of transmedia reception systematically developed
by Obitel allowed knowing the type of offer and reception for IberoAmerican fiction for each country. For Uruguay, in previous years,
we examined transmedia reception for national fiction programs.
However, this year we chose a foreign fiction production that ranked
first in the 2013 top ten: Avenida Brasil. The choice was justified
by the fact that television fiction supply in the country is mostly
foreign, and every year Brazilian telenovelas are included in the top
ten. Avenida Brasil was first in 2013, and the channel broadcasting it
– Teledoce – has maintained the lead in audience in recent years: for
example, in 2012, nine of the ten most watched titles were broadcast
by Teledoce, including six Brazilian telenovelas. For these reasons,
it is interesting to study the transmedia reception of that product
while examining the broadcasterÊs offer.
Teledoce has consolidated a tradition and a following for
Avenida Brasil. The stationÊs website has a specific space for the
telenovela as well as other of its programs, but only a trailer and a
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promotional sequence can be seen, and no chapters. The rest of the
website features photos of each character with a brief summary of
traits and the name of the actor or actress who plays it.
Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Selected
fiction

Channel/
Production
company

Websites

Types of
transmedia
interaction

Avenida
Brasil

Teledoce
(Channel 12)

Official
website

Interactive
viewing*

Interactivity
levels

Users’
prevailing
practices

Active

Comments
Criticism
Recommendation
Celebration
Debate

*Viewing here refers to promotional contents (fragments, trailer), but not to chapters.

The type of transmedia interactivity proposed by the channel
does not fully match categories established by Obitel, but it approximates interactive viewing: chapters cannot be watched, but some
content is provided with space for comments and possibilities to
share it on social media (Twitter and Facebook).
The interactivity level can be considered active due to the abundance of comments made on the website. However, audience expressions do not reveal engagement with the program and its characters;
they show that most are criticism towards the channel. On the one
hand, viewers compliment the telenovela. Adherence and preference for Avenida Brasil are seen in enthusiastic comments including
questions such as where chapters can be watched online. Some leave
links to other viewers and report on the possibility of watching the
episodes on other websites. As for Teledoce, comments are many,
with complaints concerning changes in broadcasting time – too late
–, but most complaints concern to much advertising time and abrupt
cuts, causing the plot to lose tension and consistency. Comments
speak of „lack of respect for viewers‰ and dissatisfaction because
the channel does not respond to its viewers even though it opens
space for comments. Dissatisfaction with the channel is expressed
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even by the idea of no longer watching it given its lack of consideration towards its audience.

4. Highlights of the year
Two relevant facts are seen on 2013 open TV fiction made in
Uruguay: the first is that Uruguay was nominated for the International
Emmy Awards with Cadáver se necesita, the first chapter of unitario
program Somos (2012) – a new condition for a national production;
and the second fact, paradoxically, is that only one national title premiered in 2013: Historias de diván – an Uruguayan/Argentinean
co-production.
The sole fiction production contradicted expectations, not only
because Saeta had been the open channel that most invested in domestic fiction production in the four previous years, both in number
of titles and in TV presence, but also because it had invested in studio facilities to record it.35
Thus, UruguayÊs fiction momentum in recent years, with an average of three annual titles and considerable rating results (within
the top ten at three occasions), seems to have come to a halt. For a
better understanding of the significance of this reduction, we interviewed SaetaÊs National Production manager, Luis Castro, which
stated that the channel effectively decided to slow down fiction production and postpone projects (such as a second cycle of Somos),
after the strong emphasis it had placed on fiction.36 The reasons refer
to economic profitability and competition. Castro said that the programÊs survival depends on costs: a 40-minute chapter costs between
35
The channel invested in the restoration of the old iconic building of the South America
Athletic Association (Institución Atlética de Sudamérica, Iasa), which was transformed
into a recording studio so as to allow the development of 12 scenes simultaneously. Historias de diván was recorded there as well as the channelÊs most ambitious recent productions, such as Somos and Dance! La fuerza del corazón. The latter is perhaps the one
that best expressed an intention to focus on a more industrial development. According
to information disseminated in the press, 45 scenes were recorded daily, involving 150
people for five months. Total production cost was five million dollars. www.tvshow.com.
uy/sabadoshow/blog/9757-dance-poniendo-en-marcha-la-fabrica/.
36
Interview conducted by the author in November 2013.
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17,500 and 20,000 dollars, and a market such as UruguayÊs demands
a transnationalization model that facilitates exports.37 In the case of
Channel 10, the choice was to get Argentinean TV to broadcast the
program: this was the case with Dance! and also Historias de diván.
In the former, apart from co-production with Argentina, there was a
partnership with Telemundo International for distribution. However,
SaetaÊs strategy faced the obstacle of Argentinean channelsÊ policies, which work in strong partnership with producer companies that
are almost their exclusive providers. Dance! could not be broadcast
in Argentina, so the project did not go according to expectations. In
the latter case, they were able to show it in ArgentinaÊs and also in
IsraelÊs television. The relevance of obtaining a foreign channel was
seen in the fact that it was not aired in Uruguay until transmission
started on Telefe.
Two other aspects pointed out by Castro when explaining the
slowdown in Channel 10Ês domestic production refer to the relationship with the competition and the need to fill programming
hours: „We found ourselves alone in the long-term strategy‰, he
said. However, competitors did not take the same risks and solved
their programming issues efficiently and with good rating results.38
Castro stresses that programming to be filled regarding the competition is an issue and, given the urgency to improving the position
over competitors who fill their programming grid with Argentinean
and Brazilian fiction, the channelÊs alternative was to compete by
producing entertainment programs aired three or four days a week.39
Historias de diván is a 26-chapter miniseries co-produced by
the Argentinean producer Yair Dori with Saeta Channel 10 and

Saeta tested several ways. See: Rosario Sánchez Vilela, „Uruguay: searching for a sustainable model‰, in Obitel 2013, Porto Alegre, Sulina; and „Uruguay: ways of learning‰,
in Obitel 2012, Porto Alegre, Sulina.
38
For example, Teledoce produced the lowest number of fiction titles in the last five years
and still leads the top ten.
39
The most important programs in competition with other channelsÊ fiction titles are:
Salven el millón and Yo y tres más.
37
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UruguayÊs Oriental Films.40 It is an adaptation of a book of the same
name41 by psychoanalyst Gabriel Rolón, based on real cases that
went through his office. Starting from that original content and adding other cases published on a later book (Palabras cruzadas, 2009),
scriptwriter Marcelo Camaño42 worked with Gabriel Rolón, who
was in charge of overseeing the audiovisual adaptation. Direction
was given to Juan José Jusid, also from Argentina, whose career is
focused on the movies rather than on TV. Most cast members working in the miniseries come from Argentina, even though five of them
come from Uruguay and play relevant and permanent characters in
the story.43
The narrative is organized around the following axes: one is
the story of psychoanalyst Manuel Levin, which sustains narrative
continuity and progression; the other is the development of several
patientsÊ stories, which usually occupy one chapter. This narrative
structure allows the development of a broad thematic spectrum
through each case: homosexuality, fidelity/infidelity, addiction,
loneliness, among others. All of them are developed as therapeutic
practice.
The miniseriesÊ similarity to In treatment is evident. The latter is a series based on an Israeli fiction that was originally aired
on HBO. After the U.S. production, an Argentinean version called
En terapia was aired in 2012. At least two curious facts should be
pointed out: ArgentinaÊs En terapia was broadcast by Channel 10
while Historias de diván was in the middle of its production; not

Executive producers were ArgentinaÊs Raúl Rodríguez Peila and Yair Dori, and Diego Robino, from UruguayÊs Oriental Films. General producer was ArgentinaÊs Carolina
Vespa.
41
The book was published in 2007 and had at least 14 editions – an editorial success. The
last expanded edition was produced in 2013 while the program was broadcast in Uruguay
and Argentina.
42
Marcelo Camaño, Argentinean writer and author of best sellers like Resistiré, Montecristo or Vidas robadas.
43
Uruguayan cast members are: Humberto de Vargas, who plays a friend of the leading
character, Manuel; María Mendive, who plays his wife; and others such as Sandra Rodríguez, Gabriela Iribarren and Lucía David Lima, who are friends or family.
40
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long ago, one of the producers of the latter, Yair Dori44, was one of
the owners of Dori Media Group, a producer company that continued, through its subsidiary company Media Group Contenidos, the
implementation of the Argentinean version of En terapia, together
with Televisión Pública on which it was broadcast.
From the point of view of Channel 10, the broadcast of En terapia could correspond to a strategy based on the fact that, once
the theme of psychoanalysis and patient-oriented narrative were established, Historias de diván could benefit from the international
success of the series and capitalize on it in terms of audience. On
the other hand, a local treatment of the theme with actual cases
would provide more public closeness and recognition. But the public – probably knowledgeable of the HBO series and hence of the
Argentinean one – could also get tired of the proposal. In terms of
audience measurement, data indicated better luck for Historias de
diván than for En terapia: the former had 8.95 rating points and 18
share points, and the latter had had 7 rating points and 14 share in
2012. With respect to the rest of Ibero-American fiction premiere
of the year, Historias de diván did not make the top ten and was in
16th place.

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
The annual theme in the case of Uruguay was observed in three
dimensions: regaining a diachronic perspective on strategies developed in national productions over the last five years; analyzing the
case of Historias de diván, which, while not in the top ten, was the
only national fiction production; conducting interviews with fiction
producers to know their perspectives and experiences on the subject.
The existence of a media convergence environment slowly

44
Yair Dori is an Argentinean-Israeli businessman who founded producer company Yair
Dori International, which soon became known as Dori Media Group, based in Tel Aviv
and Buenos Aires. Before selling his stocks of the company, he was responsible for successful productions: La Lola, Sos mi vida, Floricienta and Rebelde way, by Cris Morena.
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drove Uruguayan TV towards some changes: channels were redesigned, and websites were enhanced by improving their appearance
and dynamics. However, the change from a broadcasting culture
to a convergence culture in UruguayÊs open television was slow.
The analysis of the current situation reveals that channels remain
attached to the broadcasting logic, i.e., a communication strategy
based on broadcasting content as a sequential flow, to be seen on the
scheduled time by a set of viewers watching the program simultaneously. The change is perhaps most evident in the case of newscasts:
updates and new stories are provided on the website.
On national television fiction, the convergence culture emerged
in several ways in the production strategies of the past five years45:
from content transfer between media to product diversification
seeking to capture consumers on the internet. In this sense, Saeta
Channel 10 developed the most transmedia fiction strategies. It
produced Hogar dulce hogar in 2009, bringing together television,
internet and cell phones. „El Juego del hogar‰ was created on its official site46, where a score was accumulated by answering questions
about the program. The first season of Porque te quiero así was produced in 2010, and the second one was made in 2011. In this case,
the official website offered chapters as well as exclusive content
(videos of cast members presenting their characters and making of)
seeking to increase viewersÊ connections to the series. Interactivity
was proposed where users could watch online videos, but not write
comments or interact with other users.47
Dance! La fuerza del corazón48 premiered in 2011. It was the
first television fiction produced in the country for teenagers and
broadcast daily. This innovation was joined to the transmedia strat-

45
Time limits result from the fact that Obitel Uruguay began to work in 2008. On the other
hand, previous national fiction programs circulate beyond television.
46

http://www.hogardulcehogar.com.uy/.

The channel created a Facebook page for the series, but access was not possible from
the official site.
48
A co-production by Saeta Channel 10 and Argentinean company Powwow Media Partners.
47
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egy, with an official website49 providing direct access to Facebook
and Twitter pages (managed by the production) and a chat room that
allows communication with each cast members. It does not allow
viewing chapters – only downloading some of the exclusive content
acquired through text message by users of phone company Movistar.
Wallpapers can also be downloaded. As in no other national fiction
production, ongoing contact is sought with the audience.50 However,
in 2012, the transmedia drive slows down: UruguayÊs first sitcom
Bienes gananciales is produced – also by Saeta –, but the supply is
reduced to viewing chapters with the ability of leaving comments or
likes on the official website. That transmedia strategy remains for
the channelÊs two recent fiction productions – Somos and Historias
de diván –, and no signs are seen of resuming the 2011 expansion.
The significance of Saeta Channel 10Ês transmedia strategies as
a producer is higher when compared with other national productions
of the same period: Charly en el aire, Correr el riesgo, Adicciones
or Rec. While a development intention is seen in SaetaÊs productions, an approach that could be described as craftwork is produced
in the others: creation of a Facebook page with promotional messages and without connection to the website of the broadcasting
channel or expansion of content. This quick advancement of national television fiction production highlights at least two phenomena: first, the main production drive of Uruguayan fiction in recent
years (2008 to date) has been done by Saeta Channel 10; second, the
main expressions of transmediality on national open television were
linked to the decisions of that station, whose greatest bet for 2011
was Dance!, but which has seen a decrease afterwards. This latter
finding is explained by the decision to slow down fiction production
at Channel 10 after Somos and Historias de diván, because of the
urgency to fill programming hours with good results compared to

www.dancelaserie.com.
In addition to producersÊ transmedia offer, there are Facebook pages and blogs developed by fans. Contests or surveys are proposed, and viewers are also informed about any
news published on the media about the program.
49
50
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the competition51, – which, without producing fiction, led the ratings
with foreign productions.52
According to the methodology set by Obitel for this subject,
let us now focus on the analysis of a case from Historias de diván
which, as already stated, has its origins in psychoanalyst Gabriel
RolónÊs book. This is a sign of the traditional circulation between
media, what we would consider as pre-internet transmediality: literary works went to the movies as series while radionovela successes
were taken to the theater or television.
In the current state of technological development, in order to
define content as transmedia, platforms have to be interconnected
in at least two different media. Historias de diván fits that category,
but the broadcaster provides content for a second possibility on the
channelÊs website. The transmedia strategy set by broadcaster and
producer Channel 10 is a case of traditional transfer: it offers full
chapters on the official website as they were available on the TV
screen53, but no content (neither narrative fragments exclusive to
the internet nor additional information about characters and cast,
nor interactive possibilities that encourage engagement to the
program).54
Two defining aspects of transmedia narrative are strategies of
spreading (Jenkins, 2013) and appeal to viewersÊ participation and
their cooperative engagement, which has been called „participatory
culture‰. Considering these constitutive principles, it is possible to
identify the degree of transmedia development of the fiction production in question. Regarding the former, it is clear that this is not
transmedia storytelling, so there are no spreading strategies, but
rather migration of content from one medium to another: TV screen
Interview with Luis Castro, Saeta Channel 10Ês national production manager, conducted by the author in November 2013.
52
See: Rosario Sánchez Vilela, „Uruguay: searching for a sustainable model‰, in Obitel
Yearbook 2013.
53
Luis Castro, SaetaÊs national production manager, says that the predominant strategy is
that of availability of content despite broadcasting time. Interview quoted.
54
http://www.canal10.com.uy/historias-de-divan.
51
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to internet. In the second principle, the transmediation strategy developed by Saeta for this case was to offer access to chapters on the
internet and the possibility to leave comments with user registration.
The appeal to viewer participation is reduced to a minimum, and the
playful proposal – in a broad sense –, which is the driver of the new
transmedia universes, is absent. In short, if categories proposed by
Fechine (2013) are implemented, the strategy set by the producer
is spreading of only one type of content – chapters – which allows
for retrieval practices. As for reach and engagement indicators, they
show low commitment: the number of pageviews on SaetaÊs website for the first chapter was 1,083, but it progressively declined as
chapters advanced; for example, only 123 pageviews were recorded
for chapter 11.
This reduction of transmedia supply comes as a surprise in
Channel 10 because it is a producer and broadcaster that had developed quite wide a spectrum of transmedia strategies on previous
experiences of fiction production and co-production as explained
above. The delay may be due to the fact that the priority was to
be broadcast in Argentina. This aspect is central to the theme we
approached because this miniseries allows an observation of transmedia competition that can be produced: Historias de diván was
broadcast almost simultaneously by Channel 10 in Uruguay and by
Telefe in Argentina55, and the websites of both channels develop
transmedia strategies with different modalities and appeals. That
could be causing migration of Uruguayan transmedia consumers to
Argentina as well as disagreement with the local channel in exploring transmedia resources.
Even though Telefe does not offer the chapters (they can be
accessed on YouTube, at Telefe Series channel56) on the official
website57, the practice of exclusive content expansion for the web
55
The first broadcast in Argentina took place on April 6, and the first one in Uruguay was
on May 4.
56
http://www.youtube.com/user/SeriesDeTelefe?feature=watch.
57
http://telefe.com/historias-de-divan/.
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is aimed at fostering attachment to the program, strengthening and
expanding viewer engagement despite the chapterÊs broadcasting
and its permanence on the TV screen. Two types of content are proposed that promote different forms of interaction: 1) the segmented
miniseriesÊ narrative is offered differently in each chapter, which
invites viewers to reinterpret what they have already seen, but from
a defined angle or with a new thematic hierarchy; 2) interviews are
provided with cast members and the author of the book that generated the series.
Reworking of contents followed two lines: one was the life
of Manuel, the psychoanalyst, and another one was the selection
of fragments of patientsÊ cases in each chapter. As an example, the
main theme of the life of Manuel interconnects fragments of the
miniseries into a new narrative organization, with titles indicating
a line of reading: „The price of a new beginning‰, „I believe that
this therapy thing is worth it‰, „A problem pregnancy‰, „CelesteÊs
revelation‰, „More alone than ever‰.
Given this contrast with the Uruguayan channelÊs transmedia
offer, it is not surprising that, when observing transmedia reception
on SaetaÊs programÊs website, activity found was minimal: only five
likes on Facebook, three tweets and three comments. Even so, in the
case of Teledoce and Avenida Brasil, channels do not create strategies promoting formation of local communities around the consumption of a fiction program by generating questions, a game or
some other type of instance to invite interaction. They do not seem
to consider this aspect relevant, and viewers who want to participate
on internet will have to do it on their own.
With a distinct approach, we observed Laboratorio en casa 2,
broadcast on the public cable channel. Although our analysis focused on open television, OzmediaÊs approach should be pointed
out, both because it proposes relevant conception differences and
for being a producer dedicated to production of television programs
for over ten years, focusing on developing its own channel in the
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coming years. As claimed by its management58, the company faces
fictional products as a communicative project. Thus, in Laboratorio
en casa, besides allowing chapter viewing, several contents are developed to be viewed only on the internet, aimed at interactivity and
information on the programÊs themes: experiences, games, information on scientists, charactersÊ blogs, among others.59 The communication project proposes strengthening a brand by enhancing the
development of other products such as a board game named after
the program. In this line, the producer company is developing other
projects in several genres and new fiction aimed at children.
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1. Venezuela’s audiovisual context in 2013
In 2013, two aspects marked everyday life in Venezuela:
death and violence. Both played a leading role in the countryÊs
audiovisual context. The former was related to the health of
president Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías and his subsequent passing
on March 5, 2013, which loomed large in television newscasts and
caught the attention of national and international public opinion.
The second aspect was the countryÊs high insecurity and crime
rates. According to the Venezuelan Violence Watch, 2013 ended
with 24,763 violent deaths. The most significant events include
robberies, kidnappings, gang conflicts and executions. The murder
rate in Caracas was 79 per 100 thousand inhabitants. Telenovelas
were at the center of that controversy. On several occasions,
president Nicolás Maduro Moros (elected on April 14, 2013)
accused them of promoting the culture of death and violence2,
Special thanks to AGB Nielsen Media Research, for their generous collaboration with
this research, and specially to Mrs. Alejandra Cuttone, for her valuable contribution.
2
In May, at a meeting between Nicolás Maduro, Gustavo Cisneros (Venevisión) and
Omar Carreño (Televen), the president said: „Enough of narconovelas, right? Enough of
TV shows promoting drug abuse, cult to arms (...) Why do telenovelas have to promote
disloyalty, betrayal, drugs, violence, gun culture, revenge? Because itÊs what sells the
most, they say‰ (El Diario de Caracas, 2013, n/p).
1
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even though fiction contents broadcast in the country are subject to
strict restrictions under the Law on Social Responsibility in Radio,
Television and Electronic Media (Ley de Responsabilidad Social
en Radio, Televisión y Medios Electrónicos, LRSRTV-ME, 2011),
which prohibits dissemination of explicitly violent or sexual content
or material related to liquor, cigarettes and drugs. Meanwhile,
two events resonated in Venezuelan television fiction. The first
one was the formal launch of Open Digital Television (Televisión
Digital Abierta, TDA) on February 20, 2013. The second event
was the announcement of the creation of a state-owned center to
produce Venezuelan and Latin American telenovelas and series
(August 24, 2013) (Sibci, 2013a). The purpose was to penetrate
international markets and generate „soft and entertaining‰ fiction
products to counter the violence promoted – in MaduroÊs opinion
– by Venezuelan television (El Universal and AFP, 2013). With
the launch of TDA, two existing state channels were strengthened:
Colombeia and 1,2,3 TV. The former has an educational approach
and the latter is aimed at children. ConCiencia TV was created on
April 12, 2013 under the motto „knowledges and independence‰.
It is dedicated to disseminating science, technology and innovation content, reporting to the Ministry of Popular Power for
Science and Technology (Ministério do Poder Popular de
Ciência e Tecnologia, MPPCT). In late 2013 the channel of
Ministry of Popular Power for Sport and TV was announced,
as well as the Ministry of Popular Power for YouthÊs TV ZUM.
On December 28, 2013, the channel of the Bolivarian National
Armed Forces (TVFANB) was created – its motto is „an example
of civil-military union‰.3 It is part of the group of communication
companies of the Bolivarian National Armed Forces (Empresas
de Comunicaciones de las Fuerzas Armadas Nacionales Bolivarianas, EMCOFANB). According to statements by Chief Admiral
Carmen Meléndez, Minister of Popular Power for Defense,
3

It was created by Presidential Decree 523, published on Official Gazette no. 40288.
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TVFANB is intended to produce serial fiction, specifically telenovelas, whose contents refer to those living within the FANB.4

1.1. Open TV in Venezuela
Chart 1. Open TV national networks/channels in Venezuela
Private networks/
channels (8)

Public networks/channels (6)

Canal I

Fundación Televisora de la Asamblea Nacional
de Venezuela ANTV

Globovisión

La Nueva Televisión del Sur C.A. Tele Sur

La Tele

Fundación Televisora Venezolana Social. TVES

Meridiano Televisión

Compañía Anónima Venezolana de Televisión. VTV

Televen

Visión Venezuela. Vive TV

TV Familia

Colombeia –La televisora educativa de Venezuela

Vale TV
Venevisión
Total networks = 14
Source: Obitel Venezuela

Even though 14 networks are described, the following
have partial coverage in the country: Private networks: Canal I;
Globovisión, TV Familia and Vale TV, which also broadcast on
cable and satellite; Public networks: ANTV, Colombeia, Telesur and
Vive TV, expanding their coverage based on TDA, cable, satellite,
IPTV and on-line broadcasting. Colombeia has a Pan-American
broadcasting spectrum, and Telesur is international, operating in

According to a MinCi press release: „The programming grid will feature special programs on FANBÊs exercises and practices as well as newscasts, youth and educational
programs for the Venezuelan people. Maduro noted that BolívarÊs Military Revolution
will continue to strengthen the Homeland in 2014: in 2013, in addition to education and
training of the FANB, we tested the latest weapons on the planet. The training and preparation plan has to be sustained‰ (Bolívar, 2013).
4
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seven countries. In 2013, Nicolás Maduro Moros announced that
Vive TV (now known as Visión Venezuela) would become VTV
Comunas – „the channel of commune residents to build a better
Venezuela‰ (SOSVenezuela, 2014).
Graph 1. Audience per channel5
Network
Venevisión
Televen
Meridiano
TVES
VTV
Globovisión

Globovisión
0.36%
TVES
1.11%
Venevisión
3.78 %

Meridiano
2.05%

Televen
2.11%
VTV
0.59%

%
3.78%
2.11%
2.05%
1.11%
0.59%
0.36%

Source: Obitel Venezuela

Graph 2. Share per channel6
TVES
2.77%

VTV
8.15%

Globovisión
5.01%
Meridiano
2.79%

Venevisión
52.44%
Televen
28.84%

Network
Venevisión
Televen

%
52.44%
28.84%

Data are average rating per channel, Monday through Friday, for August 2013. Source:
AGB cited by Iman Communications. Available at: http://www.slideshare.net/ImanComunicaciones/audiencias-agosto.
6
Data are average share per channel, Monday through Friday, for August 2013. Source:
AGB cited by Iman Communications. Available at: http://www.slideshare.net/ImanComunicaciones/audiencias-agosto.
5
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VTV
Globovisión
Meridiano
TVES

8.15%
5.01%
2.79%
2.77%

Source: Obitel Venezuela

Graph 3. Offer by genre in TV programming
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These figures are based on the analysis of networkÊs programming featuring fiction series (Venevisión, Tves, Televen, La Tele and
Canal I) as well as Vive TV, from January to December, considering
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the amount of broadcasts generated in each category. If networks
like VTV, Globovisión, Vale TV and Meridiano TV were excluded,
proportions would vary considerably compared with previous years,
and fiction would take center stage, followed by cultural and educational programs, with the largest presence in the public channel Tves.
That does not include interruptions by so-called official speeches.7

1.2. Audience trends in 2013
As in previous years, ratings show fiction as womenÊs favorite. A variation is seen in the fact that preferences according to age
range were located at the ends, i.e., 4-11-year-old and over 50. This
could be explained by the fact that they have more free time and are
more likely to watch television on traditional media, while subjects
located in other age ranges perform selective viewing by accessing
content from mobile and desktop devices. Preferences according to
socioeconomic status remain the same in D and E strata.

1.3. Advertising investment of the year: in TV and in fiction
Only the first 50 of 1,446 advertisers8 hiring services from
open channels were selected here. The amount representing this
selected group is Bs 16,079,960,844.00 (US$ 2,552,331,880.00
at the official exchange rate of 6.30 Bs per U.S. dollar, which remained until December 2013). Prominent among the top five
were the following categories: clothing and footwear (10 advertisers; Bs 2,971,871,917.00); food and food services (4 advertisers;
Bs 2,884,632,323.00); beauty products and cosmetics (4 advertisers; Bs 2,532,819,635.00); Bolivarian government (1 advertiser; Bs
2,207,378,552.00), and medicines and health services (7 advertisers;
Bs 1,060,512,294.00). Also noteworthy is the disappearance of sevAccording to Monitoreo Ciudadano, Nicolás Maduro spoke on national television for
a total of 169h35m57s between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013. This caused
programming on open signal to be interrupted by an average of 28m25s a day. Note that
this form of information is itself a propaganda mechanism to boost his administration
(Monitoreo Ciudadano, 2014).
8
Total amount invested in 2013 was Bs 28,345,547,024.00 (AGB, 2013).
7
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en categories present in previous years from the list of 50 advertisers
with highest investment (home appliances and home, gambling, local government, store chains, NGOs, political parties, and individuals). This marked the beginning of one of the worst economic crisis
in the countryÊs history. By the end of 2013, cumulative inflation
reached 56%, increasing scarcity and lowering national production.

1.4. Merchandising and social merchandising
Whenever explicit merchandising is restricted on Venezuelan
screens by the LRSRTVME, only social merchandising is present.
In networks broadcasting fiction series, it kept the same characteristics of the previous year, i.e., social responsibility content and campaigns. Venevisión continued its Somos lo que queremos (We are
what we want) campaign, under the motto „because nothing changes if you do not change‰. It recognizes the benefits of transmediation, hence the different spots in different formats in which micro
news stories, dramatization of everyday situations and video clips,
as well as the behind-the-cameras format, have a special space on
the channelÊs website. Somos lo que queremos promotes solidarity,
honesty, generosity, respect and friendly coexistence in order to encourage audience responsibility.9 Venevisión International also has
other spaces where it promotes social merchandising: the campaigns
El buen venezolano (for habit formation), Al natural es mejor (about
womenÊs body), both included in Noticiero Venevisión. Televen, in
turn, kept its value-oriented campaign Lo bueno se pega, ponte a
valer and, like Venevisión, it used transmediation as a chance to increase the reach of that production. It is announced on the website
as part of the programming, but it does not include more informaIn this regard, in a „study conducted by the channel between June and July with a sample
of 600 men and women aged 18-60 in different cities and different socioeconomic levels,
93.8% of respondents felt that the campaign helped to improve the country Âas it teaches
how to succeed and promotes growth despite difficultiesÊ. The survey also revealed that
96.5% of people agree to keep Somos lo que Queremos on the channelÊs fixed programming. So far, they have featured 24 cases approaching overcoming of personal difficulties
and 46 pieces on citizen coexistence‰ (Freites, 2013, n/p).
9
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tion, even though it keeps the videos on Youtube. Another space promoted by Televen is Se ha dicho, didactically approaching knowledge of Venezuelan law, based on the analysis of specific cases.
Tves, Canal I and La Tele had no social merchandising strategies.

1.5. Communication policies
On the legal arena, television content was governed by provisions
of the LRSRTV-ME and the Organic Law on Telecommunications
(2011). Restrictions contained in the former – on contents related
to language, health, sex, violence, cigarettes, alcohol and illegal
substances (drugs) – caused references related to these themes to
be absent from national fiction products. In international fiction
programs, words or phrases considered inadequate according to
LRSRTV-ME were edited.
At the regulation level, the Center for Homeland Strategic
Security and Protection (Centro Estratégico de Seguridad y
Protección de la Patria, Cesppa) was created. Under the Ministry
of PeopleÊs Power for the Office of the Presidency and Governance
Monitoring, it was established by Presidential Decree 458, October 7,
2013, and published on Official Gazette no. 40266. The decree gives
its director the power to „ascribe the status of reserved, classified
or limited disclosure to any information, fact or circumstance that
the Center for Homeland Strategic Security and Protection comes
to know or processes while exercising its duties‰ (Article 9). The
creation of this agency opens the possibility to censor information or
content of interest to citizens on the grounds of protecting homeland
security. The establishment of such possible restrictions coincides
with senior government officialsÊ public discourse blaming television
and particularly telenovelas by insecurity affecting Venezuela.
Along the year, censorship cases were seen on television information about violence and other contents related to the process of municipal elections held in December 2013. An example
was GlobovisiónÊs Tocando fondo. A special program on insecurity in the country featuring spokespersons of government agencies was recorded, but never aired (IPYS Venezuela, 2013b).
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Regarding restriction of contents linked to electoral matters, in
November 28, 2013, just days before the municipal elections,
the National Electoral Council (Consejo Nacional Electoral,
CNE) ordered channels to remove from their programming campaign spots of candidates Ramón Muchacho, Miguel Flores and
Hector Catalán, of the opposition coalition Mesa de la Unidad
Democrática (MUD), for allegedly violating election legislation.

1.6. Public TV
The Bolivarian Information and Communication System
(Sistema Bolivariano de Información y Comunicación, Sibci) was
created by Decree 9422 and published on Official Gazette no. 40130
(March 18, 2013). Its aims include „coordination, development,
promotion and implementation of the Venezuelan StateÊs integrated
communication and information policies‰ (p. 8). Sibci works under
the Ministry of Popular Power for Communication and Information
(Minci) and replaced the National System of Public Media.10
On the other hand, public television saw a turning point, particularly when it was used as a space for propaganda and to praise the
figure of former president Hugo Chávez and his career as military
officer and politician – in contrast to those mediaÊs obscurity in relation to his illness. Thus, they did not present Venezuelans with any
medical report on the presidentÊs health. However, several official
addresses by then vice president Nicolás Maduro and other senior
spokespersons of the National Executive sustained that president
Chávez was recovering satisfactorily.

1.7. Pay TV
Penetration of subscription-based television reached 57.91%,
or 58%, in every 100 households (Conatel, 2014). Pay-TV compaIt includes the following state-owned media: Venezolana de Televisión, Asamblea Nacional Televisión, Televisora Venezolana Social, YVKE Mundial, ˘vila Televisión, newspaper Correo del Orinoco, Agencia Venezolana de Noticias, Telesur, Vive Televisión,
Alba Radio, Radio del Sur, newspaper Ciudad Caracas, Radio Nacional de Venezuela,
Colombeia Televisión.
10
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nies maintained their growth trend from previous years. Many users
chose this option because its supply is more varied than open televisionÊs. Preferences were distributed according to socioeconomic status as follows: 87.34% (ABC); 64.38% (middle D) and 34.96% (low
E).11 Pay TV was also targeted by the debate on alleged media responsibility for events and violent deaths in the country. On July 23,
2013, a meeting was held between the Minister of Domestic Affairs,
Justice and Peace, Army major general Miguel Rodríguez Torres,
and the president of the Venezuelan Pay TV Chamber (Cámara
Venezolana de Televisión por Suscripción, Cavetesu), Mario Seijas,
at the headquarters of the Bolivarian Intelligence Service (Servicio
Bolivariano de Inteligencia, Sebin) – VenezuelaÊs intelligence police. The meeting produced proposals for joint campaigns to „raise
public awareness‰ on violence and create technological tools for
parents to control the programs and content their children access
and the number of hours they spend watching TV. Cavetesu was
incorporated to the government program Gran misión a toda vida
Venezuela (Sibci, 2013b), intended to tackle crime and violence affecting the country.

1.8. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends
Internet penetration reached 43.15% in 2013, i.e., 43 users per
100 inhabitants and a total of 12,996,541 users, according to preliminary data from the National Telecommunications Commission
(Comisión Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, Conatel) – a 1.04%
increase over 2012. In 2013, 61.62% of all internet service subscriptions were home-based, 31.45% were mobile users, while 6. 94%
were non-residential subscribers (Conatel, 2014).
Slow connection speed is still a challenge for internet in
Venezuela. According to a study by the firm Akamai, „in 2013,
Venezuela ranked second lowest in the Americas with an average
connection speed of 1.5 megabits per second (Mbps)‰ (Akamai,
11
Source: Pay-TV Penetration 2013, AGB Nielsen. Available at: http://www.lamac.org/
venezuela/metricas/total-por-nse.
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quoted by Ðltimas Noticias, 2014). These difficulties were maintained even though vice president and minister of Science and
Technology Jorge Arreaza announced a speed increase in April
2013 to 1,024 kilobytes (Kbps), to reach a maximum of 4 megabytes
(Rojas, 2013).
Restrictions to internet content access were seen in 2013. For
example, on April 14, when a presidential election was held in the
country, the internet service ABA was interrupted for at least four
minutes. It is provided by state-owned Compañía Anónima Nacional
de Teléfonos de Venezuela (CANTV), which offers internet services
to more than 80% of users in the country. Access to the CNE website was also blocked from abroad. Jorge Arreaza said the measure
was taken to prevent possible cyber attacks, announced by international hackers against the website (Arreaza, 2013). Access was also
blocked from Venezuela to URL shortener http.bit.ly, in order to
prevent the use of that tool to disseminate protected accesses to web
portals providing varied information, especially about buying and
selling rates for foreign exchange in the countryÊs black market.12
Mobile telephony penetration, in turn, was 105.95%, which
amounts to 106 lines per 100 inhabitants, thus sustaining the trend
towards more mobile lines than inhabitants (Conatel, 2014). Among
mobile phone users, 69.21% have GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communication) devices, which allow them to connect to the web
and access social media and e-mail (Conatel, 2014). The result
was increased audienceÊs interactivity with authors and cast of fiction programs produced in the country in 2013. When chapters are
broadcast, they interact on Twitter.
The formal launch of Open Digital Television (TDA) adopted
the Japanese Digital Television Standard Integrated Services Digital
Broadcasting-Terrestrial (ISDB-T) and includes new technology
used in Brazil (Gaceta Oficial, no. 40113, 2013). Access to digiConatel blocked at least 50 webpages featuring the unofficial rate of foreign exchange
in the country, and punitive administrative proceedings were opened against eight internet
service providers (IPYS Venezuela, 2013a).
12
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tal television focused on popular segments in Caracas and in 13 of
the 24 states making up the Venezuelan territory. Access to contents
requires a decoder created with Venezuelan technology and distributed by the MPPCT through Communal Councils.
Among possibilities allowing IPTV and Unstream.TV, several
broadcasting spaces were created, which served as alternatives to
present varied information, particularly on the countryÊs political
life.13

2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-American premiere fiction
Table 1. Fiction broadcast in 2013 (national and foreign;
premieres, reruns and co-productions)
Premiere national titles: 54
VENEVISIÓN: 1 national title
1.

Romeo y Julieta (Telenovela)
Argentina
Señora del destino (Telenovela)
47.
Brazil
46.

CANAL I: 1 foreign title

De todas maneras Rosa (Telenovela)
Premiere foreign titles

48. Zona rosa (Series) Colombia

VENEVISIÓN: 18 foreign titles

Co-productions – Premieres

2.

Amo de casa (Sitcom) Colombia

VENEVISIÓN: 3 titles

3.

Amor sincero (Telenovela) Colombia

4.
5.
6.

Amores verdaderos (Telenovela)
Mexico
Corazón indomable (Telenovela)
Mexico
œDónde diablos está Umaña?
(Telenovela) Colombia

7.

El talismán (Telenovela) Mexico

8.

Emperatriz (Telenovela) Mexico

9.

Historias clasificadas (Unitario
series) Colombia

El talismán (Telenovela) Venezuela
– USA
œQuién eres tú? (Telenovela)
50.
Colombia – Mexico – USA
Si me miran tus ojos (Telenovela)
51.
Venezuela – USA
49.

TELEVEN: 3 titles
Dulce amargo (Telenovela) Mexico
– Venezuela
Las bandidas (Telenovela)
53.
Colombia – Mexico – Venezuela
Rosa diamante (Telenovela) Mexico
54.
– USA
52.

13 In 2013, the following were created: aporrea.tvi; (https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC0YpF_HYFeGRGaVxf93FT1Q); Capriles TV (http://caprilestv.ning.com/); EUTV
(http://www.eutv.net/); El Venezolano TV (http://elvenezolano.tv/); Miss Venezuela TV
(http://www.missvenezuela.tv/) and Voluntad Popular TV (http://www.ustream.tv/channel/voluntadpopulartv); among others.
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Reruns: 28

10. La patrona (Telenovela) Mexico
11. La Tempestad (Telenovela) Mexico

1.

VENEVISIÓN: 8 foreign titles

Los exitosos Pérez (Miniseries)
12.
Mexico

2.

Acorralada (Telenovela) USA

13. Mentir para vivir (Series) Mexico

3.

Amor bravío (Telenovela) Mexico

Por siempre mi amor (Telenovela)
14.
Mexico
Qué bonito amor (Telenovela)
15.
Mexico
16. Quererte así (Telenovela) Mexico
Rafael Orozco, el ídolo (Telenovela)
17.
Colombia
Retrato de una mujer (Telenovela)
18.
Colombia
Vivir a destiempo (Telenovela)
19.
Mexico

4.
5.
6.

El Chavo (Series) Mexico

7.

Gotita de amor (Series) Mexico

8.

Los caballeros las prefieren brutas
(Telenovela) Colombia

9.

Soy tu dueña (Telenovela) Mexico

TVES: 2 national titles
20.

Nos vemos en el espejo (Unitario
series/sketches)

TVES: 1 national title
10. Miranda, la serie (Series) Venezuela
TELEVEN: 3 national titles

21. Teresa en tres estaciones (Telenovela)
TVES: 2 foreign titles
22.

India, una historia de amor
(Telenovela) Brazil

23. Río del destino (Telenovela) Brazil
TELEVEN: 20 foreign titles

Carita de ángel (ChildrenÊs series)
Mexico
El Chapulín Colorado (Series)
Mexico

Guayoyo Express (Telenovela)
Venezuela
Nacer contigo (Telenovela)
12.
Venezuela
Toda una dama (Telenovela)
13.
Venezuela
11.

TELEVEN: 2 foreign titles

5 viudas sueltas (Telenovela)
24.
Colombia

14. La Pola (Series) Colombia

25. Amor sin barreras (Series) Mexico

15. Tu voz estéreo (Series) Colombia

26. Corazón valiente (Telenovela) USA

LA TELE: 1 national titles

Corona de lágrimas (Telenovela)
27.
Mexico
28. Dama y obrero (Telenovela) USA

16. Sirena (Telenovela) Venezuela
LA TELE: 2 foreign titles

A cada quien su santo (Unitario
29. Destino (Telenovela) Mexico
17.
series) Mexico
Chocolate con pimienta
30. Destinos cruzados (Telenovela) Chile 18.
(Telenovela) Brazil
El rostro de la venganza (Telenovela)
19. El Clon (Telenovela) Brazil
31.
USA
32. Grachi (Youth Telenovela) USA

20. Terra nostra (Telenovela) Brazil

Historias de la virgen morena
33.
(Unitario series) Mexico

21. Vecinos (Telenovela) Colombia
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La magia de Sofía (ChildrenÊs
Telenovela) Colombia
La otra cara del alma (Telenovela)
35.
Mexico

CANAL I: 1 foreign title

34.

22.

Infieles anónimos (Telenovela)
Colombia

36. La selección (Telenovela) Colombia

Co-productions – Reruns

Las santísimas (Telenovela)
37.
Colombia

VENEVISIÓN: 1 foreign title

38. Los canarios (Series) Colombia

23.

TELEVEN: 4 foreign titles

39. Marido en alquiler (Telenovela) USA
40. Pasión prohibida (Telenovela) USA

24.

41. Pobre Rico (Telenovela) Colombia

25.

42. Por ella soy Eva (Telenovela) Mexico 26.
43. Santa diabla (Telenovela) USA

27.

LA TELE: 4 foreign titles
44.

El color del pecado (Telenovela)
Brazil

45.

Nuevo rico, nuevo pobre
(Telenovela) Colombia

Los años dorados (Series)
Venezuela – USA
Decisiones (Series) Colombia –
Mexico – USA – Porto Rico
Isa TKM + (Series) Venezuela –
Colombia – USA
Rosas y espinas (Unitario series)
Venezuela – Mexico
Un refugio para el amor
(Telenovela) Venezuela – Mexico
LA TELE: 1 foreign title

28

La loba herida (Telenovela)
Venezuela - Spain
Total titles: 82

Source: Obitel Venezuela

Table 1 presents all open TV fiction broadcast in the country,
that is, 82 titles. It focuses on Latin American programs and excludes
those produced in other contexts as well as in the U.S. However, we
consider important to mention that, in 2013, nine titles were premiered and there were seven reruns. They came from Canada, South
Korea, China and Romania, reflecting international flows of fiction
coming to Venezuela in which particularly Asian programs – known
as Doramas – appear each year. One of them – Escalera al cielo
– (Venevisión – South Korea) was number nine in the top ten of
2013. However, it was excluded from the analysis because it does
not come from Latin America. These productions bring new elements to the imaginary of Latin American audiences.
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Table 2. Premiere fiction in 2013: countries of origin
Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL (total)

3

5.7

197

3.9

128:39

3.3

IBERO-AMERICAN
(total)

51

94.4

5019

96.2

3878:10

96.8

Argentina

1

1.9

155

3.0

116:00

3.0

Brazil

4

7.4

509

9.8

382:00

9.7

Chile

1

1.9

13

0.2

19:00

0.5

Colombia

15

27.8

1275

24.4

1034:00

26.3

Ecuador

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Spain

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

USA (Hispanic
production)

6

11.1

730

14.0

536:00

13.8

Mexico

17

31.5

1575

30.2

1170:00

29.8

Peru

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Venezuela

4

7.4

321

6.2

221:00

5.6

Latin American
(Obitel)

49

90.7

4601

88.2

0:00

0.0

Latin American
(off Obitel)

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Others (productions
and co-productions
from other Latin
American/IberoAmerican countries)

6

11.1

638

12.2

400:00:00

10.3

Total

54

100.0

5216

100.0

4006:49:00

100.0

Country

Source: Obitel Venezuela

Two elements stand out in Table 2. The first one is the number
of titles produced and premiered in Venezuela in 2013. Of three premieres, two are sequels of programs broadcast in 2012, namely: Nos
vemos en el espejo (TVES) and Teresa en tres estaciones (TVES).
Only one – De todas maneras Rosa (Venevisión) – is truly a premiere. This shows that VenezuelaÊs capacity to produce serial fiction
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was reduced to the minimum – the lowest level compared to previous
years: 2009 (15 national titles); 2010 (9 national titles); 2011 (13 national titles); 2012 (13 national titles); and 2013 (one national title)14
– a clear sign of the countryÊs economic crisis. Colombia and Mexico
are VenezuelaÊs main fiction suppliers. Even though Argentina and
Chile are listed as suppliers, they do it in a very low proportion – two
titles – for a total of 3.8% of programs broadcast. This is explained
by the prices of audiovisual products, package sales, and particularly by partnerships established by the main channels featuring
fiction (Venevisión and Televen) with both countries. Once again,
the impossibility of public service television (Tves) to deliver on its
promise to produce quality fiction series for Venezuelans is clear,
even when there are resources earmarked, alliances with the Social
Responsibility Fund and with the Independent National Producers
(Productores Nacionales Independientes, PNI).15
As shown in Table 3, the main slot for national fiction is prime
time, while foreign titles are distributed throughout the day and
there are also titles in the morning. This is explained by variations
in programming, especially in the case of Televen and Venevisión,
which often change theirs without warning users.

14
Even though Venevisión announced, earlier this year (January 2013), the premiere of
seven Venezuelan telenovelas in presale, namely Los secretos De Lucía, De todas maneras Rosa, Todas quieren con Marcos, Mala junta, Corazón esmeralda, Amores mágicos
and Ponte de pie, while Tves announced Guerreras y centauros, and Televen announced
Buscando a Larissa Duarte and Las fieras.
15
Note Nicolás Maduro statements about that: „HereÊs a surprise. I invite actors, actresses in television, theater and film... writers, lighting professionals, cameramen, technicians, experts in photography, etc., etc., directors... because we will install a large
production center for Venezuelan and Latin American telenovelas, and we support them
with everything, so that the best telenovelas can come out of Venezuela, and the best series, the best documentaries known in the history of television in our country‰ (Noticiero
Digital, 2013).

19

197

Prime time (19:00-22:59)

Nighttime (23:00-5:59)

Total

%

H

128:00:00

13:00:00

105:00:00

10:00:00

0:00:00

%

5019

907

1713

2260

139

C/E

%

99.9

19.1

29.8

48.2

2.8

H

709:30:00

1106:55:00

1956:00:00

105:35:00

3878:00:00

Source: Obitel Venezuela

100.0

10.2

82.0

7.8

0.0

Ibero-American
%

99.9

19.1

29.8

48.2

2.8

5216

926

1876

2275

139

C/E

0.0

0.0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

Series

Miniseries

Telemovie

Unitario

Docudrama

Others (soap opera, etc.)

Total

100.0

33.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

%

66.7

Titles

197

16

0

0

0

0

0

181

%

128:00:00

8:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

120:00:00

100.0

6.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

93.8

Source: Obitel Venezuela

100.0

8.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

91.9

Titles

National

51

1

0

1

0

0

7

42

Titles

%

100.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

13.7

82.4

%

100.0

17.8

36.0

43.6

2.7

5016

130

0

52

0

0

579

4255

100.0

2.6

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

11.5

84.8

Titles

H

3878:00:00

130:00:00

0:00:00

39:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

437:00:00

3272:00:00

%

4006:00:00

722:30:00

1211:55:00

1966:00:00

105:35:00

Total

Ibero-American

Table 4. Formats of national and Ibero-American fiction

100.0

9.6

82.7

7.6

0.0

National

Telenovela

Time slot

15

163

Afternoon (13:00-18:59)

0

C/E

Morning (6:00-12:59)

Time slot

Table 3: Chapters/Episodes and hours broadcast by time slot
%

100.0

3.4

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

11.3

84.4

100.0

18.0

30.3

49.1

2.6
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Table 4 shows that the only remaining premiere fiction is telenovela, which can be explained from the economic point of view by
the production possibilities it offers, since a long and complex history can be built from a few scenarios. In the case of Venezuela, the
only different format is Nos vemos en el espejo, a unitario series in
the form of sketches in which humor is explored through a series of
situations experienced by a group of people working in a TV station,
focused on self-referential themes.
Table 5. Formats of national fiction by time slot
Morning

%

Afternoon

%

Prime
time

%

Nighttime

%

Total

%

Telenovela

0

0.0

1

100.0

1

50.0

0

0.0

2

66.7

Series

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Telemovie

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Unitario

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Others
(soap
opera,
etc.)

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

50.0

0

0.0

1

33.3

Total

0

0.0

1

100.0

2

100.0

0

0.0

3

100.0

Formats

Source: Obitel Venezuela

Corresponding to Table 3, Table 5 serves to confirm that, as in
the case of national fiction, the main time slot is prime time. That is
in line with results shown in previous yearsÊ Yearbooks, which may
be pointed out as a trend for the country.
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Table 6. Time period in which fiction is set
Titles

%

Present

Time

51

94.4

Period

3

5.6

Historical

0

0.0

Others

0

0.0

Total

54

100.0

Source: Obitel Venezuela

Preference for productions set in the present is maintained,
which again is due to production reasons. Only three productions
recreated specific times – two from Colombia, Amor Sincero (19722010) and Rafael Orozco, el ídolo (1975-1992), and one from
Brazil, Señora del destino (1968-2004) – even though they referred
to recent times not beyond the end of the 20th century.
Table 7. The ten most watched titles: origin, rating, share
Country of
origin
of idea
or
script

Title

Producer

Name of
Chan- scriptwriter
Rating Share
nel
or author of
original idea

1.

Amor
sincero

Colombia

Vista producciones for
VenevRCN Televi- isión
sión

Andrés
Salgado and
Natalia
Ospina

6.28%

28.62%

2.

Rafael
Orozco, el
ídolo

Colombia

Caracol Tele- Venevvisión
isión

Arleth
Castillo

5.85%

27.06%

3.

Telemundo
José Ignacio
Studios and
VenezuVenev- Cabrujas and
La patrona
Argos Comuela
isión
Julio César
nicación for
Mármol
Telemundo

5.47%

25.51%

4.

Corazón
indomable

5.36%

36.14%

Mexico

Televisa

Venevisión

Inés Rodena
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Cenpro Televisión for
VenevRCN Televi- isión
sión

5.

Retrato de
una mujer

Colombia

6.

De todas
maneras
Rosa

Venezuela

Venevisión

7.

Emperatriz

Venezuela

TV Azteca

8.

Amores
verdaderos

Argentina

9.

Mentir
para vivir

Por
10. siempre
mi amor

Mónica
Agudelo
Tenorio

5.14%

34.44%

VenevCarlos Pérez
isión

4.92%

23.25%

Venevisión

José Ignacio
Cabrunas

4.78%

33.51%

Televisa

Venev- Marcela Citisión
terio

4.76%

30.72%

Mexico
– Italy

Televisa

Venev- María Zaratisión
tini Dan

4.51%

33.57%

Argentina

Televisa

Venevisión

3.85%

30.06%

Abel Santa
Cruz

Total productions: 10

Foreign scripts: 7

100%

70%
Source: Obitel Venezuela

On the other hand, there was significant predominance of foreign titles within the top ten, which included only one Venezuelan
telenovela: De todas maneras Rosa. Similarly, there were two productions made in Mexico with original screenplays or adaptations
from Venezuelan authors: Emperatriz, de José Ignacio Cabrujas,
and La patrona, an original screenplay by José Ignacio Cabrujas
and Julio César Mármol, corresponding to La dueña, adapted by
Valentina Párraga.
Table 8. The ten most watched titles: format, length, time slot
Title

Format

Genre

Number of Dates of first
chap./ep. and last broad(in 2013)
cast (in 2013)

Time slot

Amor
sincero

Telenovela Tribute

59

Aug. 5, 2013 –
(cont.)

19:00 –
22:00

Rafael
2. Orozco, el
ídolo

Telenovela Tribute

169

Feb. 19, 2012 –
Aug. 6, 2013

19:00 –
22:00

1.
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3. La patrona

Telenovela

Drama

138

March 12, 2013
– Sept. 3, 2013

19:00 –
22:00

4.

Corazón
indomable

Telenovela

Melodrama

182

April 3, 2013 –
Nov. 26, 2013

12:00 –
19:00

5.

Retrato de
una mujer

Telenovela

Drama

42

Oct. 1, 2012 –
Feb. 20, 2013

12:00 –
19:00

De todas
6. maneras
Rosa

Telenovela

Dramedy

116

June 25, 2013
– (cont.)

19:00 –
22:00

7. Emperatriz

Telenovela

Melodrama

48

Jan. 2, 2013 –
Aug. 26, 2013

12:00 –
19:00

8.

Amores
verdaderos

Telenovela

Drama

152

Jan. 2, 2013 –
July 15, 2013

12:00 –
19:00

9.

Mentir
para vivir

Telenovela

Drama

94

April 3, 2013 –
(cont.)

12:00 –
19:00

Por siempre
Telenovela
mi amor

Melodrama

35

Nov. 25, 2013 –
(cont.)

12:00 –
19:00

10.

Source: Obitel Venezuela

Importantly, the two titles heading the top ten belong to the
genre Tribute Telenovelas (Amor sincero and Rafael Orozco, el ídolo), showing how the cult to famous figures has permeated our audience, even though they are not set in the Venezuelan context. This
item may open a door for the countryÊs television drama.
Table 9. Themes in the ten most watched titles (*)
Title

Prevailing themes (up
to five most important
themes)

Social themes (up to five most
important themes)

1.

Amor sincero

IdolsÊ life, love,
infidelity.

Domestic violence, overcoming
personal difficulties, promotion of
local culture.

2.

Rafael Orozco,
el ídolo

IdolsÊ life, love,
betrayal, envy.

Local culture and identity, social
mobility, gunmen.

3.

La patrona

Revenge, power cult,
lies, betrayal.

Social mobility, machoism,
gender and femininity, corruption,
migration.

4.

Corazón
indomable

Identity change,
revenge, love, betrayal.

Social classes; country/city
duality, social mobility, disability,
non-traditional families.
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5.

Retrato de una
mujer

Abandonment, betrayal,
deceit.

Social mobility, female
autonomy, decision making.

6.

De todas
maneras Rosa

Love at first sight,
deceit, behavioral
disorders.

Social disability, social mobility,
sexual diversity, social classes.

7.

Emperatriz

Deceit, betrayal,
injustice, revenge.

Change of identity, solidarity,
adoption.

8.

Amores
verdaderos

Love, infidelity,
success.

Social classes, country/city
duality, bulimia, femininities

9.

Mentir para
vivir

Change of identity,
murder, deceit, heritage.

Corruption, migration, solidarity,
promotion of local landscape.

10.

Por siempre
mi amor

Love, betrayal, evil,
lies, murder.

Misogyny, corruption, promotion
of local landscape, overcoming
personal difficulties.

Source: Obitel Venezuela

Although themes typical of the telenovela genre prevail, new
ones emerge that highlight some practices present in the Latin
American context, such as the need for social mobility, migration
and country/city duality. They also include problems that persist in
our countries, especially those related to global gender issues – such
as domestic violence, misogyny and sexual diversity. Social disability (personality disorder) also reappears in national fiction as humor,
so that mental illnesses are made visible as in La mujer perfecta
(2010-2011) and Asperger syndrome.

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Amor sincero

Rafael Orozco,
el ídolo

La patrona

Corazón
indomable

Retrato de una
mujer

De todas
maneras Rosa

Emperatriz

Amores
verdaderos

Mentir para
vivir

Por siempre
mi amor

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Channel
Women

1

Tiles

5.00%

5.12%

5.46%

5.84%

5.70%

6.28%

6.59%

6.40%

6.53%

7.10%

Men

3.20%

3.87%

3.56%

3.67%

4.10%

3.94%

4.08%

4.50%

5.13%

5.43%

4-11

Gender %

5.05%

4.17%

5.21%

3.76%

4.42%

3.92%

4.61%

4.46%

5.14%

6.09%

18-24

3.98%

5.14%

5.33%

3.88%

4.50%

3.92%

5.03%

4.88%

5.35%

6.32%

25-34

Source: Obitel Venezuela

4.50%

5.05%

5.82%

6.06%

3.44%

7.07%

7.04%

7.63%

7.28%

6.13%

12-17

3.56%

3.13%

3.80%

3.36%

3.88%

3.33%

3.93%

4.20%

5.10%

4.95%

35-49

Age %

4.05%

4.21%

3.84%

5.01%

4.67%

5.54%

4.79%

5.64%

5.33%

5.81%

50+

7.92%

7.08%

5.97%

6.96%

6.84%

8.10%

8.65%

7.96%

8.86%

9.13%

AB

0.40%

0.36%

1.07%

1.94%

0.95%

2.30%

1.41%

1.11%

1.21%

0.85%

C

2.10%

2.43%

1.86%

3.06%

2.48%

3.82%

3.23%

2.86%

2.44%

2.75%

DE

10.20%

10.34%

10.57%

10.94%

10.79%

11.27%

12.18%

12.30%

13.06%

14.17%

Socioeconomic status %

Table 10. Audience profile of the ten most watched titles: gender, age, socioeconomic status
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Audience preference was focused on Venevisión in 2013, even
though it only produced and premiered one national title. On the
other hand, preference for Doramas begins to emerge – for instance,
Escalera al cielo (2003), which was within the top ten as already
mentioned. This type of production appears for the first time in
VenevisiónÊs programming grid. Time slots with highest viewing
in the top ten are prime time (40%) and afternoon (60%). De todas maneras Rosa, the only nationally-produced premiere fiction,
although ranked in the top ten, was only in sixth place, differently
from previous years when the first place was for Venezuelan productions.

3. Transmedia reception
The telenovela De todas maneras Rosa was selected for transmedia reception analysis. It was broadcast by Venevisión and it was
the only national premiere production also in the top ten. Venevisión
reported the highest ratings in recent years and incorporated digital
content on different platforms to generate interaction and contact
with the public. The telenovela had a space on the channelÊs website,
including complete chapters, photographs, behind-the-camera content, videos with charactersÊ invitations, spaces for comments, etc. It
also featured profiles or spaces on Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.
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Table 11. Transmedia fiction: types of interaction and prevailing
practices
Selected
fiction

Channel/
Production
company

De todas
Venevisión
maneras
Rosa

Websites

Types of
transmedia
interaction

Official website
http://www.venevision.net/detodasmanerasrosa

Transmedia
viewing

Twitter
https://twitter.com/
detodasrosavv

Transmedia
viewing

You Tube
http://www.youtube.
com/user/venevisionnovela

Transmedia
viewing

Facebook
https://www.faceTransmedia
book.com/DeTodas
viewing
ManerasRosa?fref=ts

Interactivity
levels

Users’
prevailing
practices

Active

Comment
Criticism
Recommendation
Survey

Active

Comment
Recommendation
Sharing

Active

Criticism
Comment

Active

Comment
Criticism
Recommendation

Source: Obitel Venezuela

The telenovelaÊs Facebook16 fan page was selected for analysis because it is the most complete type of interaction and for the
prevailing practices it allows. The page provides resources such as
links for users to access the telenovelaÊs official website and watch
full chapters after they have been broadcast. It also allows viewing
promotional videos with charactersÊ messages to the audience.
The page has 36,864 fans. During the last broadcasting week –
between Saturday 11 and Friday 17, in January 2014 – 279 people
were talking about it. Seven posts were published during those days,
totaling 1,375 people who „liked‰ those contents; 214 left a comment and 113 shared some of the content on their own Facebook

16
It was created on January 23, 2013 and its link is https://www.facebook.com/DeTodasManerasRosa. It is linked to Venevisión website http://www.venevision.com.
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profiles. The most „likes‰ (360) and comments (60) went to a
January 17, 2014 post inviting the audience to watch the final chapter. A message published with a photograph of the protagonists read:
„Today, do not miss the final chapter of De todas maneras Rosa at 9
pm on Venevision!‰ User Annelys Soto wrote: „IÊll never miss the
last chapters of my favorite telenovela‰, while Josué Daniel Portillo
said: „Myyy God, I wonder whatÊs gonna happen‰. Some fans took
advantage of the space to write their complaints or criticism about
the approaching end of the telenovela. „Very sad IÊve read somewhere that this telenovela would have 130 chapters such an abrupt
ending does not seem good to me but since weÊve come this far no
way IÊve followed it from the first chapter and I loved it so I will
not miss the end‰, Natalia Osuna posted. Carolina Rincón, in turn,
asked: „Why will they cut it at 120 if itÊs 130 chapters?‰ Some used
comments to announce to their Facebook friends that they would not
be available in the evening to answer phone calls or respond messages since they would be watching the telenovela. Others reported
how they prepared themselves to watch the final chapter. „LOL this
appeared to me on Facebook and I really have no idea why but I tell
you why IÊm going nowhere Friday night you can call me at home
after 10 pm‰, wrote Jesús Enrique Reyes as a reply to the post in
which people invited him to watch the final chapter.
Interactive viewing was the prevailing type of interaction on
this social media. Besides the links to access full chapters and
promotional videos, which can be shared on usersÊ profiles, website administrators posted daily questions about what would happen to some characters, in order to promote usersÊ participation.
Promotional videos were exclusive for those entering the telenovelaÊs official website or Facebook profile and were not broadcast on
television. They had charactersÊ messages to the audience, where, in
a confessional tone, they gave them some clues about what would
happen in the next chapters. Similarly, the fan page showed exclusive photo galleries, with behind-the-cameras content on the most
striking scenes. Interactivity in that social media was active and re-
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flected in the following key practices: comments, usersÊ criticisms
and recommendations for other people to watch the telenovela.

4. Highlights of the year
As stated in the title of this chapter, one of the highlights of the
year is the creation of a television for the Armed Forces. It stands
out for two reasons: 1. It demonstrates how power and the militaristic outlook extend over VenezuelansÊ several life scenarios; 2. From
the StateÊs point of view, this is one of the ideal scenarios to change
public TV and especially to generate quality content. The channel
has correspondents in the seven Comprehensive Defense Strategic
Regions (Regiones Estratégicas de Defensa Integral, REDI) and
the so-called Bolivarian National Militia, which is inspired by
the so-called civil-military union. „It is the people in arms, it is a
complementary force to the Bolivarian National Force, as stated
in Article 44 of the Organic Law of the Bolivarian National Force
dated February 2, 2010‰ (GBG, 2014). Announcing the creation of
TVFANB17, president Maduro stated:
I was saying to my fellow countrymen that we
canÊt simply accept that only the bourgeoisie develops such an important space to humanity in the
world as TV and communication, and that they
end up imposing their anti-values of violence, pornography, sometimes of ridiculism (sic), no... Of,
say, messages banalizing how deep human feelings can be, in love, in family life, in married life.
We are going to build – weÊve said it and weÊll do
it – a new television culture from Venezuela and to
Venezuela, and weÊll share it with our brothers in
the world. A television culture for life, for work,
Its programming includes Zona militar, Médicos de cabecera, Camino por la revolución, Cocinando con la tropa, Tecnofanb and Adrenalina militar as clear government
propaganda.
17
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for productivity, for peace, for true love, for the
good of humankind.18

That is, a path of good intentions for TV, which is promoted
from cooperation with the Armed Forces and not from the areas already created, for example, Sibci, universities or independent audiovisual production spaces.19
The second element that stands out is the announcement of
the production of a communal telenovela to empower the so-called
communes – forms of organization based on the Organic Law of
Communes (2010) and which will be part of the TV Comunas
project. The idea was voiced by Roberto Messuti, who claimed
they would be made under the same production scheme of private
companies, but with different content and purpose. They „will have
content and a message that let us know that there is more to our
neighborhoods than bad things, that in popular segments there are
good, hardworking people‰ (Messuti on El Universal/AFP, 2013).
The telenovela is supposed to be recorded in the neighborhood
known as „The Homeless‰, in CaracasÊs El Valle parish.
In this context of community-based creation, a montage
workshop was jointly produced with Vive TV, Popular and Latin
American School of Cinema (Escuela Popular y Latinoamericana
de Cine, Eplacite), Teletambores community television, and
the National Association of Social Networks and Organizations
(Asociación Nacional de Redes y Organizaciones Sociales,
Anros). It resulted in the feature film Rumbo a la comuna (2013).
One of the questions that serves as a premise to the workshops is:

18
„Presidente Maduro anuncia creación de TVFANB, el canal de las Fuerzas Armadas de
Venezuela.‰ Available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LB4iJI-RIPE.
19
At the opening of the military channel, he said it is meant „to do the military and communications revolution. The challenge is ours to build a new television culture‰. But he
acknowledged that „sometimes, not always, we make boring television. There are comrades who believe that making very boring TV is very revolutionary. Then, no one watches
it‰. In: „Presidente Maduro anuncia creación de TV FANB, el canal de las Fuerzas Armadas de Venezuela‰. Available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LB4iJI-RIPE.
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how could a revolutionary telenovela be created? It starts from
the idea of „training creators who are sensible and able to find a
technical solution to an art problem without resorting to Western
and commercial stereotypes‰ (Eplacite, 2013b). Under the same
production model, the first episode of the drama series La vuelta
was created at Eplacite in 2009 in cooperation with the association
Cooperativa Procine (Venezuela) and FranceÊs National School of
Image and Sound Crafts (Fémis). „Our goal was twofold: to form
a group of educators on popular fiction within the channel and to
create the first episode of a fiction production freed from mainstream
telenovela. If our humor, our ways of speaking and feeling, our music
and our literature, if our revolutionary process provide us with a host
of characters, conflicts, actions and feelings able to decolonize our
dreams, then what are we waiting for to expropriate fiction from
private media?‰ (Eplacite, 2013a)
In this context, several audiovisual contents related to the death
of former president Hugo Chávez are seen. They seek to pay tribute
to his memory and are an emotional propaganda strategy mainly
directed at his followers. Titles generated in 2013 include: Hasta
siempre comandante Chávez (animation); El arañero de Sabaneta
(documentary); Cuentos del arañero (animation series); Las batalles de Chávez (documentary); Chávez, el gigante invicto (documentary); among others.
Moreover, as a result of the decline in national fiction
production, networks set out to find the best foreign telenovela
options to fill screens. This search included the notorious dispute
between state-owned Televisora Venezolana Social (Tves) and
subscription channel Venevisión Plus, part of the Cisneros Group,
which owns private channel Venevisión, over broadcasting rights
of Brazilian telenovela Avenida Brasil. In June 2013, Tves director
general William Castillo denounced that the Cisneros Group,
through Venevisión Plus, sabotaged negotiations to purchase
Avenida Brasil, which the channel had allegedly already prenegotiated (Franceschi, 2013).
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Important productions include documentary series País admirable, whose central theme was Simon BolívarÊs journey from
Cúcuta (Colombia) to Caracas, known as the Admirable Campaign,
as part of the quest to make Venezuela independent from the Spanish
crown. That production was made with public money from the Fund
for Social Responsibility, managed by government agency Conatel
and supported by taxes paid by radio and television operators. It
had six chapters and was broadcast by state-owned Televisora
Venezolana Social (Tves).

5. Topic of the year: transmedia production strategies in television fiction
In 2013, more than transmedia production, Venezuelan networks focused on actions to reinforce invitation to the audience to
interact through social media, specially Twitter. That was done on
official accounts of TV channels and programs, series or telenovelas
by creating hashtags for each broadcast and through live reading of
usersÊ several posts, in the case of entertainment and news programs.
That was the big bet of television stations. Promotion of interaction
on Facebook was lower. Despite this, channels sustained last yearÊs
transmedia strategies, which basically included presentation on
their websites of galleries, summaries and promotions of chapters
of series and telenovelas, both on their respective websites and on
Facebook and Twitter official accounts, where people commented.
Digital platforms underwent several changes. Tves and Canal I refreshed their designs in order to connect them to new images on
screen. But it was precisely that: an image change, since transmedia
strategies continued the same, only with the difference that, in the
case of Tves, its website featured promotions or calls for every chapter of the series and telenovelas that were broadcast. Those promotions were also available on the Youtube channel tvesaldia. Another
highlight is the launch of La TeleÊs website, with broadcasting
times, synopses, photo galleries and lists of its programs throughout
the year. Public interaction is not possible on that website as well as
on those of Tves and Canal I.
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Venevisión continued its strategy of presenting behind-thecameras videos, exclusive interviews with interactions on Facebook
and Twitter (the most influential social media in the country) with
cast from its telenovelas and series on its website venevision.net. It
was a distinctive feature of its transmedia proposal.
VenevisiónÊs website was the only one to continue showing
whole chapters of its telenovelas, which were also on the internet
through the networkÊs Youtube channels. This year, Venevisión
chose to create a single channel on its website (Venevisión Novelas)
to broadcast its dramas to audiences rather than having one channel
for each telenovela as it had done the previous year. By the end of
2013, the channel had over 24 thousand subscriptions, and chapters
of several of its old productions could be watched on it, not just
those that are being currently broadcast. Las amazonas, Girasoles
para Lucía and more recent ones like œVieja yo? and La viuda joven
make up the list of dramas. Despite having over 24 thousand subscribers, some of its videos were viewed more than 200 thousand
times, showing that users were not always encouraged to subscribe
to the channel.
The same strategy was used by Televen as part of its digital
proposal Televen 10.0 (promoting its digital platforms) by posting
some broadcasts of programs like Chataing, Misión Emilio, Se ha
dicho, Detrás de las cámaras, El avispero and the campaign for
social responsibility and promotion of values #ponteavaler on its
Youtube channel Televen TV. It is the only one for all of the channelÊs productions, unlike Venevisión, which had a Youtube channel
for drama and another one for information). By the end of the year,
the channel had over 26 thousand subscribers and videos with over
100 thousand views, which again demonstrates the lack of motivation of the public to subscribe.
The main strategy implemented by Venevisión and Televen
in 2013 was the presentation of Twitter hashtags at the bottom
right of their screens (#SeHaDicho, #DeTodasManerasRosa,
#SoyMásTristeQue, etc.) to encourage public participation through
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that social media. It is a recurring activity that has taken spaces from
other media, showing TwitterÊs influence on the countryÊs media
spectrum.
At the beginning of each newscast, opinion or varieties program, official accounts on Twitter were announced for both the programs themselves and their hosts, and the public was invited to tweet
with certain hashtags, many of which made national trending topics.
Major television channels have their own official Twitter accounts. The one with the largest number of followers in 2013, according to the ranking of Twven (website that keeps track of Twitter
statistics in the country), was VenevisiónÊs (@venevision, over 2
million), followed by TelevenÊs (@TelevenTV, over 600 thousand),
TVESÊs (@tvesaldia, over 200 thousand), Canal IÊs (@canal_i, over
80 thousand) and La TeleÊs (@LaTeleOficial, over 20 thousand). On
those platforms, all channels promoted their products and, in the
case of La Tele and Canal I (those with the lowest number of followers), retweeted some usersÊ publications. No account replied to users. Although VenevisiónÊs account had the most followers in 2013,
it was not the one generating the most interactions. By March 24,
2013, according to data from Twven itself, TelevenÊs account was
the most influential among Venezuelan television channels, with
a Klout Score of 83.77.20 In fact, it was the sixth most influential
account in Venezuela. VenevisiónÊs reached 73.60, being the 124th
most influential in the country. TVESÊs reached 68.33 – the 399th
highest in the country. Canal IÊs and La TeleÊs accounts are not listed
in the ranking of 500 most influential accounts. The most influential
television Twitter accounts included Súper sábado sensacional (@
sssensacional, 77.14), La bomba (@LaBomba_Televen, 70.43), El
Noticiero de Televen (@El_Noticiero, 68.62), La vida es hoy (@
LaVidaEsHoyTV, 68.03) and Chataing (@ChataingTV, 67.83).

20
The website Twven works with the Klout index, which measures the online influence of
brands or people. On Twitter accounts, it is based on retweets, replies, conversations and
interactions that generate the posts. The influence index ranges from 0 to 100 Available
at: Twven.com.
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However, the most influential accounts were personal ones
belonging to stationsÊ actors/actresses and hosts, as shown by the
ranking of the website Twven. The public preferred to interact directly with cast members, rather than with their official accounts
(no fiction account was among the list of 500 most influential
Twitter accounts in the country). Thus, the most influential artists
by March 2013 were Gaby Espino (@gabyespino, 82.17), Reinaldo
Zavarce (@PECHE84, 80.87), Gabriela Spanic (@gabyspanic,
80.37), Luis Chataing (@LuisChataing, 78.80) and Mónica Spear
(@MonicaSpear, 78.63). Interaction occurred not only with the audience but among artists themselves, since news are often generated
by public figuresÊ discussions, conflicts, or controversial statements
made on Twitter.
It is vital to point out that Twitter does not reach the majority
of the Venezuelans, and account holders are a minority (6.4 million
through February 2012, according to latest official figures available
on the website Twven21, as difficult as it might be to establish such
figure, because it depends on information provided by users, which,
in turn, depend on a geolocator, seldom used in Venezuela for safety
reasons).
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TOP TEN TV FICTION IN OBITEL COUNTRIES

ARGENTINA
1. Dulce amor
Production: L. C. Acción
Producciones, Telefe
Direction: Mauro Scandolari,
Hugo Alejandro Moser
Script: Quique Estevanez, Marcelo
Nacci, Laura Barneix
Cast: Sebastián Estevanez, Juan
Darthés, Carina Zampini, Segundo
Cernadas, Laura Novoa
2. Solamente vos
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Rodolfo Antúnez,
Claudio Ferrari
Script: Marta Betoldi, Daniel
Cúparo, Lily Ann Martin, Mario
Segade
Cast: Adrián Suar, Natalia Oreiro,
Muriel Santa Ana, Claudia Fontán,
Juan Minujín
3. Farsantes
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Daniel Barone, Jorge
Bechara
Script: Mario Segade, Carolina
Aguirre
Cast: Julio Chávez, Griselda
Siciliani, Facundo Arana, Benjamín
Vicuña, Alfredo Casero
4. Vecinos en guerra
Production: Underground
Producciones, Endemol, Telefe

Direction: Victoria Goyeneche,
Miguel Colom
Script: Ernesto Korovsky, Silvina
Fredjkes, Alejandro Quesada
Cast: Diego Torres, Eleonora
Wexler, Mónica Antonópulos,
Marco Antonio Caponi, Mike
Amigorena
5. Mis amigos de siempre
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Rodolfo Antúnez,
Sebastián Pivotto
Script: Jorge Maestro, Claudio
Lacelli
Cast: Gonzalo Heredia, Nicolás
Vázquez, Calu Rivero, Agustina
Cherri
6. Sos mi hombre
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Martín Saban,
Sebastián Pivotto
Script: Calderone
Cast: Luciano Castro, Celeste Cid,
Gabriel Goity, Gonzalo Valenzuela,
Ludovico Di Santo
7. Mi Amor, mi amor
Production: El ˘rbol, Endemol
Direction: Mariano Ardanaz
Script: Max Holdo
Cast: Juan Gil Navarro, Jazmín
Stuart, Brenda Gandini, Federico
DÊElía, Inés Palombo
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8. Aliados
Production: Cris Morena Group
Direction: Carlos Luna
Script: Leandro Calderone
Cast: Peter Lanzani, Oriana
Sabatini, Mariel Percossi, Agustín
Bernasconi, Julián Serrano

2. Amor à vida
Production: Globo
Direction: Mauro Mendonça Filho
Script: Walcyr Carrasco
Cast: Antonio Fagundes, Mateus
Solano, Suzana Vieira, Paolla
Oliveira, Malvino Salvador

9. Historias de corazón real
Production: Telefe
Direction: Omar Aiello, Grendel
Resquin, Pablo Vázquez, Gustavo
Luppi, Diego Sánchez
Script: Esther Feldman (general
coordinator)
Cast: Virginia Lago, Carolina
Papaleo, Florencia Raggi, Miguel
˘ngel Solá, Mario Pasik

3. Sangue bom
Production: Globo
Direction: Carlos Araújo (replaced
by Dennis Carvalho in May)
Script: Maria Adelaide Amaral,
Vincent Villari
Cast: Marco Pigossi, Sophie
Charlotte, Fernanda Vasconcellos,
Humberto Carrão, Isabelle
Drummond, Jayme Matarazzo

10. Taxxi, amores cruzados
Production: Endemol, Azteka
Films, Ctv Contenidos, Telefe
Direction: Diego Palacio, Viviana
Guadarrama, Juan Pablo Laplace
Script: Osvaldo Canis, Marisa
Quiroga
Cast: Gabriel Corrado, Catherine
Fulop, Nicolás Riera, Rocío
Igarzábal, Jorge Marrale

4. Guerra dos sexos
Production: Globo
Direction: Jorge Fernando
Script: Silvio de Abreu
Cast: Tony Ramos, Irene Ravache,
Glória Pires, Edson Celulari,
Mariana Ximenes

BRAZIL
1. Salve Jorge
Production: Globo
Direction: Marcos Schechtman,
Fred Mayrink
Script: Glória Perez
Cast: Nanda Costa, Rodrigo
Lombardi, Giovanna Antonelli,
Claudia Raia, Totia Meirelles

5. Tapas & beijos (3rd season)
Production: Globo
Direction: Maurício Farias,
Daniela Braga, Clara Kutner
Script: Claudio Paiva
Cast: Fernanda Torres, Andrea
Beltrão, Fábio Assunção, Vladimir
Brichta, Otavio Muller
6. A grande família (13th season)
Production: Globo
Direction: Luis Felipe Sá, Guel
Arraes
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Script: Oduvaldo Vianna Filho,
Armando Costa
Cast: Marco Nanini, Marieta
Severo, Pedro Cardoso, Lúcio
Mauro Filho, Guta Stresser

Bernstein, Ricardo Hofstetter
Cast: Thiago Rodrigues, Juliana
Paiva, Alexandre Borges, Antonio
Calloni, Cássio Gabus Mendes,
Carolina Ferraz

7. Flor do Caribe
Production: Globo
Direction: Leonardo Nogueira
Script: Walther Negrão, Suzana
Pires, Alessandro Marson, Júlio
Fischer, Fausto Galvão, Vinicius
Vianna
Cast: Grazi Massafera, Henri
Castelli, Igor Rickli, Juca de
Oliveira, Sérgio Mamberti

CHILE
1. Los 80 más que una moda (6th
season)
Production: Canal 13 (Alberto
Gesswein, Patricio Pereira), Andrés
Wood Producciones
Direction: Rodrigo Bazaes
Script: Rodrigo Cuevas
Cast: Daniel Muñoz, Tamara
Acosta, Loreto Aravena, Tomás
Verdejo, Lucas Escobar, Katty
Kowaleczko, Daniel Alcaíno, Pablo
Freire

8. Lado a lado
Production: Globo
Direction: Dennis Carvalho,
Vinícius Coimbra
Script: Claudia Lage, João
Ximenes Braga
Cast: Marjorie Estiano, Camila
Pitanga, Lázaro Ramos, Thiago
Fragoso, Patrícia Pilar
9. O canto da sereia
Production: Globo
Direction: José Luiz Villamarim
Script: George Moura, Patrícia
Andrade, Sérgio Goldberg
Cast: Isis Valverde, Gabriel Braga
Nunes, Camila Morgado, Marcos
Palmeira, Marcos Caruso
10. Além do horizonte
Production: Globo
Direction: Gustavo Fernandez
Script: Carlos Gregório, Marcos

2. Las Vegas
Production: Canal 13 (Herval
Abreu)
Direction: Roberto Rebolledo
Script: Sergio Díaz, Patricio
Heim, Nicolás Wellman, Jonathan
Cuchacovich, Bárbara Zemelman,
Catalina Calcagni
Cast: Francisca Imboden, Lorena
Bosch, María José Bello, Josefina
Montané, Cristián Campos,
Cristián Arriagada Mario Horton,
˘lvaro Gómez
3. Somos los Carmona
Production: TVN (Daniela
Demicheli)
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencoret
Script: Carlos Oporto, David
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Bustos, Jaime Morales
Cast: Alvaro Rudolphy, Carolina
Arregui, Fernando Larraín, Ingrid
Cruz
4. Soltera otra vez 2
Production: Canal 13 (Herval
Abreu)
Direction: Herval Abreu
Script: Marcelo Castañon
Cast: Paz Bascuñán, Cristián
Arriagada, Josefina Montané, Pablo
Macaya, Loreto Aravena, Nicolás
Poblete, Lorena Bosch, Héctor
Morales, Aranzazú Yankovic
5. Ecos en el desierto
Production: CHV (Patricio
Pereira), TNT
Direction: Andrés Wood
Script: Andrés Wood, Guillermo
Calderón
Cast: María Gracia Omegna, Aline
Kuppenheim, Francisco Celhay,
Alfredo Castro, José Soza, Paulina
Urrutia
6. Separados
Production: TVN (Daniela
Demicheli, Claudia Cazenave)
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencoret
Script: Daniella Castagno
Cast: Jorge Zabaleta, ˘lvaro
Rudolphy, Sigrid Alegría, Luz
Valdivieso, Fernando Larraín,
Alejandra Fosalba, Andrés Velasco,
Daniela Ramírez, Rodrigo Muñoz,
Coca Guazzini

7. Socias
Production: TVN (Patricio López,
Yanara Salfate)
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencoret
Script: Rodrigo Bastidas, Josefina
Fernández, Hugo Morales, Juan
Pablo Olave, Elena Muñoz,
Francisca Bernardi
Cast: María Elena Swett, Gonzalo
Valenzuela, Elisa Zulueta, Paola
Volpato, Marcelo Alonso, Alvaro
Morales, Mauricio Pesutic
8. Dos por uno
Production: TVN (Patricio López,
Cecilia Aguirre)
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencoret
Script: Sebastián Arrau, Claudia
Villarroel, Eduardo Pavez, Felipe
Montero
Cast: Diego Muñoz, Carolina
Varleta, María José Illanes,
Francisco Melo, Mariana Loyola,
Antonia Santa María, Matías
Oviedo, Hernán Contreras, Gloria
Munchmeyer, Adela Secall
9. Secretos en el jardín
Production: Canal 13 (Matías
Ovalle)
Direction: Rodrigo Velásquez,
Felipe Marchetti
Script: Nona Fernández, Marcelo
Leonart, Ximena Carrera, Simón
Soto
Cast: Francisco Pérez-Bannen,
Blanca Levin, Edgardo Bruna,
Mario Horton, Daniela Ramírez
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10. Dama y obrero
Production: TVN (co-production),
Alce producciones
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencoret, Claudio López de Lérida
Script: José Ignacio Valenzuela,
Rosario Valenzuela
Cast: María Gracia Omegna,
Francisco Pérez-Bannen, Césazr
Sepúlveda, Delfina Guzmán,
Magdalena Max-Neef, Elisa Zuleta
COLOMBIA
1. La selección
Production: Caracol Televisión
Direction: Luis Alberto Restrepo,
Ricardo Coral
Script: César Betancur, Perla
Ramírez, Juan Andrés Granados
Cast: Omar Murillo, Édgar
Vitorino, John Alex Castillo,
Antonio Jiménez
2. Tres caínes
Production: RTI Producciones
Direction: Mauricio Cruz, Carlos
Gaviria
Script: Gustavo Bolívar, Yesmer
Uribe
Cast: Julián Román, Gregorio
Pernía, Elkin Díaz, Luz Stella
Luengas, Elileen Moreno, Juliana
Posso
3. Rafael Orozco, el ídolo
Production: Caracol Televisión
Direction: Andrés Marroquín
Script: Arleth Castillo
Cast: Alejandro Palacio, Taliana
Vargas, Maritza Rodríguez, Mario
Espitia, Rafael Santos

4. Allá te espero
Production: RCN Televisión
Direction: Herney Luna, Cesar
Ibagón
Script: Adriana Suárez, Javier
Giraldo
Cast: Mónica Gómez, Keller
Wortham, Sebastián Martínez,
Alejandra Borrero
5. La promesa
Production: Caracol Televisión,
CMO Producciones
Direction: Klych Lopez
Script: Irma Correa, Margarita
Londoño, Paul Rodríguez, Catalina
Palomino
Cast: Julieth Restrepo, Aislinn
Derbez, Nicole Santamaria, Luis
Roberto Guzmán, Jesús Ochoa
6. El capo II
Production: Canal RCN in coproduction with Fox TeleColombia
Direction: Lilo Vilaplana,
Riccardo Gabrielli, Klych López
Script: Gustavo Bolívar
Cast: Marlon Moreno, Cristina
Umaña, Carolina Ramírez, Oscar
Borda
7. Casa de reinas
Production: RCN Televisión
Direction: Mario Ribero
Script: Miguel ˘ngel Baquero,
Eloísa Infante
Cast: Rodrigo Candamil, Catalina
Londoño, Lorna Cepeda, Mauricio
Mejía, Omeris Arrieta
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8. Comando elite
Production: Dramax RCN
Televisión
Direction: Jorge Alí Triana,
Rodrigo Triana
Script: Verónica Triana, Leopoldo
Vanegas, Pedro M. Rozo, Fabio
Rubiano
Cast: Salvador del Solar, Diana
Hoyos, Claudio Cataño, Laura
Londoño, Julieth Restrepo
9. Alias el mexicano
Production: Fox TeleColombia
Direction: Diego Mejía, Mónica
Botero
Script: Mauricio Navas, Catalina
Palomino, Gustavo Salcedo
Cast: Juan Sebastián Calero,
Carolina Gaitán, Rafael Novoa,
Xilena Aycardi, Flora Martinez
10. Mentiras perfectas
Production: Caracol Televisión in
co-production with Warner Bros.
Entertainment, TeleAmazonas
Direction: Andrés Marroquín,
María Cecilia Vásquez
Script: Dell Chandler, Hank
Chilton, Brad Falchuck, Ryan
Murphy, Claudia Fernanda Sánchez
Cast: Carolina Gómez, Julia
Pombo, Emmanuel Esparza,
Cristóbal Alzáte, Michel
Brown
ECUADOR
1. La vida sigue
Production: Globo
Direction: Jayme Monjardim

Script: Lícia Manzo, Marcos
Bernstein
Cast: Fernanda Vasconcellos,
Marjorie Estiano, Rafael Cardoso,
Thiago Lacerda, Paulo Betti
2. Avenida Brasil
Production: Globo
Direction: Ricardo Waddington
Script: João Emanuel Carneiro
Cast: Débora Falabella, Adriana
Esteves, Murilo Benício, Cauã
Reymond, Eliane Giardini
3. El capo 2
Production: Fox TeleColombia
Direction: Lilo Vilaplana
Script: Gustavo Bolívar
Cast: Marlon Moreno, Cristina
Umaña, Carolina Ramirez, Oscar
Borda, Paola Tovar
4. Así pasa
Production: Ecuavisa
Direction: Catrina Tala
Script: Maluly Oliva, Jorge Luis
Pérez, Ricardo Velasteguí
Cast: Efraín Ruales, Carolina
Piechestein, Claudia Campusano,
Vicente Romero Tania Sala
5. Fina estampa
Production: Globo
Direction: Wolf Maya
Script: Aguinaldo Silva
Cast: Lília Cabral, Christiane
Torloni, Carolina Dieckmann,
Malvino Salvador, Sophie
Charlotte
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6. Santa diabla
Production: Telemundo
Direction: Luis Manzo, Ricardo
Schwarz, Arturo Manuitt, Miguel
Varoni
Script: José Ignacio Valenzuela
Cast: Gaby Espino, Aarón Díaz,
Carlos Ponce, Ximena Duque,
Wanda DÊIsidoro
7. Pasión prohibida
Production: Telemundo
Direction: Vicente Albarracín,
Miguel Varoni, Ricardo Schwarz
Script: Halit Ziya Uşaklþgil
Cast: Mónica Spear, Jeancarlos
Canela, Rebecca Jones, Roberto
Vander, Mercedes Molto
8. Enchufe.tv
Production: Touché Films
Direction: Jorge Ulloa
Script: Leonardo Robalino,
Christian Moya, Martín
Domínguez, Jorge Ulloa
Cast: Raúl Santana, Nataly
Valencia, Orlando Herrera, Jorge
Ulloa, Leo Robalino
9. Secretos
Production: Ecuavisa
Direction: Peky Andino
Script: Peky Andino
Cast: Érika Vélez, Luciana Grassi,
Andrés Crespo, Alejandro Fajardo,
Dallyana Passailaigue
10. El combo amarillo IV
Production: Ecuavisa
Direction: Lucho Aguirre, Marcos
Espín

Script: Cristian Cortez, Miguel
Calero, Cecil Estacio
Cast: José Northia, María
Mercedes Pacheco, María Fernanda
Ríos, Jonathan Estrada, Mercedes
Payne
SPAIN
1. El tiempo entre costuras
Production: Boomerang TV
Direction: Ignacio Mercero, Iñaki
Peñafiel, Norberto López Amado
Script: María Dueñas (original
idea), Susana López Rubio, Alberto
Grondona, Carlos Montero
Cast: Adriana Ugarte, Peter Vives,
Tristán Ulloa, Elvira Mínguez,
Hannah New
2. ˘guila roja
Production: Globomedia
Direction: José Ramón Ayerra,
Arantxa Écija, Marco A. Castillo,
Marc Vigil, Miguel Alcantud
Script: Pilar Nadal
Cast: David Janer, Javier
Gutiérrez, Francis Lorenzo,
Miryam Gallego, Inma Cuesta
3. Cuéntame cómo pasó
Production: Grupo Ganga
Direction: Agustín Crespi, Antonio
Cano, Azucena Rodríguez, Moisés
Ramos, Łscar Aibar
Script: Eduardo Ladrón de
Guevara, Ignacio del Moral
(coordinators), Carlos Asorey,
Jacobo Delgado, Curro Royo,
Carlos Molineros, Sonia Sánchez
Cast: Imanol Arias, Ana Duato,
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Ricardo Gómez, Pablo Rivero,
María Galiana
4. La que se avecina
Production: Contubernio
Direction: Laura Caballero
Script: Alberto Caballero, Laura
Caballero, Daniel Deorador
(original idea); Sergio Mitjans,
Aracelis Alvarez de Sotomayor
Cast: José Luis Gil, Jordi Sánchez,
Nathalie Seseña, Isabel Ordaz,
Pablo Chiapella
5. Niños robados
Production: Mod Producciones
Direction: Salvador Calvo
Script: Helena Medina
Cast: Adriana Ugarte, Blanca
Portillo, Emilio Gutiérrez Caba,
Alicia Borrachero, Macarena
García
6. Isabel
Production: Diagonal TV
Direction: Jordi Frades
Script: Javier Olivares (director),
Anaïs Schaaff, Jordi Clafí, Joan
Barbero, Salvador Perpiñá, Pablo
Olivares
Cast: Michelle Jenner, Rodolfo
Sancho, Pablo Derqui, Bárbara
Lennie, Pedro Casablanc
7. Con el culo al aire
Production: Notro Televisión
Direction: David Fernández,
David Abajo
Script: David Fernández, David
Abajo (original idea)

Cast: Paco Tous, María León,
Raúl Arévalo, Toni Acosta, Iñaki
Miramón
8. Gran reserva
Production: Bambú Producciones
Direction: Carlos Sedes, Salvador
García Ruiz, Eduardo Armiñan,
Manuel Gómez Pereira, David
Pinillos, Antonio Hernández
Script: Ramón Campos, Gema
R. Neira (original idea); Eligio R.
Montero, Laura León, Deborah
Rope, Moisés Gómez, Nacho
López, Cristóbal Garrido, María
José Monchales, Diego Sotelo,
Miguel Merino, Gorka Basaguren
Cast: Emilio Gutiérrez Caba,
˘ngela Molina, Tristán Ulloa,
Armando del Río, Paula Echevarría
9. Carta a Eva
Production: TVE, TV3, Copia
Cero
Direction: Agustí Villaronga
Script: Agustí Villaronga, Alfred
Pérez, Roger Danès
Cast: Julieta Cardinali, Ana
Torrent, Nora Navas, Carmen
Maura, Jesús Castejón
10. Aída
Production: Globomedia
Direction: Mar Olid
Script: Iñaki San Román, Daniel
Govantes, Tatiana Chisleanschi
Cast: Paco León, Mariano Peña,
Pepe Viyuela, Melanie Olivares,
Miren Ibarguren
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UNITED STATES
1. Amores verdaderos
Production: Nicandro Díaz
González, Televisa
Direction: Salvador Garcini,
Ricardo de la Parra
Script: Marcela Citterio, Enrique
Estevanez, Libreto Kary Fajer
(original)
Cast: Erika Buenfil, Eduardo
Yáñez, Sebastian Rulli, Eiza
González, Marjorie de Souza
2. Por ella soy Eva
Production: Rosy Ocampo,
Televisa
Direction: Benjamin Cann
Script: Elkim Ospina, Fernán
Rivera, Juan Carlos Troncoso
(original); Pedro Rodríguez (coadaptation)
Cast: Jaime Camil, Lucero, Helena
Rojo, Mariana Seoane, Leticia
Perdigón
3. Amor bravío
Production: Carlos Moreno
Laguillo, Televisa
Direction: Lili Garza, Fernando
Nesme, Jesús Nájera, Daniel Ferrer
Script: Libretos Martha Carrillo,
Cristina García, Denisse Pfeiffer
Cast: Silvia Navarro, Cristian de
la Fuente, Rogelio Guerra, Flavio
Medina, Leticia Calderón
4. Porque el amor manda
Production: Juan Osorio, Televisa
Direction: Aurelio ˘vila, Gilberto
Macín, Salvador Sánchez

Script: Jorg Hiller, Claudia
Sánchez, Catalina Coy (original);
Alejandro Pholenz, Marcia del Rio,
Ricardo Tejeda (adaptation)
Cast: Fernando Colunga, Blanca
Soto, Erick Elías, Alejandro ˘vila,
Claudia ˘lvarez
5. Corazón indomable
Production: Nathalie Lartilleux,
Televisa
Direction: Víctor Fouilloux, Victor
Rodríguez, Jesús Acuña, Adrián
Frutos
Script: Inés Rodena, Libreto
Carlos Romero (original); Tere
Medina (co-adaptation)
Cast: Ana Brenda Contreras,
Daniel Arenas, Elizabeth ˘lvarez,
René Strickler, César Évora
6. La tempestad
Production: Salvador Mejía,
Televisa
Direction: Mónica Miguel, Eric
Morales, Jesús Nájera, Lino Gama
Script: Humberto ÂKikoÊ
Olivieri (original); Liliana Abud
(adaptation); Mauricio Aridjis (coadaptation)
Cast: Ximena Navarrete, William
Levy, Iván Sánchez, Daniela
Romo, Manuel Ojeda
7. Qué bonito amor
Production: Salvador Mejía,
Televisa
Direction: Alberto Díaz, Javier
Yerandi, Adrián Frutos, Jesús
Nájera, Vivian Sánchez Ross
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Script: Ricardo Fiallega
(adaptation); Marisol Barbabosa,
Adriana Spota, Juan Carlos
Franzoni (assessors)
Cast: Jorge Salinas, Danna
García, Pablo Montero, Angélica
María, Malillany Marín
8. Lo que la vida me robó
Production: Angeli Nesma
Medina, Televisa
Direction: Sergio Cataño, Claudio
Reyes, Armando Zafra, Manuel
Barajas
Script: Caridad Bravo Adams
(original); Juan Carlos Alcalá
(version and librettos); Fermín
Zúñiga, Rosa Salazar (adaptation);
Jorge Cervantes (co-adaptation)
Cast: Angelique Boyer, Daniela
Castro, Sebastián Rulli, Luis
Roberto Guzmán, Sergio Sendel
9. Corona de lágrimas
Production: José Alberto Castro,
Televisa
Direction: Juan Carlos Muñoz,
Alejandro Gamboa
Script: Manuel Canseco Noriega
(original); Jesús Calzada (version);
Janely Lee (co-adaptation)
Cast: Victoria Ruffo, Alejandro
Nones, Maribel Guardia, Ernesto
Laguardia, ˘frica Zavala
10. Por siempre mi amor
Production: Ignacio Sada Madero,
Televisa
Direction: Edgar Ramírez,
Mauricio Manzano, Claudio Lara

Script: Abel Santa Cruz (original);
Erick Vonn, Nora Alemán, Denisse
Pfeiffer (adaptation)
Cast: Susana González, Guy
Ecker, Dominika Paleta, Héctor
Suarez Gomis, Pablo Lyle
MEXICO
1. Corazón indomable
Production: Nathalia Narthilleux
Direction: Jesús Acuña
Script: Ines Rodena
Cast: Ana Brenda Contreras,
Daniel Arenas, Elizabeth ˘lvarez,
César Évora, René Strickler
2. Lo que la vida se llevó
Production: Angeli Nesma
Direction: Sergio Cataño
Script: Caridad Bravo
Cast: Daniela Castro, Angelique
Boyer, Sebastián Rulli, Luis
Roberto Guzmán, Sergio Sendel
3. Qué pobres tan ricos
Production: Rosy Ocampo
Direction: Pedro Rodríguez
Script: Elkim Ospina
Cast: Jaime Camil, Zuria Vega,
Mark Tacher, Ingrid Martz, Sylvia
Pasquel
4. La tempestad
Production: Salvador Mejía
Direction: Gerardo Lucio
Script: Liliana Abud
Cast: William Levy, Ximena
Navarrete, Iván Sánchez, César
Évora, Daniela Romo
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5. Quiero amarte
Production: Carlos Moreno
Direction: Luis Vélez
Script: Martha Carrillo
Cast: Karyme Lozano, Cristián de
la Fuente, Diana Bracho, Flavio
Medina, Alejandra Barros

10. María de todos los ángeles
Production: Mara Escalante
Direction: Francisco Franco
Script: Mara Escalante
Cast: Mara Escalante, Ariel
Miramontes, Alma Cero,
Montserrat Marañó, Beng Zeng

6. De que te quiero, te quiero
Production: Valentín Parrága
Direction: Claudia Aguilar
Script: María Zarattini
Cast: Livia Brito, Juan Diego
Covarrubias, Cynthia Klitbo,
Marcelo Córdoba, Esmeralda
Pimentel

PERU
1. Al fondo hay sitio (5th season)
Production: América TV, Efraín
Aguilar
Direction: Jorge Tapia, Toño Vega
Script: Gigio Aranda
Cast: Irma Maury, Yvonne
Frayssinet, Mónica Sánchez,
Adolfo Chuiman, Tatiana Astengo

7. Mentir para vivir
Production: Rosy Ocampo
Direction: Benjamín Cann
Script: María Zarattini
Cast: Mayrín Villanueva, David
Zepeda, Diego Olivera, Altair
Jarabo, Leticia Perdigón
8. Libre para amarte
Production: Emilio Larrosa
Direction: José García
Script: Emilio Larrosa
Cast: Gloria Trevi, Gabriel Soto,
Eduardo Santamarina, Luz Elena
González, Consuelo Duval
9. Por siempre mi amor
Production: Ignacio Sada
Direction: Jorge Ramírez
Script: Abel Santa
Cast: Susana González, Guy
Ecker, Dominika Paleta, Héctor
Suárez Gomís, Marta Julia

2. Mi amor el wachimán 2
Production: Del Barrio
Producciones, Michelle Alexander
Direction: Francisco ˘lvarez
Script: Víctor Falcón, Eduardo
Adrianzén
Cast: Christian Domínguez, Maria
Grazia Gamarra, Nikko Ponce,
André Silva, Camila Zavala
3. La reina de las carretillas
Production: Del Barrio
producciones, Michelle Alexander
Direction: Francisco ˘lvarez
Script: Víctor Falcón
Cast: Pierina Carcelén, Fiorella
Díaz, Diego Lombardi, Łscar
López Arias, Teddy Guzmán
4. Avenida Perú
Production: Michel Gómez
Direction: Guillermo Isla
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Script: Alfredo Ortiz de Zevallos
Cast: Gerardo Zamora, Nidia
Bermejo, Gabriela Gastelumendi,
Jesús Neyra, Lorena Caravedo
5. Los amores de Polo
Production: Hakowin, Efraín
Aguilar
Direction: Efraín Aguilar, José
Mercado
Script: Rosa Gutiérrez
Cast: Francisco Bazán, Patsy
Bendayán, Alan Diez, Fiorella
Flores, Yidah Eslava
6. Solamente milagros (2nd season)
Production: América Televisión,
César Arana Díaz
Direction: Jorge Tapia, Santiago
Vitteri (and others)
Script: Luis del Prado, Rosa
Gutiérrez Mongrut, Analucía
Roeder (and others)
Cast: Jesús Aranda, Maricarmen
Pinedo, Julia Ruiz, Liliana Alegría,
Sandro Calderón
7. Solamente milagros (3rd season)
Production: América Televisión,
César Arana Díaz
Direction: Augusto Tamayo, Dino
García, Frank Pérez-Garland (and
others)
Script: Luis del Prado, Rosa
Gutiérrez Mongrut, Analucía
Roeder (and others)
Cast: Milene Vásquez, Rebeca
Escribens, Fabricio Aguilar, Diego
Lombardi, Pietro Sibile

8. Vacaciones en Grecia
Production: Del Barrio
producciones, Michelle Alexander
Direction: Michelle Alexander,
Francisco ˘lvarez
Script: Rita Solf
Cast: Marisol Aguirre, Paúl Martín,
Pold Castello, Norka Ramirez,
Christian Ysla
9. Derecho de familia
Production: Michelle Alexander,
Margarita Morales Macedo
Direction: Michelle Alexander
Script: Rosa Clemente García
Cast: Regina Alcóver, María Grazia
Gamarra, Lucho Cáceres, Stephano
Portugal
10. Cholo powers
Production: Del Barrio
producciones, Michelle Alexander
Direction: Francisco ˘lvarez
Script: Claudia Sacha, Eduardo
Adrianzén
Cast: Christian Domínguez, André
Silva, Nikko Ponce, Emanuel
Soriano, Gino Pesaressi
PORTUGAL
1. DancinÊ days
Production: SIC, SP Televisão,
Globo
Direction: Manuel Amaro da Costa
Script: Gilberto Braga,
Pedro Lopes
Cast: Joana Santos, Soraia Chaves,
Joana Ribeiro, Alexandre de Sousa,
Margarida Carpinteiro
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2. Sol de inverno
Production: SP Televisão
Direction: Patrícia Sequeira
Script: Pedro Lopes
Cast: Maria João Luís, Rita
Blanco, Rogério Samora, Victória
Guerra, Diogo Morgado
3. Belmonte
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: António Borges Correia
Script: Victor Carrasco, Artur
Ribeiro
Cast: Filipe Duarte, João Catarré,
Lourenço Ortigão, Marco
DÊAlmeida, Graziela Schmitt
4. Louco amor
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: António Borges Correia
Script: Tozé Martinho
Cast: Ruy de Carvalho, Marta
Fernandes, Patrícia Candoso,
Martinho da Silva, Fernanda
Serrano
5. Destinos cruzados
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: António Borges Correia
Script: António Barreira
Cast: Alexandra Lencastre,
Virgílio Castelo, Nuno Homem de
Sá, Mariana Monteiro, Pedro Lima
6. Mundo ao contrário
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Hugo de Sousa
Script: João Matos
Cast: Marco António Del Carlo,

Isabel Medina, Rosa do Canto,
Nuno Melo, São José Correia
7. Filmes TVI (Ela por ela / Não
desistas de mim)
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Nuno Franco
Script: Tozé Martinho, Rita
Martinho, Rute Moreira
Cast: Nuno Homem de Sá,
Margarida Vilhena, António Capelo,
Melânia Gomes
Direction: Nuno Franco
Script: Luís Avelar (original ideia),
Filipa Faria
Cast: Fernanda Serrano, João
Cabral, Beatriz Leonardo
8. Doida por ti
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Hugo de Sousa
Script: Maria João Mira
Cast: Fernando Luís, Filomena
Gonçalves, Sílvia Rizzo, Almeno
Gonçalves, Paulo Pires
9. I love it
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Jorge Cardoso
Script: Eduarda Laia, Marta
Coelho, Bruno Gonçalves, Catarina
Peixoto, Sara Simões and others.
Cast: Mia Rose, Fernanda Lapa,
Francisco Garcia, Marta Andrino,
Frederico Amaral
10. Bem-vindos a Beirais
Production: SP Televisão
Direction: Manuel Amaro da Costa
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Script: Miguel Simal, Marta Pais
Lopes, Ana Lucia Carvalho, Joana
Andrade, Gonçalo Pereira and
others
Cast: Pepê Rapazote, Oceana
Basílio, Sandra Santos, Carla
Chambel, Carlos Santos
URUGUAY
1. Avenida Brasil
Production: Globo
Direction: Ricardo Waddington
Script: João Emanuel Carneiro
Cast: Débora Falabella, Adriana
Esteves, Murilo Benício, Cauã
Reymond, Nathalia Dill
2. Solamente vos
Production: Pol-ka Producciones
Direction: Rodolfo Antúnez,
Claudio Ferrari
Script: Marta Betoldi, Daniel
Cúparo, Lily Ann Martin, Mario
Segade
Cast: Adrián Suar, Natalia Oreiro,
Muriel Santa Ana, Claudia Fontán,
Juan Minujín
3. La vida sigue
Production: Globo
Direction: Jayme Monjardim
Script: Lícia Manzo, Marcos
Bernstein
Cast: Fernanda Vasconcellos,
Rafael Cardoso, Marjorie Estiano,
Thiago Lacerda, Ana Beatriz
Nogueira
4. Sos mi hombre
Production: Pol-ka Producciones

Direction: Sebastián Pivotto,
Martín Sabán
Script: Leandro Calderone
Cast: Luciano Castro, Celeste Cid,
Gabriel Goity, Gonzalo Valenzuela,
Ludovico Di Santo
5. Fina estampa
Production: Globo
Direction: Wolf Maya
Script: Aguinaldo Silva
Cast: Lilia Cabral, Caio Castro,
Sophie Charlotte, Malvino
Salvador, Carolina Dieckmann
6. Río del destino
Production: Globo
Direction: Marcos Schechtman
Script: Walther Negrão
Cast: Cleo Pires, Murilo Rosa,
Lima Duarte, Milena Toscano,
Regina Duarte
7. Encantadoras
Production: Globo
Direction: Denise Saraceni
Script: Filipe Miguez, Izabel de
Oliveira
Cast: Taís Araújo, Leandra Leal,
Isabelle Drummond, Cláudia
Abreu, Ricardo Tozzi
8. Farsantes
Production: Pol-ka
Direction: Daniel Barone, Jorge
Bechara
Script: Mario Segade, Carolina
Aguirre
Cast: Julio Chávez, Griselda
Siciliani, Facundo Arana, Benjamín
Vicuña, Alfredo Casero
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9. Graduados
Production: Sebastián Ortega,
Pablo Culell
Direction: Victoria Goyeneche,
Miguel Colom, Pablo Ambrosini,
Javier Pérez
Script: Ernesto Korovsky, Silvina
Frejdkes, Alejandro Quesada
Cast: Nancy Dupláa, Daniel
Hendler, Luciano Cáceres, Julieta
Ortega, Isabel Macedo
10. Gabriela
Production: Globo
Direction: Mauro Mendonça Filho
Script: Walcyr Carrasco, Cláudia
Souto, André Ryoki
Cast: Juliana Paes, Humberto
Martins, Antônio Fagundes, José
Wilker, Mateus Solano
VENEZUELA
1. Amor sincero
Production: Vista producciones
for RCN Televisión
Direction: Rodrigo Triana
Script: Andrés Salgado, Natalia
Ospina
Cast: Maureen Belky Ramírez
Cardona (Marbelle), Marcela
Benjumea, Carlos Manuel Vesga,
Indhira Serrano
2. Rafael Orozco, el ídolo
Production: Caracol Televisión
Direction: Andrés Marroquín
Script: Arleth Castillo
Cast: Alejandro Palacio, Taliana
Vargas, Maritza Rodríguez, Mario
Espitia, Rafael Santos

3. La patrona
Production: Telemundo
Direction: Carlos Villegas, Víctor
Hugo Martínez Saladierna, Víctor
Herrera
Script: José Ignacio Cabrujas,
Julio César Mármol (original
script); Valentina Párraga, Eduardo
Macías, Rossana Negrín, Cristina
Policastro, José Vicente Spataro
(adaptation)
Cast: Aracely Arámbula, Jorge
Luis Pila, Christian Bach, Gonzalo
García Vivanco
4. Corazón indomable
Production: Televisa
Direction: Jesús Acuña, Víctor
Fouilloux, Víctor Rodríguez,
Adrián Frutos.
Script: Inés Rodena (original
script); Carlos Romero, Tere
Medina (adaptation)
Cast: Ana Brenda Contreras,
Daniel Arenas, Elizabeth ˘lvarez,
René Strickler, Rocío Banquells
5. Retrato de una mujer
Production: RCN Televisión
Direction: Pepe Sánchez, Julio
César Romero
Script: Mónica Agudelo
Cast: Katherine Vélez, Patrick
Delmas, Vicky Hernández, Juan
Pablo Franco, Alejandro López
6. De todas maneras Rosa
Production: Venevisión
Direction: Yuri Delgado
Script: Carlos Pérez
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Cast: Marisa Román, Ricardo
˘lamo, Norkys Batista, Luciano
DÊAlessandro, Gustavo Rodríguez
7. Emperatriz
Production: TV Azteca
Direction: Javier Patrón Fox,
Carlos ˘ngel Guerra
Script: José Ignacio Cabrujas
Cast: Gabriela Spanic, Bernie Paz,
Adriana Louvier, Marimar Vega,
Omar Fierro
8. Amores verdaderos
Production: Televisa
Direction: Salvador Garcini
Script: Marcela Citterio, Enrique
Estevanez (original script); Kary
Fajer (adaptation)
Cast: Erika Buenfil, Eduardo
Yáñez, Eiza González, Sebastián
Rulli, Enrique Rocha

9. Mentir para vivir
Production: Televisa
Direction: Benjamín Cann,
Rodrigo Zaunbos
Script: María Zarattini, Claudia
Velazco
Cast: Mayrín Villanueva, David
Zepeda, Diego Olivera, Altair
Jarabo, Adriana Roel
10. Por siempre mi amor
Production: Televisa
Direction: José Edgar Ramíez, Ana
Lorena Pérez-Ríos
Script: Abel Santacruz
Cast: Susana González, Guy
Ecker, Dominika Paleta. Héctor
Suárez Gomís, Thelma Madrigal
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Transmedia Production Strategies in Television Fiction
The present Obitel Yearbook is the eighth of a series started
in 2007 and it reflects the maturity of a methodology that
combines quantitative study with the contextual analysis of
television fiction, its transmediation into other screens and
the sociocultural dynamics that are circumscribed to each of
the different member countries.

Fiction, as industry, genre, and format, is one of the most
representative cultural and media products of television in
Ibero-America. Its cultural and symbolic tradition is a place
of agreement and disagreement that is now the setting not
only of the main characters’ loves and intimate secrets in the
telenovelas and series but also that of public life, politics, and
citizenship, since even more fiction has been anchoring its
narrative on the multiple problems that affect us as a region
and, at the same time, identify us as countries.
The Obitel member countries chose as topic of the year for
this 2014 Yearbook the study of the “transmedia production
strategies in television fiction”, aiming to analyze how
television networks have been incorporating transmedia
strategies into their fiction productions, either through scripts
that build stories, characters, products, and practices, which
are characterized by the constant interaction with social
networks, or through actions of transit and expansion of the
original fictional universe to other screens and platforms. In
other words, the analyses carried out in the Obitel Yearbook
2014 aim not only to map the transmedia productions
strategies present in the 12 countries that make up the
research team but also to address this current topic based on
different theoretical and methodological approaches.
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Obitel is made up of 12 national research groups that
systematically monitor, throughout a year, fiction shows that
are produced and broadcast through open television channels
in their respective countries. The results of this monitoring
are presented through the singularities and tendencies of
fiction in each country and in a comparative chapter that
provides a general overview of television fiction in the
member countries.
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